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PROTOGUE
Everythingshouldbemadeassimpleaspossible,
but not simPler.
-ALsrnr

ElNsrsrN

This book tries to explainhow minds work. How can intelligenceemergefrom nonintelligence?To answerthat, we'll show that you can build a mind from many little parts, each
mindlessby itself.
I'll call "Societyof Mind" this schemein which eachmind is madeof many smallerprocesses.
Thesewe'll call agents.Each mental agentby itselfcan only do somesimplething that needs
no mind or thought at all. Yet when we join theseagentsin societies-in certain very special
ways-this leadsto true intelligence.
There'snothing very technicalin this book. It, too, is a society-of many smallideas.Each
joinenoughof themwecanexplainthestrangest
byitselfisonlycommonsense,yetwhenwe
mysteriesof mind.
My explanationsrarely go in
One trouble is that theseideashavelots of cross-connections.
neat, straightlinesfrom startto end. I wishI could havelined them up so that you could climb
one by one. lnsteadthey'retied in tangledwebs.
straightto the top, by mentalstair-steps,
Perhapsthe fault is actuallymine, for failing to find a tidy baseof neatlyorderedprinciples.
But I'm inclined to lay the blame upon the nature of the mind: much of its power seemsto
If so,that complicationcan't be helped;
stemfrom just the messywaysits agentscross-connect.
it's only what we must expectfrom evolution'scountlesstricks.
What can we do when things are hard to describe?
We start by sketchingout the roughest
shapesto serveasscaffoldsfor the rest;it doesn'tmattervery much if someof thoseforms turn
out partiallywrong. Next, draw detailsto give theseskeletonsmore lifelike flesh.Last, in the
final filling-in, discardwhicheverfirst ideasno longerfit.
That's what we do in real life, with puzzlesthat seemvery hard. [t's much the samefor
shatteredpots as for the cogsof greatmachines.Until you'veseensomeof the rest,you can't
makesenseof any part.

I.I

THEAGENTSOF THEMIND

Good theoriesof the mind must span at leastthree different scalesof time: slow, for the
billion yearsin which our brainshaveevolved;fast,for the fleetingweeksand monthsof infancy
and childhood;and in between,the centuriesof growthof our ideasthrough history.
To explainthe mind, we have to showhow minds are built from mindlessstuff, from parts
that are much smallerand simplerthan anythingwe'd considersmart. Unlesswe can explain
the mind in termsof thingsthat haveno thoughtsor feelingsof their own, we'll only havegone
around in a circle. But what could thosesimplerparticlesbe-the "agents"that composeour
minds?This is the subjectof our book, and knowingthis, let's seeour task.There are many
questionsto answer.
Function:
Embodiment:
Interaction:
Origins:
Heredity:
Learning:
Character:
Authority:
Intention:
Competence:
Selfiress:
Meaning:
Sensibility:
Awareness:

How do agentswork?
What arethey madeoft
How do theycommunicate?
Wheredo the first agentscomefrom?
Are we all born with the sameagents?
How do we makenewagentsand changeold ones?
What are the most important kindsof agents?
What happenswhenagentsdisagree?
How could suchnetworkswant or wish?
How cangroupsof agentsdo whatseparate
agentscannotdo?
What givesthem unity or personolity?
How could theyunderstandanything?
How could theyhavefeelingsand emotions?
How could theybe consciousor self-aware?

How could a theoryof the mind explainso manythings,when everyseparatequestionseems
too hard to answerby itself?Thesequestionsall seemdifficult, indeed,when we severeach
one'sconnectionsto the other ones. But once we seethe mind as a societyof agents,each
answerwill illuminatethe rest.

t8
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I.2

THE MIND AND THE BRAIN

It wasneversupposad
lthe poet Imlac said]fhaf cogitationis
inherentin matter,or that everyparticleis a thinking being.Yet if
any part of matterbedevoidof thought,what part cdn we suppose
to think? Matter can differfrom matteronly in form, bulk,
density,motion and directionof motion: to whichof these,
howeyervariedor combined,can consciousness
To be
beannexed?
roundor squdre,to besolidor fluid, to begreator little, to be
movedslowlyor swiftlyonewdyor another,aremodesof material
all equallyalienfromthe natureof cogitation.If matter
existence,
beoncewithout thought,it canonly bemadeto think by somenew
whichit canadmit are
modification,but all the modifications
with cogitativepowers.
equallyunconnected
-Setvruel JoHNsoN

How could solid-seemingbrains support such ghostly things as thoughts?This question
troubledmany thinkersof the past.The world of thoughtsand the world of thingsappearedto
be too far apart to interact in any way. So long as thoughtsseemedso utterly different from
everythingelse,there seemedto be no placeto start.
A few centuriesago it seemedequallyimpossibleto explainLife, becauseliving things appearedto be so different from anything else.Plantsseemedto grow from nothing. Animals
could move and learn. Both could reproducethemselves-whilenothing elsecould do such
things.But then that awesomegapbeganto close.Everyliving thing wasfound to be composed
of smallercells,and cellsturnedout to be composedof complexbut comprehensible
chemicals.
Soon it wasfound that plantsdid not createany substanceat all but simplyextractedmost of
their materialfrom gasesin the air. Mysteriouslypulsingheartsturned out to be no more than
mechanicalpumps, composedof networksof musclecells. But it was not until the present
century that fohn von Neumann showedtheoreticallyhow cell-machinescould reproduce
while, almost independently,famesWatsonand FrancisCrick discoveredhow each cell actually makescopiesof its own hereditarycode.No longerdoesan educatedpersonhaveto seek
any special,vital force to animateeachliving thing.
Similarly,a century ago, we had essentiallyno way to start to explainhow thinking works.
Then psychologists
like SigmundFreud and fean Piagetproducedtheir theoriesabout child
development.Somewhatlater, on the mechanicalside,mathematicians
like Kurt Godel and
Alan Turing beganto revealthe hitherto unknown rangeof what machinescould be madeto
do. Thesetwo streamsof thought beganto mergeonly in the 1940s,when Warren McCulloch
and Walter Pitts beganto showhow machinesmight be madeto see,reason,and remember.
Researchin the modern scienceof Artificial Intelligencestartedonly in the 1950s,stimulated
by the inventionof moderncomputers.This inspireda floodof new ideasabouthow machines
could do what only mindshad donepreviously.
Most peoplestill believethat no machinecould everbe conscious,or feel ambition,jealousy,
humor, or haveany other mentallife-experience.
To be sure,we arestill far from beingableto
create machinesthat do all the things peopledo. But this only meansthat we need better
theoriesabout how thinking works.This book will showhow the tiny machinesthat we'll call
"agentsof the mind" could be the long sought"particles"that thosetheoriesneed.
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I.3 THESOCIEITOF MIND
You know that everythingyou think and do is thoughtand doneby you. But what'sa "yotr"?
What kindsof smallerentitiescooperateinsideyour mind to do your work?To startto seehow
minds are like societies,try this:pick uf a cup of tea!
Your GRASPINGagentswant to keephold of the cup.
Your BALANCING agentswant to keepthe teafrom spilling out.
Your THIRST agentswant you to drink the tea.
YourMOVING agentswant to get the cup to your lips.
Yet none of theseconsumeyour mind as you roam aboutthe room talkingto your friends.
You scarcelythink at all aboutBalance;Balance
has no concernwith Grasp;Grasphas no
interestinThirst; andThirst is not involvedwith your socialproblems.Why not?Becausethey
can dependon one another.If eachdoesits own little job, the reallybig iob will get done by all
of them together:drinking tea.
How many processes
are goingon, to keepthat teacuplevelin your grasp?There must be at
leasta hundredof them, just to shapeyour wrist andpalm and hand.Another thousandmuscle
systemsmust work to manageall the moving bonesand joints that make your body walk
around. And to keepeverythingin balance,eachof thoseprocesses
hasto communicatewith
someof the others.What if you stumbleand startto fall?Then many other processes
quickly
try to get thingsstraight.Someof them are concernedwith how you lean and whereyou place
your feet. Others are occupiedwith what to do aboutthe tea:you wouldn't want to burn your
own hand, but neither would you want to scaldsomeoneelse.You needwaysto make quick
decisions.
All this happenswhile you talk, and noneof it appearsto needmuch thought.But when you
come to think of it, neither doesyour talk itself. What kinds of agentschooseyour words so
that you can expressthe thingsyou mean?How do thosewordsget arrangedinto phrasesand
sentences,each connectedto the next?What agenciesinsideyour mind keeptrack of all the
things you've said-and, also,whom you'vesaidthem to? How foolish it can make you feel
when you repeat-unless you'resureyour audienceis new.
We're alwaysdoing severalthings at once, like planning and walking and talking, and this all
seemsso natural that we take it for granted.But theseprocesses
actuallyinvolve more machinerythan anyonecan understandall at once.So, in the next few sectionsof this book, we'll
focus on just one ordinary activity-making things with children'sbuilding-blocfts.
First we'll
breakthis processinto smallerparts,and then we'll seehow eachof them relatesto all the other
parts.
In doing this, we'll try to imitate how Galileoand Newton learnedso much by studyingthe
simplestkinds of pendulumsand weights,mirrors and prisms.Our studyof how to build with
blockswill be like focusinga microscopeon the simplestobjectswe can find, to openup a great
and unexpecteduniverse.It is the samereasonwhy so many biologiststoday devote more
attentionto tiny germsand virusesthan to magnificentlions and tigers.For me and a whole
generationof students,the world of work with children'sblockshas been the prism and the
pendulumfor studyingintelligence.
In science,onecdn learnthe mostby studyingwhat seemsthe least.
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I.4 THEWORTDOF BTOCKS
a host of
Imagine a child playingwith blocks,and imaginethat this child'smind contains
control.
is
in
Budlder
called
smallei minds. Call them mental agents.Right now, an agent
Builder'sspecialtyis making towersfrom blocks'

a
Our child likes to watch a tower grow as each new block is placedon top. -But building
from
help
for
ask
to
has
tower is too complicateda job for any single,simpleagent, soBuilder
severalother agents:
BUITDER

Choosea place to start the tower.
Add a new blockto the tower.
Decidewhetherit is high enough.

In fact, even to find another block and place it on the J9*-". top is too lig f9r a iob for any
,ir,gf.lg.*. So Add, in turn, must call for other agents'help.Beforewe'redone, we'll need
more agentsthan would fit in any diagram'

FIND

/
SEE

/l\

PI,,T
GET
\
/
,/\
RETEASE
IIOVE
GRASP

/r\

/l\

/l\

FirstADD mustFINDa newblock.
ThenthehandmustGETthat
blod<andPUTit onthetowertoP.

Why break things into such small parts?Becauseminds, like towers,are made that way.*".pi that they'rJ composedof processesinsteadof blocks. And if making stacksof blocks
,..-, insignificant-remember that you didn't alwaysfeel that way. When first you found
somebuil{ng toys in early childhood,you probablyspentfoyful weeksof learningwhat to do
with them. ti suth toys now seemrelatively dull, then you must ask yourself how you have
changed.Beforeyou turned to more ambitiousthings,it once seemedstrangeand wonderful
to be-ableto build a tower or a houseof blocks.Yet, though all grown-uppersonsknow how to
do such things, no one understandshow we leam to do them! And that is what will concern us
here. To pile up blocksinto heapsand rows:theseare skillseachof us learnedso long agothat
we can't rememberlearningthem at all. Now they seemmerecommonsense-and that'swhat
the amnesiaof infancy, makesus assumethat all
makespsychologyhard. This forgetfulness,
our minds,and we neverstopto askourselves
inside
there
o,r, *orrd"rful abilitieswere always
how they beganand grew.
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I.5 COMMONSENSE
You cannotthink aboutthinking,withoutthinkingabout
thinkingaboutsomething.
-SevuouR

Pepnnr

We found a way to makeour tower builder out of parts.But Builder is reallyfar from done.
To build a simplestackof blocks,our child'sagentsmustaccomplish
all theseotherthings.
Seemust recognizeits blocks,whatevertheir color,size,and place-in spite of
differentbackgrounds,
shades,
and lights,and evenwhenthey'repartially obscured
by otherthings.
Then,oncethat'sdone,Move hasto guide the arm and handthroughcomplicated
pathsin space,yet neverstrikethe tower'stop or hit thechild'sface.
And think howfoolishit wouldseem,if Find wereto see,and Graspwereto grdsp,
a blocksupportingthe towertop!
When we look closelyat these requirements,we find a bewilderingworld of complicated
questions.For example,how couldFlnd determinewhich blocksare still availablefor use?It
wouldhaveto "understand"the scenein termsof whatit is trying to do. This meansthat we'll
needtheoriesboth aboutwhat it meansto understandand abouthow a machinecould have a
goal.Considerall the practicaljudgmentsthat an actualBuilderwould haveto make.It would
have to decidewhether there are enoughblocksto accomplishits goal and whether they are
strongand wide enoughto supportthe othersthat will be placedon them.
What if the tower startsto sway?A realbuildermustguessthe cause.It is becausesomejoint
insidethe column isn't squareenough?Is the foundationinsecure,or is the tower too tall for
its width?Perhapsit is only becausethe lastblockwasplacedtoo roughly.
All childrenlearnaboutsuchthings,but we rarelyeverthink aboutthem in our lateryears.
By the time we areadultswe regardall of thisto be simple"commonsense."But that deceptive
pair of wordsconcealsalmostcountless
differentskills.
Commonsenseis not a simplething. Insteod,it is an immensesocietyof hardearnedpracticalideas-of multitudesof life-learnedrulesand exceptions,dispositionsond tendencies,
balances
and checks.
If commonsenseis sodiverseand intricate,whatmakesit seemso obviousand natural?This
illusion of simplicitycomesfrom losingtouch with what happenedduring infancy, when we
formed our first abilities.As eachnew group of skillsmatures,we build more layerson top of
them. As time goeson? the layersbelow becomeincreasinglyremote until, when we try to
speakof them in laterlife, we find ourselves
with little moreto saythan "I don'tknow."
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PROLOGUE

I.6 AGENTSAND AGENCIES
We want to explainintelligenceasa combinationof simplerthings.This meansthat we must
be sure to check, at every step,that none of our agentsis, itself, intelligent.Otherwise,our
"chessplaying
machine"that was extheory would end up resemblingthe nineteenth-century
posedby EdgarAllan Poeto actuallyconceala human dwarfinside.Accordingly,wheneverwe
find that an agenthas to do anythingcomplicated,we'll replaceit with a subsocietyof agents
that do simplerthings. Becauseof this, the readermust be preparedto feel a certain senseof
loss.When we breakthingsdown to their smallestparts,they'll eachseemdry as dust at first,
asthough someessencehasbeenlost.
For example,we'veseenhow to constructa tower-buildingskill by makingBuilderfrom little
partslike Find andGef. Now, wheredoesits "knowing-how-to-build"
residewhen, clearly,it is
yet
part-and
parts
Builder
is?
The
in
any
those
are
all
that
answer:
It is not enough to
not
explain only what each separateagent does.We must also understandhow those parts are
interrelated-that is, how groupsof agentscan accomplishthings.
Accordingly,eachstepin this book usestwo differentwaysto think aboutagents.If you were
to watch Builder work, from the outside,with no ideaof how it worksinside,you'd have the
impressionthat it knows how to build towers.But if you could seeBuilder from the inside,
you'd surely find no knowledgethere. You would see nothing more than a few switches,
arrangedin variouswaysto turn each other on and off. DoesBuilder "really know" how to
build towersiThe answerdependson how you look at it. Let'susetwo differentwords,"dgent"
and"agencyj'to saywhy Builder seemsto lead a doublelife. As agency,it seemsto know its
fob. As agent,it cannot know anythingat all.

Seenby itself,as an agent,BUILDER
is justa slmple procassthat tums other
agentson and off.

Seenfromoutside,as an agency,
BUILDERdoeswhateverall its
subagentsaaomplish, using
oneanothels help.

When you drive a car, you regard the steeringwheel as an agencythat you can use to change
the car's direction. You don't care how it works. But when something goes wrong with the
steering, and you want to understand what's happening, it's better to regard the steering wheel
as just one agent in a larger agency:it turns a shaft that turns a gearto pull a rod that shifts the
axle of a wheel. Of course, one doesn't alwayswant to take this microscopic view; if you kept
all those details in mind while driving, you might crash becauseit took too long to figure out
which way to turn the wheel. Knowing how is not the same as knowing why. In this book, we'll
always be switching between agents and agenciesbecause,depending on our purposes, we'll
have to use different viewpoints and kinds of descriptions.
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TVHOLES
AND
PARTS
It is the nature of the mind that makesindividuals kin, and the
differencesin the shape,form, or mdnnerof the material atoms
out of whoseintricaterelationships
that mind is built are
altogethertrivial.
-Iseec
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2.I

COMPONENTSAND CONNECTIONS

We saw that Builder'sskill could be reducedto the simplerskillsof Get and Puf. Then we
saw how these,in turn, could be made of even simplerones.Get merely needsto Move the
hand to Graspthe block that Find just found. Put only has to Move the hand so that it puts
that block upon the tower top. So it might appearthat all of Builder'sfunctions have been
"reduced"to thingsthat simplerpartscan do.
But somethingimportant has been left ort. Builder is not merely a collectionof parts like
Find, Cet, Put, and all the rest. For Builder would not work at all unlessthose agentswere
linked to one anotherbv a suitablenehvorkof interconnections.
BUILDER
PUT
BEGIN
ADD
END
FIND
SEE
MOVE
GET
GRASP RELEASE
FIND.PLACE

ADD

BEGIN

I

END

-j-\

)u, /--f-\

FIND.PLACEFIND
GET
/
/ \
/ \
SEE GRASP MOVE RELEASE

/t\

Agents by Themselves

/r\

/r\

/t\

Agents in a Bureaucracy

Could you predict what Builder doesfrom knowing just that left-handlist?Of coursenot;
you must alsoknow which agentswork for which. Similarly,you couldn't predictwhat would
happenin a human community from knowingonly what eachseparateindividualcan do; you
must also know how they are organized-that is, who talks to whom. And it's the samefor
understandingany largeand complexthing. First,we must knowhow eachseparatepart works.
Second,we must know how eachpart interactswith thoseto which it is connected.And third,
we haveto understandhow all theselocal interactionscombineto accomplishwhat that system
does-as seenfrom the outside.
In the caseof the human brain, it will takea long time to solvethesethree kindsof problems.
First we will have to understandhow brain cellswork. This will be difficult becausethere are
hundredsof different typesof brain cells.Then we'll haveto understandhow the cellsof each
type interact with the other typesof cellsto which they connect.There could be thousandsof
thesedifferent kinds of interactions.Then, finally, comesthe hardestpart: we'll alsohave to
understandhow our billionsof brain cellsare organizedinto societies.To do this, we'll needto
developmany new theoriesand organizationalconcepts.The more we can find out about how
our brainsevolvedfrom thoseof simpleranimals,the easierthat taskwill be.
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2,2 NOVEIISTSAI{D REDUCTIONISTS
It's alwaysbestwhen mysteriescan be explainedin termsof thingswe know. But when we
find this hard to do, we must decidewhetherto keeptrying to make old theorieswork or to
discardthem and try new ones.I think this is partly a matterof personality.Let's call "Reductionists"thosepeoplewho prefer to build on old ideas,and "Novelists"the oneswho like to
championnew hypotheses.
Reductionists
are usuallyright-at leastat science'scautiouscore,
wherenoveltiesrarelysurvivefor long. Outsidethat realm,though, novelistsreign,sinceolder
ideashavehad more time to showtheir flaws.
It really is amazinghow certain sciencesdependupon so few kinds of explanations.The
scienceof physicscan now explainvirtuallyeverythingwe see,at leastin principle,in termsof
how a very few kinds of particlesand force-fieldsinteract.Over the pastfew centuriesreductionism has been remarkablysuccessful.What makesit possibleto describeso much of the
world in termsof so few basicrules?No one knows.
Many scientistslook on chemistryand physicsasidealmodelsof what psychologyshouldbe
like. After all, the atomsin the brain are subjectto the sameall-inclusivephysicallaws that
govern every other form of matter. Then can we also explain what our brains actually do
entirely in terms of thosesamebasicprinciples?The answeris no, simplybecauseeven if we
understoodhow each of our billionsof brain cellswork separately,
this would not tell us how
the brain worksas an agency.The "lawsof thought" dependnot only upon the propertiesof
thosebrain cells,but alsoon how they are connected.And theseconnectionsare established
not by the basic,"general"lawsof physics,but by the particulararrangements
of the millions
of bits of information in our inheritedgenes.To be sure, "general"lawsapply to everything.
But, for that very reason,they can rarelyexplainanythingin particular.
Doesthis mean that psychologymust reiectthe lawsof physicsand find its own?Of course
not. It is not a matter of differentlaws,but of additionalkindsof theoriesand principlesthat
operateat higherlevelsof organization.Our ideasof how Builderworksasan agencyneednot,
and must not, conflict with our knowledgeof how Builder'slowerlevel agentswork. Each
higher level of descriptionmust add to our knowledgeaboutlower levels,rather than replace
it. We'll return to the ideaof "level"at manyplacesin this book.
reducedtheir subWill psychologyever resembleany of the sciencesthat havesuccessfully
jectsto only a very few principles?That dependson what you meanby "few." In physics,we're
usedto explanationsin terms of perhapsa dozenbasicprinciples.For psychology,our explanationswill have to combine hundredsof smallertheories.To physicists,that number may
seemtoo large.To humanists,it may seemtoo small.
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2.3 PARTSAND WHOTES
We're often told that certain wholesare "more than the sum of their parts." We hear this
with reverentwordslike "holistic" and "gestalt,"whoseacademictonessuggestthat
expressed
refer
to clear and definite ideas.But I suspectthe actual function of such terms is to
they
anesthetizea senseof ignorance.We say"gestalt"when thingscombineto act in wayswe can't
explain, "holistic" when we're caught off guard by unexpectedhappeningsand realize we
understandlessthan we thoughtwe did. For example,considerthe two setsof questionsbelow,
the first "subjective"and the second"objective":
What makesa drawingmorethan iust its separdte
lines?
How is a personalitymorethan a setof traits?
In what way is a culture morethan d merecollectionof customs?
What makesa towermorethan separate
blocksT
Why is a chain morethan its variouslinks?
How is a wall morethan a setof many bricks?
Why do the "objective"questionsseemlessmysterious?Becausewe have good ways to
answerthem-in termsof how thingsinteract.To explainhow wallsand towerswork, we just
point out how every block is held in place by its neighborsand by gravity. To explain why
chainlinks cannot come apart,we can demonstratehow eachwould get in its neighbors'way.
Theseexplanationsseemalmostself-evidentto adults.However,they did not seemso simple
when we were children, and it took each of us severalyearsto learn how real-worldobjects
interact-for example,to preventany two objectsfrom everbeingin the sameplace.We regard
such knowledgeas"obvious"only becausewe cannotrememberhow hard it wasto learn.
Why doesit seemso much harder to explainour reactionsto drawings,personalities,and
cultural traditions?Many peopleassumethat those"subjective"kindsof questionsare impossible to answerbecausethey involveour minds.But that doesn'tmean they can't be answered.
It only meansthat we must first know more aboutour minds.
"Subiective"reactionsarealsobasedon how thingsinteract.The differenceis that
herewe are not concernedwith obiectsin the wortd outside,but with processes
insideour brains.
In other words,thosequestionsaboutarts,traits,and stylesof life are actuallyquite technical. They askus to explainwhat happensamongthe agentsin our minds.But this is a subject
aboutwhichwe haveneverlearnedverymuch-and neitherhaveour sciences.
Suchquestions
will be answeredin time. But it will just prolongthe wait if we keepusingpseudo-explanation
wordslike "holistic"and "gestalt."True, sometimes
givingnamesto thingscan helpby leading
us to focuson somemystery.It's harmful, though,when namingleadsthe mind to think that
namesalonebring meaningclose.
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2.4 HOTESAND PARTS
It hasbeenthe persuasion
of an immensemaiorityof human
beingsthat sensibilityand thoughtfasdistinguished
from matter]
dre,in their own ndture,Iesssusceptible
of divisionand decay,and
that, whenthe bodyis resolvedinto its elements,the principle
whichanimatedit will remainperpetualand unchanged.
However,
it is probable
that whatwecall thoughtis not an actualbeing,but
no morethan the relationbetweencertainpartsof that infinitely
variedmass,of which the restof the uniyerseis composed,
and
whichcedEes
to existdssoonas thosepartschangetheir position
with respectto eachother.
- P n n c y B v s s H sS H e r r - n y
What is Life?One dissectsa body but findsno life inside.What is Mind? One dissectsa brain
but finds no mind therein.Are life and mind so much more than the "sum of their parts"that
it is uselessto searchfor them?To answerthat, considerthis parodyof a conversationbetween
a Holist and an ordinaryCitizen.
Holist: "l'll proveno box can hold d mouse.A box is madeby nailing six boards
together.But it's obviousthat no boxeanhold o mouseunlessit hassome'moTtseno singleboardcontainsanycontainment,since
tightness'
or'containment.'Novt,
the mousecan iust walkawayfrom it. And if thereis no containmentin oneboard,
at aII.
therecan't be any in six boards.So the box can haveno mousetightness
Theoretically,then, the mousecanescape!"
Citizen: "Amazing.Then what doeskeepd mousein a box?"
a goodbox can
Holist: "Oh, simple.Even thoughit hasno real mousetightness,
'simulate'it sowell that the mouseis
fooledand can'tfigureout howto escape."
What, then, keepsthe mouseconfined?Of course,it is the way a box preventsmotion in all
directions,becauseeachboardbarsescapein a certaindirection.The left sidekeepsthe mouse
from going left, the right from goingright, the top keepsit from leapingout, and so on. The
secretof a box is simply in how the boardsare arrangedto preventmotion in all directions!
boardby itselfto containany
That'swhat confoiningmeans.So it's silly to expectany separate
It
containmenf,even though eachcontributesto the containing. is like the cardsof a straight
flush in poker:only the full hand hasany valueat all.
The sameappliesto wordslike life and mind.It is foolishto usethesewordsfor describing
the smallestcomponentsof living thingsbecausethesewordswere inventedto describehow
interact.Like boxing-ln,wordslike living andthinking are usefulfor describlargerassemblies
The reasonbox seems
ing phenomenathat result from certaincombinationsof relationships.
well-made
box interact to
of
a
the
boards
understands
how
is
that
everyone
nonmysterious
most
its mystery-at
life
has
already
lost
of
preventmotion in any direction.In fact, the word
the
important
interactions
least for modern biologists,becausethey understandso many of
amongthe chemicalsin cells.But mind still holdsits mystery-becausewe still know so little
abouthow mentalagentsinteractto accomplishall the thingsthey do.
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2.5 EASYTHINGSARE TIARD
In the late 1960sBuilder was embodiedin the form of a computer program at the MIT
Artificial IntelligenceLaboratory.Both my collaborator,SeymourPapert,and I had long desiredto combinea mechanicalhand, a televisioneye,and a computerinto a robot that could
build with children'sbuilding-blocks.It took severalyearsfor us and our studentsto develop
Mo,,te,See,Grasp,and hundredsof other little programswe neededto makea workingBuilderagency.I like to think that this projectgaveus glimpsesof what happensinsidecertainpartsof
children'sminds when they learn to "play" with simpletoys.The project left us wonderingif
even a thousandmicroskillswould be enoughto enablea child to fill a pail with sand.[t was
this body of experience,more than anythingwe'd learnedabout psychology,that led us to
many ideasaboutsocietiesof mind.
To do thosefirst experiments,we had to build a mechanicalHand, equippedwith sensorsfor
pressureand touch at its fingertips.Then we had to interfacea televisioncamerawith our
computer and write programswith which that Eye could discernthe edgesof the buildingblocks.It alsohad to recognizethe Hand itself.When thoseprogramsdidn't work so well, we
addedmore programsthat usedthe fingers'feeling-sense
to verify that thingswerewherethey
visuallyseemedto be. Yet other programswere neededto enablethe computerto move the
Hand from placeto place while usingthe Eye to seethat therewasnothing in its way. We also
had to write higher-levelprogramsthat the robot could usefor planningwhat to do-and still
more programsto makesurethat thoseplanswereactuallycarriedout. To makethis all work
reliably,we neededprogramsto verify at everystep(againby usingEye and Hand) that what
had been planned inside the mind did actually take place outside-or else to correct the
mistakesthat occurred.
In attemptingto make our robot work, we found that many everydayproblemswere much
more complicatedthan the sortsof problems,puzzles,and gamesadults considerhard. At
everypoint, in that world of blocks,when we wereforcedto look more carefullythan usual,we
fogd an unexpecteduniverseof complications.Considerjust the seeminglysimpleproblem
of not reusingblocksalreadybuilt into the tower. To a person,this seemssimple common
sense:"Don't usedn obiectto satisfyd newgoal if that obiectis alreadyinvolvedii accomplishing a pior godl." No one knowsexactlyhow human minds do this. Clearly we learn from
experienceto recognizethe situationsin which difficultiesare likely to occur, and when we're
older we learn to plan aheadto avoid such conflicts.But sincewe cannot be sure what will
work, we must learn policiesfor dealingwith uncertainty.Which strategies
are bestto try, and
which will avoid the worst mistakes?
Thousandsand, perhaps,millionsof little processes
must
be involvedin how we anticipate,imagine,plan, predict,
pr.u.nt-and yet ail this proceeds
so automaticallythat we regardit as "ordinarycommon"nd
sense."But if thinking is so complicated,what makesit seemso simple?At first it may seemincrediblethat our minds could use
suchintricatemachineryand yet be unawareof it.
In general,we'releastdwdreof what our mindsdo best.
It's mainly when our other systemsstartto fail that we engagethe specialagenciesinvolved
with what we call "consciousness."
Accordingly,we're more i*"r. of smpte processesthat
don't work well than of complexonesthat work fawlessly.This meansthat we cannottrust our
offhandiudgmentsaboutwhich of the thingswe do are simple,and which requirecomplicated
machinery.Most times,eachportion of the mind can only sensehow quietlythe other
iortions
do their iobs.
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2.6 AREPEOPTE
MACHINES?
Many people feel offended when their minds are likened to computer programs or machines.
We've seen how a simple tower-building skill can be composed of smaller parts. But could
anything like a real mind be made of stuff so trivial?
"Ridiculous," most people say. "f certainly don't feel like a mochine!"
But if you're not a machine, what makes you an authority on what it feels like to be a
machine? A person might reply, "I think, thereforeI know how the mind works."But that would
be suspiciously like saying, "I driye my cdr, thereforeI know how its engine 1torks." Knowing
how to use something is not the same as knowing how it works.
"But eteryoneknowsthat machinescdn behaveonly in lifeless,mechanicalwdys."
This objection seems more reasonable:indeed, a person ought to feel offended at being
likened to any triyiol machine. But it seemsto me that the word "machine" is getting to be out
of date. For centuries, words like "mechanical" made us think of simple devices like pulleys,
levers, locomotives, and typewriters. (The word "computerlike" inherited a similar sense of
pettiness, of doing dull arithmetic by little steps.)But we ought to recognize that we're still in
an early era of machines, with virtually no idea of what they may become. What if some visitor
from Mars had come a billion years ago to judge the fate of earthly life from watching clumps
of cells that hadn't even learned to crawl? In the sameway, we cannot graspthe range of what
machines may do in the future from seeingwhat's on view right now.
Our first intuitions about computers came from experienceswith machines of the 1940s,
which contained only thousands of parts. But a human brain contains billions of cells, each
one complicated by itself and connected to many thousands of others. Present-daycomputers
represent an intermediate degree of complexity; they now have millions of parts, and people
already are building billion-part computers for research on Artificial Intelligence. And yet, in
spite of what is happening, we continue to use old words as though there had been no change
at all. We need to adapt our attitudes to phenomena that work on scalesnever before conceived. The term "machine" no longer takesus far enough.
But rhetoric won't settle anything. Let's put these arguments aside and try instead to understand what the vast, unknown mechanisms of the brain may do. Then we'll find more selfrespect in knowing what wonderful machines we are.
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CHAPTER
3

CONFI,JCTAND
COMPROMISE

3.1 coNFucT
Most children not only like to build, they alsolike to knock things down. So let's imagine
another agentcalledWrecker,whosespecialtyis knocking-down.Our child loves to hear the
complicatednoisesand watch so many thingsmoveall at once.

SupposeWreckergetsaroused,but there'snothingin sightto smash.Then Wrecfterwillhave
to get somehelp-by putting Builder to work, for example.But what if, at somelater time,
Wrickerconsidersthe tower to be high enoughto smash,while Builder wantsto makeit taller
still?Who could settlethat dispute?
The simplestpolicy would be to leave that decisionto Wrecker,who was responsiblefor
activating Buitder in the first place. But in a more realisticpicture of a child's mind, such
choiceswould dependon many other agencies.For example,let's assumethat both Builder
Then, a conflict
wereoriginallyactivatedby a higher-levelagent, Play-with-Blocks.
andWreckeir
disagreeaboutwhetherthe toweris high enough.
might ariseif Bull der andWrecker

-/l\

SLEEP -}

PLAY

EAT+

,/

./t\

PLAY.
WITH.
DOLLS

l\

,/l\-.

PLAY.
WITH.
BLOCKS

BUILDER

,=o'n/olo\n/

PLAY.
WITH.
ANIMALS

WRECKER

).",,

in the firstplace?Perhapssomeevenhigher-levelagent,Play,
What arousedPlay-with-Blocks
achievedcontrol, in spiteof two
the agentPlay-with-Blocks
Play,
inside
Then,
first.
active
was
PIay itself, their mutual supeBut
even
Play-with-Animals.
and
competitors,Play-with-Dolls
agencieslike Eaf and Sleep.
higherJevel
other
with
rior'in chief, must have had to compete
in the contextof other
happens
but
always
For, after ali, a child'splay is not an isolatedthing
other
thingswe'd alsolike
always
real-lifeconcerns.Whaleverwe may chooseto do, there are
to do.
In severalsectionsof this book, I will assumethat conflictsbetweenagentstend to migrate
upwardto higherlevels.For example,any prolongedconflictbetweenBuilder andWreckerwill
In turn, this will reducePlay-with'
tend to weakin their mutual superior,Ptay-with-Blocks.
Next, if that conPlay-with-Animals.
and
Play-with-Dolls
Blocks'abilityto suppressifs rivals,
Then
Eaf ot Sleep
level.
next-higher
at
the
Play
flict isn't settied,oo.r, it will weakenthe agent
might seizecontrol.
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3.2 NONCOMPROMISE
To settle arguments, nations develop legal systems,corporations establishpolicies, and individuals may argue, fight, or compromise-or turn for help to mediators that lie outside themselves.What happens when there are conflicts inside minds?
Whenever several agents have to compete for the same resources,they are likely to get into
conflicts. If those agents were left to themselves,the conflicts might persist indefinitely, and
this would leave those agents paralyzed, unable to accomplish any goal. What happens then?
We'll assume that those agents' supervisors,too, are under competitive pressure and likely to
grow weak themselveswhenever their subordinatesare slow in achieving their goals, no matter
whether becauseof conflicts between them or becauseof individual incompetence.
The Principle of Noncompromis e: The longeran internal conflict persistsamong
an dgent's subordinates, the weakerbecomesthat agent's status dmong its own
competitors. lf such internal problemsdren't settled soon,other agents will take
control and the agentsformerly involved wiII be "dismissed."

I
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So long as playing with blocks goeswell, Play can maintain its strength and keep control. In
the meantime, though, the child may also be growing hungry and sleepy, becauie other processesare arousing the agents Eaf and Sleep. So long as Eat and Sleep are not yet strongly
activated, PIay can hold them both at bay. However, any conflict inside Play will weaken it and
m a k e i t e a s i e rf o r E a t o r s l e e p t o t a k e o v e r .O f c o u r s e ,E a t o r S l e e p m u s t c o n q u e r i n t h e e n d ,
since the longer they wait, the stronger they get.
We see this in our own experience. We all know how easyit is to fight off small distractions
when things are going well. But once some trouble startsinside our work, we become increasingly impatient and irritable. Eventually we find it so hard to concentrate that the least disturbance can allow another, different, interest to take control. Now, when any of our agencies
loses the power to control what other systemsdo, that doesn't mean it has to cease its own
internal activity. An agency that has lost control can continue to work inside itself-and thus
become prepared to seize a later opportunity. However, we're normally unaware of all those
other activities proceeding deep inside our minds.
Where does it stop, this process of yielding control to other agencies?Must every mind
contain some topmost center of control? Not necessarily.We sometimes settle con{iicts by
appealing to superiors, but other conflicts never end and never ceaseto trouble us.
At first, our principle of noncompromise may seem too extreme. After all. eood human
supervisorsplan ahead to avoid conflicts in the first place, and-when they can't-they try to
settle quarrels locallybefore appealingto superiors.But we should not try to find a close in^iogy
between the low-level agentsof a single mind and the members of a human community Thole
tiny mental agents simply cannot know enough to be able to negotiate with one anotirer or to
find effective ways to adiust to each other's interference. Only larger agencies could be resourceful enough to do such things. Inside an actual child, the
responsible for Build"genci.rby
ing and Wrecking might indeed become versatile enough to negotiate
oifering support for
one another's goals. "Pledse, Wrecker, wait a moment more till Builder add.s
iltst one more
block: it's worth it for a louder crdsh!"
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3.3 HIERARCHIES
bu.reauc'ra.c/n. the administrationof government
managedby
through departmentsand subdivisions
setsof officialsfollowinean inflexibleroutine.
I-w nbrtni. lJ nabri
dgedDict ionary
As an agent, Builder does no physicalwork but merely turns on Begin, Add, and End.
Similarly,Add just ordersFind, Put, and Get to do their iobs.Then thesedivide into agents
like Move and Grasp.It seemsthat it will never stop-this breaking-downto smallerthings.
Eventually,it all must end with agentsthat do actualwork, but there are many stepsbeforewe
getto all the little muscle-motoragentsthat actuallymovethe armsand handsand fingerioints.
who actually
Thus Builder is like a highJevelexecutive,far removedfrom thosesubordinates
producethe final product.
Does this mean that Builder'sadministrativework is unimportant?Not at all. Those lowerlevel agentsneedto be controlled.It's much the samein human affairs.When any enterprise
becomestoo complex and large for one personto do, we construct organizationsin which
certain agentsare concerned,not with the final result,but only with what someother agents
do. Designingany society,be it human or mechanical,involvesdecisionslike these:
Whichagentschoosewhichothersto do what iobs?
Who will decidewhich iobsaredoneat all?
Who decideswhat effortsto exPend?
How will conflictsbesettledT
How much of ordinaryhuman thought hasBuilder'scharacter?The Builderwe describedis
not much like a human supervisor.It doesn'tdecidewhich agentsto assignto which iobs,
becausethat has alreadybeen arranged.It doesn'tplan its future work but simplycarriesout
fixed stepsuntil End saysthe job is done. Nor has it any repertoireof ways to deal with
unexpectedaccidents.
Becauseour little mental agentsare so limited, we should not try to extend very far the
and workers.Furthermore,aswe'll shortlysee'
analogybetweenthem and human supervisors
the relationsbetweenmental agentsare not alwaysstrictlyhierarchical.And in any case,such
roles are alwaysrelative.ToBiilder, Add is a subordinate,but toFind, Add is a boss'As for
yourself,it all dependson how you live. Which sortsof thoughtsconcernyou most-the orders
you are madeto takeor thoseyou'rebeingforcedto give?
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3.4 HETERJA'RCHIES
A hierarchicalsocietyis like a treein which the agentat eachbranchis exclusivelyresponsible
for the agentson the twigsthat branch from it. This patternis found in everyfield, because
dividingwork into partslike that is usuallythe easiestway to startsolvinga problem.It is easy
becauseeachagenthasonly a singleiob to do:
to constructand understandsuchorganizations
"look
from
its supervisor,then "look down" to get help
up" for instructions
it needsonly to
from its subordinates.
But hierarchiesdo not alwayswork. Considerthat when two agentsneedto useeachother's
skills,then neitherone can be "on top." Noticewhathappens,for example,whenyou askyour
to decidewhetherthe left-sidescenebelowdepictsthreeblocks-or only two.
vision-system

6,,,u+!@
Whatyousee.

ls lt this?

Orthis?

The agent Seecould answer that if it could Move the front block out of the line of view. But,
in the course of doing that, Move might have to See if there were any obstaclesthat might
interfere with the arm's trajectory. At such a moment, Move would be working for See, and See
would be working for Move, both at the same time. This would be impossible inside a simple
hierarchy.
Most of the diagrams in the early parts of this book depict simple hierarchies. Later, we'll see
more cross-connectedrings and loops-when we are forced to consider the need for menory,
which will become a constantsubjectof concern in this book. Peopleoften think of memory in
terms of keeping records of the past, for recollecting things that happened in earlier times. But
agencies also need other kinds of memory as well. See, for example, requires some sort of
temporary ru-emoryin order to keep track of what next to do, when it starts one job before its
previous job is done. If each of See'sagents could do only one thing at a time, it would soon
run out of resources and be unable to solve complicated problems. But if we have enough
memory, we can arrangeour agentsinto circular loops and thus use the same agentsover and
over again to do parts of severaldifferent jobs at the same time.
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3.5 DESTRUCTI\TENESS
In any actualchild'smind, the urge to Play competeswith other demandingurges,such as
Eat andSleep.What happensif anotheragentwrestscontrol fromPlay, and what happensto
the agentsPlay controlled?
+-+

El
./l

@Ef,Olt

Supposethat our child is calledaway,no matterwhetherby someoneelseor by an internal
remainingactivein the mind?One part of the
urge like Sleep.What happensto the processes
child may still want to play, while anotherpart wantsto sleep.Perhapsthe child will knock the
towerdown with a sudden,vengefulkick. What doesit meanwhen childrenmakesuch scenes?
Is it that inner disciplinebreaksdown to causethose savageacts?Not necessarily.Those
"childish" actsmight still makesensein other ways.
Smashing takesso little time that Wrecker, freed from Play's constraint, need
persistfor only onemorekickto gain the satisfactionof a final crashby itself, it servesto communicate
Thoughchildishyiolencemight seemsenseless
parent
scolds,that iust confirmshow
goal.
if
the
Even
loss
of
at
frustration the
received.
and
wastransmitted
well the messdge
Destructiveactscansemeconstructivegoalsby leavingfewerproblemsto besolved.
That kickmay leaved messoutside,yet tidy up the child'smind.
When children smashtheir treasuredtoys, we shouldn'taskfor the reasonwhy-since no
suchact hasa singlecause.Besides,it isn't true, in a human mind, that when Sleepstarts,then
Play must quit and all its agentshaveto cease.A real child can go to bed-yet still build towers
in its head.
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3.6 PAIN AI{D PI.EAST'RE
SIMPIJFIED
When you're in pain, it's hard to keepyour interestin other things.You feel that nothing's
more importantthan findingsomewayto stopthe pain. That'swhy pain is sopowerful:it makes
it hard to think of anythingelse.Painsimplifiesyour point of view.
When somethinggivesyou pleasure,then, too, it's hard to think of other things. You feel
that nothing's more important than finding a way to make that pleasurelast. That's why
pleasureis so powerful.It alsosimplifiesyour point of view.
Pain'spower to distractus from our other goalsis not an accident;that'show it helpsus to
survive.Our bodiesare endowedwith specialnervesthat detectimpendinginiuries, and the
signalsfrom thesenervesfor pain make us reactin specialways.Somehow,they disrupt our
concernswith long-termgoals-thus forcing us to focus on immediateproblems,perhips by
transferringcontrol to our lowestlevelagencies.
Of course,this can do more hat* lhan good,
especiallywhen, in order to removethe sourceof pain, one has to make a complex plan.
Unfortunately,pain interfereswith makingplansby undermininginterestin anything that's
not immediate.Too much sufferingdiminishesus by restrictingthe complexitiesthat constitute
our very selves.It must be the samefor pleasureaswell.
We think of pleasureand pain as opposites,sincepleasuremakesus draw its object near
while pain impelsus to rejectits object.We alsothink of them assimilar,sinceboth makerival
goalsseemsmallby turning us from other interests.They both distract.Why do we find such
similaritiesbetweenantagonisticthings?Sometimestwo seemingoppositesare merely two
extremesalonga singlescale,or one of them is nothingbut the absenceof the other-as in the
caseof sound and silence,light and darkness,interestand unconcern.But what of opposites
that are genuinelydifferent,like pain and pleasure,fear and courage,hate and love?
ln order to appearopposed,two things must serverelated goals-or otherwise
engdgethe selfsameagencies.
Thus, affectionand abhorrenceboth involveour attitudestowardrelationships;
and pleasure
and pain both engageconstraintsthat simplifyour mentalscenes.The samegoesfor courage
and cowardice:each doesbest by knowingboth. When on attack,you havelo pressagainst
whateverweaknessyou can find in your opponent'sstrategy.When on defense,ii's muc-hthe
same:you still must guessthe other'splan.
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THESEIF
We are what we pretendto be, so we must be carefulabout what
we pretendto be.
-Kunr

VonNncur

4.I THESELF
quolitiesof any
or essentiol
selfn. 1. the identity,chdracter,
individuality,etc' of
perconor thing.2. the identity,personality,
a given person;one'sown personasdistinct from aII others'
*W ebster's Unabridge
d Dictionary
We all believethat human minds contain thosespecialentitieswe call selves.But no one
agreesabout what they are. To keep things straight,I shall write "self" when speakingin a
generalsenseaboutan entirepersonand reserve"Self" for talkingaboutthat more mysterious
ienseof personalidentity.Here are someof the thingspeoplesayaboutthe Self:
Selfis the part of mind that'sreallyme, or rather,it's the part of me-that is, part
of my mind-that actuallydoesthe thinkingand wantingand decidingand en'
ioying ond suffering.It's the paft thot's most important to me becauseit's that
which staysthe samethroughall experience-theidentity which ties everything
together. And whetheryou can treat it scientificallyor not, I know it's there,
becauseit's me. Perhapsit's the sortof thing that Sciencecan't explain.
This isn't much of a definition,but I don't think it is a goodideato try to find a betterone. It
often doesmore harm than goodto force definitionson thingswe don't understand.Besides,
only in logic and mathematicsdo definitionsever captureconceptsperfectly.The things we
deal with in practical life are usually too complicatedto be representedby neat, compact
Especiallywhen it comesto understandingminds, we still know so little that we
expressions.
our ideasabout psychologyare even aimedin the right directions.In any case,
sure
be
can't
one must not mistakedefiningthingsfor knowingwhat they are. You can know what a tiger is
without definingit. You may definea tiger,yet know scarcelyanythingaboutit.
Even if our old ideasabout the mind are wrong, we can learn a lot by trying to understand
we can ask,instead, "What dreour
why we believethem. Insteadof asking,"What areSelves?"
psychological
ideasabout Selyes?"-andthen we can ask,"What
functionsdo thoseideasserve?"
When we do this, it showsus that we do not haveone suchidea,but many.
Our ideasabout our Selvesinclude beliefsabout what we are.These include beliefsboth
aboutwhat we are capableof doingand aboutwhat we may be disposedto do. We exploitthese
beliefs wheneverwe solveproblemsor make plans. I'll refer to them, rather vaguely,as a
our ideasaboutourselvesalsoincludeideas
In additionto our self-images,
person'sself-images.
aboutwhat we'd like to be and ideasaboutwhat we oughtto be. These,which I'11call a person's
self-ideols,influence each person'sgrowth from infancy, but we usually find them hard to
to consciousness.
becausethey'reinaccessible
express
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4.2 ONE SEIF OR MANY?
that every mind containssome sort of VoyeurOne common image of the Self suggests
Puppeteerinside-to feeland want and choosefor us the thingswe feel,want, and choose.But
if we had thosakinds of Selves,what would be the use of having Minds?And, on the other
why haveSelves?
Is this conceptof a Selfof
hand, if Minds could do suchthingsthemselves,
any real use at all? It is indeed-provided that we think of it not as a centralizedand allpowerfulentity, but as a societyof ideasthat includeboth our imagesof what the mind is and
our idealsaboutwhat it ought to be.
Besides,we'reoften of two minds aboutourselves.Sometimeswe regardourselvesassingle,
or dispersed,asthough we weremade
self-coherententities.Other timeswe feeldecentralized
parts
tendencies.
Contrasttheseviews:
of many different
with different
SINGLE-SELF VIEW. "I think,l want,I feel. lt's me, myself,who thinksmy
crowdor cloudof selflessparts."
thoughts.It's not somendmeless
MULTIPLE-SELF VIEW. "One part of me wantsthis,anotherpart wantsthat.
I mustget bettercontrolof myself."
We're never wholly satisfiedwith either view. We all sensefeelingsof disunity, conflicting
in our head.
We carryon negotiations
anddissensions.
internaltensions,
motives,compulsions,
and comby compulsions
enslaved
We hearscarytalesin which someperson'smind becomes
we
most
reasonably
unified
feel
And
the
times
from
somewhere
else.
mandsthat seemto come
just
the timesthat othersseeus asthe mostconfused.
can be
But if thereis no single,central,ruling Selfinsidethe mind, what makesus feelso surethat
one exists?What givesthat myth its force and strength?A paradox:perhapsit's becausethere
areno personsin our headsto makeus do the thingsws wznf-nor evenonesto makeus want
to want-that we constructthe mvth that we'reinsideourselves.
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4.3 THESOUL
remindsus of lieht'
Andwe thankTheethat darkness
-T.

S. Et-tor

of a selfliesin somesparkof invisiblelight,
A commonconceptof the soulis that the essence
a
a thing that cowersout of body, out of mind, and out of sight.But what might s.uch symbgl
in anyone'saccomplishmean?It carriesa senseof anti*elf-respeclthat thereis no significance
ments.
peopleaskif machinescan have souls.And I askbackwhethersoulscan learn. It doesnot
fair exchange_1fsoulscan live for endlesstime and yet not usethat time to learn-to
,.."
And that's exactlywhat we get with inborn souls that
irade all change fJr changelessness.
the iame asdeath,an endingin a permanenceincapableof any change
cannot gro*,
"'d"rtiny
and, hence,devoidof intellect.
Why try to frame the value of a Self in such a singularlyfrozen form? The art of a great
tricksfor placingall thosepigment
paintingii not in any one idea,nor in a multitudeof separate
parts.
Similarly,the agents,raw, that
its
among
relationships
spots,U",tti.r the greatnetworkof
daubsof paint.What counts
scattered
aimless,
as
asvalueless
makeour mindsire by themselves
is what we makeof them.
We all know how an ugly huskcan hide an unexpectedgift, like a treasureburied in the dust
oysterbearinga pearl.But mindsare just the opposite.We startaslittle embryos,
or a graceless
which then build great and wondrousselves-whosemerit lies entirely within their own coherency.The value of a human self lies not in somesmall,preciouscore, but in its vast,
constructedcrust.
They'reall insinuations
What are thoseold and fiercebeliefsin spirits,souls,and essences?
thoughtsseemsjust as
virtues
in
such
for
our
To look
that we'rehelplessto improveourselyes.
painter'sworks.
the
wronglyaimeda searchasseekingart in canvasclothsby scrapingoff
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4.4 THE CONSERVATNTE
SEI.F
How do we control our minds?Ideally, we first choosewhat we want to do, then make
ourselvesdo it. But that's harder than it sounds:we spendour livesin searchof schemesfor
self-control.We celebratewhen we succeed,and when we fail, we'reangrywith ourselvesfor
not behavingaswe wantedto-and then we try to scoldor shameor bribe ourselvesto change
our ways. But wait! How could a self be angry with itself?Who would be mad at whom?
Consideran examplefrom everydaylife.
I wastrying to concentrate
on a certainproblembut wasgetting boredand sleepy.
Then I imaginedthat one of my competitors,Professor
Challenger,wasabout to
solvethe sameproblem.An angrywishto frustrateChallengerthen kept me working on the problemfor a while. The strangething was,this problemwasnot of the
sortthat eyerinterestedChallenger.
Why be so indirect,
What makesus usesuch roundabouttechniquesto influenceourselves?
inventing misrepresentations,
fantasies,and outright lies?Why can't we simply tell ourselvesto
do the thingswe want to do?
To understandhow somethingworks,one has to know its purposes.Once, no one understoodthe heart. But as soon as it wasseenthat heartsmoveblood, a lot of other things made
sense:thosethings that lookedlike pipesand valveswere reallypipesand valvesindeed-and
anxious,pounding,pulsingheartswere recognizedas simplepumps.New speculationscould
then be formed:was this to give our tissuesdrink or food?Wasit to keepour bodieswarm or
werecorrect,and
from placeto place?In fact, all thosehypotheses
cool?For sendingmessages
when that surgeof functional ideasled to the guessthat blood can carry air as well, more
puzzleparts fell into place.
To understandwhat we call the Sell we first must seewhat Selvesare for. One function of
the SeIfis to keepus from changingtoo rapidly.Each personmust makesomelong-rangeplans
againstattemptsto do everythingat once. But it is not
in order to balancesingle-purposeness
enoughsimplyto instruct an agencyto startto carry out our plans.We alsohave to find some
waysto constrainthe changeswe might later make-to preventourselvesfrom turning those
plan-agentsoff again!If we changedour minds too recklessly,we could neverknow what we
might want next. We'd neverget much donebecausewe could neverdependon ourselves.
Those ordinaryviewsare wrong that hold that Selvesare magic,self-indulgentluxuriesthat
enable our minds to break the bonds of natural causeand law. Instead, those Selvesare
practicalnecessities.
The mythsthat saythat Selvesembodyspecialkindsof liberty are merely
Part of their function is to hide from us the natureof our self-ideals-thechains
masquerades.
we forgeto keepourselvesfrom wreckingall the planswe make.
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4.5 EXPTOITATION
happened
Let,slook more closelyat that episodeof ProfessorChallenger.Apparently,-what
such a
use
work
was that my agencyfo work e*plfited Angetto stopsleep.But why should
trick?
devious
If Workcould simplyturn
To seewhy we haveto be so indirect,considersomealternatives.
Anger on, we'd be
switch
simply
Work
could
If
oflibup, we'd quick1ywear our bodiesout.
die'
fighting'allthe time. Directnessis too dangerous'We'd
pain.
Extiiction would be swift indeedfor speciesthat could simply switch off trunger or
agency
if
any
full
day
one
Instead,there must be checksand balances.We'd nevergetthrough
in orderto exploit
could seizeand hold control overall the rest.This must be why our agencies,
each other'sskills,have to discoversuch roundaboutpathways.All direct connectionsmust
havebeenremovedin the courseof our evolution.
to providethe missingpaths.You may not be
This must be one reasonwhy we usefantasies:
to
ableto makeyourselfangrysimplyby deciding be angry,but you can still imagineobiectsor
In the scenarioabout ProfessorChallenger,my agencyWo,\
situationsthitmake yo,t
"tgry.
.*ptoit.a a particularmemoryto arousemy Anger'stendencyto counterSleep.This is typical
of the trickswe usefor self-control'
Most of our self-controlmethodsproceedunconsciously,but we sometimesresortto consciousschemesin which we offer rewardsto ourselves'."lfI canget this proiectdone,I'll have
moretime for other things."However,it is not such a simplething to be ableto bribe yourself.
To do it successfully,you have to discoverwhich mental incentiveswill actually work on
yourself.This meansthat you-or rather,your agencies-haveto learn somethingabout one
another'sdispositions.In this respectthe schemeswe useto influenceourselvesdon't seemto
differ much lrom thosewe use to exploit other people-and, similarly,they often fail. When
we try to induce ourselvesto work by offering ourselvesrewards,we don't alwayskeep our
bargains;we then proceedto raisethe price or evento deceiveourselves,much as one person
may try to concealan unattractiveaspectof a bargainfrom anothelpelson.
Au-rn self-controlis no simpleskill, but an ever-growingworld of expertisethat reaches
into everythingwe do. Why is it that, in the end, so few of our self-incentivetrickswork well?
Because,as*. h"ue seen,directnessis too dangerous.If self-controlwereeasyto obtain, we'd
nothingat all.
end up accomplishing
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4,6 SELF.CONTROT
Thosewho reallyseekthe path to Enlightenmentdictatetermsto
their mind. Then theyproceedwith strongdetermination.
-B unoue
The episodeof ProfessorChallengershowedjust one way we can control ourselves:by
exploitingan emotionalaversionin order to accomplishan intellectualpurpose.Considerail
the other kindsof trickswe useto try to forceourselves
to work when we'retired or distracted.
WILLPOWER:TeIl yourself,"Don't give in to thdt," or, "Keepon trying."
Such self-injunctionscan work at first-but finally they alwaysfail, as though someengine
in the mind runs out of fuel. Another styleof self-controlinvolvesmore physicalactivity:
ACTMTY: Moyearound.Exercise.lnhale.
Shout.
Certain physicalacts are peculiarlyeffective,especiallythe facial expressions
involved in
socialcommunication:they affectthe senderasmuch asthe recipient.
EXPRESSION;Sefiaw. Stiffen upperlip. Funow brow.
Another kind of stimulatingact is moving to a stimulatingplace. And we often perform
actionsthat directlychangethe brain'schemicalenvironment.
or otherbrain-affectingdrugs.
CHEMISTRY:Takecoffee,amphetamines,
Then there are actionsin the mind with which we set up thoughtsand fantasiesthat move
our own emotions,arousinghopesand fearsthrough self-directedoffers, bribes, and even
threats.
EMOTION: "If I win, there'smuch to gain, but moreto loseif I fail!"
Perhapsmost powerful of all are those actionsthat promisegain or loss of the regardof
certainspecialpersons.
ATTACHMENT; Imagineadmirationif you succeed-ordisapprovalif youfailespeciallyfrom thoseto whomyou dreattached.
So many schemesfor self-control!How do we choosewhich onesto use?There isn't any easy
takesyearsto learn;it growsinsideus stageby stage.
way. Self-discipline
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4.7 IONG-RANGE PI,ANS
In the searchfor truth therearecertainquestionsthat arenot
Is the
important.Of what materialis the universeconstructed?
is
What
universe?
uniyerseeternal?Are therelimits or not to the
to
were
man
the idealform of organizationfor humansociety?If a
postponehX ieaih and procticefor Entightenmentuntil such
que,stions
weresolyed,he woulddie beforehe found the path.
-Buooue
small
We often become involved in projectsthat we can't complete.It is easyto solve
goals'
other
our
all
from
problemsbecausewe can treat thim as though they were detached
But it is differentfor proiectsthat spanlargerportionsof our lives,like learninga trade,raising
or writing boo[. We cannotsimply"decide"or "choose"to accomplishan enterprise
,
"
"iriia,
for time, becauseit will inevitablyconflictwith other interestsand
*"f..r alar{edemand
n"t
ambitions.Then we'll be forcedto askquestionslike these:
What mustI give uP for this?
What will I learn from it?
WiU it bring Powerand influence?
Will I remaininterestedin it?
Will otherPeoPleheIPme with it?
Will they still like me?
Perhapsthe most difficult questionof all is, "How witl adopting this goalchongeme?" ltst
wantingio own a large,expeniivehouse,for instance,canleadto elaboratethoughtslike these:
"That mednsI'd hayeto sovefor yearsand not get other thingsI'd like. I doubt
that I could bear it. True, I could reformmyself,and try to be morethrifty and
deliberate.But that'siust not the sortof personI dm."
Until such doubtsare set aside,all the planswe makewill be subiectto the dangerthat we
The easiestpath to "selfmay "changeour mind." So how can any long-rangeplan succeedZ
control" is doing only what one is alreadydisposedto do'
Many of the schemeswe use for self-controlare the sameas those we learn to use for
infuencing other people.We makeourselvesbehaveby exploitingour own fearsand desires,
offeringourselvesiewirds, or threateningthe lossof whatwe love. But when short-rangetricks
won't k..p .m to our projectsfor long enough,we may needsomeway to make changesthat
won't let us changeourselvesback again.I suspectthat, in order to commit ourselvesto our
largest,most ambitiousplans,we learnto exploitagenciesthat operateon largerspansoftime.
agenciesof all?Later we'll seethat thesemust include the
Wni"n are our slowest-changing
silent, hidden agenciesthat shapewhat we call character.These are the systemsthat are
to be-that is,
concernednot merelywith the thingswe wdnt, but with what we want ourselves
the idealswe setfor ourselves.
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4.8 IDEATS
We usuallyreservethe word "ideals"to referto how we think we oughtto conductour ethical
affairs.But I'll use the term in a broadersense,to include the standardswe maintain-consciouslyor otherwise-for how we ought to think aboutordinarymatters.
We'realwaysinvolvedwith goalsof varyingspansand scales.What happenswhen a transient
inclinationclasheswith a long-termself-ideal?
What happens,for that mitter, when our ideals
disagreeamongthemselves,as when there is an inconsistency
betweenthe thingswe want to
do and thosewe feel we ought to do?Thesedisparitiesgiveriseto feelingsof discomfort,guilt,
and shame.To lessensuchdisturbances,
we musteitherchangethe thingswe do-or change
the wayswe feel. Which shouldwe try to modify-our immediatewantsor our ideals?SuJh
conflictsmust be settledby the multilayeredagenciesthat are formedin the earlyyearsof the
growth of our personalities.
In childhood, our agenciesacquire varioustypesof goals.Then we grow in overlapping
waves,in which our older agenciesaffectthe makingof the new. This way, the older agencies
can influencehow our lateroneswill behave.Outsidethe individual,similarprocesses
go on in
every human community; we find children "taking after" personsother than themselvesby
absorbingvaluesfrom their parents,families,and peers,evenfrom the heroesand villainsof
mythology.
Without enduringself-ideals,
our liveswould lack coherence.As individuals,we'd neverbe
ableto trust ourselvesto carry out our personalplans.In a socialgroup, no one personwould
be able to trust the others.A workingsocietymust evolvemechanismsthat stabilizeidealsand many of the socialprinciplesthat each of us regardsas personalare really "long-term
memories"in which our culturesstorewhat they havelearnedacrossthe centuries.
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INDTVIDUALITY
PUNCH AND II]DY, TO THEIR AUDIENCE
Our puPPetstringsarehatd to see,
as free,
So we perceiteourselYes
Convincedthat no mereobiectscould
Behavein termsof bad and good.
To vou. we mannikinsseemless
our consciousness
than live, because
is that of dummies, madeto sit
on lapsof godsand mouth their wit;
gods,
Are you, our trdnscendental
likewise dongled from Yout rods,
chatm,
and need,to showsPontaneous
arm?
god's
inserted
somehigher
We seemto form a nestedset,
with eachthe next one'smarionette,
who, if you askedhim, would insist
that he'sthe last ventriloquist.
-Tsn' ooonn MnlNucHUK

5.I

CIRCT'I.AR
CAUSALIIT

Wheneverwe can, we like to explainthingsin termsof simplecauseand effect.We explained
the caseof ProfessorChallengerby assumingthat my wish to Worft came first, then Worft
exploitedAnger'saptitudefor fightingSleep.But in reallife the causalrelationsbetweenfeelings
and thoughtsare rarelyso simple.My desireto work and my annoyancewith Challerrg.,*.i.
probablyso intermingled,all along,that it is inappropriateto askwhich came first, Angu, o,
Work. Most likely, both agenciesexploitedone anothersimultaneously,thus combining-both
into a singlefiendishsynthesisthat accomplished
two goalsat once;Workthus got to do iti work
-and, thereby,injuredChallengerl(ln an academicrivalry,a technicalaccomplishment
can
hurt more than a fist.)Two goalscan supporteachother.
A causesB "lohn wantedto go homebecause
hefelt tired of work."
B causesA "lohn felt tired of workbecause
he wantedto go home."
There need be no "first cause"sincefohn could start out with both distastefor work and
inclination to go home. Then a loop of circular causalityensues,in which each goal gains
supportfrom the other until their combinedurgebecomesirresistible.We'realwaysenmeshed
in causalloops.Supposeyou had borrowedpastyour meansand later had to borrow more in
order to pay the intereston your loan. If you wereaskedwhat the difficulty was,it would not
be enoughto saysimply,"Becdttse
I hayeto paythe interest,"or to sayonly, "Becdnse
I haveto
pay the pincipal." Neither alone is the actual cause,and you'd have to explain that you're
caughtin a loop.
We often speakof "straighteningthingsout" when we'reinvolvedin situationsthat seemtoo
complicated.It seemsto me that this metaphorreflectshow hard it is to find one'sway through
a maze that has complicatedloops in it. In such a situation,we alwaystry to find a "path"
through it by seeking"causal"explanations
that go in only one direction.There'sa goodreason
for doing this.
Therearecountlessdifferenttypesof networksthat containloops.But all networks
that contain no loopsarebasicallythe same:eachhasthe form of a simplechain.
Becauseof this, we can applythe verysametypesof reasoningto everythingwe can represent
in terms of chainsof causesand effects.Wheneverwe accomplishthat, we can proceedfrom
startto end without any needfor a novelthought;that'swhat we meanby "straighteningout."
But frequently,to constructsuch a path, we haveto ignoreimportantinteractionsand dependenciesthat run in other directions.
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5.2 UNANSWERASTEQI'ESTIONS
Andwhile it shaltpleasetheeto continueme in this world,whete
there itsmuch to bedoneand little to beknown,teachme, by thy
Holy Spirit,to withdrawmy mind from unprofitable9nd dangerous'enquiries,
from difficultiesvainly curious,and doubts
to besolved.
imPossible
-Sauus,t-f oHNsoN
what we sometimes
When we reflect on anything for long enough, we're likely to end up with
,,basic"questions-ones we can see to *ry at all to answer. For we have no perfect way to
call
properly answered?
answer even this question: How can one tell *hn, o question has been
what causedthe universe,and why?
How can you tell which beliefsare true?

what is the purposeof lifeT
How can you tell what is good?

makes
These questions seem different on the surface, but all of them share one quality that
you
since
final
cause,
them imptssible to answer:all of them are circularl You can never find a
ultimate
must alwaysask one question more: "What cousedthat couse?"You can never find any
goal, since you're always obliged to ask, "Then what purposedoes that serve?"Whenever you
good
frnd out why something is goo?-or is true-you still have to ask what makes thaf reason
questions
always
will
kinds
of
these
step,
and true. No matter *h"i you discover, at every
remain, becauseyou have to challenge every answer with, "Why should I accept that answer?"
Such circularitiei can only waste our time by forcing us to repeat, over and over and over
"What goodis Good?" and, "What god mode God?"
again,
-When
children keep on asking, "Why?" we adults learn to deal with this by simply saying,
"lust because!"This may seemobstinate,but it's also a form of self-control.What stopsadults
fiom dwelling on such questions endlessly?The answer is that every culture finds special ways
to deal with ihese questions. One way is to brand them with shame and taboo; another way is
to cloak them in awe or mystery;both methods make those questionsundiscussable.Consensus
is the simplest way-as with those social styles and trends wherein we each accept as true
ttt. others do. I think I once heard W. H. Auden say,"We are all here on earth to
whatever
"tt
help others.What I can't figure out is what the othersare herefor-"
All human cultures evolve institutions of law, religion, and philosophy, and these institutions
both adopt specific answersto circular questions and establish authority-schemes to indoctrinate people with those beliefs. One might complain that such establishmentssubstitute dogma
for reason and truth. But in exchange, they spare whole populations from wasting time in
fruitless reason loops. Minds can lead more productive lives when working on problems that
can be solved.
But when thinking keeps returning to its source, it doesn't alwaysmean something's wrong.
For circular thinking can lead to growth when it results, at each return, in deeper and more
powerful ideas. Then, becausewe can communicate, such systemsof ideas may even find the
means to cross the boundaries of selfishselves-and thus take root in other minds. This way' a
language, science, or philosophy can transcend the limitation of each single mind's mortality.
Now, we cannot know that any individual is destined for some paradise.Yet certain religions
are oddly right; they manage to achieve their goal of offering an afterlife-if only to their own
stranqesouls.
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5.3 THEREMOTE.CONTROT
SEI.F
When peoplehaveno answersto importantquestions,they often givesomeanyway.
What controlsthe brain? TheMind.
What controlsthe mind? TheSeIf.
What controlsthe SeIft
ltself.
To help us think about how our minds are connectedto the outer world, our culture teaches
schemeslike this:

This diagramdepictsour sensorymachineryas sendinginformationto the brain, whereinit
is proiectedon someinner mental movie screen.Then, insidethat ghostlytheater,a lurking
Self observesthe sceneand then considerswhat to do. Finally, that Self may act-somehow
reversingall thosesteps-to influencethe real world by sendingvarioussignalsback through
yet anotherfamily of remote-controlaccessories.
This concept simply doesn'twork. It cannot help for you to think that insideyourselflies
someoneelsewho doesyour work. This notion of "homunsulu5"-6 little personinsideeach
self-leads only to a paradoxsince,then, that innerSeIfrequiresyet anothermoviescreeninside
we'd
itself, on which to proiectwhat it hasseen!And then, to watch that play-within-a-play,
need yet another Self-inside-a-Self-todo the thinking for the last. And then this would all
repeatagain,aseachnew Self requiresyet anotherone to do its job!
a thing
The ideaof a single,centralSelfdoesn'texplainanything.This is because
with no partsprofidesnothing that wecdn useaspiecesof explanation!
Then why do we so often embracethe strangeideathat what we do is doneby SomeoneElse
-that is, our Self?Becauseso much of what our mindsdo is hiddenfrom the partsof us that
are involvedwith verbalconsciousness.
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5.4 PERSONATIDENTIIT
Whote'erthe possion-knowledge,fame,or pelf,
Not one will changehisneighborwith himself'
-ALexeNonnPoPs
Becauseit serves
Why do we acceptthat paradoxicalimageof a centralSelf insidethe selff
person
as a single
a
to
regard
reasons
us well in many rph;;;r ;f practicallife. Here are some
thing.
The physical World: Our bodiesact like other obieetsthot take uP spdce.Because
on havinga singlebody'Two-people
of that, we mustbaseour plansand decisions
cdn d pe6on walk throughwalls
one-nor
only
ioom
for
cannotfit ,t nru ti.ereis
or stayaloft without suPPort.
to"whom"
personalPrivacy:WhenMary tells lacksomething,shemustremember
person
it,
too. AIso,
knows
other
ewry
that
assume
not
it wastold, and shemust
'
responsibility
of
sense
no
have
could
we
without thzconceptof an individual,
Mental Activity: We often find it hard to think two differentthoughts4t once,
weget"confused"whenthe sameLgen'
particularlywhin they'resimilar,because
time'
same
at
the
different
ciesareaskedto do
iobs
so often seemto us to flow in "streamsof consciousness"?
Why do our mental processes
perhapsbecause,in orderto keepcontrol,we haveto simplifyhow we representwhat'shappen,rrg, th.n, when that complicatedmental sceneis "straightenedout," it seemsas though a
singlepipelineof ideaswereflowingthrough the mind.
all compellingreasoniwhy it helpsto seeourselvesassingletons.Still, eachof us
ftt.r.
"r"
must also learn not only that different peoplehave their own identities,but that the same
at the sametime. For finding
personcan entertain different beliefs,pia.rs,and dispositiorrs
a grave impediment. To
become
has
imagg
good ideas about psychology,the single-agent
can face' The legend
mind
lo-preheld the human mind is surelyone of the hardesttasksany
of the singleSelfcan only divert us from the targetof that inquiry.
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5.5 FASHIONAND STYTE
The notesI handleno betterthan many pianists.But the pa.uses
betweenthe notes-ah, that is wherethe art resides!
-Anrun

S c H N a s eL

Why do we like so many thingsthat seemto us to haveno earthlyuse?We often speakof this
with mixturesof defensiveness
and pride.
" Art for Art'ssdke."
pleasing."
"l find it aesthetically
"l iust like it."
"There'sno accountingfor it."
Why do we take refugein such vague,defiantdeclarations?
"There'sno accountingfor it"
soundslike a guilty child who'sbeen told to keepaccounts.And "[ just like it" soundslike a
personwho is hiding reasonstoo unworthyto admit. However,we often do havesoundpractical reasonsfor making choicesthat have no reasonsby themselves
but have effectson larger
scales.
Recognizability:The legsof a chair work equallywell if madesquareor round.
Then why do we tend to chooseour furniture accordingto systematicstylesor
Because
and classifythe
fashionsT
familiar stylesmakeit easierfor us to recognize
thingswe see.
Uniformity: lf everyobiectin a roomwereinterestingin itself, our fumiture might
occupyour minds too much.By adoptinguniform styles,weprotectourselves
from
distractions.
Predictability: It mdkesno differencewhethera singlecardriveson the left or on
the right. But it makesaII the differencewhentherearemdny cars!Societiesneed
rulesthat makeno sensefor individuals.
It can savea lot of mental work if one makeseacharbitrarychoicethe way one did before.
The more difficult the decision,the more this policy can save.The followingobservationby
EdwardFredkin,seemsimportantenoughto deservea name:
my associate,
Fredkin's Paradox:The moreequallyattractiyetwo alternatitesseem,the harder
it can be to choosebetweenthem-no matter that, to the samedegree,the choice
canonly matterless.
No wonder we often can't account for "12s1s"-if it dependson hidden rules that we use
when ordinary reasonscancelout! I do not meanto saythat fashion,style,and art are all the
same-only that they often sharethis strategyof using forms that lie beneaththe surfaceof
our thoughts.When shouldwe quit reasoningand take recoursein rules of style?Only when
we'refairly surethat further thoughtwill just wastetime. Perhapsthat'swhy we often feel such
a senseof beingfree from practicalitywhen we make"aesthetic"choices.Suchdecisionsmight
seemmore constrainedif we were awareof how they'remade.And what about thosefleeting
hints of guilt we sometimesfeel for "just liking" art?Perhapsthey'rehow our minds remind
themselvesnot to abandonthought too recklessly.
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5.6 TRAITS
You might supposethis should
Isn't it remarkablethat wordscan portrayhuman individua-ls?
permitsa writer to depictsuch
what
ho* -y.tt th"tl it to say.Then
be impossibl.,
things that are left unsaid'
many
"orrrid.rirrg It is becausewe all
on so
seeminglyreal personahtles?
"ir..
we call "commonsense
what
ttrrt all the characters,i. pott.tt"d of
For example,we
"rr.t*.
aboutwhat we call "human nature'"
knowledge,"and we alsoagreeon many generalities
Hostilityeyokesdefensiveness,Frustrationarousesaggression.
and traitsof character'
We also recognizethat individualshaveparticularqualities
smart'
lane is tidy. Mary'stimid- Grace-is
That,snotthesortofthingCharlesdoes.It,snothisstyle.
how hard it is to grasp
Why shouldtraitslike theseexist?Humanistsareproneto boastabout
personolities
so easyto portray?"
the measureof a mind. But let's ask instead, "Whot makes
quality of beingneat, rather than
Wt v, io, example,shouldany persontend towarda general
our personalities
,i.npiy being tidy about ,onl. ihings and messyabout others?Why should
agenciescan
a
million
from
How coulJit be that a systemassembled
show such cohererrcies?
U" i.r.tlb.d by short and simplestringsof words?Here aresomepossiblereasons'
Selectivity: First we shouldfacethe fact that our imagesof othe.rminds areoften
in termsof that
person's"personality"
falselycliar. We tend to think of another
it
simply weren't
as
though
rest
the
which we cctndescribe-andtenil to setaside
there.
unimportant,we tend
Style: To escapethe effort of makingdecisionswe co-nsider
be discernedfrom the
can
they
that
so
iystematic
to develop poiiciestha.tbecome
personal
traits'
as
outsideand characterized
predictability:Because
it is hardto maintainfriendshipwithout trust, we try to
of our friends.They to the extent thot we frameour
conformto the expectotions
to
teachingourselves
in termsof traits,we find ourselves
imagesof our associates
behavein accordwith thosesamedescriptions'
actual!For
overtime, imaginedtraitscan makethemseltes
Self-Reliance:Thus,
are
predict
ourselves
we
what
to
able
plans,
be
we must
eyento carryout our own
ourselves.
we
simplify
easierthe more
likely to do-and that wiU become
It's nice to be able to trust our friends,but we needto be ableto trust ourselves.How can
that be possiblewhen we can't be surewhat'sin our own heads?One way to accomplishthis is
to behave
by thinking of ourselvesin terms of traits-and then proceedingto train -ourselves
person.
What we
a
of
the
surface
personality
is
merely
a
Still,
aicordingIo thoseself-images.
know
ourselves
really
never
We
perceive.
to
manage
call traitJ are only the regilarities we
and policiesthat nevershowthemselvesdirectlyin
becausethere are so manli other processes
our behaviorbut work behindthe scenes'
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5.7 PERMANENT
IDENTITT
Therearecdusesfor all humansuffering,and thereis a woy by
which theymay beended,because
everythingin the worldis the
resultof a vastconcunence
of causes
and conditions,and
etterythingdisoppeors
as thesecauses
and conditions
changeand passaway.
-BuooHe

Whlt do we slSnifvb-ywordslike "me," "myself,"and "I"? What doesa storymeanthat starts
with "In my childhood"?What is that strangepossession
"yo,r," which staystire samethroughout your life?Are you thesamepersonyou werebeforeyou learnedto read?You scarcelycan
imagine,now, how wordslookedthen. fust try to look at thesewordswithout readinethem:

]DONOT IR,IBAD TH]IS
So far as consciousnessis concerned, we find it almost impossibleto separatethe appearances
of things from what they've come to mean to us. But if we cannot recollect how thingJappeared
to us before we learned to link new meanings to those things, what makes us think we can
recollect how we ourselvesappearedto us in previous times? What would you say if someone
askedquestions like these:
"Are you the same person now that you once were, before you Iearned to talk?"
"Of courseI am. Why, who elsecould I be?"
"Do you mean that you haven't changed at all?"
"Of course not. I only mean l'm the same person-the same in some ways,
different in others-but still the same me."
"But how can you be the same as the person you werc before you had even
Iearned to remember things? Can you even imagine what that was like?"
"PerhapsI can't-yet still theremust havebeensomecontinuity. Eten if I can't
rememberit, I surelywas that person,too."
We all experience that senseof changelessness
in spite of change, not only for the past but
also for the future, too! Consider how you are generousto future self at present self's expense.
Today, you put some money in the bank in order that sometime later you can take it out.
Whenever did that future self do anything so good for you? Is "you" the body of those memories
whose meanings change only slowly? Is it the never-ending side effects of all your previous
experience?Or is it just whichever of your agentschange the least as time and life proceed?
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INSIGHTAND
INTROSPECTION
MIND. A mysteiousform of matter secretedby the brain' Its
chief activity consistsin the endeayorto ascertainits own
nature, the futitity of the attempt beingdue to the fact that it
hasnothing but itself to knowitself with'
-ANtsnosr Btrnce

6.t coNsclousNEss
con.sciousa. I. hovinga feelingor knowledge
(of one'ssensations,
feelings,etc., or of externalthings);knowingor feeling(that
somethingis or washappeningor existing);. . . 3. dwdreof oneself
asa thinkingbeing;knowingwhatoneis doingand why.
-W ebster's UnabridgedD ictionary
In real life, you often have to deal with things you don't completely understand. You drive a
car, not knowing how its engine works. You ride as passengerin someone else's car, not
knowing how that driver works. Most strange of all, you drive your body and your mind, not
knowing how your own self works. Isn't it amazing that we can think, not knowing what it
means to think? Isn't it remarkable that we can get ideas, yet not explain what ideas are?
In every normal person's mind there seem to be some processesthat we call consciousness.
We usually regard them as enabling us to know what's happening inside our minds. But this
reputation of self-awarenessis not so well deserved,becauseour conscious thouehts reveal to
us so little of what gives rise to them.
Consider how a driver guides the immense momentum of a motorcar, not knowing how its
engine works or how its steering wheel directs it to the left or right. Yet when one comes to
think of it, we drive our bodies in much the same way. So far as consciousthought is concerned, you turn yourself to walk in a certain direction in much the way you steer a car; you
are aware only of some general intention, and all the rest takes care of itself. To change your
direction of motion is actually quite complicated. If you simply took a larger or smaller step on
one side, the way you would turn a rowboat, you would fall toward the outside of the turn.
Instead, you start to turn by making yourself fall toward the inside-and then use centrifugal
force to right yourself on the next step. This incredible process involves a huge society of
muscles, bones, and joints, all controlled by hundreds of interacting programs that even specialistsdon't yet understand. Yet all you think is,Turn that way, and your wish is automatically
fulfilled.
We give the name "signals" to acts whose consequencesare not inherent in their own
character but have merely been assignedto them. When you accelerateyour car by pressing
on the gas pedal, this is not what does the work; it is merely a signal to make the engine push
the car. Similarly, rotating the steering wheel is merely a signal that makes the steering mechanism turn the car. The car's designer could easily have assignedthe pedal to steer the car or
made the steeringwheel control its speed.But practical designerstry to exploit the use of signals
that already have acquired some significance.
Our consciousthoughts use signal-signs
to steerthe enginesin our minds, controlling countlessprocessesof which we're never much aware. Not understanding how it's done, we learn to
gain our ends by sending signalsto those great machines, much as the sorcerersof older times
used rituals to cast their spells.
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6.2 SIGNATSAND SIGNS
by usingone or anotherkind
How do we everunderstandanything?Almostalways,I think,
it resemblessomethingwe
of analogy-that is, by representingeach new thing as though
strangeor complicatedto deal
alreadyknow. Wh.rr.ul, a new thing s internalworkingsaretoo
of more familiar signs'This
with directly, *. ,.pr"sent whateveipartsof it we can in terms
seemsimilar to some more ordinary thing' It really is a great
|.",, ;. *"t. .""ti
""".rtv
let our minds transformthe
discovery,the use of ,igrr"tr, symbols,words,and names.They
strangeinto the commonPlace.
go
on€ room to another'
Supposean alien architecthasinventeda radicallynewwayto from
mechanismso far
and
a
form
has
This invention servesthe normal functionsof a door, but it
nor guesshow to
a
door'
it
outsideour experiencethat to seeit' we would nevel recognize as
a door to be-a
use it. All its physicaldetailsare wrong. It is not what we normally expect
on its exteriorsome
hinged,swinging,woodenslabsetinto a wall. No matter:iust superimpose
use' Clothe it in a
a."-ot^ii"", s"ymbol,icor,, token, word, or sign that can:emind us of its
and everyvisitor
white,
and
red
in
EXIT
,.ctrrrg,rl"i ,[rrp., or add to it a push-platelettered
pseudoportal's
that
what
thought,
iust
from the planet n"iitt *iff kno*, without a conscious
purposeis, and useit asthough it werea door'
that is not
At first it may seemmere tiickery, to assignthe symbolfor a door to an invention
minds,
our
inside
reallya door. But *"1r. al*"ys in that samepredicament.There areno doors
"consciousness"
only connectionsamong oui signs.To oveistatethe casea bit, what we call
displays
consistsof little moie th"an*.t"u liststhat flash,from time to time, on mental screen
games
symbols
use
players
computer
of
way
the
that other systemsuse.It is very much like the
gamemachineswithout the slightestunderinsideih.i,
to invoke the processes
"o-plicated
standingof how theYwork.
to think about it, it scarcelycould be otherwise!Considerwhat would
And irhen yo,,
"o*.
happenif we actuallycould confront the trillion-wirenetworksin our brains. Scientistshave
p"ii"a at tiny fragmentsof thosestructuresfor manyyears,yet failedto comprehendwhat they
io. Fortunai.ly, Io, the purposesof everydaylife, it is enoughfor our wordsor signalsto evoke
some useful happeningsriihi" the mind. Who careshow they work, so long as they work!
Considerhow you can"scarcelyseea hammer exceptas somethingto hit with, or seea ball
except ,o*.ihirrg to throw and catch. Why do we seethings,lessas they are, and more in
view of",how they can be used?It is becauseour minds did not evolveto serveas instruments
for scienceo, pirilorophy,but to solvepracticalproblemsof nutrition, defense,procreation,
and the like. We tend [o ihink of knowledgeasgoodin itself,but knowledgeis usefulonly when
we can exploitit to help us reachour goals.
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6.3 THOUGHT-EXPI
How do you discoverthingsaboutthe world?|ust look :
Each casualglanceemploysa billion brain cellsto represr
y
rize its differencesfrom recordsof other experiences.
theoriesaboutwhat happensin the world and then make
or reformulatethose conjectures.It only seemssimple
happening.
How do you discoverthings about your mind?You use
little bits of theoriesabouthow you think, then testthem u
that thought-experiments
don't often leadto the sortsof cler
Ask yourselfwhat happenswhen you try to imaginea rou
h"ppy and sadat the sametime. Why is it so hard to descr
or draw usefulconclusionsfrom them?It is becausewe get
mind-experimentsare mind-experimentsthemselves-and
other.
Thinking affectsour thought
Peoplewho programcomputersencountersimilarproble
tion becauseof unexpectedinteractionsamong their parts

I

r

--rrrr5,

programmers have developed special programs for "debuggirr6, orner programs. But just as in
thought-experiments, there is a danger that the program being watched might change the one
that's watching it. To prevent this, all modern computers are equipped with special "interruption" machinery that detects any other program's attempt to alter a debugging program; when
this happens, the culprit is "frozen" in its tracks so that the debugging program can examine it.
To do this, the interruption machinery must be supplied with a private memory bank that can
store enough information to make it possible, later, to restart the frozen program as though
nothing had happened.
Are brains equipped to do similar things? It was easy to build self-examination systemsinto
computers that did only one thing at a time, but it would be much harder to do in a system
that, like the brain, engagesmany processesat once. The problem is that if you were to freeze
only one process without stopping the others, it would change the situation you're trying to
examine. However, if you were to stop all those processesall at once, you couldn't experiment
on how they interact.
Later, we'll see that consciousnessis connected with our most immediate memories. This
means that there are limits on what consciousnesscan tell us about itself-because it can't do
perfect self-experiments.That would require keeping perfect records of what happens inside
one's memory machinery. But any such machinery must get confused by self-experimentsthat
try to find out how it works-since such experiments must change the very records they are
trying to inspect! We cannot handle interruptions perfectly. This doesn't mean that consciousnesscannot be understood,in principle, It only meansthat to study it, we'll have to use the less
direct methods of science, becausewe cannot simply "look and see."
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6.4 E.BRAINS
of what's happening. Divide
There is one way for a mind to watch itself and still keep track
and outputs to the real worldthe brain into two parts, A and B. Connect the A-brain's inputs
to the outer world at all;
B-brain
the
connect
so it can sensewhat-t"pp.rs there. But don't
worldl
instead, connect it so that the A-brain is the B-brain's

WORLD

A.BRAIN

B.BRAIN

"see" and
Now A can see and act upon what happens in the outside world-while B can
are some Ainfluence what happens inside A. What usescould there be for such a B? Here
activities that B might learn to recognize and influence'
A
A
A
A
A

seemsdisorderedand confused.
appearsto be repeating itself.
something B considersgood.
do,es
is occupied wiih too much detail.
is not being specificenough.

Inhibit that actittity '
Make A stop. Do something else.
Make A rememberthis'
Make A take a higher-levelview.
FocusA on lower-leveldetails.

This two-p art arrangementcould be a step toward having a more "reflective" mind-society.
The B-brain could do experiments with the A-brain, iust as the A-brain can experiment with
the body or with the objicts and people surrounding it. And iust as A can attempt to predict
and control what happens in the outer world, B can try to predict and control what A will do.
For example,the B-biain could supervisehow the A-brain learns,either by making changesin
A directly or by influencing A's own learning processes.
Even ihough B may have no concept of what A's activities mean in relation to the outer
world, it is still possiblefor B to be useful to A. This is becausea B-brain could learn to play a
role somewhat like that of a counselor, psychologist,or management consultant, who can assess
a client's mental strategywithout having to understand all the details of that client's profession.
Without having any idea of what A's goals are, B might be able to learn to tell when A is not
accomplishingthem but only going around in circlesor wandering,confusedbecausecertain
A-agenls are repeating the same things over and over again. Then B might try some simple
,.*""di"r, like suppreising some of those A-agents. To be sure, this could also result in B's
activities becoming nuisancesto A. For example, if A had the goal of adding up a long column
of numbers, B might start to interfere with this because,from B's point of view, A appearsto
have become trapped in a repetitive loop. This could cause a person accustomed to more
variety to find it difficult to concentrate on such a task and complain of being bored.
To the extent that the B-brain knows what is happening in A, the entire system could be
consideredto be partly "self-aware."However, if we connect A and B to "watch" each other
too closely, then anything could happen, and the entire systemmight become unstable. In any
case, theie is no reason to stop with only two levels;we could connect a C-brain to watch the
B-brain, and so on.
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6.5 FROZENREFI.ECTION
Time presentand time past
Are both perhapspresentin time future,
And time future containedin time past.
-T. S.Error
No supervisorcan know everythingthat all its agentsdo. There'ssimplynevertime enough.
Each bureaucratseesbut a fraction of what happensunderneathits placein the pyramid of
information flow. The bestsubordinatesare thosethat work most quietly. Indeed,-[hat'swhy
we build administrativepyramidsfor jobswe don't know how to do or don't have time to do
ourselves.It is alsowhy so many of our thoughtsmust hide beyondour consciousness.
Good scientistsnevertry to learntoo much at once.Instead,they selectparticularaspectsof
a situation,observecarefully,and make records.Experimentalrecordsare"frozen phenomena." They let us take all the time we need to make our theories.But how could we do the
samething insidethe mind?We'd needsomekind of memoryin which to keepsuch records
safe.
We'll seehow this could work when we cometo the chapterson memory.We'll conjecture
that your brain containsa host of agentscalled"K-lines,"which you can useto make records
of what someof your brain-agents
aredoingat a certainmoment.Later, when you activatethe
sameK-lines,this restoresthoseagentsto their previousstates.This makesyou "remember"
part of your previousmental state,by makingthosepartsof your mind do just what they did
before.Then, the other partsof your mind will reactasthoughthe sameeventswerehappening
again!Of course,such memorieswill alwaysbe incomplete,sincenothing could havecapacity
enoughto recordeverydetailof its own state.(Otherwise,it wouldhaveto be largerthan itself.)
Sincewe can't remembereverything,eachindividualmind facesthe sameproblemthat scientists alwaysface: they have no foolproof way to know, before the fact, what are the most
importantthingsto noticeand record.
Using the mind to examineitselfis like sciencein anotherway. fust asphysicistscannot see
the atomsthey talk about,psychologists
they try to examine.We only
can'twatchthe processes
"know" such things through their effects.But the problem is worsewhere the mind is concerned,sincescientistscan readeachother'snotes,but differentpartsof the mind can't read
eachother'smemories.
We've now seenseveralreasonswhy we cannot simplywatch our minds by sitting still and
waitingtill our visionclears.The only courseleft for us is to studythe mind the way scientists
do when somethingis too largeor smallto see-by buildingtheoriesbasedon evidence.Make
a guess;test it with a shrewdexperiment;collectone'sthoughtsand guessagain.When introspectionseemsto work, it's not becausewe've found a magic way to see inside ourselves.
experiment.
Instead,it meansthat we'vedone somewell-designed
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6.6 MOMENTARYIUENTATTIME
just the. thoughts I'm
What do you think you're thinking now? You might reply, "Why,
ttrinting now!" And that makessense,in ordinarylife, where"now" means"at this moment in
time." Fut the meaningof "now" is far lessclearfor an agentinsidea society'
It takessometime for changesin one part of a mind to affect the other parts.
There'salwayssomedelaY'
For example,supposeyou meet your friend Jack.Your agenciesfor Yoicesand Facesmay
to an agencyNames,which may recall
,eiognirela"t'r uoi".,nd face,and both sendmessages
agency
to Quotes,a language-based
Jackl name. BrftYoicesmay alsosenda "word-message"
a
message
also
send
may
Faces
while
before,
phrases
has
said
remember
ih"t hrr a way to
fack
to Places,an agencyconcernedwitir space,which might recall some earlier place in which
|ack'sfacewasseen.
::t

"'t"tPLACESreceivessigrtalsfirst from
from
,,,,,,
' FACES,becausemessages
VOICESfirst passthroughNAMES.

So afthoughreal timeproceedsfrom
bftto right,to PLACES,themoments
of thepastformslantinglines.

Now supposewe could askboth PlacesandQuoteswhich had happenedfirst, seeingfack or
hearinghii voice?We'd get two different answers!Placeswill first detectthe face-while Quotes
will first detectthe voice.The seemingorder of eventsdependsupon which messagereached
each agentfirst-so the seemingsequenceof eventsdiffersfrom one agentto another. Each
agentwill react in its own, slightlydifferent way-because it has been affectedby a slightly
different"causalhistory,"which spreadslike a waveinto the past.
It is simplyimpossible,in general,for any agentP to know for certainwhat anotheragentQ
is doing at preciselythe sametime. The bestthat P can do is senda query straightto Q and
hope that Q can get a truthful messageback before other agentschangeQ's state-or change
alongthe way. No portion of a mind can everknow everythingthat is happeningat
its message
the sametime in all the other agencies.Becauseof this, each agencymust have at least a
slightlydifferentsenseboth of what hashappenedin the past-and of what is happening"now."
Each different agentof the mind livesin a slightlydifferent world of time.
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6.7 THECAUSATNOYY
To knowanything [saidthe poet)we must know its effects;to see
men u)emust know their works,that we may knowwhat reasonhas
dictated,or passionhasincited,and find whatarethe most
powerfulmotivesof action.To iufue rightlyof thepresent,we
must opposeit to the past;for all iudgmentis comparative,
and of
thefuturenothingcanbeknown.Thetruth is,that no mind is
muchemployeduponthepresent:
recollection
and anticipationfill
up almostall our moments.Our passions
areioy and grief, love
and hatred,hopeand fear;evenloveand hatredrespectthe past,for
the causemust havebeenbeforethe effect.
- S a l r u er l o H N s o N
Our everyday ideas about the progressionof mental time are wrong: they leave no room for
the fact that every agent has a different causal history. To be sure, those different pasts are
intermixed over longer spansof time, and every agent is eventually influenced by what has
happened in the common, remote history of its society. But that's not what one means by
"now." The problem is with the connections between the moment-to-moment activities of
largely separateagencies.
When a pin drops, you might say, "f iust hearda pin drop." But no one says,"I hear a pin
dropping." Our speakingagenciesknow from experiencethat the physical episodeof pin dropping will be over before you can even start to speak.But you would say,"I am in lore," rather
than "f wasiust in lote," becauseyour speakingagenciesknow that the agenciesinvolved with
personal attachments work at a slower pace, with statesthat may persist for months or years.
And, in between, when someone asks,"What sortsof feelings haw you now?" we often find our
half-formed answers wrong before they can be expressed,as other feelings intervene. What
seemsonly a moment to one agencymay seemlike an era to another.
Our memoriesare only indirectly linked to physicaltime. We have no absolutesenseof when
a memorable event "actually" happened. At best, we can only know some temporal relations
between it and certain other events. You might be able to recall that X and Y occurred on
different days but be unable to determine which of those days came earlier. And many memories seem not to be linked to intervals of time at all-like knowing that four comes after three,
or that "l am myself."
The slower an agency operates-that is, the longer the intervals between each change of
state-the more external signals can arrive inside those intervals. Does this mean that the
outside world will appear to move faster to a slow agencythan to a faster agency?Does life seem
swift to tortoises, but tedious to hummingbirds?
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THINKING
6.8 THINKINGWTTHOUT
We don't know how our muscles
fust aswe walkwithout thinking,we think without thinking!
that do our mentalwork. When
agencies
the
about
more
^"k. ,r, walk-nor do we know much
the answer
Then, perh.aps,
a
time.
it
for
you
about
think
yo" tt"u. a hard problem to solve,
if someone
But
dnd
Such'"
such
gOt
do
it.
l'll
,..-, to come all at once, and you say,"Aha, I've
like
the followthings
than
more
were to askhow you found the solution,you could rarelysay
ing:
"I suddenlyrealized. . ."
"l iustgot this idea . ."
"lt occunedto me that . . ."
If we could really sensethe workingsof our minds,we wouldn't act so often in accordwith
motiveswe don't suspect.We wouldn't havesuch variedand conflictingtheoriesfor psychology. And when we're askedhow peopleget their goodideas,we wouldn't be reducedto metapf,o.t about "ruminating," and "digesting,""conceiving"and "giving birth" to concepts-as
ihough our thoughtswere anywherebut in the head.If we could seeinsideour minds, we'd
surely have more useful things to say.
Many peopleseemabsolutelycertain that no computercould ever be sentient,conscious,
other way "aware" of itself. But what makeseveryoneso sure that they
self-wilied,oi itt
"ny
fhoseadmirablequalities?It's true that if we'resureof anythingat all, it is
themselvespossess
that "I'm dwore-henceI'm dwdre."Yet what do suchconvictionsreallymean?[f self-awareness
meansto know what's happeninginsideone'smind, no realistcould maintain for long that
peoplehave much insight, in the literal senseof seeing-in.Indeed,the evidencethat we are
ielf-aware-that is, that we have any specialaptitudefor finding out what'shappeninginside
ourselves-is very weak indeed. It is true that certain people have a specialexcellenceat
But
assessing
the attitudesand motivationsof other persons(and,more rarely,of themselves).
this doesnot justify the belief that how we learn things about people,including ourselves,is
we
fundamentallydifferentfrom how we learn aboutother things.Most of the understandings
call "insights"are merelyvariantsof our other waysto "figureout" what'shappening.
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6.9 HEADSIN THECTOIIDS
What we call a mind is nothing but a heap or collection of different
perceptions,united togetherby certain relations and suppos'd,tho'
falsely, to be endow'd with a perfectsimplicity and identity.
-Devro Hurr,rn
We'll take the view that nothing can have meaning by itself, but only in relation to whatever
other meanings we already know. One might complain that this has the quality of the old
question, "Which came first, the chicken or the egg?" If each thing one knows depends on
other things one knows, isn't that like castlesbuilt on air? What keeps them from all falling
down, if none are tied to solid ground?
Well, first, there's nothing basicallywrong with the idea of a society in which each part lends
meaning to the other parts. Some setsof thoughts are much like twisted ropes or woven cloths
in which each strand holds others both together and apart. Consider all the music tunes you
know. Among them you can surely find two tunes of which you like each one the more because
of how it's similar to or different from the other one. Besides,no human mind remains entirely
afloat. Later we'll see how our conceptions of spaceand time can be basedentirely on networks
of relationships, yet can still reflect the structure of reality.
If every mind builds somewhat different things inside itself, how can any mind communicate
with a different mind? In the end, surely, communication is a matter of degree but it is not
always lamentable when different minds don't understand each other perfectly. For then,
provided some communication remains, we can share the richness of each other's thoughts.
What good would other people be if we were all identical?In any case,the situation is the same
insiile your mind-since even you yourself can never know precisely what you mean! How
uselessany thought would be if, afterward, your mind returned to the selfsamestate. But that
never happens, because every time we think about a certain thing, our thoughts go off in
different ways.
The secretof what anything medns to us dependson how we'veconnected it to all
the other things we know. That's why it's almost always wrong to seek the "real
meaning" of anything. A thing with iust one meaning has scarcelyany meaning
at all.
An idea with a single sensecan lead you along only one track. Then, if anything goeswrong,
it just gets stuck-a thought that sits there in your mind with nowhere to go. That's why, when
someone learns something "by rots"-that is, with no sensibleconnections-we say that they
"don't really understand." Rich meaning-networks,however, give you many different ways to
go: if you can't solve a problem one way, you can try another. True, too many indiscriminate
connections will turn a mind to mush. But well-connected meaning-structures let you turn
ideas around in your mind, to consider alternativesand envision things from many perspectives
until you find one that works. And that's what we mean by thinking!
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OUTOF MIND
6.10 WORTDS
blossom
AII thesebeautiful,evolutionaryqualitiesspontaneously
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consciousness
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There is no singularly real world of thought; each mind evolves its own internal universe.
The worlds of thought that we appear to like the best are those where goals and actions seem
thus become a Buddhist, or
to mesh in regions large enough to spend our lives in-and
grow into gteat, coherent
points
mental
starting
Some
poet,
oi
topologist.
Republican, oi
a relatively few but clear
philosoPhy,
and
parts
science,
of mathematics,
continents. In certain
new
structures. Yet even in
yet
consistent
ideas may lead into an endless realm of complex
far beyond our
complications
mathematics, a handful of seemingly innocent rules can lead to

grasp. Thus we feel we understand perfectly the rules of addition and multiplication-yet when
iye mix them together, we encounter problems about prime numbers that have remained
unsolvedfor centuries.
Minds also make up pleasantworlds of practical affairs-which work becausewe make them
work, by putting things in order there. In the physical realm, we keep our books and clothes in
self-made shelves and cabinets-thus building artificial boundaries to keep our things from
interacting very much. Similarly, in mental realms, we make up countless artificial schemesto
force things to seem orderly, by specifying legal codes, grammar rules and traffic laws. When
growing up in such a world, it all seems right and natural-and only scholars and historians
iecall the mass of precedents and failed experiments it took to make it work so well. These
"natural" worlds are actually more complex than the technical worlds of philosophy. They're
far too vast to comprehend-except where we impose on them the rules we make.
There is also a different and more sinister way to make the world seem orderly, in which the
mind has merely found a way to simplify itself. This is what we must suspect whenever some
idea seems to explain too much. Perhaps no problem was actually solved at all; instead, ihe
mind has merely found some secondarypathwayin the brain, through which one can mechanically dislodge each doubt and difference from its rightful place! This may be what happens in
some of those experiencesthat leave a person with a senseof revelation-in a state in which
no doubts remain, or with a vision of astounding clarity-yet unable to recount any details.
Some accident of mental stresshas temporarily suppressedthe capacity to question, doubt, or
probe. One remembers that no questions went unansweredbut forgets that none were asked!
One can acquire certainty only by amputatinginquiry.
When victims of these incidents become compelled to recapture them, their lives and person*
alities are sometimes permanently changed. Then others, seeingthe radiance in their eyes and
hearing of the glory to be found, are drawn to follow them. But to offer hospitality to paradox
is like leaning toward a precipice. You can find out what it is like by falling in, but you may not
be able to fall out again. Once contradiction finds a home, few minds can spurn the sensedestroyingforce of sloganssuch as "all is one."
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IN.SIGHT

Supposethat while you walkedand talked,you could watch the signalsthat traverseyour
brain. Would they makeany senseto you?Many peoplehavedone experimentsto makesuch
signalsaudibleand visible,by usingbiofeedback
devices.This often helpsa personto learn to
control variousmusclesand glandsthat are not usuallyunder consciouscontrol. But it never
leadsto comprehendinghow their hiddencircuitswork.
Scientistsencountersimilarproblemswhen they useelectronicinstrumentsto tap into brain
signals.This hasled to a gooddealof knowledgeabouthow nervoussystemswork-but those
insightsand understandings
nevercamefrom observationby itself.One cannot usedatawithout havingat leastthe beginningsof sometheoryor hypothesis.Even if we could directlysense
all the interior detailsof mentallife, it wouldn'ttell us how to understandthem. It might even
make that enterprisemore difficult, by overwhelmingour capacityto interpretwhat we see.
thingswe can observe.
The causesand functionsof what we observeare not themselves
Where do we get the ideaswe need?Most of our conceptscome from the communitiesin
which we're raised.Even the ideaswe "get" for ourselvescomefrom communities-this time,
the onesinsideour heads.Brainsdon't manufacturethoughtsin the direct waysthat muscles
exert forces or ovariesmake estrogenslinstead,to get a good idea, one must engagehuge
organizationsof submachinesthat do a vast varietyof jobs. Each human cranium contains
hundredsof kinds of computers,developedover hundredsof millions of yearsof evolution,
each with a somewhatdifferent architecture.Each specializedagencymust learn to call on
that can serveits purposes.Certainsectionsof the brain distinguishthe sounds
other specialists
of voicesfrom other sortsof sounds;other specializedagenciesdistinguishthe sightsof faces
from other typesof objects.No one knowshow many differentsuch organslie in our brains.
But it is almost certain that they all employ somewhatdifferent typesof programmingand
they shareno commonlanguagecode.
forms of representation;
and modesof thought attemptedto look inside
If a mind whosepartsusedifferentlanguages
itself, few of thoseagencieswould be ableto comprehendone another.It is hard enough for
to communicate,and the signalsusedby different
peoplewho speakdifferenthuman languages
portionsof the mind are surelyevenlesssimilar.If agentP askedany questionof an unrelated
agentQ, how could Q sensewhat wasasked,or P understandits reply?Most pairs of agents
can't communicateat all.
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6.12 INTERNATCOMMUNICATION
If agents can't communicate, how is it that people can-in spite of having_such different
backgftunds, thoughts, and purposes?The answer is that we overestimate how much we
actua']lycommunicate. Instead, dLspite those seemingly important differences, much of what
we do is based on common knowledge and experience. So even though we can scarcely speak
at all about what happens in our lower-level mental processes,we can exploit their common
heritage. Although wL can't expresswhat we mean, we can often cite various examples to
indicale how to connect structures we're sure must already exist inside the listener's mind. In
short, we can often indicate which sorts of thoughts to think, even though we can't express
how they operate.
The words and symbols we use to summarize our higherJevel goals and plans are not the
same as the signalsused to control lower-level ones. So when our higherJevel agenciesattempt
to probe into the 6ne details of the lower-level submachines that they exploit, they cannot
unierstand what's happening. This must be why our language-agenciescannot expresssuch
things as how we balance on our bicycles, distinguish pictures from real things, or fetch our
facts from memory. We find it particularly hard to use our languageskills to talk about the parts
of the mind that learned such skills as balancing, seeing, and remembering, before we started
to learn to speak.
"Meaning" itself is relative to size and scale:it makes senseto talk about a meaning only in a
system large enough to have many meanings. For smaller systems,that concept seemsvacant
and superfluous.For example,Builder's agentsrequire no senseof meaning to do their work;
Add merely has to turn on Get and Put. Then Get and Put do not need any subtle sense of
what those turn-on signals"psx1"-fecause they're wired up to do only what they're wired up
to do. In general, the smaller an agency is, the harder it will be for other agenciesto comprehend its tiny "language."
The smaller two languagesdre, the harderit will be to translatebetweenthem. This
is not becausethere are too many meanings, but becausethere are too few. The
fewer things an agent does,the lesslikely that what another agent doeswill conespond to any of those things. And if two agents have nothing in common, no
translation is conceivable.
In the more familiar difficulty of translating between human languages,each word has many
meanings, and the main problem is to narrow them down to something they share. But in the
caseof communication between unrelated agents,narrowing down cannot help if the agents
have nothing in common from the siart.
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6.13 SELF-KNOVYTEDGE
IS DANGEROUS
To "know oneself" more perfectly might seem to promise something powerful and good. But
there are fallacies concealed behind that happy thought. No doubt, a mind that wants to
change itself could benefit from knowing how it works. But such knowledge might as easily
encourage us to wreck ourselves-if we had ways to poke our clumsy mental fingers into the
tricky circuits of the mind's machinery. Could this be why our brains force us to play those
gamesof mental hide and seek?
lust see how prone we are to risk experimentsthat change ourselves;how fatally we're drawn
to drugs, to meditation, music, even conversation-all powerful addictions that can change
our very personalities. fust see how everyone is entranced by any promise to transgressthe
bounds of normal pleasureand reward.
In ordinary life, our pleasure systemshelp us learn-and, therefore, to behave ourselvesby forcing checks and balanceson us. Why, for example, do we become bored when doing the
same thing over and over, even if that activity was pleasant at first? This appears to be one
property of our pleasure systems;without enough variety, they tend to satiate. Every learning
machine must have some such protective scheme, since otherwise it could get trapped into
endlessly repeating the same activity. We are fortunate to be equipped with mechanisms that
keep us from wasting too much time, and it is fortunate, too, that we find it hard to suppress
such mechanisms.
lf we could deliberately seizecontrol of our pleasure systems,we could reproduce
the pleasureof successwithout the needfor any actual accomplishment.And that
would be the end of everything.
What prevents such meddling? Our minds are bound by many self-constraints.For example,
we find it hard to determine what's happening inside the mind. Later, when we talk about
infant development, we'll see that even if our inner eyes could see what's there, we'd find it
singularly hard to change the agents we might want most to change-the ones that, in our
infancy, helped shape our longestJastingself-ideals.
These agentsare hard to change becauseof their specialevolutionaryorigin. The long-term
stability of many other mental agenciesdependson how slowly we change our images of what
we ought to be like. Few of us would survive if, left to random chance, our most adventurous
impulses could tamper freely with the basisof our personalities.Why would that be such a bad
thing to do? Becausean ordinary "change of mind" can be reversedif it leadsto a bad result.
But when you change your self-ideals-then nothing is left to turn you back.
Sigmund Freud theorized that each person's growth is governed by unconscious needs to
please, placate, oppose, or terminate our images of parental authority. If we recognized the
influence of those old images, however, we might consider them too infantile or too unworthy
to tolerate and seekto replace them with something better. But then what would we substitute
for them-once we divested ourselvesof all those ties to instinct and society?We'd each end
up as instruments of even more capricious sorts of self-inventedgoals.
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6.t4

CONFUSION

becomesengaged.For example,we walk
It's mainly when our systemsfail that consciousness
things.But a personwith an iniured
do
those
we
actually
how
and talk without much senseof
how walkingworks("To turn to
about
theories
leg may, for the first time, beginto formulate
perhaps
push
considerwhich musclesmight
myselfthat way") and then
tie teft, I'll haveto
accomplishthat goal.When we recognizethat we'reconfused,we beginto reflecton how our
of thought. Then we
minds solveproblemsand engagethe little we know aboutour strategies
find ourselvessayingthingslike this:
on the importantquestions
"Now I must get organized.
Why can't I concentrate
get
nonessential
details?"
other
by
those
distracted
and not
Paradoxically,it is smart to realizethat one is confused-as opposedto being confused
without knowing it. For that stimulatesus to apply our intellect to altering or repairingthe
defectiveprocess.Yet we dislikeand disparagethe senseof confusion,not appreciatingthe
quality of this recognition.
However,onceyour B-brainsmakeyou startto askyourself"WhatwasI reallyattemptingto
do?" yot can exploit that as an opportunityto changeyour goalsor changehow you describe
your situation.That way, you can escapethe distressof feelingtrappedbecausethere seemto
of confusioncan resemblepain;perhaps
The consciousexperience
be no adequatealternatives.
this is becauseof how they both impel us to discoverwaysto escapefrom a predicament.The
differenceis that confusionis directedagainsta person'sown failing stateof mind, whereas
pain reflectsexteriordisturbances.In either case,internal processes
must be demolishedand
rebuilt.
Both confusionand pain haveinjuriouseffectswhen they leadus to abandongoalson larger
scalesthan appropriate:"The entirc subiectmakesme feel ill. PerhapsI shouldabandonthe
wholeproiect,occupation,or relationship."But even such dispiritingthoughtscan serveas
probesfor findingother agenciesthat might be engagedfor help.
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7.I INTEI.TIGENCE
Many peopleinsiston havingsomedefinitionof "intelligence'"
CRITIC; How can we be sure that things like plants and stones,or stormsand
are not intelligent in waysthat we hayenot yet conceived?
strectms,
It doesn'tseema goodideato usethe sameword for differentthings,unlessone hasin mind
importantwaysin *hich they are the same.Plantsand streamsdon't seemvery goodat solving
the kindsof problemswe regardasneedingintelligence.
CRITIC: Whot's so specialabout solyingproblems?And why don't you define
"intelligence"precisely,so that we cdndgreeon what we'rediscussing?
That isn't a goodidea, either. An author'sjob is usingwordsthe waysother peopledo, not
telling othershow to usethem. In the few placesthe word "intelligence"appearsin this book,
it merelymeanswhat peopleusuallymean-the abilityto solvehard problems.
CRITIC; Then you shoulddefinewhat you meanby d"hdrd" problem.We know it
tooka lot of human intelligenceto build the pyramids-yet little coral reefanion evenlargerscales.Sodon't you haveto consider
malsbuild impressivestructures
them intelligent?Isn't it hardto build giganticcoralreefs?
Yes, but it is only an illusion that animalscan "solve"thoseproblems!No individual bird
discoyersa way to fly. Instead,each bird exploitsa solution that evolvedfrom countlessreptile
yearsof evolution. Similarly, althougha personmight find it very hard to designan oriole's
nest or a beaver'sdam, no oriole or beaverever figuresout such things at all. Those animals
don't "solve" such problemsthemselves;they only exploit proceduresavailablewithin their
complicatedgene-builtbrains.
CRITIC: Then wouldn't you be forcedto saythat evolutionitself must be intelligent, sinceit solvedthoseproblemsof flying and building reefsand nests?
No, becausepeoplealsouse the word "intelligence"to emphasizeswiftnessand efficiency.
Evolution'stime rateis so slowthat we don't seeit asintelligent,eventhough it finallyproduces
wonderful things we ourselvescannot yet make.Anyway,it isn't wiseto treat an old, vague
word like "intelligence"asthoughit must defineanydefinitething. Insteadof trying to saywhat
such a word "means,"it is bettersimplyto try to explainhow we useit.
that enableus to solveproblemsweconsiderdifficult.
Our mindscontainprocesses
wedon't yet understand.
of thoseprocesses
"Intelligence"is our namefor whichever
Somepeopledislikethis "definition"becauseits meaningis doomedto keepchangingaswe
learn more about psychology.But in my view that's exactlyhow it ought to be, becausethe
very conceptof intelligenceis like a stagemagician'strick. Like the conceptof "the unexplored
assoonaswe discoverit.
regionsof Africa," it disappears
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7.2 UNCOMMONSENSE
We've all heard iokes about how stupid present-daycomputers are. They send us bills and
checks for zero dollars and zero cents. They don't mind working in endlessloops, repeating the
same thing a billion times. Their total lack of common senseis another reason people think
that no machine could have a mind.
It is interesting to note that some of the earliest computer programs excelled at what people
consider to be "expert" skills. A 1956program solved hard problems in mathematical logic, and
a 196l program solved college-level problems in calculus. Yet not till the 1970s could we
construct robot programs that could see and move well enough to arrange children's buildingblocks into simple towers and playhouses.Why could we make programs do grown-up things
before we could make them do childish things? The answer may seem paradoxical: much of
"expert" adult thinking is actually simpler than what is involved when ordinary children play!
Why is it easierto program what expertsdo than what children do?
What people vaguely call common senseis actually more intricate than most of the technical
expertisewe admire. Neither that "expert" program for logic nor the one for calculus embodied
more than a hundred or so "facts"-2n61 most of them were rather similar to one another. Yet
these were enough to solve collegeJevel problems. In contrast, think of all the different ftinds
of things a child must know merely to build a house of blocks-a processthat involves knowledge of shapesand colors, spaceand time, support and balance, and an ability to keep track of
what one is doing.
To be considereddn "expert," one needsa large amount of knowledge of only a
relatively few varieties. In contrast, dn ordinary person's"common sense"involves
a much larger variety of different types of knowledge-and this requires more
complicated management systems.
There is a simple reason why it is easierto acquire specializedknowledgethan commonsense
knowledge. Each type of knowledge needs some form of "representation" and a body of skills
adapted to using that style of representation. Once that investment has been made, it is relatively easyfor a specialistto accumulate further knowledge,provided the additional expertiseis
uniform enough to suit the same style of representation.A lawyer, doctor, architect, or composer who has learned to deal with a range of casesin some particular field finds it relatively
easyto acquire more knowledge of a similar character. Think how much longer it would take a
single person to learn to deal competently with a few diseases and severalkinds of law casesand
a small variety of architectural blueprints and a few orchestral scores. The greater variety of
representationswould make it much harder to acquire the "same amount" of knowledge. For
each new domain, our novice would have to learn another type of representationand new skills
for using it. It would be like learning many different languages,each with its own grammar,
lexicon, and idioms. When seen this way, what children do seemsall the more remarkable,
since so many of their actions are basedupon their own inventions and discoveries.
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7.3 THE P{.IE;ZLE
Many peoplereasonthat machinesdo only what they'reprogrammedto do--and hencecan
purportsto
neverbe creativeor original.The trouble is that this argumentpresumeswhat it
to program
easy
show:that you can't prolram a machineto be creative!In fact, it is surprisingly
programmer
could
, .o-put", so that lt tr'iff proceedto do more different things than any
i-agi"e in advance.This is possiblebecauseof what we'll call the "puzzleprinciple."
Ptzzle Principle: We can progrdma computerto solveany problemby trial and
error,without-knowinghow to solveit in advance,profidedonly that we havea
whenthe problemis solved.
way to recognize
to generateall possible
By "trial and error" we meanprogrammingthe machinesystematically
structureswithin some univeri. of possibilities.For example,supposeyou wishedto have a
robot machinethat could build a bridgeacrossa stream.The most efficientprogramfor this
would simply executea specificprocedure,plannedout in advance,to preciselyplace some
boardsand nails. Of courie, you couldn't write such a programunlessyou alreadyknew how
to build a bridge. But considerthe alternativebelow, which is sometimescalled the generate
and test method. It consistsof writing a two-partprogram.
simply produces,one after another,everypossiblear'
Generate.The first process
rangementof the boardsand nails.At first,you might expectsucha programto be
hard to write. But it turns out to be surbrisinglyeasy,onceyou appreciatethat
to makedny sensewhatsoever!
thereis no requirementfor eacharrangement
to seewhetherthe
examineseacharrangement
Test.The secondpart of the process
problemhasbeensolved.If thegoalwereto build a dam, the fastis simplywhether
it holdsback the stream.If the goal wereto build a bridge,the test is simply
whetherit sPansthestream.
This possibilitymakesus reexamineall our old ideasaboutintelligenceand creativity,since
it meani that, in principle,at least,we can makemachinessolveanyproblemswhosesolutions
we can recognize.This is rarely practical,however.Considerthat there must be a thousand
waysto attachtwo boards,a million waysto connectthree of them, and a billion waysto nail
four boardstogether.It would takeinconceivablylong beforethe puzzleprincipleproduceda
workablebridge. But it does help, philosophically,to replaceour feeling of mystery about
The main
creativityby more specificand concretequestionsaboutthe efficiencyof processes.
generator
and
problemwith our bridge-buildingmachineis the lack of connectionbetweenits
its test. Without somenotion of progresstowarda goal,it is hard to do better than mindless
chance.
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7.4 PROBIfiM SOTVING
In principle, we can use the "generateand test" method-that is, trial and error-to solve
any problemwhosesolutionwe can recognize.But in practice,it can taketoo long for eventhe
most powerfulcomputerto test enoughpossiblesolutions.Merely assemblinga simplehouse
from a dozen woodenblockswould requiresearchingthrough more possibilitiesthan a child
could try in a lifetime. Here is one way to improveupon blind trial-and-errorsearch.
The ProgressPrinciple: Any process
searchcan begreatlyreducedif
of exhaustiye
hdsbeenmade.Then we can tracea
we possess
somewdy to detectwhen"progress"
path towarda solution,iust asa personcanclimb an unfamiliarhill in the darkascent.
by feelingaround,at ewry step,to find the directionof steepest
Many easyproblemscan be solvedthis way, but for a hard problem, it may be almost as
difficult to recognize"progress"as to solvethe problemitself.Without a largeroverview,that
"hill climber" may get stuck foreveron some minor peak and never find the mountaintop.
There is no foolproofway to avoidthis.
how to solve
Goals and Subgoals.Themostpowerfulwaywe knowfor discovering
a hard problemis to find a methodthat splitsit into severalsimplerones,eachof
whichcan besolvedsePdrdtely.
Much researchin the field called Artificial lntelligencehas been concernedwith finding
methodsmachinescan usefor splittinga probleminto smallersubproblemsand then, if necessary,dividing theseinto yet smallerones.In the next few sectionswe'll seehow this can be
done by formulatingour problemsin termsof "goals."
Using Knowledge.The most efficientway to solvea problemis to alreadyknow
how to solveit. Then onecanavoidsearchentirely.
Accordingly,another branch of Artificial Intelligenceresearchhas sought to find ways to
embodyknowledgein machines.But this problemitselfhasseveralparts:we must discoverhow
to acquirethe knowledgewe need,we must learn how to representit, and, finally, we must
that can exploitour knowledgeeffectively.To accomplishall that, our memdevelopprocesses
ories must represent,in preferenceto vastamountsof small details,only thoserelationships
that may help us reachour goals.This researchhasled to many practical"knowledge-based"
problem-solving
systems.Someof theseareoften called"expertsystems"becausethey'rebased
methodsof particularhuman practitioners.
the
on imitating
A curious phenomenonemergedfrom this research.It often turned out easierto program
problemsthat educatedpeopleconsideredhard-such asplaying
machinesto solvespecialized
chessor proving theoremsabout logic or geometry-than to make machinesdo things that
most peopleconsideredeasy-such asbuilding toy houseswith children'sblocks.This is why
I've emphasizedso many "easy"problemsin this book.
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7.5 I,.EARNING
we arerewardedfor' SomepsycholThere is an old and popularideathat we learnonly what
on "reinforcement"by reward:that
ogistshave claimedthat human l""rrrirrg i, fased entirely
we are still learningfrom reward
evenwhen we train ourselveswith no externalinducements,
argumentthat
-only now in the foim of signalsfrom insideourselves.But we cannottrust an
to
explainhow
idea
thjs
what it purportsto prove,and in any case'when we try to use
assumes
be able
must
ciicularity. You first
oeople learn to solvehard problems,*. "rr"L,rnter a deadly
io io ,o*uthing beforeyoucan berewatdedfor doing,it!conditionedreflexesnearly a
This circularity *a, ,,o greatproblem when lvanFavlov studied
to produce new kinds of
century ago, becausein f,is experimentsthe animalsnever needed
later, Pavlov'sresearch
Decades
behavior;they only had to link new stimuli to old behaviors.
that higher-animals
recognized
who
B. F. Skinner,
wasextendedby the Harvardpsychologist
Skinner's
"operants."
he called
did indeed sometimesexhibit new for-, J behavior,which
likely to
is
it
reward,
by a
experimentsconfirmed that when a certain operantis followed
has
learning
that this kind of
reappearmor. fr.qu..,ttv on later occasions.He alsodiscovered
like
be rewarded'Under names
much larger effectsif the animal cannot predictw!e1 it witl
had a wide influence
.,operantconditioning"and "behaviormodification,"Skinner'sdiscoveries
new operants'
produce
brains
how
i"'pry"f.ofogy and eJucation,but neverled to explaining
learn to form
humans
how
on
Furthermore,few of theseanimalexperimentsshedmuch light
learn such
scarcely
can
and carry out their co*pt.* plans;the trouble is that othei animals
enough
explain
and punishlfailure-do -notthings at all. Those twin ideas- rewardlsuccess
problems
difficult
how peoplef."r" i, f-a"". the new ideasthat enablethem to solve
;;i
and error'
trial
ineffectual
of
lifetimes
many
that could not ottrer*isebe solvedwithout
things, we'll
these
discuss
to
order
ln
learn.
The answermust l.ii in learningbetteruoy, io
recognizing,
thinking,
leaming,
goal,
reward,
have to start by using many ordiiary wordslike
we'll find
ideas'
vague
and
on old
Iiking, wanting, imigining, andremembering-a11based
something
there's
that most ,,r"h *o.Jr"-"r[1" replacedby new distinctionsand ideas.Still,
kindsof memocommon to them all: in order to iolue any hard problem,we must usevarious
we might repeat
ries. At .""h ..,o*.rri, *. *,rrt keeptrack of what we'veiust done-or else
ou.t again.Alro, *. must somehowmaintainour goals-or we'll end
the samest.p, ou.,
"r,a
pointlessthings. Fina'lly,once our problemis-solved,we need accessto recordsof
6j;i;g
hfw it *".r dott., for usewhen similarproblemsarisein the future.
the mentalpast'
Much of this Uoot will be concernedwith memory-that is, with records.of
solvesa hard
brain
wirv, r,or, and when should such recordsbe made?When the human
problem, many millions of agentsand processesare involved.Which agentscould be wise
should then be made?The highJevel agentscan't know such
enough to guess*h"i
"hr.,ge"s
agentsknow
tf,i"gi, the/scarce\ know uThichlower-levelprocessesexist. Nor can lower-level
that highergoals;
scarcely-know
they
highJevel
which of their actionshelpedus to reachour
arewalking
we
whether
with
l.u"igoa, exist.The rg.rrti", that moveour legsaren'tconcerned
know anydestinations
such
towar? home or towaid work-nor do the agentsinvolvedwith
about
made
controlling individual muscleunits. Where in the mind are iudgments
it i"g
which"fagentsmerit Praiseor blame?
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7.6 REINFORCEMENT
AND REWARD
For learningto takeplace,eachplay of thegame mustyield
much
moreinformation.This is achievedby breikingthe problei
;ii'
components.The unit of success
is thegoar.rf a goal is achieved,
its subgoals
arereinforced;
if not, theyareinhibited.
-AlrnN

NswErr

One thing is sure: we always find it easier to do things we've
done before. What happens in
our minds to make that possible?Here's one idea: In" the
course of solving some problem,
certain agents must have aroused certain other agents. So
let's take "reward" to mean that if
agent A has been involved-in arousing agent B, the effect
of reward ir, ro-"rrow, to make it
easierfor A to arouse B in the future
,ho, perhaps,to rnake it harder for A to arouse other
"nd this idea thit
agents' At one time, I was so taken with
I designeda machine calied the Srrarc,
which learned according to this principle; it was composed oi forty
agents,
to
several others, more or-less at random, through a "r6ward" system
"".rr-"orrrr.cted
tf,at, when
activated after
each success,made each agent more likely to r'earousethe same
recipients at later times.
We presented this machine with problems like learnirrg to fir,d a path
th;;;;h;
maze while
avoiding a hostile predator. quickly learned to solve eisy problems
but
never could learn to
-It
solve hard problems like building towers or playing chess.Iib"""-"
clear that, in order to solve
complicated problems, anv machine of limited size must be able to reuse
iir;;;;i,
in different
ways in different contexts-as Seemust do when involved in two concurrent
tasks. But when
the Snarc tried to learn its way through a complicated maze, a typical
agent might suggesta
good direction to move in at one moment, then suggesta bad
direction at another moment.
Later, when we rewarded.it.for doing something rJlk.d,
both thosedecisions became more
likely-and all those "goods" and "bads" tended [o cancel one another
out!
- This poses a dilemma in designing machines that learn by "reinforcing" the connections
between agents' In the cours_eof_solvinga hard problem, one will usually
tri r.ulr"r bad moves
befole finding a good one-for this is virtually what we medn by calling pfif."-, .,hard.,,To
avoid learning those bad moves, we could design a machine to reinforle "
only what happened
in the last few moments before success.But such a machine would be able
to learn only to
solve problems whose solutions require iust a few steps. Alternatively, we
could design the
reward to work over longer spans of time; however, thit would not only ,.*"rd
ihe bad decisions along with the good but would also eraseother things that it had previourty
l.".rr.d to do.
We cannot learn to solve hard problems by indiscriminately reinforcing agents
or their connections. Why is it that among all the animals, only the great-brainedrelativJs of man
can learn to
solve problems that require many steps or involve uling the same agenciesfor
different purposes?We'll seekthe answer in the policies our agenciesuse for accoriplishing goals.
You might argue that a beaver goes through many stepsto build a dn-, ,Jd"oes a
colony of
termites when it builds its complex castle nest. However, these wonderful animals do not
learn
such accomplishmentsas individualsbut use the proceduresthat have becomeencoded
in their
species'genes over millions of years of evolution. You cannot train a beaver to build a
termite
nest or teach termites to build beaver dams.
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7.7 TOCATRESPONSIBIIJTY
Supposethat Alice, who owns a wholesalestore, asksthe manager, Bill, to increasesales.Bill
instructs the salesman,Charles, to sell more radios. Charles securesa large order, on profitable
terms. But then the firm can't actually deliver those radios, becausethey are in short supply.
Who is to blame? Alice would be justified in punishing Bill, rvhose job it was to verify the
inventory. The question is, should Charles be rewarded?From Alice's viewpoint, Charles's
actions have only disgraced the firm. But from Bill's viewpoint, Charles succeeded in his
mission to get sales,and it wasn't his fault that this failed to accomplish his supervisor'sgoal.
Consider this example from two perspectives-call them "local reward" and "global reward."
The Local schemerewardseach agent that helps accomplish its supertisor'sgoal.
So BilI rewardsCharles, even though Charles'saction servedno higher-levelgoal.
The Global schemerewardsonly agents that help accomplish top-level goals.So
Charlesgets no rewardat all.
It is easy to invent machinery to embody local learning policies, since each assignment of
credit depends only on the relation between an agent and its supervisor. It is harder to implement a global learning scheme because this requires machinery to find out which agents are
connected all the way to the original goal by unbroken chains of accomplished subgoals.The
local scheme is relatively generous to Charles by rewarding him whenever he accomplishes
what is askedof him. The global scheme is much more parsimonious.It dispensesno credit
whatever to Charles, even though he does as his supervisor requests, unless his action also
contributes to the topJevel enterprise. In such a scheme, agentswill often learn nothing at all
from their experiences.Accordingly, global policies lead to learning more slowly.
Both schemes have various advantages.The cautiousnessof the global policy is appropriate
when mistakesare very dangerousor when the systemhas plenty of time. This can lead to more
"responsible" behavior-since it could make Charles learn, in time, to check the inventory for
himself instead of slavishly obeying Bill. The global policy does not permit one to justify a bad
action with "I was only obeying the ordersof my superior." On the other side, the local policy
can lead to learning many more different things at once, since each agent can constantly
improve its ability to achieve its local goals, regardlessof how they relate to those of other
portions of the mind. Surely our agencieshave severalsuch options.Which ones they use may
depend, from moment to moment, upon the statesof other agencieswhose iob it is to learn,
themselves, which learning strategiesto use, depending on the circumstances.
The global scheme requires some way to distinguish not only which agents'activities have
helped to solve a problem, but also which agentshelped with which subproblems.For example,
in the course of building a tower, you might find it useful to push a certain block aside to make
room for another one. Then you'd want to remember that pushing can help in building a tower
-but if you were to conclude that pushing is a generally useful thing to do, you'd never get
another tower built. When we solve a hard problem, it usually is not enough to say that what a
certain agent did was "good" or "bad" for the entire enterprise;one must make such judgments
depend, to some extent, on the local circumstances-that is, on how the work of each agent
helped or hindered the work of related agents. The effect of rewarding an agent must be to
make that agent react in ways that help to accomplish some specific goal-without too much
interference with other, more important goals.All this is simple common sense,but in order to
pursue it further, we'll have to clarify our language. We have all experienced the pursuit of
goals, but experience is not the same as understanding. What is a goal, and how can a machine
have one?
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7.E DIFFERENCE-ENGINES
Wheneverwe talk abouta"goal," we mix a thousandmeaningsin one word. Goalsare linked
to all the unknown agenciesthat are engagedwheneverwe try to changeourselvesor the
outsideworld. If "goal" involvesso many things,why tie them all to a singleword?Here'ssome
of what we usuallyexpectwhen we think that someonehasa goal:
A "goal-diren" systemdoesnot seemto reactdirectly to the stimuli or situations
it encounters.Instead,it treatsthe thingsit finds as obiectsto exploit, avoid, or
ignore,as though it wereconcernedwith somethingelsethat doesn'tyet exist.
When any disturbdnceor obstacledivertsa goal-directedsystemfrom its course,
go aroundit, or turn it to some
that systemEeems
to try to remoyethe interference,
ad.vantage.
What kind of processinside a machine could give the impressionof having a goal-of
purpose,persistence,and directedness?
There is indeeda certainparticulartype of machine
that appearsto have thosequalities;it is built accordingto the principlesbelow, which were
first studiedin the late I950sby Allen Newell, C. f . Shaw,and HerbertA. Simon. Originally,
thesesystemswerecalledgeneralproblemsolvers,
but I'll simplycall them difference-engines.
A difference-engine
must containa descriptionof a "desired"situation.
It must havesubagents
that arearousedby variousdifferences
betweenthe desired
situationand theactualsituation.
Eachsubagentmustact in a waythat tendsto diminish thedifferencethat aroused
it.

ACTUAL
INPUTS

IDEAL
INPUTS

a differenceAt first, this may seemboth too simpleand too complicated.Psychologically,
enginemight appearto be too primitive to representthe complexof ambitions,frustrations,
satisfactions,and disappointmentsinvolved in the pursuit of a human goal. But these aren't
really aspectsof our goals themselvesbut emergefrom the interactionsamong the many
agenciesthat becomeengagedin pursuit of thosegoals.On the other side,one might wonder
whether the notion of a goal really needsto engagesuch a complicatedfour-wayrelationship
amongagents,situations,descriptions,and differences.Presentlywe'll seethat this is actually
simplerthan it seems,becausemost agentsare alreadyconcernedwith differences.
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7.9 INTENTIONS
When we watch a ball roll down a slope,we noticeit seemsto try to getaroundobstaclesthat
lie in its path. If we didn't know about gravity,we might be temptedto think that the ball has
the goalof movingdown. But we know that the ball isn't "trying" to do anything;the impression
of intention is only in the watcher'smind.
When we experimentwith Builderwe alsoget the sensethat it hasa goal.Wheneveryou take
its blocksaway,it reachesout and takesthem back. Wheneveryou knock its tower down, it
until the tower is done. Certainly
rebuildsit. [t seemsto want a towerthere, and it perseveres
Builder seemssmarterthan the rolling ball becauseit overcomesmore complicatedobstacles.
But once we know how Builderworks,we seethat it's not so differentfrom that ball: all it does
is keepon finding blocksand putting them on top of other blocks.DoesBuilder really have a
goal?
We wouldn'tsaythat Builderwantsa tower, if
One ingredientof havinga goalis persistence.
persisting
in attemptsto build one. But persistencealone is not enough-and
it didn't keep
neitherBuilder nor that rolling ball haveany senseof.wherethey want to go. The other critical
ingredientof goalis to havesomeimageor descriptionof a wantedor desiredstate.Beforewe'd
agreethat Builder wants a tower, we'd have to make sure that it containssomethinglike an
imageor a descriptionof a tower. The ideaof a difference-engine
embodiesboth elements:a
representationof some outcome and a mechanismto make it persistuntil that outcome is
achieved.
"really"want?It is futile to askthat kind of questionbecauseit seeksa
Do difference-engines
distinction where none exists-except in someobserver'smind. We can think of a ball as a
perfectlypassiveobjectthat merelyreactsto externalforces.But the eighteenth-century
physicist fean Le Rond d'Alembertshowedthat one can also perfectlypredict the behaviorof a
rolling ball by describingit as a difference-engine
whosegoalis to reduceits own energy.We
need not force ourselvesto decidequestionslike whether machinescan have goalsor not.
Words should be our servants,not our masters.The notion of goal makesit easyto describe
certain aspectsof what peopleand machinescan do; it offersus the opportunityto usesimple
descriptionsin terms of activepurposesinsteadof usingunmanageably
cumbersomedescriptions of machinery.
To be sure,this doesn'tcaptureeverythingthat peoplemeanby "havinggoals." We humans
haveso many waysof wantingthingsthat no one schemecan embracethem all. Nevertheless,
this ideahas alreadyled to many importantdevelopments
both in Artificial Intelligenceand in
psychology.The difference-engine
schemeremainsthe most usefulconceptionof goal, purpose,or intention yet discovered.
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7.IO GENIUS
We naturally admire our Einsteins, Shakespeares,and Beethovens-and we wonder if machines could ever create such wondrous theories, plays, and symphonies. Most people think
that accomplishmentslike these require "talents" or "gifts" that cannot be explained. If so, then
it follows that computers can't create such things-since anything machines do can be explained. But why assume that what our greatestartists do is very different from what ordinary
people do-when we know so little about what ordinary people dol Surely it is premature to ask
how great composers write great symphonies before we know how ordinary people think of
ordinary tunes. I don't believe there is much difference between normal and "creative"
thought. Right now, if asked which seems the more mysterious, I'd have to say the ordinary
kind.
We shouldn't let our envy of distinguishedmastersof the arts distract us from the wonder of
how each of us gets new ideas.Perhapswe hold on to our superstitionsabout creativity in order
to make our own deficienciesseem more excusable.For when we tell ourselvesthat masterful
abilities are simply unexplainable, we're also comforting ourselvesby saying that those superheroes come endowed with all the qualities we don't possess.Our failures are therefore no fault
of our own, nor are those heroes' virtues to their credit, either. lf it isn't learned, it isn't earned.
When we actually meet the heroes whom our culture views as great, we don't find any
singular propensities-only combinations of ingredients quite common in themselves.Most of
these heroes are intensely motivated, but so are many other people. They're usually very
proficient in some field-but in itself we simply call this craftsmanshipor expertise.They often
have enough self-confidenceto stand up to the scorn of peers-but in itself, we might just call
that stubbornness.They surely think of things in some novel ways, but so does everyone from
time to time. And as for what we call "intelligence," my view is that each person who can speak
coherently already has the better part of what our heroeshave. Then what makes genius dppedr
to stand apart, if we each have most of what it takes?
I suspectthat genius needs one thing more: in order to accumulate outstanding qualities,
one needs unusually effective ways to learn. It's not enough to learn a lot; one also has to
mdnage what one learns. Those masters have, beneath the surface of their mastery, some
special knacks of "higher-order" expertise,which help them organizeand apply the things they
learn. It is those hidden tricks of mental management that produce the systemsthat create
those works of genius. Why do certain people learn so many more and better skills?These allimportant differences could begin with early accidents. One child works out clever ways to
arrange some blocks in rows and stacks;a second child plays at rearranging how it thinks.
Everyone can praise the first child's castlesand towers, but no one can see what the second
child has done, and one may even get the false impression of a lack of industry. But if the
second child persistsin seeking better ways to learn, this can lead to silent growth in which
some better ways to learn may lead to better ways to learn to learn. Then, later, we'll observe
an awesome,qualitative change, with no apparent cause-and give to it some empty name like
talent, aptitude, or gift.
Finally, an awful thought: perhaps what we call genius is rare becauseour evolution works
without respect for individuals. Could any tribe or culture endure in which each individual
discovered novel ways to think? If not, how sad, since the genesfor genius might then lead not
to nurturing, but only to frequent weeding-out.
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CHAPTER
8

A THEORYOF
MEMORY
I comparedtheseyarioushappy impressionswith one another
and found that theyhad this in common,ndmely,that I felt
them as though they wereoccurringsimultaneouslyin the
presentmomentand in somedistant past,which the soundof
the spoonagainstthe plate, or the uneyenness
ofthe flagstones,
peculiar
or the
flavor of the madeleineeyenwent so far as to
makecoincidewith the present,leavingme uncertainin which
periodI was.In truth, the personwithin me who wasat this
moment enioyingthis impressionenioyedin it the qualities
which it possessed
that werecommonto both an earlierday and
the presentmoment;and this personcameinto play only when,
by this processof identifying past with present,he could find
himselfin the only environmentin which he could live, that is
to say,entirelyoutsideof time.
-MencE,r Pnousr

E.l K- IJNES:A THEORY
OF MEMORY
We often talk of memory as though the thingswe know were storedawayin boxesof the
mind, like obiectswe keepin closetsin our homes.But this raisesmany questions.
How is knowledgerepresented?
How is it stored?
How is it retrieved?
Then, how is it used?
Wheneverwe try to answerany of these,othersseemto get more complicated,becausewe
can't distinguishclearly what we know from how it's used.The next few sectionsexplain a
theory of memory that tries to answerall thesequestionsat once by suggestingthat we keep
eachthing we learncloseto the agentsthat learnit in the first place.That way, our knowledge
becomeseasyto reachand easyto use.The theoryis basedon the ideaof a typeof agentcalled
a "Knowledge-line,"
or "K-line"for short.
Wheneyeryou "get a goodided,"solvea problem,or hayea memorable
experience,
you activatea K-line to "represent"it. A K-line is a wirelikestructurethat attaches
itself to whichevermental agentsare activewhen you solvea problemor havea
goodidea.
Whenyou activatethat K-line later,theagentsattachedto it arearoused,
putting
you into a "mental state" much like the one you werein when you solvedthat
prablemor got that idea.This shouldmakeit relatitelyeosyfor you to solrenew,
similarproblems!
In other words, we "memorize"what we're thinking about by making a list of the agents
involved in that activity. Making a K-line is like making a list of the peoplewho came to a
successfulparty. Here is anotherimageof how Klines work, suggested
by Kenneth Haase,a
studentat the MIT Artificial IntellisenceLaboratorvwho had a ereatdealof influenceon this
theory.
"You wdnt to repaira bicycle.Beforeyou start, smearyour handswith red paint.
Then etterytool you needto use will end up with red markson it. When you're
done, iust rememberthat red means'goodfor fixing bicycles.'Next time you fix a
bicycle,you can sayetime by takingout all the red-marked
toolsin advance.
"lf you usedifferentcolorsfor different iobs,sometoolswill end up markedwith
severalcolors.That is, eachagentcan becomeattachedto many differentK-lines.
Later, whenthere'sa job to do, iust actiyatethe properK-line for that kind of iob,
and all the toolsusedin thepastfor similar iobswill automaticallybecome
available."
This is the basicideaof the KJine theory.But supposeyou had tried to usea certainwrench,
and it didn't fit. It wouldn't be so good to paint that tool red. To make our Klines work
efficiently,we'd needmore cleverpolicies.Still, the basicideais simple:for eachfamiliar kind
of mental job, your K-linescan refill your mind with fragmentsof ideasyou'veusedbeforeon
similar jobs. In such a moment, you becomein thoserespectsmore like an earlierversionof
yourself.

A THEORY OF MEMORY

8.2 RE.MEMBERING
Supposeonce, long ago,you solveda certain problemP. Someof your agentswere active
then; otherswere quiet. Now let's supposethat a certain"learningprocess"causedthe agents
that wereactivethen to becomeattachedto a certainagentkP, which we'll call a KJine. If you
ever activatekP afterward,it will turn on just the agentsthat were activethen, when you first
solvedthat problemP!
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Today you have a different problem.Your mind is in a new state,with agentsQ aroused.
that Q is similarto P-and activateskP.
Somethingin your mind suspects

Now two setsof agentsare activein your mind at once:the Q-agentsof your recentthoughts
and the P-agentsarousedby that old memory. If everythinggoeswell, perhapsboth setsof
agentswill work togetherto solvetoday'sproblem.And that's our simplestconceptof what
memoriesare and how they'reformed.
What happensif the now activeagentsgetinto conflictswith thosethe K-line triesto activate?
One policy might be to givepriority to the Kline's agents.But we wouldn'twant our memories
to rearouseold statesof mind so stronglythat they overwhelmour presentthoughts-for then
we might losetrack of what we'rethinking now and wipe out all the work we'vedone.We only
and ideas.Another policywould givethe presentlyactiveagents
want somehints, suggestions,
priority over the rememberedones,and yet anotherpolicy would suppressboth, accordingto
the principleof noncompromise.This diagramshowswhat happensfor eachof thesepolicies
if we assumethat neighboringagentstend to getinto conflicts:
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The ideal schemewould activateexactlythoseP'sthat would be most helpful
presentproblem.But that would be too much to askof any simplestrategy.
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8.3 MENTATSTATESAND DISPOSMONS
Many modern scientists think it quaint to talk about "mental states." They feel this idea
is
too "subiective" to be scientific, and they prefer to base their theories of psychology on ideas
about information processing.This has produced many good theories abouiproUf.r solving,
patt-ernrecognition, and other important facetsof psychology,but on the whole it
hasn't led to
useful ways to describe the workings of our dispositions,attitudes, and feelings.
Is this because,as many think, our feelings ire inherently more complicatld than the things
we more easily describe in words?Npt necessarily:our memories of attitudes and feelings
come from relatively simple Kline mechanisms-yet still be inexpressible.This is because
"orrid
Klines can easily recoid relatively widespreadand diifuse activities and, later, reactivate thern all
at once. This helps explain a familiar psychologicalphenomenon:
The experienceswe find easiest to recollect are often just the kinds we
find the
hardestto describe.
For example, a novice can remember how it felt to be at a concert. A more proficient amateur
can remember more of the music itself-the rhythms and the harmonies and melodies. But
only skilled musicians can recall the smaller details of timbre, texture, and arrangement. Why
do we find it easier to recollect our attitudes and feelings than to describe what"actually tool
place? That's iust what we should expect from memories of the Kline kind. Suppor" ihrt
"
certain sentiment or disposition involved the activities of many different agents. It would be
easy to construct a huge KJine with which we could, later, make ourselves approximately
reexperience that complicated state-simply by rearousing the same activities. But this would
not automatically enable ts to describethose feelings,which is another matter entirelv, because
it would require us to summarize that huge, dispersedactivity in terms of some much more
compact arrangement of verbal expressions.
- We cannot always iudge the complexity of our mental statesby how easily we can express
them in words. A certain state of mind might involve a mass of information simply too enormous and diverse to expressin any small number of words, yet not be very complicated in any
interesting sense. Furthermore, the things we cdn express in words are, to
l"rg. extent,
constrained by the social processthrough which we learn to use those words." In oider for a
word 16 have a predictable effect on other persons, we must maintain strict, public discipline
on how that word is used-whereas each individual's private, internal signali need not be so
constrained. The signals that come from our nonverbal agents can have K-line connections
that branch out very rapidly to arouse other agents. If each member of such a society were to
arouse a mere hundred others, then in only three or four stepsthe activity of a single one of
them could affect a million other agents.
Once we think in terms of Kline memories,it becomeseasyto imagine, at leastin principle,
how a person could recall a general impression of a complex previous experiencl-but it
becomes hard to understand how a person can so easily comprehend a specific statement llke
"lohn has more candy than Mary." If this theory is correct, the traditional view must be upside
down,. which regards it as easy to understand how minds can deal with "facts" and "pro ositions," but hard to see how minds could have diffuse, hard-to-expressdispositions.
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8.4 PARTIATMENTAI STATES
We makeour new ideasby mergingpartsof olderones-and that meanskeepingmore than
one ideain mind at once.Let'soversimplifymattersfor the momentand imaginethat the mind
is composedof many "divisions,"eachinvolvedwith a differentactivity,like vision,locomotion,
langtige, and so forth. This patternrepeatson smallerscales,so that eventhe thought of the
simplestordinary objectis madeup of smallerthoughtsin smalleragencies.Thinking about a
smallwhite rubberball could activatesomedivisionslike these:
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OFA MIND-SOCIETY
We'll need some way to talk about the statesof many agenciesat once. So, in this book, I'll
use the expression"mental state" or "total mental state" when talking about the statesof all of
one's agents. The new phrase "partial mental state" is for talking about the states of smaller
groups of agents. Now in order to be clear, we'll have to simplify our picture of the situation,
the way scientistsdo. We shall assumethat eachagent in our society,at eachmoment, is eithet
in a "quiet stote" or an "dctiye stdte." Why can't an agent be partially aroused,insteadof only
"on" or "off"? They could indeed, but there are technical reasonswhy this would not make any
fundamental difference to the issueswe are discussinghere. In any case,this assumption allows
us to be precise:
A"total state"of mind is a list that specifieswhich agentsare active and which are
quiet at a certain moment.
A "partial stdte" of mind merely specifiesthat certain agentsare active but does
not say which other agentsare quiet.
Notice that according to this definition, a mind can have exactly one total state at any
moment, br-rt it can be in many partial states at the same time-because partial states are
incomplete descriptions. The picture above shows a mind-society made up of several separate
divisions, so we can think of each division's state as one partial state, and this lets us imagine
that the entire system can "think severalthoughts at once," just as a crowd of separatepeople
can. When your speech division is being occupied with what your friend is saying while your
vision division looks for a door to exit through-then your mind is in two partial statesat once.
The situation is more interesting when two Klines activate agentsin the samedivision at the
same time: imposing two different partial mental stateson the sameagencycan lead to conflicts.
lt is easy to think of a small white bdll becausethis activatesKlines that connect to unrelated
sets of agents. But when you try to imagine a round sgudre,your agents f.or round and square
are forced to compete to control the same set of shape-describingagents. If the conflict is not
settled soon, noncompromise may eliminate both-and leave you with the senseof an undefined shape.
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E.5 TEVET.BANDS
kite n. a toy consistingof a light frame,usuallyof wood,with
paperor otherlight materialstretchedupon it; mostlyin the form
of an isosceles
trianglewith a circulararcas base,or a quadrilateral
symmetricalaboutthe longerdiagonal;constructed(usuallywith a
tail of somekind for the purposeof balancingit) to beflown in a
strongwind by mednsof a longstringattached.
-Oxford English D ictionary

"lack is flying his kite." What knowledgedo you needto understandthis?It helpsto know
that you can't fly kites without any wind. It helps to know how to fly a kite. You would
understandit betterif you knewhow kitesaremade,or wherethey'refound, or what they cost.
Understanding
neverends.It is remarkable
how much we can imagineaboutfack'sactivity.
Neither you nor I have everseen|ack'skite, nor do we know its color, shape,or size,and yet
our minds supplydetailsfrom memoriesof other kiteswe'veseenbefore.That sentencemay
have madeyou think of string,yet stringwasn'tmentioned.How doesyour mind arouseso
many memoriesso quickly?And how doesyour mind know not to arousetoo many memories
-something that could alsoleadto seriousproblems?
To explainthis, I'll introducewhat I call
the level-bandtheory.
The basicideais simple:we learnby attachingagentsto K-lines,but we don't attachthem all
with equal firmness.Instead,we makestrongconnectionsat a certain level of detail, but we
make weakerconnectionsat higher and lower levels.A Kline for a kite mieht include some
propertieslike these:
TOO HIGH

HIGH.LEVEL GENERALITIES AND FUNCTIONS

OBJECT

TOY,GIFT

SPECIF'CLOW.LEVELDEIAILS AND STRUCTUNES

REOANDWHITE

Whenever we turn on this K-line, it tries to activate all these agents, but those near the
fringes are attached as though by twice used tape and tend to retreat when other agents
challenge them. If most of the kites you've seen before were red and diamond-shaped, then
when you hear about Jack's kite, those weak connections will lead you to assume that Jack's
kite, too, is red and diamond-shaped.But if you should hear that fack's kite is green, your
weakly activated red-color agent memories will be suppressedby your strongly activated greencolor agents. Let's call these kinds of weakly activated memories assumptionsby defauh. Default assumptions,once aroused, stay active only when there are no conflicts. In psychological
terms, they are things we assumewhen we have no particular reason to think otherwise. Later
we'll see that default assumptionsembody some of our most valuable kinds of commonsense
knowledge:knowing what is usual or typical. For example, they're why we all assumethat fack
has hands and feet. If such assumptionsturn out to be wrong, their weak connections allow
them to be easily displacedwhen better information comes to mind.
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8.6 tEVEtS
We sometimes think of memory as though it could transport us back to hear the voices of
times gone by and see the sights of the past. But memory can't really take us anywhere; it can
only recall our minds to prior states,to visit whal we used to be, by putting back what was in
the mind before. We introduced the level-band theory to provide a way for a memory to
encompass some range or "level" of detail of descriptions, as when, in remembering that kite
experience, certain aspectswere recorded firmly and others weakly or not at all.
The concept of a level-band can be applied not only to descriptionsof things, but also to our
memories of the processesand activities we use in order to achieve our goals-that is, the
mental stateswe re-createthat once solvedproblems in the past. The problems we have to solve
change with time, so we must adapt our old memories to our present goals. To see how levelbands can help with that, let's now return to Play-with-Blocks-but this time let's supposethat
our child has grown to maturity and wants to build a real house. Which agents from the old
building-society can still be applied to this new problem?
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The new house-buildingagencycan certainlyusemany of TowerBuilder'sskills.It certainly
will need Add'slower-levelskillslike Find andGet andPuf. But HouseBuilderwon't have so
much use for TowerBuilder'shighest-levelagentslike Begin and End-because thesewere
specializedfor making towers.Nor will it have much use for Buildeis lowest-levelskills,like
thosein Crasp,becausepickingup such smallblocksisn't the problem.But most of the skills
embodiedin Builder'smiddle level-bandswill still apply. Theseseemto embody the sort of
knowledgethat is mostbroadlyand generallyuseful,whereasuppermostand lowestlevel-bands
are more likely to be basedon aspectsof the problemthat arespecificto an oldergoalor to the
particulardetailsof the originalproblem.But if our memorymachineryhasbeendesignedso
that the contentsof thosedistantfringescan be easilydetached,the extraknowledgestoredin
them will rarelydo much harm and can often be helpful. For example,TowerBuildeis fringe
details could tell us what to do in caseour house should grow very tall or require a high
chimney.
We startedout by usinglevel-bandsfor describingthings-but we endedup using them for
doing things!In the next few sectionswe'll seethat it is no accidentthat level-relatedideasplay
many differentrolesin how we think.
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8.7 FRINGES
It's hard to recognize a thing when you're presentedwith too much detail. To know that you
are seeing a kite, it helps to look for paper, sticks, and string. But if you were to use a microscope, what you'd perceive would not be properties of kites at all, but merely features of
particular bits of paper, sticks or string. These might allow you to identify a particular kite but
not to recognize any other kite. Past a certain level of detail, the more one sees,the less one
can tell what one is seeing! The same applies to memories; they should weaken their attachments at lower levels of detail.
Lower Band: Beyond a certain level of detail, increasinglycomplete memoriesof
previous situations are increasinglydifficult to match to new situations.
To explain why K-lines need an upperJevel fringe, let's return to that example in which our
child originally learned how to build a tower-but now desiresto build a house. Here, we could
have another kind of difficulty if we remembered too much about our previous goals!
Upper Band: Memories that arouseagentsat too high a level would tend to provide
us with goals that are not appropriateto the presentsituation.
To see why our K-line memories should weaken their attachments aboye a certain level of
detail, consider this most extreme form. Supposesome memory were so complete that it made
you relive, in every detail, some perfect moment of your past. That would erase your present
"you"-and you'd forget what you had askedyour memory to do!
Both fringing effects serveto make our memories more relevant to our present purposes.The
central level-band helps us find general resemblancesbetween remembered events and present
circumstances. The lower fringe supplies additional details but does not force them upon us.
We use them only "by default" when actual details are not supplied. Similarly, the upper fringe
recalls to mind some memories of previous goals, but again, we're not forced to use them
except by default, when present circumstancesdo not impose more compelling goals. Seen this
way, we can think of the lower fringe as concerned with the structures of things, and we can
think of the upper fringe as involved with the functions of things. The lower levels represent
"obiective" details of reality; the upper levelsrepresentour "subjective" concerns with goals and
intentions.
How could the fringes of the same K-line lie in two such different realms?Becausein order
to think, we need intimate connections between things and goals-between structures and
their functions. What use would thinking be at all, unless we could relate each thing's details
to our plans and intentions? Consider how often the English language employs the selfsame
words for things and for their purposes.What tools would you use, when building your house,
to saw and clamp and glue your wood? That's obvious: you'd use a saw and a clamp and some
glue! Behold the wondrous force of those "meanings": no sooner do we hear the noun form of
a word than our agentsstrain to perform the acts that correspond to it as a verb. This phenomenon of connecting medns with ends is not confined to language-we'll see many other instances of it in other kinds of agencies-but language may allow such linking with the least
constraint.
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OF MEMORIES
E.8 SOCIETIES
Yesterday, you watched lack fly his kite. How do you remember that today? One answer
would be, "Remembering it is much like seeingit again." But yesterday,when you recognized
that kite, you didn't really see it as something wholly new. The fact that you recognized it as a
"kite" yesterdaymeans that you already saw that kite in terms of even older memories.
This suggeststwo ways to make new memories of what you saw a moment ago. One scheme
is shown to the left below: you simply connect a new K-line to all the agentsthat were recently
active in your mind. The other way to make that memory is shown in the diagram to the right
below: instead of attaching the new K-line to that whole multitude of separateagents, connect
it only to whicheyerof your older K-lines wereactive recently. This will lead to a similar result,
since those K-lines were involved in arousing many of the agentsthat were active recently. This
second scheme has two advantages:it is more economical, and it leads to forming memories as
organized societies.

K-ilne attachedto many agents.

K-line attachedto threa K-llnes.

Consider that when you realized Jack was flying a kite, this must have involved the use of Klines-for "fack" and "Fly" and "Kite"-that had been formed at earlier times and were aroused
by the sight of fack flying his kite. When those three K-lines were activated, each of them in
turn activated hundreds or thousands of other agents. (Your state of mind, when seeing that
scene, resulted from combinations both of agentsarouseddirectly by your sensesand of agents
aroused indirectly by your recognitions.) Now, our left-hand memory-scheme would need an
enormous number of connections to link all those agentsto the new K-line. But our right-hand
scheme would obtain much the same effect by attaching the new Kline to only three old Klines! Yet when you reactivate that Kline at some later date, it will, in turn, arouse the same Klines for fack, Fly, Kite, and whichever other recognitions were involved. As a result, you will
reexperience many of the same recognitions as before. To that extent, you will feel and act as
though you were back in the same situation again.
To be sure, these two types of memories would not produce exactly the same results. Our
trick of connecting new K-lines to old ones will not recapture so many of the scene'sprecise,
perceptual details. Instead, the kinds of mental statesthat this "hierarchical" type of memory
produces will be based more on stereotypesand default assumptionsthan on actual perceptions. Specifically, you will tend to rememberonly what you recognizedat the time. So something is lost-but there's a gain in exchange.These "K-line memory-trees" lose certain kinds of
details, but they retain more tracesof the origins of our ideos. These memory-trees might not
serve quite so well if the original circumstanceswere exactly repeated.But that never happens,
anyway-and the structured memories will be much more easily adaptedto new situations.
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8.9 KNOWTEDGE.TREES
If each K-line can connect to other K-lines, which, in turn, connect to others, then Klines
can form societies. But how can we make sure that this can serve our purposes, instead of
becoming a great,disorderedmess?What could guide them into representinguseful hierarchies
like these?
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To keep things orderly, we'll now apply that level-band idea again. Remember that we first
invented Klines to link older agents together; then we invented level-bandsto keep those Klines from filling up with too much useless,unrelated stuff. Now we have the same problem
again:when connecting new Klines to old ones,we must keep them from including too much
inappropriate detail. So why not try the same solution? Let's apply the level-band idea to the Kline trees themselves!
When making d nev K-line memory, do not connect it to oll the K-lines actiye at
the time but only to thosethat areactiye within a certain level-band.
It might be supposed that this idea would be hard to apply unless we specify what "level"
means. However, something like this will happen automatically, simply becausethe new Kline
societieswill tend to inherit whatever hierarchy already existed among the original agents that
become connected to those Klines. We've actually seen two different ideas about this. In our
Kite example, we talked about a description's"level of detail." That is, we regarded it as more
elevated to talk about "a sheet stretched dcrossa frame" than to discussthe paper or the sticks
themselves. In our Builder example, we talked about goals and considered the Tower Builder
agent itself to be a level above the agentsit exploits to solve its subproblems-agents like Begin
and Add andBnd.
This policy of connecting new K-lines to old ones must be used in moderation. Otherwise,
no new agents would eyer be included in our memories.Furthermore, it should not always be
required to produce simple, orderly hierarchy-trees;for example, in the case of Builder, we
found that both Move and Sea will often need one another's help, Eventually, all of our
knowledge-structuresbecome entangled with various sorts of exceptions, shortcuts, and crossconnections. No matter: the level-band idea will still apply in general, since most of what we
know will still be mainly hierarchical becauseof how our knowledge grows.
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8.IO tE\TEtSAND CI.ASSIFICATIONS
usingthe ideaof level?We talk abouta person's
Isn't it interestinghow oftenwe find ourselves
levelsof aspirationor accomplishment.We talk aboutlevelsof abstraction,levelsof management, levelsof detail. Is there anythingin common to all the level-thingspeopletalk about?
Yes:they each appearto reflectsomeway to organizeideas-and each seemsvaguelyhierarchical. Usually,we tend to think that each of thosehierarchiesillustratessomekind of order
that existsin the world. But frequentlythoseorderingscomefrom the mind and merelydppedr
to belongto the world. Indeed,if our theoryof Kline treesis correct,it would seem"natural"
for us to classifythingsinto levelsand hierarchies-evenwhen this doesnot work out perfectly.
The diagrambelowportraystwo waysto classifyphysicalobiects.
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These two hierarchiessplit things up in different ways.The birds and airplanesare close
together on one side, but far apart on the other side. Which classificationis correct?Silly
question![t dependson what you want to use it for. The one on the left is more useful for
biologists,and the one on the right is more usefulfor hunters.
How would you classifua porcelainduck, a prettydecorativetoy?Is it a kind of bird?Is it an
animal?Or is it just a lifelesspieceof clay?It makesno senseto argueabout it: "That's not a
bird!" "Oh, yes,it is, and it is alsopottery."Instead,we frequentlyusetwo or more classifications at the sametime. For example,a thoughtful child can play with a porcelainduck as
though it were a make-believe
animal, yet at the sametime treat it carefully,as is appropriate
when handlinga delicatechina object.
Wheneverwe developa new skill or extendan old one, we haveto emphasizethe relative
importanceof someaspectsand featuresover others.We can placetheseinto neat levelsonly
when we discoversystematic
waysto do so.Then our classifications
can resemblelevel-schemes
and hierarchies.But the hierarchiesalwaysend up gettingtangledand disorderlybecausethere
are alsoexceptionsand interactionsto eachclassification
scheme.When attemptinga new task,
we never like to start anew:we try to use what has workedpreviously.So we searcharound
insideour minds for old ideasto use.Then, when part of any hierarchyseemsto work, we drag
the restalongwith it.
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8.I I

LAYERSOF SOCIETIES

Accordingto our conceptof memory, the Klines of each agencygrow into a new society.
So, to keep things straight,let's call the original agentsS-ageitsand call their societythe Ssociety.Given any S-society,we can imaginebuilding-.-ori.s for it by constructinga correspondingK-societyfor it. When we startmaking aK-society,we must link eachK-hn! directly
to S-agents,becausethere are no other K-lineswe can connectthem to. Later we can usethe
more-efficientpolicy of linking new K-linesto old ones.But this will leadto a differentproblem
of efficiency:the connectionsto the original S-agentswill becomeincreasinglyremote and
indirect. Then everythingwill beginto slowdown-unless the K-societycontiiues to make at
leastsome new connectionsto the original S-society.That would be easyto arrange,if the
K-societygrowsin the form of a"layer" closeto its S-society.The diagrambelowsuggistssuch
an arrangement.

The connectlons ln the
K-socletyare slm,tarto
those In tne S-soclety,
except that the stgnals
tenct to flow In oppostte
dlrectlons.

If arrangedthis way, the layerpairscould form a curioussortof computer.As S-agentsexcite
K-agentsandviceversd,a sort of spiralingactivitywould ensue.Over time, the locationof that
activity might tend to drift upwardor down and might alsotend to spreadout; without some
control, the systemmight soon becomechaotic. But it would be hard to control the system
from within, nor would that servethe purposesof other agencies.However,we can easily
imaginehow yet another,third agencycould confineand control the K-S system'sactivity-by
specifyingwhich level-bandshould remain activeand suppressing
all the iest. lndeed, itt"t it
preciselythe sort of coarsecontrol that a B-brain might exercise,since it could do all this
without needingto understandthe fine detailsof what is happeninginsidethe A-brain. The
third agencymight simplylook on and sayimpatiently,"This isn'tgetting anywhere:moyeup
to takea higher-levelview of the situation." Or it might say,"That lookslike progress,
so moye
fartherdown and fill in moredetails."
Is there any essentialdifferencebetweenthe K- and S-societies?
Not really-except that the
S-societycame first. Indeed,we can imaginean endlesssequenceof such societies,in which
each new one learnsto exploitthe last. Later we'll proposethat this is how our minds develop
in infancy-as sequences
of layersof societies.Each new layerbeginsasa setof K-lines,which
startsby learningto exploitwhateverskillshavebeenacquiredby the previouslayer.Whenever
a layer acquiressomeusefuland substantialskill, it tendsto stoplearningand changing-and
then yet anothernew layer can begin to learn to exploitthe capabilitiesof the last. Eaih new
Iayerbeginsas a student,learningnew waysto usewhat older layerscan alreadydo. Then it
slowsits learningrate-and startsto serveboth assubjectand asteacherto the layersthat form
afterward.
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CHAPTER
9

SUMMARIES
Apart from pain, whosefunction is obviouslythat of informing
the highercentersof the nervoussystemwhere thereis
somethingout of order,theredre mdny physiological
mechanismswhich are therefor the solereasonof letting us
know that somethingis wrong.We feel ill without knowing the
redson.The wry fact that we hayeonly one term, "l feel ill," for
d rdngeof conditionsbasedon differcnt causesis extremely
characteristic.
-KoNnRo LonnNz

9.I

WANTING AND IJKING

One thing I hate is beingaskedquestionslike these:
Do you preferphysicsto biology? Did you like that play?
Do you likeWagner?
Did youenioy youryearabraod?
What makesus want to compressso much into such inexpressive
summariesas "like,"
"prefer," and "enjoy"?Why try to reducesuch complexthingsto simplevaluesor amountsof
pleasurable
quality?The answeris that our measures
of pleasurehavemany uses.They help us
make comparisons,compromises,and choices.They are involvedwith the communication
signsthat we use to signifyvariousdegreesof attachment,satisfaction,and agreement.They
show themselvesnot only in words,but alsoas gestures,intonations,smilesand frowns, and
many other expressive
signs.But we haveto be carefulnot to acceptthosesignsat their face
value. Neither the state of the world nor that of the mind is ever so simple that it can be
judgment.No situationis ever completelysatisfactory
expressed
in a single,one-dimensional
or entirelydisagreeable,
and our reactionsof pleasureor disgustare only superficialsummaries
of pyramidsof underlying processes.
To "enjoy" an experience,some of our agentsmust
summarizesuccess-but other agentsmust be censuringtheir subordinatesfor failing to
achievetheir goals.So we ought to be suspicious
when we find ourselvesliking somethingvery
much, becausethat might meansomeof our agencies
areforcefullysuppressing
other possibilities.
The surer you dre that you like what you drc doing, the morc completely your other
ambitions are being suppfessed.
To choose between alternatives,the highest levelsof the mind demand the simplest summaries. If your top-level feelingswere too often "mixed," you would rarely be able to make a choice
to decide which foods to eat, which paths to walk, or which thoughts to think. At the level of
action, you're forced to simplify right down to expressionslike "Yes" and "No." But these are
not informative enough to serve the lower levels of the mind, where many processesgo on at
once, and every agent has to judge how well it is serving some local goals. At lower levels of the
mind, there must be hosts of smaller, coexistingsatisfactionsand annoyances.
We often talk as though we ought to be controlled by what we want. lndeed we scarcely
distinguish between wanting something and potentially obtaining pleasure from it; the relation
between these two ideas seemsso intimate that it actually feels odd to mention it. It seemsso
natural to want what we like and to avoid what we don't like that we sometimes feel a senseof
unnatural horror when another person appearsto violate that rule; then we think, They surely
wouldn't do such things unless, deep down, they really wanted fo. It is as though we feel that
people ought to want only to do the things they like to do.
But the relation between wanting and liking is not simple at all, becauseour preferencesare
the end products of so many negotiations among our agencies.To accomplish any substantial
goal, we must renounce the other possibilitiesand engagemachinery to keep ourselves from
succumbing to nostalgia or remorse. Then we use words like "liking" to expressthe operation
of the mechanisms that hold us to our choice. Liking's job is shutting off alternatives;we ought
to understand its role since, unconstrained, it narrows down our universe. This leads to liking's
artificial clarity: it does not reflect what liking is but only showswhat liking does.
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9.2 GERRYMAIiIDERING
We all know how accomplishment can bring satisfaction, and we tend to assume a direct
connection between them. In very simple animals, where "satisfaction" means no more than
meeting simple, basic needs, satisfaction and accomplishment must indeed be virtually the
same. But in a complex human brain, a great many layers of agenciesare interposed between
the ones that deal with body needs and those that represent or recognize our intellectual
accomplishments. Then what is the significance,in these more complicated systems,of those
pleasant feelings of accomplishment and disagreeablesensationsof defeat?They must be involved with how our higher-level agenciesmake summaries.
Supposethat you once had to send a present to a friend. You had to choose a gift and find a
box in which to wrap it. Soon, each such job turned into several smaller ones-like finding
strings and tying them. The only way to solve hard problems is by breaking them into smaller
ones and then, when those are too difficult, dividing them in turn. So hard problems always
lead to branching trees of subgoals and subproblems. To decide where resources should be
applied, our problem-solving agents need simple summaries of how things are going. Let's
supposeeach agent'ssummary is basedon other summariesit getsfrom the agentsit supervises.
Here is a pathological example of what could happen if every such summary were based on a
simple majority decision:
All ln dl, lA t.y

thtt was fun.

No, maybc onty tugtht.
Thatb lect than halfi ln facl lt wa: only 8/27ths.
That's lott than onc.thirdl

When all is done, if someone askedif you enjoyed the whole experience, you might say that
it was "fun" or "terrible. " But no such summ ary can say very much of what your agencies
actually learned. Your knot-tying processeslearned which actions worked and failed; your
paper-folding and gift-selecting processeshad other failures and accomplishments; but your
overall assessmentof the experience cannot reflect all those details. If the entire episode left
you "unhappy," you might be less inclined to give presentsin the future, but that should not
have much effect on what you learned about folding paper and tying string. No single senseof
"good" or "bad" can reflect much of what went on inside all your agencies;too much information must be concealed. Then why does it seem so satisfactoryfor us to classify our feelings
into positive and negative and conclude that "on the whole" the net effect was bad or good?
True, sometimes feelings are more mixed and everything seemsbittersweet, but, as we'll see,
there are many reasonswhy we have to oversimplify.
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9.3 I.EARNINGFROI\fiFAITT'RE
So far, we've talked mostly of learning from success.But consider that when you succeed,
you must already have had the necessarymeans within your grasp. If so, then making changes
in your mind might only make things worse! As people often say, "You shouldn't argue with
success."For whenever you try to "improve" an already working procedure, you risk damaging
whichever other skills depend on that same machinery.
Accordingly, it may be more important that we learn from how we fail. What should you do
if some well-establishedmethod-call it "M"-has
failed to reach a certain goal? One policy
would be to alter M, so it won't make the samemistake again. But even that might be dangerous
becauseit might cause M to fail in other ways. Besides,we might not know how to change M
to remove the error. A safer way to deal with this would be to modify M by adding special
memory devices called "censors" and "suppressors"(we'll discuss this in detail later), which
remember particular circumstances in which M fails and later proceed to suppressM when
similar conditioni recur. Such censorswould not tell you what to do, only what you shouldn't
do; still, they prevent your wasting time try repeating old mistakes.
Learning has at least two sides. Some parts of our minds learn from success-by remembering when methods work. But other portions of our minds learn mainly when we make mistakes,
by remembering the circumstances in which various methods failed to work. Later we'll see
how this can teach not only what we shouldn't do, but alsowhat we shouldn't thinkt When that
happens, it can permeate our minds with prohibitions and taboos of which we're entirely
unaware. Thus, learning from successtends to aim and focus how we think, while learning
from failure also leads to more productive thoughts, but in a lessdirected way.
We would not need to deal with exceptions and censorsif we lived in a universe of simple,
general rules with no exceptions, as in the lovely mathematical worlds of arithmetic, geometry,
and logic. But perfect logic rarely works in the real worlds of people, thoughts, and things. This
is because it is no accident that there are no exceptions to the rules in those mathematical
worlds: there, we start with the rules and imagine only obiectsthat obey them. But we can't so
willfully make up the rules for objects that already exist, so our only course is to begin with
imperfect guesses-collections of rough and ready rules-and then proceed to find out where
they're wrong.
Naturally, we tend to prefer learning from successrather than from failure. However, I
suspectthat confining ourselvesto "positive" learning experiencesalone leadsto relatively small
improvements in what we can already do. Probably, there is no way to avoid at least a certain
degree of discomfort when we make substantialchansesin how we think.
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9.4 ENJOYINGDISCOMFORT
Do not becomeattached to the things you like, do not
maintain ayersionto the things you dislike. Sorrow,fear and
bondagecome from one's likes and dislikes.
-B unpHe
Why do children enjoy the rides in amusement parks, knowing that they will be scared, even
sick? Why do explorers endure suffering and pain-knowing that their very purpose will disperse once they arrive? And what makes ordinary people work for years at jobs they hate, so
that someday they will be able to-some seem to have forgotten what?
There is more to motivation than immediate reward. When we succeed at anything, a lot
goes on inside the mind. For example, we may be filled with feelings of accomplishment and
pride, and feel impelled to show others what we've done and how. However, it is the fate of
more ambitious intellects that the sweetnessof successwill swiftly fade as other problems come
to mind. That's good because most problems do not stand alone but are only smaller parts of
larger problems. Usually, after we solve a problem, our agenciesreturn to some other, higherlevel cause for discontent, only to lose themselvesagain in other subproblems. Nothing would
get done if we succumbed to satisfaction.
But what if a situation gets completely out of our control-and offers no conceivable escape
from suffering? Then all we can do is try to construct some inner plan for tolerating it. One
trick is to try to change our momentary goal-as when we say, "It's getting there that's all the
fun." Another way is looking forward to some benefit to future Self: "I certainly shall learn from
fhis." When that doesn't work, we can still resort to even more unselfish schemes:"Perhaps
others may learn from my mistake."
These kinds of complications make it impossibleto invent good definitions for ordinary words
like "pleasure" and "happiness." No small set of terms could suffice to expressthe many sorts
of goals and wants that, in our minds, compete in different agenciesand on different scalesof
time. It is no wonder that those popular theories about reward and punishment have never
actually led to explaining higher forms of human learning-however well they've served for
training animals. For in the early stagesof acquiring any really new skill, a person must adopt
at least a partly antipleasure attitude: "Good, this is a chanceto experienceawkwardnessand to
discovernew kinds of mistakesl" It is the same for doing mathematics, climbing freezing mountain peaks, or playing pipe organs with one's feet: some parts of the mind find it horrible, while
other parts enjoy forcing those first parts to work for them. We seem to have no names for
processeslike these, though they must be among our most important ways to grow.
None of this is to say that we can discard the concepts of pleasureand liking as we use them
in everyday life. But we have to understand their roles in our psychology;they represent the
end effects of complex ways to simplify.
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PAPERT'S
PRINCIPTE
Inteniewer:Now, Adam,listen to what I say.Tell me
which is better:"d wdter"ot "somewdter"?
Adam: Pop go weasel.
-Rocnn

BnowN RNo URSULA BELLUGI,
D I S C U S S I N GP R O B L E M SW I T H E X P E R I M E N T S
ON YOUNGCHILDREN.

IO.I PI,AGET'S
EXPERIMENTS
The psychologist
JeanPiagetwasone of the first to realizethat watchingchildrenmight be a
grow. In one of his classicexperiments,he showeda child two
way to seehow mind-societies
matchingsetsof eggsand cups-and asked,"Are theremoreeggsor moreeggcups?"

Most chlldren, young
or old, saf,
'They're the same."

Then he spread the eggs apart-before the child's eyes-and asked again if there were more
eggsor more egg cups.

Typlcal S-year-old:
"More eggs."
Typlcal 7-year-old:
"The same, because
they're the same eggs."

One might try to explainthis by supposingthat older children are better at counting. However, this can't explainanotherfamousexperimentof Piaget's,which beganby showingthree
jars, two filled with water.All the childrenagreedthat the two short,wide jarscontainedequal
amountsof liquid. Then, beforetheir eyes,he pouredall the liquid from one of the short iars
into the tall, thin one and askedwhich jar had moreliquidnow.
Typlcal S-year-old:
"Mora ln the tall Jar."
Typlcal 7-year-otd:
"The same, because
It's the same water."

These experiments have been repeated in many ways and in many countries-and always
with the same results:each normal child eventuallyacquiresan adult view of quantity-apparently without adult help! The age at which this happens may vary, but the processitself seims
so universal that one cannot help suspecting that it reflects some fundamental aspect of the
mind's development. In the next few sectionswe'll examine the idea of "more" and show that
it conceals the workings of a large, complex Society-of-More-which takesmany yearsto learn.

PAPERT'S PRINCIPLE

IO.2 REASONING
ABOUTAMOUNTS
cofl.S€r.vr'tion n. the principle that [something] is a
constantquantity, transformablein countlessways,but
neyerincreasedor diminished.
-W ebster's
Unabridged
Dictionary
What do those egg and water jar experiments say about our growth from infancy? Let's
consider severalexplanations.
QUANTfTY: Perhapsthe younger children simply don't yet understand the basic
conceptof quantity: that the amount of liquid remainsthe same.
In the next few sections I'll argue that we do not learn one single, underlying "concept of
quantity." Instead, each person must construct a multileveled agency, which we'll cali the
Society-of-More,that finds different ways to deal with quantities.
EXTENT: The younger children seem unduly influenced by the larger extent of
spacetaken up by the spread-outeggsand taller water column.
That cannot be the whole story because most adults, too, judge that there's more water in
the taller jar-if they merely see the final scene, without knowing from where the water was
poured! Here are a few other theories about the younger child's judgment:
REVERSIBILIW: The older children pay more attention to what they think remains the same-while youngeronesdre more concemedwith what has changed.
CONFINEMENT: An older child knows that the amount of water staysthe same.
if none wds eyeradded or remoyedor lost or spilled.
LOGIC: Perhaps younger children have not yet learned to apqly the kinds of
reasoningthat one would need to understand the conceptof quantity.
Every one of these explanationshas some truth in it, but none reach the heart of the issue.
It is clear that the older children know more about such matters and can do more complex
kinds of reasoning. But there is ample evidencethat most younger children also possessenough
of the required abilities. For example, we can describethe experimeni without actually doing it
at all or we can perform it out of the child's sight, behind a cardboard screen. Then, when we
explai.nwhat is happening, quite a few of the younger children will say, "Of coursethey'll be the
sdme.
Then what is the difficulty? Evidently, the younger children possessthe ideas they need but
don't know when to apply theml One might say that they lack adequate knowledgeabout their
knowledge,or that they have not acquired the checksand balancesrequired to selector override
their hordes of agents with different perceptions and priorities. It is not enough to be able to
use many kinds of reasoning; one also must know which to use in different circumstances!
Learning is more than the mere accumulation of skills. Whatever we learn, there is always
more to learn-about how to use what was alreadv learned.
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IO.3 PRIORITIES
Let's try to explain the water jar experiment in terms of how a child's agencies deal with
comparisons. Supposethe child begins with only three agents:
Tall says,"The taller, the more." There'smore inside a taller thing.
Tlrrn says,"The thinner, the less."There'slessinside a thinner thing.
Confined says,"The sdme, becausenothing wasaddedor remoyed."
How do we know children have agentslike these?We can be sure that younger children have
agenciesllkeTaII andThin becausethey all can make these judgments:
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It is harderto know whetheryoungerchildrenhaveagentslike Confined,but many of them
can indeedexplainthat somethingremainsthe samewhen one poursa liquid backand forth.
In any case,there is a conflict becausethe three agentsgive three different answers-more,
/ess,and same!What could be done to settlethis?The simplesttheory is that the younger
children haveplacedtheir agentsin some"order of priority."
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lf TALLis aroused,let it
decide. lf not,and THIN
is on,letTHlNdecide.
ln any othercase,let
CONF1NEDdxide.
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Such a schemecan be extremelypractical,sinceplacingall the agentsin order of priority
makesit easyto know which to use. For example,we often comparethingsby their extentsby how far they reachin space.But why putTall aheadof Wide?Peopledo indeedseemmost
sensitiveto verticalextents.We do not knowwhetherthis is built from the startinto our brains,
but in any case,the biasis usuallyiustifiedbecause"moreheight"so frequentlygoesalongwith
other sortsof largenesses.
Who's"bigger"-you or yourcousin?Standbackto backt
Who'sthe strongest?
Thoseadultsloomingwayabove!
How to dividea liquid into equalportions?
Matchthe levels!
No other agentseemsso good as Tall for makingeverydaycomparisons.Still, no priorityschemewill alwayswork. In the situationof the waterjar experiment,Confinedought io .o*.
first,-butthe youngerchild'sprioritiesleadto makingthe wrongjudgment.One might wonder,
incidentally,whether Tall and Short,or Wide andThin, shouldbe consideredto Le differeni
agents.Logically,just one of eachpair would suffice.But I doubt that in the brain it would
sufficeto representShortby the mere inactivityof Tatt. To adultstheseare "opposites,"but
children do not work so logically.One child I knewinsistedthat knife wasthe oppbsiteof
fork,
but that fork wasthe oppositeof spoon.Waterwasthe oppositeof milk. As for ihe oppositeof
opposite,that child consideredthis to be too foolishto discuss.
PAPERT'S PRINCIPLE

IO.4 PAPERT'S
PRINCIPTE
What should one do when different kinds of knowledgedon't agree?It sometimeshelps to
placethem in someorderof priority, but aswe'veseen,that can still leadto mistakes.How can
The secretis to use the principle of
we make our systemsensitiveto differentcircumstances?
noncompromiseand look for help from other agencies!For help with comparingquantities,
we'll needto add new "administrativeagents"to our Society-of-More.
MORE

MORE
I
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:::::i::.:::::

TALL
"MORE'

THIN CONFINED
"LESS', "SAME'
Early Soclety

TALL
,,IICRF"

New
lnner
I-ayer

THIN CONFINED
"LESS" "SAME'
Later Soclety

administratoris designedto say"more" when the agentTall is active,
The new Appearance
to say"less"when the agentThin is active,and to saynothing at all when somethingappears
both taller and thinner. Then the other new administrator,History,makesthe decisionon the
basisof whatConfinedsays.
This explanationof the differencebetweenthe olderand youngerchildrenwasfirst proposed
by SeymourPapertin the 1960s,when we first startedto exploresocietyof mind ideas.Most
previoustheorieshad tried to explainPiaget'sexperimentsby suggesting
that children develop
different kinds of reasoningas time goesby. That certainlyis true, but the importanceof
Papert'sconceptionis in emphasizingnot merelythe ingredientsof reasoning,but how they're
organized:a mind cannot really grow very much merelyby accumulatingknowledge.It must
a name.
alsodevelopbetterwaysto usewhat it alreadyknows.That principledeserves
Papert'sPrinciple: Someof the mostcrucialstepsin mentalgrowtharebasednot
simply on acquiringnew skills,but on acquiringnew administrativewaysto use
what onealreadyknows.
and Historyform a new,
Our two new middle-levelmanagersillustratethis idea:Appearance
intermediatelayer that groupstogethercertainsetsof lower-levelskills.The choice of agents
for thosegroupsis absolutelycritical.The systemwill work quitewell if we groupTalI andThin
together,so that Confinedcan takecontrol when they conflict, But it would only makethings
worseif we were to group Tall and Confinedtogether!Then what decideswhich groupsto
which assembleagentsinto groupsmust
that the processes
form? Papert'sprinciple suggests
somehowexploitrelationshipsamongthe skillsof thoseagents.For example,becauseTall and
Thin aremore similar in characterto one anotherthan to Confined,it makessenseto group
them more closelytogetherin the administrativehierarchy.
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IO.5 THE SOCIETY.OF-MORE
Think how many meanings"more" must have!We seemto usea differentone for everysort
of thing we know.
More red. More loud. Moreswift. Moreold. Moretall.
Moresoft. Morecruel. Morealive. Moreglad. Morewealthy.
Each usagehas a distinct sense,involvingdifferent agencies.How could all thesewaysto
make comparisonsget groupedinto just one society?Here'sa Society-of-Morea child might
useto dealwith that eggcup problem.
MORE
APPEARANCE

SPATIAL

HISTORY

NUMER.
ICAL

REVER.
SIBLE

CONFINED

SS

ADD

This societyhastwo main divisions.In itsAppearance
division,aSpatialsubdivisionconsiders
both the increasedextent occupiedby the spread-outeggsand alsotheir thinned-outappearance or reduceddensity.In the caseof thosespread-outeggs,theseconflict-and the Spatial
agencywithdraws.Then, if the child can count, Numericaldecides;otherwisethe Hisfory
divisionappliessomeagentsthat usememoriesof recenthappenings.If someof the eggswere
rolled away,Confined would say that their amount is no longer the same;if the eggswere
merelymovedaround,Reversible
would claim that their amountcannothavechanged.
To solvethe water jar problem,the Society-of-Morewould needother kinds of lower-level
agents:
MO
APPEARANCE

SPATIAL

OUANTI.
TATIVE

HISTORY
REVER.
SIBL

CONFINED

You might complain that even if we needed these hordes of lower-level agencies to make
comparisons, this systemhas too many middle-level managers.But those mountains of bureaucracy are more than worth their cost. Each higher-level agent embodies a form of "higherorder" knowledge that helps us organize ourselvesby telling us when and how to use the thinss
we know. Without a many layered management, we couldn't use the knowledee in our loilevel agencies;they'd all keep getting in one another's way.
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10.6 ASOTITPI.AGET'S
EXPERIMENTS
Although Piaget'sexperiments about conservation of quantity have been confirmed as thoroughly as any in psychology, we can appreciatewhy many people are skeptical when they first
hear of these discoveries.They contradict the traditional assumption that children are much
like adults, except more ignorant. How strange it is that in all the centuries of history, these
phenomena went unnoticed until Piaget-as though no one had ever watched a child carefully!
But it has alwaysbeen that way with science.Why did it take so long for our thinkers to discover
such simple ideas as Isaac Newton's laws of motion or Darwin's idea of natural selection?Here
are some frequent challenges.
Parent: Couldn't it be that youngerchildren use wordsin waysthat do not mean
the same things to adults? Perhapsthey simply take "Which is more?" to medn
"Which is higher?" or "Which is longer?"
Careful experiments show that this can't be entirely a matter of words. We can offer the same
choices, wordlessly,yet most younger children will still reach out for taller, thinner jars of
orange juice or stretched-out rows of candy eggs.
Critic: What happenswhen Appearance and History confl.ict?Won't that paralyze
your whole Society-of-More?
It would indeed-unless More has yet other levels and alternatives. And adults have other
kinds of explanations*like "magic," "evaporation,"or "theft." But indeed, stagemagiciansfind
that making things disappeardoes not entertain the youngestchildren; presumably they are too
used to encountering the unexplainable. What happenswhen Mora cannot decide what to do?
That depends upon the states of other agencies-including those involved in dealing with
and boredom.
frustration, restlessness,
Psychologist: We've heard of recent eyidencethat, despite what Piaget said, very
young children do hayeconceptsof quantity; many of them cdn even count those
eggs.Doesn't that refute someof Piaget'sdiscoveries?
Not necessarily. Consider that no one disputes the outcomes of those jar and cup experiments. What is the significance, then, of evidence that the young children do possessmethods
that could give correct answers-and yet they do not use those abilities?As far as I can see,
such evidence would only further support the need for explanations like those of Papert and
Piaget.
Biologist: Your theory might explain how some children could acquire those concepts about quantities-but it doesn'texplain why all children end up with such
similar abilities! Could we be born with built-in genesthat make brains do this
automatically?
This is a profound question. It is hard-but not impossible-to imagine how genes could
directly influence the higher-level ideasand conceptions that we eventually learn. We'll discuss
this in the appendix at the end of this book.
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IO.7 THECONCEPT
OFCONCEPT
In learning their Societies-of-More, children learn various skills for comparing different
qualities and quantities, like number and extent. It is tempting to try to summarize all that by
saying that the children are learning something; we could call it the concept of quantity. B:ut
why do we feel we have to think of what we learn as things or concepts?Why must we "thingify" everything?
What is a thing? No one doubts that a child's building-block is a thing. But is a child's love
for its mother also a "thing"? We're imprisoned by our poverty of words becauseeven though
we have good ways to describe objects and actions, we lack methods for describing dispositions
and processes.We can scarcelyspeakof what minds do except as though they were filled with
things that one could see or touch; that's why we cling to terms like "concepts" and "ideas." I
don't mean to say that this is alwaysbad, for "thing-ifying" is indeed a splendid mental instrument. But for our present purpose, it is disastrousto assume that our minds contain some
single "concept of quantity." At different times, a word like "more" can mean many different
kinds of things. Think about each of theseexpressions.
More colorful.

More loud.

More swift.

More valuable, More complicated.

We speak as though these were similar, yet each of them involves a different, hard-earned
web of ways to think! The phrase "more loud" might seem at first to be merely a matter of
magnitude. But considerhow the sound of a distant gong seemslouder than a whisper near the
ear-no matter that its actual intensity is less.Your reaction to what you hear dependsnot only
on its physical intensity, but also on what your agenciesconclude about the character of its
source.Thus you can usually tell whether a gong is loud but distant, rather than soft but close,
by unconsciouslymaking assumptionsabout the origin of that sound. And all thoseother kinds
of "more" engageequally subtle sorts of expertise.
Instead of assuming that our children come to crystallize a single "concept of quantity," we
must try to discover how our children accumulate and classifytheir many methods for comparing things. How do agents like TalI, Thin, Short, andWide get formed into subagencies?To an
adult, it seemsnatural to associateboth being taller and being wider with being larger. But what
prevents the child from inventing senseless"concepts" such as "being Creen and Tall and
having recently been touched"?No child has the time to generate and test all possiblecombinations to find which ones are sensible. Life is too short to do that many bad experiments! The
secret is: always try to combine relatedagentsfirst.Tall,Thin,Short, andWide are all closely
related, because they are all concerned with making comparisonsbetween spatial qualities. In
fact, they probably involve agenciesthat are close to one another in the brain and share so
many agentsin common that they'll naturally seem similar.
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IO.8 EDUCATIONAI{D DEVETOPMENT
Parent:lf thoseyoungerchildrentakeso long to acquireconceptslike consenation
of quantity, cdn't we helpspeedup theirgrowthby teachingsuch thingsearlier?
Such lessonsiust don't seemto work very well. Given enoughexplanationand encouragement, and enough drill and practice,we can makechildren appearto understand-yet even
then they don't often apply what they've"learned"to reallife situations.Thus it seemsthat
evenwhen we leadthem alongthesepaths,they remainunableto usemuch of what we show
to them until they developinner signposts
of their own.
Here'smy guessabout what goeswrong. Presumablythe child sensesthat the spaced-out
eggsare "more" becausethey stretchacrossa longerspan.Eventually,we want that senseof
greaterlength to be canceledout by the sensethat there'smore emptyspacebetweenthe eggs.
In the more maturePaperthierarchy,this would happenautomatically-but for now, the child
could learn this only as a special,isolatedrule. Many other problemscould alsobe solvedby
makingspecialrulesfor them. But to "simulate"that multilayersociety,completewith middlelevel agentsllke Appedrdnceand History,would involveso many specialrules, and so many
exceptionsto them, that the youngerchild would be unableto manageso much complexity.
The result is that educationalprogramsallegedlydesigned"accordingto Piaget"often appear
to succeedfrom one moment to the next, but the structuresthat resultfrom this are so fragile
that childrencan applythem only to contextsalmostexactlylike thosein which
and specialized
they werelearned.
All this remindsme of a visit to my home from my friend Gilbert Voyat, who was then a
studentof Papertand Piagetand later becamea distinguishedchild psychologist.
On meeting
our five-year-oldtwins, his eyessparkled,and he quickly improvisedsomeexperimentsin the
kitchen. Gilbert engagedfulie first, planningto askher aboutwhethera potatowould balance
beston one, two, three, or four toothpicks.First, in order to assess
her generaldevelopment,
jar
performing
he beganby
the water experiment.The conversationwent like this:
Gilbert: "Is theremorewaterin this iar or in that iar?"
morein that one.But youshouldaskmy brother,Henry.
|ulie: "If lookslike there's
He hasconsemation
already."
Gilbert paled and fled. I alwayswonderedwhat Henry would have said. In any case,this
anecdoteillustrateshow a young child may possess
many of the ingredientsof perception,
judgment-yet
and
ability
needed
for
kind
knowledge,
this
of
still not havesuitablyorganized
thosecomponents.
Parent: Why are all the agentsin your societiesso competitive?They'realways
attackingeachother.Insteadof making Tall and Thin canceleachotherout, why
can't theycooperate?
The first part of this book hasgiventhis impressionbecausewe had to beginwith relatively
simplemechanisms.It is fairly easyto resolveconflictsby switchingamongalternatives.It is
much harderto developmechanismsthat can usecooperationand compromise-becausethat
requiresmore complexwaysfor agenciesto interact.In later sectionsof this bookwe'll seehow
negotiationsand compromises.
higher-levelsystemscould makemore reasonable
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IO.9 I.,EARNINGA HIERARCI{Y
How could a brain continuefunctioningwhile changingand addingnew agentsand connections?One way would be to keepeach old systemunchangedwhile building a new versionin
the form of a detouraroundor acrossit-but not permittingthe new versionto assumecontrol
until we're sure that it can alsoperform the older system'svital functions.Then we can cut
someof the older connections.
LEARNEDREACTIONS
LEARNED
INITIALREACTIONS
INITIAL

INITIAL

REACTIONS

-I

We could usethis methodto form our hierarchicalSocietv-of-More:

EXTENT

PATIAL
CONFINED

DENSITY

MORE

ADD
REiIOVE

Now let's draw this in another form, as though there were no room to fit new agents in
betweenthe older ones.

SPATIAL
MORE

As we accumulate more lowlevel agentsand additional intermediate layers to manage them,
this grows into the very multilevel hierarchy we've seenbefore.

APPEARANCE
SPATIAL

HISTORY
NUMER.
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REVER.
SIBLE

CONFINED

REMOVE

The nerve cells in an animal's brain can't always move aside to make more room for extra
ones. So those new layers might indeed have to be located elsewhere,attached by bundles of
connection wires. lndeed, no aspectof the brain's anatomy is more striking than its huge masses
of connection bundles.
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THE SHAPEOT
SPACE
"A day of dappledseaborne
clouds."The phraseand the day and
the sceneharmonizedin a chord.Words.Wasit their colours?
He allowed them to glow and fade,hue after hue; sunrisegold,
the russetand greenof appleorchards,dzurcsof waws, the
greyfringedfleeceof clouds.No, it was not their colours;it was
the poiseand balanceof the perioditself. Did he then love the
rhythmic riseand fall of wordsbetterthan their associations
of
legendand colour?Or wasit that, beingas weakof sight as he
wasshy of mind, he drew lesspleasurefrom the reflectionof the
glowing sensibleworld throughthe prism of a language
manycoloured
and richly storiedthan from the contemplation
of an inner world of individual emotionsmirroredperfectlyin a
lucid suppleperiodicprose?
-|euns

f ovcn

I I.I

SEEINGRED

What possible kind of brain-event could correspond to anything like the meaning of an
ordinary word? When you say "red," your vocal cords obey commands from "pronouncing
agents" in your brain, which make your chest and larynx musclesmove to produce that special
sound. These agentsmust in turn receive commands from somewhereelse, where other agents
respond to signals from yet other places. All those "places" must comprise the parts of some
societyof mental agencies.
It's easy to design a machine to tell when there is something red: start with sensors that
respond to different hues of light, and connect the ones most sensitiveto red to a central "redagent," making corrections for the color of the lighting of the scene. We could make this
machine appear to "speak" by linking each color-agent to a device that pronounces the corresponding word. Then this machine could name the colors i[ "5ss5"-4nd even distinguish more
hues than ordinary people can. But it would be a travestyto call this "sight," since it's nothing
but a catalog that lists a lot of colored dots. It would share no human notion of what colors
come to mean to us, because without some senseof texture, form, and very much more, it
would have few of the qualities of our human kinds of irnagesand thoughts.

SEEING

Thls ls not meant to portray the gtructureof any partlcular
soclety but only to suggest the varlety ol agencles Involved.
Of courseno little diagramcan capturemore than a fragmentof any real person'sthoughts
about the world. But this shouldnot be takento mean that no machinecould ever have the
that peoplehave.It merelymeansthat we aren'tsimplemachines;indeed,
rangeof sensibilities
we should understandthat in learningto comprehendthe qualitiesof vast machines,we are
still in the dark ages.And in any case,a diagramcan only illustratea principle:there cannotbe
any compactway to representall the detailsof full-grownmind-society.To talk about such
complexthings,we can only resortto languagetricksthat makeour listeners'mindsexplore
the worldsinsidethemselves.

THE SHAPE OF SPACE

II.2

THE SIIAPEOF SPACE

-The brain is imprisonedinsidethe skull,a silent,dark,and motionlessplace;how can it learn
what it's like outside?The surfaceof the brain itselfhasnot the slightesfr.rr. of touch; it has
no skin with which to feel;it is only connectedto skin.Nor can a briin see,for it hasno eyes;it
only is connectedto eyes.The only pathsfrom the world to the brain are bundlesof nerueslike
thosethat come in from the eyes,ears,and skin. How do the signalsthat come through those
nervesgive rise to our senseof "beingin" the outsideworld?The answeris that this sinse is a
complicatedillusion. We never actuallymake any direct contactwith the outsideworld. Instead,we work with modelsof the world that we build insideour brains.The next few sections
try to sketchhow that could comeabout.
The surfaceof the skin containscountlesslittle touch-sensing
agents,and the retina of the
eyeincludesa million tiny light detectors.Scientistsknow a gooddealabouthow thesesensors
sendsignalsto the brain. But we know much lessabouthow thosesignalsleadto sensations
of
touch and of sight.Try this simpleexperiment:
Touch your ear.
What did that feel like?It seemsimpossibleto answerthat becausethere'sscarcelyanything
to say.Now try a differentexperiment:
Touch your ear twice, in two different places,and alsotouch your nose.
Which two touchesfeel mostsimilar?That questionseemsmuch easierto answer:one might
say that the two ear touchesfeel more similar.Evidently,there is scarcelyanythingthat one
can say about a "singlesensation"by itself, but we can often say much more when we can
makecomparisons.
Considerthe analogyto how mathematicstreatsa "perfectpoint." We shouldn't
speakabout its shape;it simply doesn'thayea shape!But sincewe'reusedto things
as havingshapes,we cdn't help thinking of pointsas round, Iike "very tiny little
dots." Similarly,we'renot supposed
to talk aboutthe sizeof a point-since mathematical points,by definition, haveno size.Still, we can scarcelyhelp but think,
in any cdse,"they'reyerysmall."
In fact, there'sabsolutelynothing to be said about a singlepoint, excepthow it relatesto
other points.This is not becausesuch thingsare too complicatedto explain,but becausethey
are too simple to explain. One cannot even speakabout where a point is, by itself-since
"where"hasmeaningonly in relationto other pointsin space.But oncewe know somepalrsof
points, we can relate these to the lines that connect them, and then we can define new,
different points where variouspairsof lines may intersect.Repeatingthis can generateentire
worldsof geometry.Once we understandthe terrifyingfact that points are nothing by themselvesbut existonly in relationto other points,then we can ask,ai Einsteindid, whethertime
and spaceare anythingmore than vastsocietiesof nearnesses.
In the sameway, there is little that one could sayabout any "single[61s["-e1 about what
any single sense-detecting
agent does. However,there is much more to be said about the
relationsbetweentwo or more skin touches,becausethe closertogethertwo skin spotsare,the
morefrequentlythey'll bothbe touchedat the sametime.
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I I.3 NEARNESSES
The reason our skin can feel is becausewe're built with myriad nerves that run from every
skin spot to the brain. In general, each pair of nearby places on the skin is wired to nearby
places in the brain. This is becausethose nervestend to run in bundles of parallel fibers-more
or lesslike this:
Sensorcin skin.
Ncrve'bundles.

Splnal-cordagents.
Nerve-bundles.

Agentsfor repairing
minordisorderings.
Nerve-bundles to
othar brain-ccnters.

Representationsof
body-surfaceregions.
Each sensory experience involves the activity of many different sensors. In general, the
greater the extent to which two stimuli arouse the same sensors,the more nearly alike will be
the partial mental statesthose stimuli produce-and the more similar those stimuli will "seem,"
simply becausethey'll tend to lead to similar mental consequences.
Other things being equal, the apparentsimilarity of two stimuli will dependon
the extent to which they lead to similar activities in otheragencies.
The fact that the nerves from skin to brain tend to run in parallel bundles means that
stimulating nearby spots of skin will usually lead to rather similar activities inside the brain. In
the next section we'll see how this could enable an agency inside the brain to discover the
spatial layout of the skin. For example, as you move a finger along your skin, new nerve endings
are stimulated-and it is safe to assumethat the new arrivals represent spots of skin along the
advancing edge of your finger.
Given enough such information, a suitably designedagency could assemblea sort of map to
represent which spots are close together on the skin. Becausethere are many irregularities in
the nerve-bundle pathways from skin to brain, the agenciesthat construct those maps must be
able to "tidy things up." For example, the mapping agency must learn to correct the sort of
crossing-over shown in the diagram. But that is only the beginning of the task. For a child,
learning about the spatial world beyond the skin is a journey that stretchesover many years.
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I I.4 INNATE GEOGRIPHY
We've seen that touching nearby spotsof skin will usually give rise to similar sensations:this
is because the corresponding nerves run in parallel courses and thus cause similar activities
inside the brain. The reverseis also usuallytrue: the more similar two sensationsare, the closer
their origins in the skin. This has an important consequence:
The neme pathways that presenethe physical nearnessrelations of our skin-sensors
can make it easyfor inner agenciesto discoverconesponding nedrnesses
about the
outer world of space.
Moving your hand acrossan object tells you somethingabout that object'sshape. Imagine
what must happen when a very young infant moves its hand acrosssome obiect: each
"ontir,rous motion producesa sequenceof skin-sensorsignals.Over time, variousmapping agents
can
first use this information to learn, simply, which skin spots are nearest one another. Later,
further layers of mapping agents could learn which skin spots lie between which others; this
should be easy,too, becausemost small-scalemotions tend to go in nearly straight lines. But
then, since space itself is just a society of nearnessrelations between places, this is all the
information we need to "reconstruct" the spatial structure of the skin. All this is in accord with
a basicprinciple of mathematics:
Supposeyou werc lost in someunknown space-and could only tell which pairs of
points were close to one another. That would be enough for you to figure a great
deal about the space.From that dlone, you could deduceif you were in a world of
two dimensions or three. You could tell wheretherewereobstaclesand boundaries,
holesand tunnels and bridges,and so on. You could figure out the globat layout of
that world from iust thoselocal bits of information about nearnesses.
It is a wonderful fact that, in principle, one can deduce the global geographyof a spacefrom
nothing more than hints about which pairs of points lie near one anotherl But it is another
matter to actually make such maps, and no one yet knows how the brain does this. To design a
machine to accomplishsuch tasks,one could begin with a layer of "correlation agents,"one for
each tiny patch of skin, each engineeredto detect which other skin spotsare most often aroused
at nearly the same times; those will then be mapped as the nearestones. A second layer of
similar agents could then begin to make maps of larger regions, and severalsuch layers would
eventually assemblea sequenceof maps on various scales,for representingseverallevels of
detail.
If brains do something of this sort, it might illuminate a problem that has troubled some
philosophers:"Why do we all ogreeon what the outer world of spaceis like?" Why don't different
people interpret space in different, alien ways? In principle it is mathematically possible for
each person to conclude, for example, that the world is three-dimensional-rather than twoor four-dimensional-just from enough experiencewith nearby pairs of points. However, if the
wires from the skin to the brain were shuffled and scrambled around too much, we would
probably never get them straightenedout becausethe actual calculations for doing such things
would be beyond our capabilities.
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1I.5

SENSINGSIMII.ARITIES

This difficulty lof making definitionsl is increasedby the necessity
of explaining the words in the samelanguage,for there is often
only o,ru ,ord 1o,one idea; and though it may be easyto translate
wo,rdslike bright, sweet, salt, bitter, into another language, it is
not easYto exPlain them- S , q r r , l u B t -| o H N s o t t

Our ways to think depend in part on how we're raised. But at the start, much more depends
upon the wiring in o.ri brains. How do those microscopic features work to influence what
happensin our mental worlds?The answeris, our thoughtsare largelyshapedby which things
seii *ost similar. Which colors seem the most alike?Which forms and shapes,which smells
and tastes,which timbres, pitches, pains and aches,which feelingsand sensationsseem most
similar? Such judgments have a huge effect at every stage of mental growth-since what we
Iearn dependson how we classifY.
For example, a child who classifiedeach fire just by the color of its light might learn to be
"generalized" too
afraid of eu.ryihing of orange hue. Then we'd complain that the child had
each flame, instead, by features that were never twice the
much. But if that .tita
"U.rified
same,that child would often be burned-and we'd complain that it hadn't generalizedenough'
Our genes supply our bodies with many kinds of sensors-external event-detecting agentseach oiwhich sendssignalsto the nervous systemwhen it detectscertain physical conditions.
We have sensory-agentsin our eyes, ears, nose, and mouth that discern light, sound, odors,
and tastes;we have agentsin the skin that sensepressure,touch, vibration, heat, and cold; we
have internal agents[h"t ,.nse tensionsin our muscles,tendons, and ligaments;and we have
many other sensorsof which we're normally unaware, such as those that detect the direction
of gravity and sensethe amounts of various chemicals in different parts of the body.
fhe agents that sensethe colors of light in human eyes are much more complex than the
"redrressagents"of our toy machine. But this is not the reasonthat simple machine can't grasp
just as
what Rediessmeans to us-for neither can the sensedetectors in our human eyes. For
there is nothing to say about a single point, there's nothing to be said about an isolated sensory
signal. When iur Redness,Touch, or Toothacheagentssend their signaisto our brains, each by
itlelf can only say, "I'm here." The rest of what such signals"mean" to us dependson how
they're linked to all our other agencies'
In other words, the "qualities" of signalssent to brains depend only on relationships-the
same as with the shapelesspoints of space.This is the problem Dr. |ohnson faced when creating
definitions for his dictionary: each separateword like "bitter," "bright," "salt," or "sweet" attempts to speak about a quality of a sensorysignal. But all that a separatesignal can do is
announce its own activity-perhaps with some expressionof intensity. Your foofh can't ache
(it can only send signals);only you can ache, once your higherJevel agenciesinterpret those
iignals. Beyond the raw distinctivenessof every separatestimulus, all other aspectsof its charo, quality-be it of touch, taste, sound, or light-depend entirely on its relationshipswith
"Jt.,
the other agentsof your mind.
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I I.6 THECENTERED
SETF
How do we learn about the real, three-dimensionalworld? We've seen how certain agencies
might map the layout of the skin. But how could we progressfrom that to learn about thi world
of space beyond the skin? One might ask why infants can't simply "look around" to see what's
really going on. Unfortunately, the easy-soundingphrase"simply look" concealstoo many hard
problems. When you look at an object, some light from it shines into your eye and stimulates
some sensorsthere. However, every motion of your body, head, or eye makes drastic changes
to the image in your eye. How can we extract any useful information when everything changes
so rapidly? Although it should be possible,in principle, to design a machine that could eventually learn to relate those motions to the resulting changes in the images, this would surely
take a long time, and it appearsthat our brains have evolved with specialmechanisms that help
us compensate for motions of the body, head, and eye. This makes it easierfor other agencies
to learn to use visual information. Later we'll discusssome other realms of thought in which
we use analogies and metaphors to change our "points of view." Perhaps those wonderful
abilities evolved in similar ways, since recognizing that an object is the same when seen from
different views is not so different from being able to "imagine" things that are not in view at all.
In any case, we really do not understand how the child learns to understand space. Perhaps
we start by doing many small experiments that lead to our first, crude maps of the skin. Next
we might start to correlate these with the motions of our eyes and limbs; two different actions
that lead to similar sensationsare likely to have passedthrough the same locations in space. A
critical step would be developing some agentsthat "represent" a few "places" outside the skin.
Once those places are established (the first ones might be near the infant's face), one could
proceed to another stage:the assemblyof an agencythat representsa network of relationships,
trajectories, and directions between those places.Once this is accomplished,the network could
continue to extend to include new placesand relationships.
However, this would be only the beginning. Long ago, psychologistslike Freud and Piaget
observed that children seem to recapitulate the history of astronomy: first they imagine the
world as centered around themselves-and only later do they start to view themselves as
moving within a stationary universe, in which the body is just like any other object. It takes
severalyears to reach that stage,and even in their adolescentyears, children are still improving
their abilities to envision how things appear from other viewpoints.
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II.7

I.EARNING
PREDESTINED

It would be wonderful if we could classifyall behavior into two types:"built-in" and "ledrned."
But there simply is no clear-cut boundary between heredity and environment. Later, I'll describe an agency that is sure to learn one particular thing: to recognizehuman beings. But if
such an agency is destined to end up with a certain particular behavior, is it reasonableto say
that it learns?Since this type of activity appearsto have no common name, we'll call it "predestined learning."
Every child eventually learns to reach for food. To be sure, each different child lives through
a different history of "reaching-act" experiences. Nevertheless, according to our theory of
"nearnessmodels of space," all those children will end up with generally similar results because
that outcome is constrained by the nearnessrelations of real-world space.Why make the brain
use a tedious learning processwhen the 6nal outcome seems so clear? Why not build in the
answer genetically?One reason could be that learning is more economical. It would require an
enormous store of genetic information to force each separatenerve cell to make precisely the
right connections, whereas it would require much less information to specify the construction
of a learning machine designed to unscramble whatever irregularities result from a less constraineddesign.
This is why it isn't sensibleto ask, "Is the child's conception of spaceacquired or inherited?"
We acquire our conceptions of space by using agenciesthat learn in accord with processes
determined by inheritance. These agenciesproceed to learn from experience-but the outcomes of their learning processesare virtually predestinedby the spatial geometry of our body
parts. This kind of mixture of adaptation and predestination is quite common in biology, not
only in the brain's development but in that of the rest of the body as well. How, for example,
do our genes control the shapesand sizesof our bones?They may begin with some relatively
precise specification of the types and location of certain early cells. But that alone would not be
adequatefor animals that themselveshave to adapt to different conditions; therefore those early
cells must themselvesbe programmed to adapt to the various chemical and mechanical influences that may later be imposed on them. Such systemsare essential for our development,
since our organs must become able to perform various tightly constrained activities, yet also be
able to adapt to changing circumstances.
Perhaps the growth of the Society-of-More is another instance of predestinedlearning, for it
seems to develop in every normal child without much outside help. It seems clear that this
complex agency is not built directly by inborn genes;instead, we each discover our own ways
to represent comparisons-yet we all arrive at much the same final outcome. Presumably,
genetic hints must help with this by supplying new layers of agents at roughly the right times
and places.
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I I.8

IIALF-BRAINS

Let'sdo one more experiment:touch one ear and then touch your nose.They don't feel very
similar. Now touch one ear and then the other. Thesetouchesseemmore similar, although
they'retwice as far apart.This may be in part becausethey are represented
in relatedagenciJs.
In fact, our brainshavemanypairsof agencies,
arrangedlike mirror-images,
with hugeLundles
of nervesrunning betweenthem.
LEFT
SKlll-sElttsoFs

BIGHT
SKIN.SENSOFS

The two hemispheresof the brain look so alike that they were long assumedto be identical.
Then it was found that after those cross-connectionsare destroyed, usually only the left brain
can recognize or speakwords, and only the right brain can draw pictures. More recently, when
modern methods found other differences between those sides, it seems to me that some psychologistswent mad-and tried to match those differencesto every mentalistic two-part theory
that ever was conceived. Our culture soon became entranced by this revival of an bld idea in
modern guise: that our minds are meeting grounds for pairs of antiprinciples. On one side
stands the Logical, across from Analogical. The left-side brain is Rational; the right side is
Emotional. No wonder so many seized upon this pseudoscientificscheme: it gave new life to
nearly every dead idea of how to cleave the mental world into two halves as nicely as a peach.
What's wrong with this is that each brain has many parts, not only two. And though there
are many differences, we also ought to ask about why those left-right brain halves are actually
so similar. What functions might this serve?For one thing, we know that when a major brain
area is damaged in a young person, the mirror region can sometimes take over its function.
Probably even when there is no injury, an agency that has consumed all the spaceavailable in
its neighborhood can expand into the mirror region acrossthe way. Another theory: a pair of
mirrored agencies could be useful for making comparisons and for recognizing differences,
since if one side could make a copy of its state on the other side then, after doing some work, it
could compare those initial and final statesto seewhat progresshad been made.
My own theory of what happenswhen the cross-connectionsbetween those brain halves are
destroyed is that, in early life, we start with mostly similar agencieson either side. Later, as we
grow more complex, a combination of genetic and circumstantial effects lead one of each pair
to take control of both. Otherwise, we might become paralyzed by conflicts, because many
agents would have to serve two masters.Eventually, the adult managers for many skills would
tend to develop on the side of the brain most concerned with languagebecausethose agencies
connect to an unusually large number of other agencies.The lessdominant side of the brain
will continue to develop, but with fewer administrative functions-and end up with more of
our lower-level skills, but with less involvement in plans and higherJevel goals that engage
many agenciesat once. Then if, by accident, that brain half is abandoned to itself, it will seem
more childish and lessmature becauseit lags so far behind in administrative growth.
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THEORIES
1I.9 DUMBBEI..I
is
and scientificpopula-ce'
This fascinationwith left-righthalves,on the part of both the lay
divide
each
that
pairs
words
of
nothing really new. ii ir ^ rvrrptom of how we acquirevarious
of the world into opposingpoles'
,o-.
"ip."t

INNATE
CHANCE
FALSE
ADULT
DEAD

ACQUIRED
CAUSE
CHILD

Dividing thingsin two is
Such divisionsall have flawsbut often giveus usefulwaysto think.
If one cannot,
third
alternative.
a goodway to start,but one shouldal*ayi try to find at least.a
with some
toge-ther
one,
one should suspectthat there may not be two ideasat all, but only
arequite
them
of
many
f"r* of .pposite.A *riorls problemwith thesetwo-partformsis that so
in
pairs
below' which
;i;ii";, *t i"ft 1."d, ,tt ittto making falseanalogiei.Considerhow the
,.f is split in two, leadeveryoneto think they sharesomecommonunity'
"r"tr
THOUGHT
LOGIC
LITERAL
REASON
DELIBERATE
SCIENTIFIC
QUANTITY

FEELING
INTUITION
ANALOGICAL
EMOTION
SPONTANEOUS
ARTISTIC
QUALITY

found within
The items on the left are seenas neutrallyobjectiveand mechanicaland only
as accurate,but rigid and insensitive'The
the head. We think of Thought and its associates
we like to
ii"-, o' the right are seenai mattersof the heart-as vital, warm, and individual;
most. Cool Reason,
believethat FeEhngis the better judgeof the thingsthat ought to matter
to the heart, but
closer
much
lies
UVltr.ff, seemstoo"impersonal,too iar from flesh;Emotion
gets
overwhelmed.
completely
reason
be treacheiouswhen it growsso intensethat
,*;
t,,'How
basictruth?
it
had
some
unless
marvelousthis metaphor!How could it work so well,
a trick.
suspect
we
must
But wait:whenevera.rysimpleideaappearsto explainso many things,
Beforewe're drawn irrio dumbbell,.h.-.t, we owe it to ourselvesto try to understandtheir
in orderthat we not be deceived,asWordsworthsaid,by
strangeattractiveness,
power,by which,
. . somefalsesecondary
we createdistinctions,then
ln weakness,
arethings
Deemthat our puny boundaries
and not whichwe havemade'
Which we perceive,
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cnAPrER
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TEARNING
MEANING
How many times in the courseof my life had I been
disappointedby reality because,at the time I was obsemineit.
my imagination,the only orgdnwith whichI could eniiv
beauty,wasnot ableto function, by virtue of the inexorablelaw
which decrees
that only that which is absentcan be imagined.
-MeRCEL Pnousr

SCENARIO
I2.T A BTOCK.ARCH
Our child, playingwith someblocksand a toy car, happensto build this structure.Let's call
1taBlock-Arch.

Twostandingblock and a lyingblock.

Block-Archseemsto causea strangenew phenomenon:when you push the car through it,
your arm getstrapped!Then, in order to completethat action,you must releasethe car-and
ieach around to the other sideof the arch, perhapsby changinghands.The child becomes
interestedin this "Hand-Change"phenomenonand wondershow Block-Archcausesit' Soon
the child finds another structure that seemssimilar-except that Hand-Changedisappears
becauseyou can't evenpush the car through it. Yet both structuresfit the samedescription!

Twostandingblocksand a lyingblock.

But if Block-ArchcausesHand-Change,then this can't be a block-arch.So the child must
find someway to changethe mentaldescriptionof Block-Archso it won't applyto this. What is
the differencebetweenthem? Perhapsthis is becausethose standingblocksnow touch one
another,when they didn't touch before.We could adaptto this by changingour descriptionof
Block-Arch:"Theremust betwo standingblocksand a lying block.Thestandingblocksmust not
touch." But eventhis doesnot suffice,becausethe child soonfindsyet anotherstructurethat
now you
phenomenonhasdisappeared;
matchesthis description.Here, too, the Hand-Change
go!
can push the car through it without letting

Twostandingbloclcsand a lying block.
Thestandingblocksmustnot touch.
Theymust supportthe lying block.
Again we must change our description to keep this from being considered a Block-Arch.
Finally the child discoversanother variation that doesproduce Hand-Change:

Twostandingblocksand somethingelse.
me sbnding bloclcsmust not touch.
Theymustsupporttheotherthing.
Theotherthingmaybe A WEDGEORA BLOCK.
Our child has constructed for itself a useful conception of an arch, based entirely upon
own experience.

LEARNING

MEANING

12,2 TEARMNG MEANING
What is learning, anyway?That word is certainly hard to define. The child in our Block-Arch
scenario has found one way to learn one senseof what some adults mean by "arch." But we
can't assumethat the same kinds of processesare involved when we learn to recite a poem, to
use a spoon, and to tie a shoe. What happenswhen a person learns to read, learns to add
numbers, learns a new language, learns to anticipate the dispositionsof a friend, or learns to
build a tower that will stand?If we tried to find a single definition for "learning" to span so many
kinds of processes,we'd end up with some phrase too broad to have rnuch uJe-like this:
"Led.rning" is making useful ehangesin the workingsof our minds.
The problem is that we use the singleword "learning" to cover too diversea societyof ideas.
Such a word can be useful in the title of a book, or in the name of an institution. But when it
comes to studying the subiect itself, we need more distinctive terms for important, different
ways to learn. Even that one Block-Arcft scenerevealsat least four different wavs to learn. We'll
give them these new names:
Uniframing
Accumulating
Reformulating
Trans-framing

combining severaldescriptionsinto one, for example, by observing that all the arches have certain common parts.
collecting incompatible descriptions,for example, by forming the
phrase"block or wedge."
modifying a description's character, for example, by describing
the separateblocks rather than the overall shape.
bridging between structures and functions or actions, for example, by relating the concept of arch to the act of changing
hands.

These words will be explained in the sectionsthat follow. It seemsto me that the older words
used in psychology-such asgeneralizing, practicing, conditioning, memorizing, or associating
-are either too vague to be useful or have become connected to theories that
simply
sound. In the meantime, the revolutionsof computer scienceand Artificial Intelligence"r".rtt
have
led to new ideas about how various kinds of learning might work, and these new ideas deserve
new names.
Our Blocft-Arch scenario is based on a computer program developed by Patrick Winston in
1970.Winston's program required an external teacher to provide the examplesand to say which
of them were arches and which were not. In my unprogrammedversion of this, the teacher
has been replaced by the concern of some agency inside the child to account for the emergence
of that mysterious Hand-Change phenomenon: why do certain structures force you to let go of
the toy car, while other structures don't? We thus assumethat the child is led to learn for itself
in order to account for strange events. One might complain that it only makes learning harder
to explain, to make it depend upon the child's curiosity. But if we are ever really to understand
how our minds grow, we must first face reality: people just don't learn so well unless they're
interested or concerned. The older theories of learning and remembering never got very far
becausein trying to oversimplify, they lost essentialaspectsof the context. It wouldn't be much
use to have a theory in which knowledge is somehow stored away-without a corresponding
theory of how later to put that knowledge back to work.
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T2.3 UNIFRAMES
of blocks-yet
The child in our Block-Archsceneexaminedseveraldifferent arrangements
how
in
discovering
was
up describingthem as all the same!The greataccomplishment
"a
by
"r,a"j
to d"t"tib. all the differentinstancesof arch with the selfsamephrase, top supported two
standing blocksthat do not touch."I'll use the new word "uniframe" for this-a description
corrst.rrlt.dto applyto severaldifferentthingsat once.How doesa personmakea uniframe?
Our child's giock-A,rchuniframe was constructedin severalsteps-and each step used a
The first stepdissectsthe sceneinto blockswith specificproperties
different learning-scheme!
and relationships;somewere "lying down" or "standinguP," and somewere touching or supporting other ones.Next, we requiredour uniframe to insistthat the arch top musf be supThen, we requiredour uniframe to
pott.iby the standingblocks:lei's call this enforcement.
ieject structuresin which the two standingblockstouch one another;we could call this prevention: a way to keepfrom acceptingan undesiredsituation.Finally, we requiredour uniframe
to be neuiral about the arch iop'r shap. in order to keepfrom makingdistinctionswe don't
considerrelevant.Let'scall thattolerance.
How doesa personknow how to choosewhich featuresand relationsto enfotce,prevent,or
tolerate?When we comparedthe two structuresbelow, we enforcedthe relation that A is
instead.
supportedby B and C. But think of all the other differenceswe could haveemphasized
av B
A rssuppoRrro
A roucnesB
A neovEB

B
A |sNoTSUPPORTCOEV
NOBLOCKSTOUCH

SYMMETRICAL
CONNECTED
TWOONGROUND
A seETv'/EeHB AI.IDC

UNSYMMETRICAL
OISCONNECTED
THREEONGROUND
G saETwEeN A ANDB

A ncxror B

ffiffim-

Was it wasteful to use only one of these facts when we could have used them all? Should we
learn to exploit all the information we can get? No! There are good reasonsnot to notice too
much, for every seeminglyessentialfact can generatea universe of useless,accidental, and
even misleading facts.
Most differencesdre redundant. Most of the rest are accidents.
For example, suppose that we already know A is supported by B. There is then no need to
remember that A touches B or that A is above B-because these are things that we can figure
out. For a different kind of example, supposewe knew that A was nof supported bv B. It then
seemsunnecessaryto remember that "A was to the right of 8." Common sensecan tell us that
if A is not on B, it must lie somewhereelse. However, at least in the present context, it does
not matter whether that "somewhere else" is to the right; another time it might iust as likely lie
to the left. If we stored such details too recklessly,our minds would get cluttered up with useless
facts.
But how can we judge which facts are useful?On what basiscan we decidewhich featuresare
essentialand which are merely accidents?Such questionscan't be answeredas they stand. They
make no senseapart from how we want to use their answers.There is no single secret,magic
trick to learning; we simply have to learn a large society of different ways to learn!
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12.4 STRUCTT'RE
AND FUNCTION
when the eyeor the imaginationis struckwith anv uncommon
work,the next transitionof an actiyemind is to the meansbv
whichit wasperformed.
- S n M u e r -J o s N s o N

Supposean adult watchedour child and said,"l seeyou'vebuilt an arch." What might the
child think this means?To learn new wordsor new ideas,one must makeconnectionsto other
structuresin the mind. "l seeyou'vebuilt an arch" shouldmakethe child connectthe word
"arch" to agenciesembodyingdescriptionsof both the Block-Archand the Hand-Changephenomena-since thosearewhat is on the child'smind.

But one can't learn what somethingmeansmerely by tying things to names. Each word-idea
must also be investedwith some causes,actions,purposes,and explanations.Consider all the
things a word like "arch" must mean to any real child who understands how arches work and
how they're made, and all the ways one can use theml A real chitd will have noticed, too, that
arches are like variants of many other things experiencedbefore, like "bridge without a road,"
"wall with door," "tablelike," or "shaped like an upside-down IJ." We can use such similarities
to help find other things to serveour purposes:to think of an arch as a passage,hole, or tunnel
could help someone concerned with a transportation problem; describing an arch as "top held
up by sides" could help a person get to something out of reach. Which kind of description
servesus best?That dependsupon our purposes.
Among our most powerful ways of thinking are those that let us bring together things we've
learned in different contexts. But how can one think in two different ways at once? By building,
somewhereinside the mind, some archesof a different kind:
STRUCTURE

FUNCTION

ARCH

BRIDGE

APERTURES

PASSAGES

ree{-7

COLUMNS

HOLE

'---\

SUPPORTS

\
DOOB
WINDOW
ETC.

Is that a foolishmetaphor-to talk of buildingbridgesbetweenplacesin the mind?I'm sure
it's not an accidentthat we sooften frameour thoughtsin termsof familiarspatialforms.Much
of how we think in later life is basedon what we learnin earlylife aboutthe world of space.
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OF STRUCT'TIRES
L2.5 THEFUNCTIONS
Many things that we regard as physical are actually psychological.To seewhy this is so, let's
try to say what we mean by "chair." At first it seemsenough to say:
"A chair is a thing with legsand a backand seat."
But when we look more carefully at what we recognize as chairs, we find that many of them
do not fit this description becausethey don't divide into those separateparts. When all is done,
there's little we can find in common to all chairs-except for their intended use.
"A chair is somethingyou cdn sit upon."
But that, too, seemsinadequate:it makes it seem as though a chair were as insubstantial as a
wish. The solution is that we need to combine at least two different kinds of descriptions. On
one side, we need structural descriptions for recognizing chairs when we see them. On the
other side we need functional descriptions in order to know what we can do with chairs. We
can capture more of what we mean by interweaving both ideas. But it's not enough merely to
propose a vague association,becausein order for it to have some use, we need more intimate
detiils about how those chair parts actually help a person to sit. To catch the proper meaning,
we need connections between parts of the chair structure and the requirements of the human
body that those parts are supposedto serve.Our network needsdetails like these:
FUNCTION
STRUCTURE
- o
+Chair-Bad< supportssille/s body. '+
Y
<-Chair-Seat supor,rtssittet'sbdy. -+
+
Chair-Legsmaintainseatheight. "u J
+Chair-Legsgive roomlor knees. +
Without such knowledge, we might just crawl under the chair or try to wear it on our head.
But with that knowledge we can do amazing things, like applying the concept of a chair to see
how we could sit on a box, even though it has no legs or back!

body.
Nobacktosupport
[,)rli
"{
\!T

Top supportssitter'sb
' '
"0, S
Sidesmaintainseatheight
I I
No roomto bed knees.

Uniframes that include structures like this can be powerful. For example, such knowledge
about relations between structure, comfort, and posture could be used to understand when a
box could serve as a chair: that is, only when it is of suitable height for a person who does not
require a backrestor room to bend the knees.To be sure, such clever reasoningrequires special
mental skills with which to redescribeor "reformulate" the descriptions of both box and chair
so that they "match" despite their differences. Until we learn to make old descriptions fit new
circumstances, our old knowledge can be applied only to the circumstances in which it was
learned. And that would scarcely ever work, since circumstances never repeat themselves
perfectly.
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12.6 ACCTTMTTI.ATION
Uniframing doesn'talwayswork. We often try to make an everydayidea precise-but just
can't find much unity. Then, we can only accumulatecollectionsof examples.
FURNITURE

MONEY

ffi

CHAIR TABLE SOFA

I
B I L L E U L L I O ND E B T C R E D I T

It certainly is hard to find any properties that all these share. Coins are hard and round and
flat. Bills are thin and flexible. Bullion has unusual weight, and credits aren't even physical. We
recognize them all as media of trade-but that won't help us recognize the things themselves.
The situation is the same for furniture. It's not so hard to saywhat furniture is for-"things that
equip a room for living in." But when it comes to the objects themselves,it's even hard to find
a uniframe for "chair." Again, its function-role seemsslsss-"6 thing one can sit upon." The
problem is that one can sit on almost anything-a bench, a floor, a tabletop, a horse, a stack of
bricks, a rock. Even defining Arch has problems, since many things we recognize as arches just
don't match our Block-Arch uniframe:
ARCH

SINGLE

LEANING

STACK

FIREPLACE

All theseshapescould be describedas"shapewith hole"or "blocftsthat bridgeacross
d gdp."
But thosedescriptionswould alsoadmit many thingswe don't want to regardas arches.The
simplestway to learn, when one can't find a uniframe,is to accumulatedescriptionsof experiences.
At first it may seemsimpler to accumulateexamplesthan to find more uniform ways to
representthem. But later there'sa price to pay for this: when we try to redsonabout things,
accumulationscan be nuisances-becausethen we'll be forcedto find a differentargumentor
explanationto justify each separateexample.Most likely, different parts of our brains have
evolvedto useboth kindsof strategies.
Accumulationsneednot takelongerto manipulateif all
the examplescan be handledat the sametime, by separateagentsthat don't interferewith one
another. But once those processes
begin to need each other'shelp, the whole society'sefficiencywill declinerapidly.Perhapsthat slowing-downitselfmight be the stimulusthat makes
us startto try to unify-at leastfor processes
we usefrequently.
A simpler theory of when we start new uniframeswould be that in the brain, there is an
architecturalconstrainton how many Klines are directlyaccessible
to varioustypesof agents.
For example,the agentsin a certainagencymight be ableto accumulateno more than about
sevenbranchesfor eachclassification
in a certainhierarchy.When more than that accumulate,
the agencywould be forcedeither to mergesomeexamplesinto uniframesor to turn for help
from somewhere
else.
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T2.7 ACCT'MTII.AITONSTRATEGIES
Let'smakea dumbbelltheoryof somepeople'spersonalities.
in favorof imaginedregularities.Theytend to
Uniframersdisregarddiscrepancies
This sometimes
be perfectionistsbut alsotend to think in termsof stereotypes.
becausethey haveto reiectsomeevidencein orderto make
lea'dsto recklessness
uniframes.
their
Accumulatorc(fie lessextreme.Theykeepcollectingeildenceand hencearemuch
lessproneto makemistakes.But then they'realsoslowerto makediscoveries.
are only caricatures,and everyoneblendsboth exOf coursetheseimaginarypersonalities
compromise,though a few of us lean more in one
reasonable
people
find
some
tremes.Most
all
use
mixturesof differentlearningstrategies-accuwe
sure
direction than the other. I'm
mulationsof descriptions,KJines,uniframes,or whatever.On the surface,it might seemeasier
to makeaccumulationsthan to makeuniframes-but choosingwhat to accumulatemay require
deeperinsight.In any case,wheneveran accumulationbecomestoo largeand clumsy,we try
to replaceio-. gronpsof its memberswith a uniframe.But evenwhen we succeedin finding
a suiiablycompactuniframe,we can expectit, too, to accumulateexceptionseventually,since
first descriptionsrarelywork for all our later purposes.
For example,when a child first encountersdogs, an attempt might be made to create a
ears,teeth,head,body,tail, legs,and so on.
thoseanimals'parts-eyes,
uniframethit catalogs
But the child will eventuallyhaveto learn that evenherethere areexceptions.
Furthermore,that uniframewon't help answerthe child'smost urgent questionsabout any
one dog in particular:Is it friendly?Doesit havea loud bark?Is it the kind that tendsto bite?
Each such concerncould requirebuildinga differentkind of hierarchy-tree.
difficulty.Our variousmotivesand concernsarelikely to require
This leadsto an inescapable
You can't predict a dog'sbite from its bark. Each of the
things.
ways
to
classify
incompatible
kindsof knowledge,and we can rarelyusemore
different
embody
must
we
build
classifications
goal
have
a
that is simpleand clear,we may be able to
we
than a few of them at once. When
selectone particularkind of descriptionthat makesthe problemeasyto solve.But when goals
of severaltypesconflict, it is harderto know just what to do.
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12.8 PROBTEMS
OF DISI'MTY
When shouldyou accumulate,and when shouldyou makeuniframes?The choicedepends
upon your purposes.Sometimesit is usefulto regardthingsassimilarbecausethey havesimilar
forms, but sometimesit makesmore senseto group togetherthingswith similai ,rrr. At one
moment you may wish to emphasizea similarity;at the next moment,you may want to emphasizea distinction.Often, we haveto useboth uniframesand accumulationsin combination.In
Block-Arch,for example,we found that there could be two different kinds of arch tops-the
block and the wedge.Accordingly,when we usedthe phrase"block or wedge,"we actually
inserteda "subaccumulation"
into our uniframe.
ARCH

/ r4\ -

/4\

LEG

TOP

(Mustnottouch)
ffi
ffi
\

BLocK

YJ

ffi^

BLocK

-

(Accumulation)

BLOCKOR WEDGE

Accumulationsrarely seemquite satisfactory
becausewe feel ideasshouldhavemore unity.
We wouldn't havea word for chair or arch or currencyif they meantnothing more than listsof
unrelatedthings. If each did not involve some unifying thought, we'd never think to make
thoselistsin the first place!Why is it so hard to describetheir essences?
In the next few sections
we'll discovera number of reasonsfor this. Here is one of them:
Many good ideasare really two ideasin one-which form a bridgebetweentwo
realmsof thoughtor differentpointsof view.
Wheneverwe build a bridgebetweenstructureand function, one end of that bridge may
representa goalor use, while the other end describeswhat we might use to gain thoseends.
But it is rare for thosestructuresto correspondneatlyto thosefunctions.The problemis that
we usuallyfind many different waysto achieveany goal. This meansthat we'll find an accumulation on the structuralside of the bridge. For example,if you want to reach something
high up, you can standon a chair, reachwith a stick, or asksomeonetaller to get it for you.
Similarly,an accumulationof functionsor goalscan be found for any structure.My colleague
Oliver Selfridgeoncewrote an entirebookentitledThingsto Do with a Stick.
Our differentworldsof endsand meansdon't usuallymatchup verywell. Sowhen
we find a useful,compdctuniframein one suchworld, it often conesponds
to an
accumulationin our otherworlds.
We encounteredthis problemearlier.When we classifiedbirds as animalswhile classifying
airplanesas machines,we therebyforceddisunityupon the classof thingsthat fly. Later, when
we come to theories about metaphors,we'll see that such problemsare almost inevitable
becausewe know only a very few-and, therefore,very precious-schemeswhoseunifying
powerscrossmany realms.
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12.9 THE EXCEPTIONPRINCIPTE
What should one do with a law or rule that doesn'talwayswork?We sawone way when we
We simplykeptchangingit to fit eachnew example.
developedour uniframefor the Block-Arch.
But what if, after all that work, there still remainexceptionsthat don't fit?
The Exception Principle: It rarely paysto tamperwith a rule that nearlyalways
works. It'i better iusi to complementit with dn ctccumulationof specific
excePtions.
All children learn that birdscan fly and that animalsthat swimare fish. So what shouldthey
do when told that penguinsand ostrichesarebirdsthat cannotfly, or that whalesand porpoises
are animalsthat swim but aren't fish?What should the children do with uniframesthat no
longerwork so well?The exceptionprinciplesays:Do not changethem too hastily.We should
,r.u-., expectrules to be perfectbut only to saywhat is typical.And if we try to modify each
rule, to iake each exceptioninto account,our descriptionswill becometoo cumbersometo
use. It's not so bad to start with "Birds can fly" and later changeit into "Birds can fly, unless
But if you continueto seekperfection,your ruleswill turn into
theyarepenguinsor ostriches."
monstrosities:
or if theyhappento bedead,
Birdscan fly, unlesstheyarepenguinsand ostriches,
or hayebrokenwings,or dreconfinedto cdges,or havetheir feet stuckin cement,
incaso dreadfulas to renderthem psychologically
or hayeundergoneexperiences
pableofflieht.
we may try to
Unlesswe treat exceptionsseparately,they'll wreck all the generalizations
ideaof fishis souseful.It is an accumulationof general
make.Considerwhy the commonsense
informationabout a classof thingsthat havemuch in common:animalsthat live in the water,
have a certain sort of streamlinedshape,and move by wrigglingtheir bodiesand fanning the
However,a biologist'sideaof fish is very different,being
waterwith variousfinlike appendages.
mechanisms
of thoseanimals.This leadsto emphaand
internal
with
the
origins
more involved
wheretrout havegills,they must be
if
whales
have
lungs
sizingaspectslessevidentto the eye:
uniframedin different ways.Children are disturbedto hear that whalesare not fish because
than with originsand mechanisms.
they are usuallymore concernedwith usesand appearances
like these:
They'remore likely to want classifications
What do thoseanimalsdo?Wheredo they liveTAre they easyto catch?Are they
Are theyuseful?What do theyeat?How do theytaste?
dangerous?
The power of ordinary words like "fish" comes from how we make them span so many
meaning-worldsat once. However,in order to do this, we have to be able to toleratemany
exceptions.We almost never find rules that have no exceptions-exceptin certain special,
artificialworldsthat we ourselvescreateby makingup their rulesand regulationsto beginwith.
Artificial realmslike mathematicsand theologyarebuilt from the startto be devoidof interestBut we must be carefulnot to mistakeour own inventionsfor natural
ing inconsistency.
phenomenawe havediscovered.To insiston perfectlawsin real life is to risk not finding any
whereeveryexceptionmust be explained,doesit makesense
lawsat all. Only in the sciences,
pay
price.
to
that
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t2.10 How TowERsYyoRK
Why can one build a tower or arch of stone or brick, but not of water, air, or sand?To answer
that amounts to asking,"How do towerswork?"But askingthat seemsquite perverse,because
the answer seemsso obvious: "Each block holds the next one up, and that's all there is fo if !" As
we've said before:

An ideawill seemself-evident-onceyou'veforgottenlearningit!
We often use words like "insight" or "intuition" to talk about understandingsthat seem
especiallyimmediate.But it is badpsychologyto assumethat what seems"obvious"is therefore
simpleor self-evident.
Many suchthingsaredonefor us by huge,silentsystems
in our mind,
built over long forgottenyearsof childhood.We rarely think about the giant engineswe've
developedfor understandingspace,which work so quietly that they leave no tracesin our
consciousness.
How towerswork is somethingeveryonehas known for so long that it seems
odd to mention it:
A tower'sheight dependsonly upon the heightsof its parts! None of the other
propertiesof the blocksmatter-neither what theycost,nor wherethey'vebeen,nor
whatyou think of them.Only lifting counts-so wecdnbuild a towerby thinking
only aboutactionsthat increase
its height.
This makestower building easy,by letting us separatethe basicbuilding plan from all the
smalldetails.To build a towerof a certainheight,iust find enough"piecesof height"and stack
them up by lifting actions.But towershave to stay up, too. So the next problem is to find
actionswe can taketo makeour towerstable.Here we can usea second,wonderfulprinciple:
A toweris stableif eachblockis properlycenteredon the last.Becauseof this, we
canbuild a towerby first lifting eachblockverticallyand thenadiustingit horizontally.
Notice that this secondkind of action-adfusting for stability-requires only horizontal
movements,which do not affectthe tower'sheightat all. This explainswhy towersare so easy
to build. To increasea tower'sheight, you needonly verticallifting actions.The second-rank
goal, stability,requiresonly horizontalslidingmotions,which don't interactwith height at all
-provided the blockshave horizontalsurfaces.This lets us achieveour tower-buildinggoal
simplyby doing"firstthingsfirst."
To adultsit is no mysterythat height and width are independentof each other. But this is
not so evidentin infancy:to understandthe world of spaceand time, each child must make
many such discoveries.Still, the division into Lifting and Sliding has a specialimportance;
there are an infinity of waysto move aroundinsidethe world: how could a personever learn
them all?The answer:We don't needto learn them all, becausewe can learn to dealwith each
becauseit isolatesthe verticaldimension
Lifting hasa specialsignificance
dimensionseparately.
from the others and relatesit to ideasabout balancing.The complementaryoperationsof
eitherto push and pull or to move
Slidingcan then be dividedinto two remainingdimensions:
from sideto side.One way to Lift and two waysto Slidemakesthree-and that is just enough
world!
to movearoundin a three-dimensional
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HOW CAUSESWORK

It's wonderful when we can find out something's cause. A tower is high because each of its
separateblocks contribute height; it standsbecausethose blocks are adequatelyfirm and wide.
Aiabv cries because it rvants food. A stone falls down becauseit's pulled by gravity. Why can
we explain so many things in terms of causesand effects?Is it because there is a cause for
.u"rythi.rg-or do we meiely learn to ask only about the kinds of happeningsthat have causes?
don't exist at all but are inventions of our minds?The answer is all of the above.
Is it ihat
"-"rrr.,
Causesare indeed made up by minds-but only work in certain parts of certain worlds.
What are causes,any*ayZ The very concept of a cause involves a certain element of style: a
causal explanation must be brief. Unless an explanation is compact, we cannot use it as a
prediction. We might agree that X causesY, if we seethat Y dependsmore on X than on most
tther things. But we wouldn't call X a causeof Y if describingX involved an endlessdiscourse
that mentioned virtually everything else in the world.
There can't be dny "cduses"in d world in which everything that happensdepends
more or lessequally upon everything else that happens.
Indeed, it wouldn't make any senseto talk about a "thing" in such a world. Our very notion
of a "thing" assumessome constellationof propertiesthat staysthe same (or changesin ways
we can pr.dl"t) when other things around it change. When Builder moves a block, that block's
location will change-but not its color, weight, material, size, or shape.How convenient that
our world lets us change a thing's location while leaving so many other properties unchanged!
This lets us predict the effect of motions so well that we can chain them into combinations
never tried before-yet still predict their principal effects. Furthermore, becauseour universe
has three "dimensions," we can easily predict the effect of combining several actions from
knowing only their effects in each of those three dimensions.
Why dozs a block retain its size and shape when it is moved? It is because we're fortunate
enough to live within a universe in which effects are localized. A solid object with a stable shape
can exist only because its atoms "stick together" so tightly that when you move some of them,
the others are pulled along. But this can happen only in a universe whose force laws work in
close accord with the "nearnesses"of time and space-in other words, a universe in which
entities that are far apart have much lesseffect on each other than ones that are close together.
In worlds without constraints like that, there could be no "things" or "causes" for us to know.
To know the causeof a phenomenonis to know, at least in principle, how to
changeor control someaspectsof someentities without affectingall the rest.
The most useful kinds of causesour minds can discern are predictable relationships between
the actions we can take and the changes we can sense. This is why animals tend to evolve
sensorsthat detect stimuli that can be affectedby those animals'own actions.
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12.12 MEANINGAND DEFINITION
mean.ingn. l. that whichexistsin themind, view,or contemplation
asa settledaim or purpose;that whichis meantor intendedto bedone;
intent; purpose;
aim; obiect.2. that whichis intendedto be,or in
actsorlanguage;
fact is,conteyed,denoted,signified,or understoodby
the sense,signification,or import of words;significance;
force.
-W ebster'
s Unabridged
Dictionary

What is a meaning? Sometimes we're told a definition of a word, and suddenly, we know a
way to use that word. But definitions do not often work so well. Suppose you had to explain
what "game" means.You could start like this:
GAME: An activity in which two teamscompeteto makea ball do somethingthat
resultsin a winning score.
This fits a certain range of games-but what of gamesthat just use words, or keep no scores,
or lack the element of competition?We can capturethe nature of more kinds of gamesby using
other definitions, but nothing seemsto catch them all. We simply cannot find much in common
to everything we call a game. Yet one still feels there is a certain unity that underlies the idea
of a game. For example, we feel that we could recognize new games, and that "game" is more
than an arbitrary accumulation.
But now let's turn our attention away from the physical aspectsof games and focus on the
psychologicalpurposesthat games can serve.Then it is much easierto find some qualities that
are common to most adult games:
GAME: An actittity that is engaging and diverting, deliberately detached from
real life.
This second kind of definition treats a game, not as a kind of object-thing, but as a processin
the mind. At first this might seem somewhat strange, but really it is nothing new-even our
first definition already contained psychologicalelements, concealed in the words "competing"
and "winning. " When seen this way, different kinds of gamesseem much more similar. This is
because they all serve common purposes-despite the great diversity of their physical appearances. After all, there is virtually no limit to the variety of physical objects or structures that
could be used to accomplish the same psychologicalpurpose-in this case, to make an activity
diverting (whatever that might mean). Naturally, then, it would be hard to specify the range of
all the possiblephysical forms of games.
Of course, it is no great surprise to find that "game" has a more psychologicalcharacter than
does "brick," which we can define in physical terms without referring to our goals. But most
ideas lie in between. We saw this in the case of "chair," which we cannot describe without
referring both to a physical structure and to a psychologicalfunction.
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BRIDGE-DEFINITIONS

At last we're coming close to capturing the meanings of things like chairs and games. We
found that structural descriptions are useful, but they always seem too specific. Most chairs
have legs, and most games have scores-but there are alwaysexceptions. We also found purposeful descriptions to be useful, but they never seemedspecific enough. "Thing you can sit
upon" is too general to specify a chair, since you can sit on almost anything. "Diverting
activity" is too broad for game-since there are many other ways to turn our minds from
serious things. In general, a single definition rarely works.
Purposeful definitions are usually too loose.
They include mdny things we do not intend.
Structural definitions are usually too tight.
They reiectmany things we want to include.
But we can often capture an idea by squeezingin from severalsidesat once, to get exactly
what we need by using two or more different kinds of descriptionsat the same time.
Our best ideasare often thosethat bridge betweentwo different worlds!
I don't insist that every definition combine just these particular ingredients of structure and
purpose. But that specific mixture does have a peculiar virtue: it helps us bridge between the
"ends" we seek and the "means" we have. That is, it helps us connect things we can recognize
(or make, find, do, or think) to problems we want to solve. It would be of little use to know that
X's "exist" without some way to find and use them.
When we discussed accumulation, we saw that the concepts of "furniture" and "money"
have reasonably compact functional definitions but accumulate many structural descriptions.
Conversely,the conceptsof "square" or "circle" have compact structural definitionsbut accumulate endlesscollections of possibleuses.
To learn to use a new or unfamiliar word, you start by taking it to be a sign that there exists,
inside some other person's mind, a structure you could use. But no matter how carefully it is
explained, you must still rebuild that thought yourself, from materials already in your own
mind. It helps to be given a good definition, but still you must mold and shape each new idea
to suit your own existing skills-hoping to make it work for you the way it seems to work for
those from whom you learn.
What people call "meanings"do not usuallycorrespondto particular and definite structures,
but to connections among and acrossfragments of the great interlocking networks of connections and constraints among our agencies.Becausethese networks are constantly growing and
changing, meanings are rarely sharp, and we cannot alwaysexpect to be able to "define" them
in terms of compact sequencesof words. Verbal explanationsserveonly as partial hints; we also
have to learn from watching, working, playing-ar-rd thinking.
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SEEINGAND
BELIEVING
Cezannesaid,"Though the woild d.Ppedrs
Complex, it's madeof cubesand spheres,
Along with cylindersand cones:
Four fundamentalsthat, Iike bones
ln flesh, ubhold whateverdrapes
Yariety upon their shapes."
"They'redoubly basic,"Freud said. "These
Are more than iust geometries:
Your simple solidssymbolize
The organsthat attract our eyes;
The only subiectof the arts
Is men'sand women'spritate parts."
The body cdn ds well exPress
and our happiness
Our sadness
And even sex'smindlessdance
Portrays the spirit'scircumstance
Of oscillation to and fro
Betweenthe cosmicYesand No.
"The world," vdn Gogh said, "is a face
In whichI seemy soul'sgrimdce."
But hasrealitybecome
Merelyemotion'smedium?
O universeof forms,I ask
Are vou a minor. or a mask?
-THeooonn

MELNECHUK

I3.I

REFORMI'I.ATION

Imaeineall the kindsof archesone can build.

ffi 6tur;,
How could we capturewhat's common to so many things with just one singleuniframe?
Impossible-if we wereforcedto think of them in termsof blocksand how they'replaced.Not
we usedbeforeappliesto all of them: neither "three blocks,"nor "two
one of the expressions
blocksstandingup," nor "the supportsmust not touch." How could we make our minds
perceiveall thesearchesasthe same?One way would be to draw this imaginaryline:

Now, suddenly, all those different arches fit one single frame-of a single Body with two
Supports. There are two different ideas here. The first is the idea of dividing an object's
description into an "essential" portion, namely the "body," and some auxiliary portions, which
correspond to the support. Later we'll see that this is a powerful idea in its own right. The
second idea is even more powerful and general: after failing to find a unified description of all
those arches, we abandoned the method we were using-and adopted, instead, a quite different
style of description. In a word, we reformulated the problem in new terms. We started by using
a language that was based on expressingthe precise shapesof individual blocks. We replaced
this by another language in which we can speakof shapesand outlines that are not confined to
those of the blocks themselves.
Reformulation is clearly very powerful-but how does one do it? How do people find new
styles of description that make their problems seem easier?Does this depend upon some mysterious kind of insight or upon some magically creative gift-or do we simply come upon them
by accident? As I said when discussingcreativity, these seem to me mere matters of degree,
since people are always making reformulations of various sorts. Even when we contemplate
those rarest and most revolutionary new ideasthat come like revelations, suddenly to shed new
light on entire fields of thought-like evolution, gravity, or relativity-we usually see by hindsight that these were variants of things that people knew before that time. Then we have to ask,
instead, for reasonswhy those reformulations were so long postponed.

SEEING AND

BELIEVING

I3.2 BOUNDARIES
ln the skythereis no distinctionof eastand west;
peoplecreatedistinctionsout of their own mindsand then
believethem to betrue.
-B unoHa

What is creativity?How do peopleget new ideas?Most thinkerswould agreethat someof the
secretlies in finding"new waysto look at things."We'vejust seenhow to usethe Body-support
conceptto reformulatedescriptionsof somespatialforms, and soonwe'll seesomeother ways
to reformulatein terms of strength,containment,cause,and chain. But first let's look more
carefullyat how we madethosefour differentarchesseemthe same,by makingeachof them
seem to match "a thing supportedby two legs." ln the caseof Single-Arch,we did this by
imaginingsomeboundariesthat weren't really there:this servedto breaka singleobject into
three.
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However,we dealtwith Tower-Archbydoing quite the opposite:we treatedsomereal boundariesasthough they did not exist:

SUPPORT

How cavalier a way to treat the world, to see three different things as one and to represent
one thing as three! We're always changing boundaries! Where does an elbow start or end?
When does a youth become an adult? Where does an ocean change into a sea?Why must our
minds keep drawing lines to structure our reality? The answer is that unless we made those
mind-constructedboundaries,we'd never see any "thing" at all! This is becausewe rarely see
anything twice as exactly the same. Each time we're almost certain to be looking from a
somewhat different view, perhaps from nearer or farther, higher or lower, in a different color
or shade of light, or against a different background. For example, consider these two appearances of the same table.
These are qulte dlfterent when described
ln terms of the actual llnes and surfaces.
But when descrlbedIn terms of body and
support, both plcturesare the same!

Unless the mind could thus discard the aspectsof each scene that are not essential to its
present purposes, we could never learn anything. Otherwise, our recollections would rarely
match appearances.Then nothing could make any sense-since nothing would seem permanent.
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I3.3 SEEINGAND BEIJEVING

A child was asked to draw a person.
Where ls the body? Why are the arms
and fegs connected to the head?
When questioned,many young children
actually prefer these to the drawings
most adults like.

We normally assumethat children seethe sameas we do and only lack our tricky muscle
skills.But that doesn'texplainwhy so many children producethis particularkind of drawing,
nor why they seemso satisfiedwith them. In any case,this phenomenonmakesit seemvery
unlikely that a child hasa realistic,picturelike"image"in mind.
Now let'sconsidera differentidea.We'll supposethat the child doesnot haveanythinglike a
picture in mind, but only somenetwork of relationshipsthat various"features"must satisfy.
feature-network
might consistof the followingfeatures
For example,a child's"person-drawing"
and relations:
HEAD
EYES
MOUTH
BODY
ARMS
LEGS

Largeclosedfigure.
Two circles,high in head.
Obiectcenteredbeloweyes.
Largeclosedftgure.
Two lines,attachedhigh on body.
Two lines,attachedlow on body.

To convert this descriptioninto an actual drawing, the child must employ some sort of
"drawingprocedure."Here'sone in which the processsimplyworksits way down the feature
list, like a little computerprogram:
1. Considerthe next featureon the list.
2. IF sucha featureis alreadydrawn,go to step3. Otherwisedrawit.
3. lF list is finished,stop.Otherwise,go backto step1.
When the child startsto draw, the first item on the list is "largeclosedfigure." Sincethere
isn't any such thing yet, the child drawsone: that's the head. Next the eyesand mouth get
drawn. But then, when it comesto drawingthe bodyfeature,step2 of the procedurefindsthat
a "largeclosedfigure" has alreadybeendrawn.Accordingly,nothing new is required,and the
proceduresimplyadvancesto step3. As a result,the child goeson to attachthe armsand legs
to the featurethat hasbeenassigned
to both the body and the head.
An adult would nevermakesucha "mistake,"sinceoncesomefeaturehasbeenassigned
to
representa head, that featureis thereafterregardedas "used up" or "occupied"and cannot
representanything else. But the child has less capacityor inclination for "keepingtrack."
Accordingly,sincethat "largeclosedfigure"satisfies
the description's
requirementsfor both the
headand the body-albeit at differentmomentsof time-there is no causefor discontent.The
little artisthassatisfiedall the conditionsrequiredby its description!
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I3.4 CHITDREN'S
DRAWING-FRAMES
That body-head drawing seems very wrong to most adults, yet it seems to please many
children. Does it really look like a personto thosechildren? That seemslike a simple question,
but it is not-for we must remember that a child is not a single agent and that various other
agenciesinside a child's mind may not be satisfiedat all. At the moment, those other agencies
are not in control and have little effect. Yet if some creature came on the scene that really
looked like that, most children would be terrified. It does not make much sense to speak of
what a person "teally" sees,becausewe have so many different agencies.

Olderchildrentend to draw
moredistinct body parts
and other featuressuch as
fingersand toes, hair,
eyebrows,and clothes.

What happened in the intervening yearsto make the older children draw the body separately?
This could come about without even making any changein the list of featuresand relationswe
used in the previous section. It would need only a small change in step 2 of our drawing
procedure:
I. Considerthe next featureon the list.
2. Draw such a feature, even if a similar one has already been drawn.
go backto step 1.
3. lF list is finished,stop. Otherw'ise,
This ensures that every feature mentioned in the list will be represented only once in the
drawing, even if two such features look alike. Of course, this requires some ability to count
each feature only once, and never twice. How interesting that in order to make mature, realistic
drawings, the child could exploit the same kind of ability it must acquire in order to count
things properlyl
To be sure, we could explainthe child'sprogressin other ways.That new and "more realistic"
picture could come from adding a neck to the feature list, for that would demand a separate
body and head. It might sufficesimply to impose an additionalconstraint or relationship:fhaf
the head be abovethe body. One might argue that the younger child never had a clear concept
of a separate and distinct body feature in the first place; after all, there are many things that
you can do with your arms and legsor with your head-but your body only getsin the way.
In any case,after masteringthe art of making thesebody-headdrawings,many children seem
to progressrather slowly in the art of making personal portraits, and these types of "childish"
drawings often persist for some years. I suspectthat after children learn to make recognizable
figures, they usually move on to face the problems of representingmuch more complicated
scenes. As they do this, we should continue to appreciate how well children deal with the
problems they set for themselves.They may not meet our own grown-up expectations,but they
often solve their own versionsof the problems we pose.
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I3.5 TEARNINGA SCRIPT
A,nexpertis onewhodoesnot haveto think. He knows.
-FReNx

Lr-ovo WnIcHr

What will our portrait-drawing child try next? Some children keep working to improve their
person pictures. But most of them go on to put their newfound skillsto work at drawing more
ambitious scenesin which two or more picture-people interact. This involves wonderful problems about how to depict social interactions and relationships-and these more ambitious
projects lead the child away from being concerned with making the pictures of the individual
more elaborate and realistic. When this happens, the parent may feel disappointed at what
seems to be a lack of progress.But we should try to appreciate the changing character of our
children's ambitions and recognize that their new problems may be even more challenging.
This doesn't mean that drawing learning stops.Even as those children ceaseto make their
person pictures more elaborate, the speedat which they draw them keepsincreasing, and with
seemingly less effort. How and why does this happen? In everyday life, we take it for granted
that "practice makes perfect," and that repeating and rehearsing a skill will, somehow, automatically cause it to become faster and more dependable.But when you come to think of it,
this really is quite curious. You might expect, instead,that the more you learned, the slower
you would get-from having more knowledge from which to choose! How doespractice speed
things up?
Perhaps,when we practice skillswe can alreadyperform, we engagea specialkind of learning,
in the course of which the original performance processis replacedor "bridged-across"by new
and simpler processes.The "program" to the left below shows the many steps our novice
portrait drawer had to take in order to draw each childish body-face. The "script" to the right
shows only those steps that actually produce the lines of the drawing; this script has only half
as many steps.
Considerthe next feature:
It is not drawn, so -- DRAW HEAD
Considerthe next feature:
It is not drawn, so --- DRAW EYES
Considerthe next feature:
It is not drawn, so -- DRAWMOUTH
Considerthe next feature:
A container shapels already drawn!
Considerthe next feature:
It is not drawn, so -- DAAW ARMS
Considerthe next feature:
It is not drawn, so -- DRAW LEGS

PROGRAM

SCRIPT
DRAW HEAD
DRAW EYES
DRAW MOUTH
DRAW ARMS
DRAWLEGS

The people we call "experts" seem to exercisetheir specialskills with scarcelyany thought at
all-as though they were simply reading preassembledscripts. Perhaps when we "practice" to
improve our skills, we're mainly building simpler scriptsthat don't engageso many agencies.
This lets us do old things with much less "thought" and gives us more time to think of other
things. The lessthe child has to think of where to put each arm and leg, the more time remains
to represent what that picture-person is actually doing.
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13.6 THEFRONTIER
EFFECT
We can get more insight about children from another experimentof Piaget's.A child is
shown a short block restingon a longerone and is askedto draw the scene.Next the child is
askedto draw a sketchof what might happenif we pushedthe upperblock a little to the right.
At first, the resultis more or lesswhat we'dexpect.

tu
Original

&

Movedto right

But when we askthe child to do the samerepeatedly,we seea strangeresult.The top block
suddenlygrowsshorterasit meetsthe edgeof the long blockl

&ffid
To understandwhat happened,lust put yourselfin the child'splace.You've startedto draw
the upper edgeof the shortbox, but how do you decidewhereto stop?

Younger children don't yet possessmuch ability to draw lines in good proportion. Instead,
they tend to use procedures that locate each new feature in some recognizable relationship to
other features already represented in the drawing-that is, to "easily described places" that
have previously been depicted. Since there are no such features near the middle of the long
block, the child will use the same method, whatever it is, for the first few drawings. But it is
easy to describe the location of the end of the long block, and that's why this is where the
younger children tend to stop, once they approach that neighborhood. Piaget called this the
"frontier effect"-the tendency to place new features at locations that have easily described
relationships to other, already representedfeatures.
Why can't children simply copy what they see?We adults don't appreciate how complicated
copying really is-because we can't recall what it was like before we learned to do it. To make
a good copy, the child would have to draw each line to a scale and direction consistent with all
the others. But these young children are scarcely able to trace the outline of an object with a
finger; they certainly cannot mentally transport an entire figure shape from one location to
another. So it is actually easier for the child to do what adults might consider more "abstract":
first to construct a mental description of the relations involved in the scene, and then to design
a drawing-scheme to represent those relationships.It can requiremore skill to produce what we
regard ai a simple copy or imitation than to produce what we consider to be an "dbstrdct"
representation!
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I3.7 DTIPHCATIONS
Sometimeswhen we watch a scene,the wholeswe see"add up" exactlyto the sum of their
separateparts.But other times,we do not mind if certainthingsget countedtwice. In the first
figure beiow, we divide an arch into body and supportwith no concernthat both parts have
eiactly the sameboundaries.In the secondfigure,we seemto seetwo completearches,despite
arches'
the fact that there aren'tenoughlegsto maketwo separate

Sometimesit is vital to keeptrack,to count eachthing exactlyonce.But in other situations,
no harm will comefrom countingtwice.It is efficientto usethe sameblocktwicewhen making
viaductsfor roadsfor cars. But if we tried to use the samefive blocksto build two separate
bridges,we'dend up short.Differentkindsof goalsrequiredifferentstylesof description.When
we discussedthe conceptof More,we sawhow eachchild must learn when to describethings
in terms of appearanceand when to think in termsof pastexperience.The double-archproblem alsooffersa choiceof descriptionstyles.If you plan to build severalseparatethings,you'd
better keepcount carefullyor take the risk of running out of parts.But if you do that all the
time, you'll missyour chanceto makeone objectservetwo purposesat once.
We could also formulate this as a choice betweenstructuraland functional descriptions.
Supposewe tried to make a match betweenthe structuralelementsof the double-archand
thoseof two separateblock-arches.In one way to do that, we would first assignthree blocksto
eacharch-and then verify that eacharch consistsof a top supportedby two blocksthat do not
touch. Then, of course,we'll only find a singlethree-blockarch. There isn't any secondarch,
sincethere are only two blocksleft.
On the other hand, we could baseour descriptionof the double-archsceneon the more
functional body-supportstyleof description.Accordingto that approach,we must focus first
on the most "essential"parts.The most essentialpart of an arch is its top block-and we do
indeedfind two blocksthat could serveas top blocks.Then we needonly verify that each of
them is supportedby two blocksthat do not touch-and this is indeedthe case.In a functionorientedapproach,it seemsnaturalto count carefullythe most essentialelements,but merely
to verify that the functionsof the auxiliaryelementswill somehowbe served.The functional
This doesn'tmean
type of descriptionis easierto adaptto the purposesof higherJevelagencies.
better.They can makeit hard to keeptrack of real
that functional descriptionsare necessarily
constraints;hencethey havea certaintendencyto leadtowardoveroptimistic,wishfulthought.
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REFORMUTATION
U ntil that scholasticparadigmfthe medieval'impetus'theory]
wasinvented,therewereno pendulums,but only swinging
stones,for scientiststo see.. . , Do we, however,really needto
Calileo from Aristotle, or Lat,oisierfrom
describewhat separates
Priestly,as a transformationof tisionl Did thesemen rcally see
different things when looking at the same sortsof obiectsT. . .
I am acutelyawareof the difficultiesueatedby sayingthat
when Aristotle and Calileo lookedat swinging stones,the first
sawconstrainedfall, the seconda pendulum.Nevertheless,
I am convineedthat we must learn to makesenseof sentences
that at leastresemblethese.
-Tsovns

KUHN

I4.I

USINGREFORMT'I.ATIONS

What can we do when we can't solvea problem?We can try to find a new way to look at it,
to describeit in different terms.Reformulationis the most powerfulway to attemptto escape
from what seemsto be a hopelesssituation.Thus, when we couldn'tfind anythingcommon to
all thosedifferentkindsof arches,we changedour way of lookingat them. We movedfrom the
world of rigid, geometricblock descriptionsto a lessconstraineddomain of body-supportdescriptions-and there we found a way to makea uniframefor all of them: a spansupportedby
a pair of legs.But think of all the other waysa personmight describean arch.
Aesthetic:A pleasing,shapelyform.
Dynamical: The top will fall if eitherleg is removed.
Topological:Thearch sunoundsa holein space.
threeblocksforman"invertedU"shape.
GeometricalzThe
Architectural:The arch'stop couldbe the baseof somethingelse.
ConstructionalzPlacetwo blocks,then placeanotherduosstheir tops.
Circumventional:Can beusedasa detour,to go aroundan obstacle.
Transportational: Can be usedas a bridge,to go from one placeto another.
Each of theseinvolvesa different"realm" of thoughtwith its own stylefor describingthings.
And everydifferent realm of thought can bring new kinds of skillsto bear on a problem.We
each learn variouswaysto reasonabout pathsand obstacles;
we eachlearn waysto deal with
verticalsupport;with doorsand windows;with boxesand bridgesand tunnels;with stacksand
rowsand stairsand ramps.
To an outsider,it may seemthat a creativeinventor(or designeror thinker) must possess
an
endlesssourceof novel waysto dealwith things.Yet insidethe inventor'smind, that all might
stem from variationson far fewer themes.Indeed, in that inventor'sview, those stylesof
thought may seemso clear (and thoseinventionsall so similar)that the questionturns the
other way:"Why can't outsidersunderstandhow to think aboutthesesimple kindsof problems?"
In the long run, the mostproductivekindsof thoughtare not the methodswith which we solve
particularproblems,but thosethat leadus to formulatingusefulnew kindsof descriptions.
How do we reformulate?Each new techniquepresumablybeginsby exploiting methods
alreadylearnedin other, older agencies.So new ideasoften haverootsin older ones,adapted
for new purposes.In the next section,we'll seehow that body-supportideahascounterpartsin
virtually everyrealm of thought.Towardthe end of this book,we'll speculateabouthow those
variousrealmsthemselvesevolveinsidethe mind.
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14.2 THEBODY.SUPPORT
CONCEFT
We wereableto uniframemany kindsof archesby dividingeachinto a Body and a Support.
Seehow well that techniqueworkson many other sortsof things.

ft€"^h

SUPPORT

What makessuch simplecuts seemmeaningful?It is becausewe can imaginepurposesfor
each. In everydaylife, there is a specialsignificanceto dividing a table into "top" and "legs."
This is becausethe tabletopservesour principaluse for a table, as "thing to put thingson."
The table'slegs serveonly secondarypurposes:without thoselegs, the top would fall-but
without its top, the tablehasno useat all. And it would makeno senseto imaginedividingthat
tablein half, vertically,to seeit as two stuck-together,
L-shapedparts.
This must be one reasonwhy the body-supportidea seemsso universal.It is not merely a
matter of physicalsupport the more profound idea is that of building a mental bridge between
a thing and a purpose.This is why bridge-definitions
are so useful: they help us connect
goals.But the point is that it is not enoughjust to link
structuraldescriptionsto psychological
togetherdescriptionsfrom two different worlds-"top supportedby legs" and "thing to put
things on." It is not enoughsimplyto know that tableskeepthings off the floor. To use that
knowledge,we must alsoknow how it is done:that thingshaveto be put on the table, rather
than, for example,betweenthe table'slegs.
helpsus to classifyour knowledge.The "body"
This is wherethe body-supportrepresentation
representsthosepartsof a structurethat serveas the direct instrumentfor reachingthe goals
all the other featuresthat merelyservethat instrument.Once we
and the "support"represents
can classifythe tabletopas the "body" of the table, we will tend to think only of using the
tabletopfor keepingthingsoff the foor. Of course,we would gain evenmore powerby understandinghow thosesupportsassistthe body'sgoal;that is, by understandingthat the table'slegs
are for keepingthe tabletopitselfawayfrom the floor.A goodwayto understandthat is to have
of what might happenif one of the table'slegsfailedto performits function.
a representation
Dlfference
in
SupportStructure

FunctionalEffect
on Body
Leftsideof topfalls.

Removeight lq.

Rightsideof topfalls.

To understandhowsomethingworks,it helpsto knowhow it can fail.
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I4.3 MEANSAI{D ENDS
How do we connect the things we have with the goals we want to achieve?The answer:We
have many ways! Each use or purpose may suggestsome corresponding way to split things up
-and in each such view there will seem to be some "most essential"parts. These are the ones
that, in such a view, appear to serve the goal directly; the rest will seem like secondary parts
that only support the role of the main parts. We do this not only in the physical realm, but in
many other realms as well.
BODY
FUNCTION
CONCLUSION
EFFECT
ENDS
I
I
I
I
I
SUPPORT
PREMISE
STRUdTURE
CAUSE
MEANS

Each of thesedumbbelldistinctionshas its own stylefor distinguishingessentialpartsfrom
supportiveparts.And evenin the world of physicalthings,we can applythesedifferentmental
viewsin differentways.For example,there are many waysto describethe act of standingon a
tablein order to be ableto reachhigher.
Support
Function
Conclusion
Cause-Effect
Means-Ends

Tableshold thingsawayfrom the floor.
Tablesarefor supportingthings.
lf you put somethingon a table,its heightincreases.
I can reachhigherbecause
I start higher.
If I want to reachhigher,I canstandon a table.

Even when we simplyput somethingon a table,we'relikely to employseveralsuch descriptions at the sametime-perhaps in different sectionsof the mind. The quality of our understandingdependsupon how well we movebetweenthosedifferentrealms.In orderto translate
easilyfrom one of them to another,we must discoversystematic
cross-realm
correspondences.
However,finding theseis rare.Usually,the situationis like that we found for chairsand games:
in one world corresponds
eachdescription-element
to a hard-to-describe
accumulationof structures in the other world. What is remarkableabout the body-supportconceptis how often it
leadsto systematiccross-realm
correspondences.
For example,we can useit to translate"supportedby," in the architecturalrealm, into "horizontalsurfaceunderneath"in the geometrical
realm.To be sure,this correspondence
failsto representthe possibilityof supportingan object
by suspendingit from above.But someexceptionsare inevitable.
Our systematiccross-realmtranslationsarethe rootsof fruitful metaphors;they enableus to
understandthingswe'veneverseenbefore.When somethingseemsentirelynew in one of our
description-worlds,
it may turn out that when translatedto some other world it resembles
somethingwe alreadyknow.
Now, beforeyou turn to the followingpage,try to solvethis puzzle.
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T4.4 SEEINGSQUARES
Most peoplefind the nine-dotproblemhard to solvebecausethey assumethat the dots form
a squarethat boundsthe workingspace.Indeed,the problemis insolubleunlessthe drawing
can extendoutsidethat area.Thus the problemis easierif one doesnot perceivethosedotsai
forming a square.We often self-imposeassumptionsthat make our problemsmore difficult,
and we can escapefrom this only by reformulatingthoseproblemsin waysthat give us more
room.

The difficulty of this problem seems
more ethical than conceptual.lt feels
like "cheating"to go outside the square.

Really, there was never any square in the first place-that is, in the literal sense of "a
rectanglewith equal sides."What makesus seeso many different sorts of things as though they
were squares?
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Some of thesesquareshave no corners,othershave no edges,and someof them have neither
corners nor edges!What makes us see them all as squares?Psychologistshave long wondered
how we recognize such similarities bui often forgot to ask how we recognize the very simplest
forms of squaresin the first place. Which comes first in recognition, specific features or global
shapes?It must depend upon one's state of mind. The way we perceive the world, from one
moment to another, depends only in part on what comes from our eyes:the rest of what we
think we see comes from inside our brain; we respond not only to visual features, but also to
our remembrances of things we've seenbefore and to our expectationsof what we ought to see.
It is tempting to assume that our visual processeswork only in one direction, bringing
information from the world into the mind:
World +

Recognitior ------+Cognition
Perception --------->
Sensation ---------+

But this does not explain how what we see is influenced bv what we expect to see. Human
vision must somehow combine the information that comes from the outer world wiih the
structures in our memories. The situation must be more like this:
Sensation
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14.5 BRAINSTORMING
it in a routine way,
Once you set that nine-dotprobleminto a largerframe,you could solve
so easily-once
scenes
complex
such
,ith ;;ly-; iittle thought. Wirat lets you reformulate
to do such
wavs
preparing
ili.;g6t of a"i"?liz It must b. ihat your mind is constantly
;;;i;
when you
Then,
if,-g, by briitding up fonnectionsbetweendifferent kinds of descriptions.
of
a
lifetime
you
apply
can
finally changeyo,r, ui.t to find another way to look at things,
experienceaseasilyasturning on a switch'
How do
This takes,r, br.t iolt e qiestion of when to try to be a Reductionistor a Novelist'
way?
certain
a
something
doing
greatdeal
effort.in
of
you decidewhen to quit afte; investinga
no
there's
the
answer-but
find
you
might
tt would be bad to discardall thatrv"rt i*t before
established,
well
their
to
break
try
people
always
;r; t; b.*r" when that will happen.Should
usually
seli-mademental bondsand try io ttri"t in lesi constrictedways?Of coursenot. It will
do more harm than good.
However,whet yJu're reallystuck,you may aswell try wilder waysto find somenew ideas'
therapylikedisciplinesthat go under
you might'evenconsiderusingone of the systematic,
lateial thinking, meditation,and so forth. Thesecan help, when
namesllke brainstorming,
peopleget badly stuck,by .n"ontrging the searchfor new formulations.However,when you
swittfr i-o unfamili^, ui.*, of thingi yor.r-uy get new ideas,but you alsoput yourselfin the
situationof a novice;you becomelessableto judgewhich new ideasarelikely to be compatible
with any of your older skills.
In any case,you mustnot be too quickto think, How stupidit wasnot to seethat right away!
Rememter the principle of exceptibns:it may be rash to changeyourselftoo much iust to
accommodatealingle strangeexperience.To takeeveryexceptionseriouslyis to risk the loss
of generalrulesthaiprevioui expiriencehasshownto work most frequently.You must alsobe
particularlywary of methodsyou can alwaysuse:
Quit whatyou'redoing.
Find an easierProblem.
Takea rest.You'll feelbetterafterward.
Simplywait. Eventuallythesituationwill change.
Startoveragain.Thingsmayworkout betterthe nexttimeSuch methodsare foo general;they'rethingsthat one can alwaysdo, but they do not apply
especiallywell to any particularproblem. Sometimesthey can help us get unstuck,but they
must be tarred from usualthought-or at leastbe givenlow priority. It isn't any accidentthat
the thingsthat we can "always"do are just the oneswe shouldrarelydo.
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14,6 THEITWESTMENT
PRINCIPIJ
To him that has, more shall be given; but from him that hasnot,
the little that he hasshall be taken dwdy.
-Sr. M.lrrunw
Some ideas acquire undue influence. The prominence of the body-support idea is welldeserved;no other scheme compares to its ability to help us link things into causelike chains.
But there are other, not so honorable ways for ideasto gather influence.
The Investment Principle: Our oldest ideas have unfair advantagesoyer those
that come later. The earlier we learn a skill, the more methods we can acquire for
using it. Each new idea must then competeagainst the larger massof skills the old
ideashaveaccumulated.
This is why it's so much easierto do new things in older ways. Each new idea, however good
in principle, seemsawkward until we master it. So old ideas keep gaining strength, while new
ones can rarely catch up. Furthermore, our oldest and best-developedskills will be the first to
spread to other realms of thought where again they'll start out far enough ahead to keep any
new ideas from taking root.
In the short run, you will usually do better by using an old idea than by starting out anew. If
you can already play the piano well, it is easy to start playing the organ in the same way. The
many superficial similarities will make it hard for you to tell which aspectsof your old skills are
unsuitable, and the easiestcourse is to keep applying your old technique, trying to patch each
flaw until none show. In the long run, you'd probably do better by starting fresh with a new
technique-and then borrowing what you can from your older skills. The trouble is that we're
almost always immersed in the "short run." So the principles both of investment and of exception make us reluctant to tamper with our well-establishedskills and uniframes lest we endanger
all that we have built upon those old foundations. I don't mean to say there's anything wrong,
in principle, with using what you are comfortable with and already know. But it is dangerous to
support your old ideas merely by accumulating ways to sidesteptheir deficiencies. That only
increases the power of your old ideas to overcome new ones and could lead your style of
thought to baseitself yet all the more, as time goesby, upon lessand less.
Evolution illustrates how processescan become enslavedby the investment principle. Why
do so many animals contain their brains inside their heads-as with fish, amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and bats?This arrangement was inherited long before our earliest aquatic ancestor first
crawled upon the land three hundred million years ago. For many of those animals-woodpeckers, for example-another arrangement might serve at least as well. But once the pattern
of centralizing so many functions in the head was established,it carried with it great networks
of dependencies involving many aspects of anatomy. Because of this, any mutation that
changed any part of that arrangement would disrupt many other parts and lead to dreadful
handicaps, at least in the short run of evolution. And becauseevolution is so inherently shortsighted, it would not help if, over longer spansof time, such changescould lead to advantages.
Perhapsthe best example of this can be seen in the fact that virtually every detail of every plant
and animal on earth is written in terms of a genetic code that has scarcelychanged a single bit
in a billion years. It does not seem to be a particularly efficient or reliable code, yet so many
structures have been basedon it that all living things are stuck with it! To change a single detail
of that code would cause so many proteins to get tangled up that not a single cell could live.
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I4.7 PARTSAND HOI.ES
As an exampleof reformulation,we'll representthe conceptof a box in the form of a machine
that has ^ goil. We can usethis to understandthe Hand-Changephenomenon.What makesa
Block-Arcitrapa person'sarm so that there'sno way to escapeexceptto withdraw?One way to
explainthis is to imaginethe arch as madeof four potentialobstacles-that is, if we include
the floor.
TOP OBSTACLE
RIGHTOBSTACTE

LEFT OBSTACLE -.--

An obstacleis an obiect that interfereswith the goalof movingin a certaindirection.To be
trappedis to be unableto move in any acceptabledirection.Why doesthe block-archform a
trap?The simplestexplanationis that eachof its four sidesis a separateobstaclethat keepsus
from escapingin a certaindirection.(For our presentpurposes,we'll regardmoving the hand
forward or backwardas unacceptable.)Thereforewe're trapped,since there are only four
acceptabledirections-up, down, left, or right-and each of them is separatelyblocked.Psychologically,however,there'ssomethingmissingin that explanation:it doesn'tquite describe
our senseof beingtrapped.When you're caughtinsidea box, you feel as though somethingis
trying to keepyou there.The box seemsmorethan just its separatesides;you don't feel trapped
by any particular side. It seemsmore like a conspiracyin which each obstacleis made more
effectivebecauseof how all the other obstacleswork togetherto keepyou from going around
it. In the next sectionwe'll assemblean agencythat representsthis activesenseof frustration
by showinghow thoseobstaclescooperateto keepyou in.
In order to representthis conceptof trap or enclosure,we'll first needa wayto representthe
idea of a container.To simplify matters,insteadof trying to deal with a genuine, six-sided,
boxlikecontainer,we'll consideronly a two-dimensional,four-sidedrectanthree-dimensional
gle. This will let us continue to use our Block-Archuniframe,togetherwith that extra sideto
representthe floor.
T O PRIGHT
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Why focus so sharply on the concept of a container? Becausewithout that concept, we could
scarcely understand the structure of the spatial world. Indeed, every normal child spends a
great deal of time learning about space-surroundingshapes-as physical implements for containing, protecting, or imprisoning objects. But the same idea is also important not only physically, but psychologically, as a mental implement for envisioning and understanding other,
more complicated structures. This is becausethe idea of a set of "all possibledirections" is one
of the great, coherent, cross-realmcorrespondencesthat can be used in many different realms
of thousht.
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I4.E THEPOWEROF NEGATTT/E
THINKING
When life walls us in, ottr intelligence cuts an opening, for, though
there be no remedyfor an unrequited love, one can win releasefrim
suffering, even if only by drawing from the lessonsit hasto teach.
The intelligence doesnot recognizein life any closed situations
without an outlet.
-Mencnr Pnousr
How do boxes keep things in? Geometry is a fine tool for understanding shapes,but alone, it
can't explain the Hand-Change mystery. For that, you also have to know how moving worisl
Suppose you pushed a car through that Block-Arch. Your arm would be imprisoned until you
pulled it out. How can you comprehend the causeof this?The diagram below depicts an agency
that representsthe severalways an arm can move inside a rectangle. The top-level agentMov'e
has four subagents:Mow-Left, Move-Right, Mote-IJp, andMoye-Down. (As before, we'll ignore
the possibilityof moving in and out, in three dimensions.)If we connect each of these subagents to the corresponding side of our four-sided box frame, each agent will be able to test
whether the arm can move in the corresponding direction (by seeing whether there is an
obstacle there). Then, if every direction is blocked, the arm can't move at all-and that's what
we mean by being "trapped."

The "---o" symbol indicates that each box-frame agent is connected to inhibit the corresponding subagent of Move. An obstacle to the left puts Move-Left into a can't-move state. If
all four obstaclesare present, then all four box-frame agents will be activated; this will inhibit
all of Move's agent5-which will leave Move itself in a can't-move state-and we'll know that
the trap is complete. However, if we saw aTopless-Arch,then the Move-Up agent would not be
inhibited, and Moye would not be paralyzed!This suggestsan interesting way to find an escape
from a Topless-Arch. First you imagine being trapped inside a box-frame-from which you
know there's no escape.Then, since the top block is actually missing, when your vision system
looks for actual obstacles, there will be no signal to inhibit the Moye-Up agent. Accordingly,
Move can activate that agent, and your arm will move upward automatically to escape!
This method has a paradoxical quality. It begins by assuming that escaping is impossible.
Then this pessimisticmental act-imagining that one's arm is trapped-leads directly to finding
a way out. We usually expect to solve our problems in more positive, goal-directed ways, by
comparing what we have with what we wish-and then removing the differences. But here
we've done the opposite. We compared our plight, not with what we want, but with a situation
even worse-the least desirable antigoal. Yet even that can actually help, by showing how the
present situation fails to match that hopelessstate. Which strategyis best to use?Both depend
on recognizing differences and on knowing which actions affect those differences. The optimistic strategy makes sensewhen one seesseveralways to go-and merely has to choose the best.
The pessimisticstrategy should be reservedfor when one seesno way at all, when things seem
really desperate.
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I4.9 THEINTERACTION.SOUARE
What's so special about moving left or right or up or down? At first one might suppose that
these ideas work only for motions in a two-dimensional space.But we can also use this squarelike frame for many other realms of thought, to representhow pairsof causesinteract- What is
an interaction, anyway?We say that causesinteract if, when combined, they lead to effects that
neither can cause separately.For example, by combining horizontal and vertical motions, we
can move to places that can't be reached with either kind of motion by itself. We can represent
the effects oisuch combinations by using a diagram with labelslike those on a compass.
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Many of our body joints can movein two independentdirectionss[ 6nss-not the knee,but
certainly the wrist, shoulder,hip, ankle, thumb, and eye. How do we learn to control such
agencomplicatedjoints?My hypothesisis that we do this by traininglittle interaction-square
possible
combinations.
motion
cies,which beginby learningsomethingabouteachof the nine
arraysbecause
I suspectthat we alsobasemany of our nonphysicalskillson interaction-square
that is the simplestway to representwhat happenswhen two causesinteract. (There is even
some evidencethat many sectionsof the brain are composedof squarearraysof smaller
agencies.)
is not reallyinvolvedwith spaceat
Considerthat the Spatial agencyin our Society-of-More
all, but with interactionsbetweenagentsllkeTall andThin. [f you weretold that one objectA
is both taller and wider than anotherobjectB, you could be surethat there is "more" of A. But
if you were told that A is taller and thinner than B, you couldn't be surewhich one is "more."
array providesa convenientway to representall the possiblecombinaAn interaction-square
tions:
S H O R T E R+ S A M E + T A L L E R
THINNER
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If square-arrayscan represent how palrs of causesinteract, could similar schemes be used
with three or more causes?That might need too many "directions" to be practical. We'd need
twenty-seven directions to representthree interacting causesthis way, and eighty-one to represent four. Only rarely, it seems,do people deal with more than two causesat a time; instead,
we either find ways to reformulate such situations or we accumulate disorderly societies of
partially filled interaction-squaresthat cover only the most commonly encountered combinations.
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CONSCIOUSNESS
AND MEMORY
But if this is true, drewe not led into what philosophers
call an
infinite regrcss,
the explanationof one thing in termsof an
earlierwhich again needsthe sametypeof explanation?
lf Constablesaw the English landscapein termsof
Gainsborough'
s paintings,what aboutGainsborough
himself?
We can dnswerthis. Cainsboroughsaw the lowland sceneryof
East Anglia in termsof Dutch paintingswhich he arduously
studiedand copied.. . . And wheredid the Dutch get their
vocabulary?The answerto this tybe of questionis preciselywhat
is known as the "historyof drt."
-8.

H. GougnrcH

MENTATSTATE
15.I MOMENTARY
is knowingwhat happensin our minds right at the
We normally assumethat consciousness
does not concern the
pr.r..ri ti*e.'In the next few sections,I'll argue that consciousness
but the past:it hasto do with how we tlhinkaboutthe recordsof our recentthoughts'
iresent,
^But
how can thinking aboutthoughtsbe possibleat all?
whateverpeoplemeanto
There'ssomethingqueeraboutdescribingconsciousness:
say,they iust cait'seem to makeit clear.It's not like feelingconfusedor ignorant.
it properly. How could
Instead',we feel we knowwhat'sgoingon but can't describe
anything seemso close,yet alwayskeepbeyondour reach?
There is a simplesensein which thinking about a thought is not so differentfrom thinking
about an ordinaiy thing. We know that ceitain agenciesmust learn to recognizs-and svsn
name-the feel oi toucf,ing, hand or an ear. Similarly,theremust be other agenciesthat learn
to recognizeevents insidethe brain-for example,the activitiesof the agenciesthat manage
we recognizeasconsciousness.
-.*orLr. And those,I claim,arethe basesof the awarenesses
There is nothing peculiaraboutthe ideaof sensingeventsinsidethe brain. Agentsare agents
brain-event,as to detecta
-and it is as .^ry fbr an agentto be wired to detecta brain-caused
are connecteddirectlyto
agents
of
our
minority
a
small
only
brain-event.Indeed,
world-caused
skin;most of the agents
eye
or
the
from
signals
send
sensorsin the outer world, like thosethat
with agentsthat
concerned
especially
we're
in the brain detecteventsinsidethe brain. But here
roots of conthe
lie
at
These
are engagedin using and changingour most recentmemories.
sciousness.
Why, for example,do we becomelessconsciousof some things when we becomemore
of others?Surelythis is becausesomeresourceis approachingsomelimitation-and
"orrr"io,r,
I'll arguethat it is our limited capacityto keepgoodrecordsof our recentthoughts.Why, for
.*"*p1., do thoughtsso often seemto flow in serialstreams?It is becausewheneverwe run
out oi room, the iecordsof our recent thoughtsmust then displacethoseof our older ones.
And why are we so unawareof how we get our new ideas?Becausewheneverwe solvehard
problemi, our short-termmemoriesbecomeso involvedwith doing that that they haveneither
havedone.
ii-" .ror spacefor keepingdetailedrecordsof what they themselves
What hippens when we try to think aboutour mostrecentthoughts?We examineour recent
memories.But thesewere alreadyinvolvedin what we were "thinking" aborst-and any self'
inspectingprobeis proneto changeiust what it's lookingaf. Then the systemis likely to break
down. It is hard enoughto describesomethingwith a stableshape;it is evenharderto describe
somethingthat changesits shapebeforeour eyes;and it is virtually impossibleto speakof the
shapesof thingsthatihange into somethingelseeachtime we try to think of them. And that's
whit happenswhen we try to think aboutour presentthoughts-since eachsuchthought must
changebur mental statelWould any processnot becomeconfusedthat alterswhat it's looking
at?In such a fix, how could one everhopeto be articulate?
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I5.2 SETF.EXAMINATION
What do we mean by words like "sentience,""consciousness,"or "self-awareness"?
They all
seem to refer to the sense of feeling one's mind at work-but beyond that, it is hard to say
whether there are any differencesin what they mean. For instance,supposethat you had just
smiled, and someone askedif you had been consciousof this. It would scarcelvmatter how
that question was posed:
"Did you iust smile?"
"Do you realizethat you iust smiled?"
"Do you remembersmiling?"
"Were you consciousof doing so?"
"Were you awdreof it?"
Each of thesequestionsreally askswhat you can say about your recent mental past. In order
for you to reply truthfully, "Yes, I know I smiled," your speaking-agencies
must use some
records about the recent activity of certain agents. But what about all the other activities
involved in everything you say and do? If you were truly self-aware,wouldn't you know all
those other things as well? There is a common myth that what we view as consciousnessis
measurelesslydeep and powerful-yet actually, we scarcelyknow a thing about what happens
in the great computers of our brains. How can we think, not knowing what it is to think? How
can we get such good ideas,yet not be able to saywhat ideasare or how they're made?
Why is it so hard to talk about our presentstateof mind? We've alreadyseenseveralreasons
for this. One is that the time-delaysbetween the different parts of a mind mean that the concept
of a "present state" is not psychologicallysound. Another reason is that each attempt to reflect
upon our mental statewill changethat state,and this meansthat trying to know our stateis like
photographing something that is moving too fast: such pictures will always be blurred. In any
case, we aren't much concerned in the first place with learning how to describe our mental
states;instead,we're more engagedwith practical things, like making plans and carrying them
out.
How much genuine self-insightis possiblefor us?I'm sure our memory-machineryprovides
some useful clues, if only we could learn to interpret them. But it is unlikely that any part of
the mind can ever obtain completedescriptionsof what happensin the other parts, because,it
seems,our memory-control systemshave too little temporary memory even to representtheir
own activitiesin much detail.
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15.3 MEMORY
states' Supposeyou want
In order for a mind to think, it has to iuggle fragments of its mental
shifting, first to one
keeps
to rearrange the furniture inside a room yo" k"o*. Your attention
perhaps,
to how the light
corner, then to another, next to the cenier of the room, and then,
other' At one moment
falls on some object on ashelf. Different ideasand imagesinterrupt each
at another moment you
It ,."*, as though your entire mind were focused on one small detail;
thinking about that room in the first place; then you might find
might jwell on i,ftv v""
"lf that couch
"re
yourself comparing or contrasting two different rearrangementsof that scene:
path so that
the
block
would
that
no,
iurn onn, here, thei would be ,ooi for gueststo chat-but
they wouldn't be able to enter."
do the
How do our various agencies keep track of imaginary changes in scenes?Where
be
must
They
different versions go whe; out of mind, and how do we get them back again?
that
to learn
stored as memories. But what do we mean by that? Some readersmay be surprised
memories
when
brains
in
our
happens
what
of
theory
biologists still have no well-established
mechadifferent
two
least
at
be
must
there
fo"r*.d. Psychologists,however, do agree that
years
or
all
one's
"r.
or
persist
days
for
nisms. We appear to liave "long-term meriories," which can
next
In
the
minutes.
or
life. We also haue "short-termhemories," which last only for seconds
thoughts.
recent
few sections we'll talk mostly about the uses of these transient traces of our
For example, whenever we get stuck in the course of solving a problem, we need to be able to
backtrack, modify our strategy, and try again. To do this we need those short-term memories,
if only not to repeat the same mistake.
How much d-owe remember? Sometimes we surprise ourselvesby remembering things we
didn't know we knew. Could this mean that we remember everything?Some older theories in
psychology have supposed this to be true, and there are many legends of persons having
irUrrto,rgbilities. Foie*a*ple, we often hear about people with "photographic memories" that
enable them to quickly memorize all the fine details of a complicated picture or a page of text
in a few seconds. So far as I can tell, all of these tales are unfounded myths, and only professional magicians or charlatans can produce such demonstrations.
In any case, I suspectwe never really remember very much about a particular experience.
Instead, our various agenciesselectivelydecide, unconsciously,to transfer only certain states
into their long-term memories-perhaps becausethey have been classifiedas useful, dangerous, unusual, or significantin other respects.It would be of little use for us simply to maintain
vast stores of unclaisified memories if, every time we needed one, we had to search through all
of them. Nor would it be of any use for them all to flood at once into our agencies. Instead,
each of us must develop fruitful and effective ways to organize our memories-but how that's
done is inaccessibleto consciousness.What barriers keep us from knowing such things? The
next few sectionssketch out some theories, both about how our memory-systemswork and why
we can't find this out directly by examining our own thoughts.
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I5.4 MEMORIESOF MEMORIES
Ask anyone for memories from childhood, and everyone will readily produce a handful of
storieslike this:
My neighbor'sfather died when I was four. I remembersitting with my friend in
front of their house, watching people come and go. lt was strange. No one said
anything.
It's hard to distinguish memories from memories of memories. Indeed, there's little evidence
that any of our adult memories really go way back io infancy; what seem like early memories
may be nothing more than reconstructions of our older thoughts. For one thing, recollections
from our first five years seem strangely isolated;if we ask what happened earlier that day, the
answer almost always is, "I cdn't rememberthat." Furthermore, many of those early memories
involve incidents so significant that they probably occupied the child's mind repeatedly over a
period of years. Most suspiciousof all is the fact that such recollectionsare frequently described
as seen through other, older eyes-with the narrator portrayed inside the scene, right near the
center of the stage.Since we never actually seeourselves,these mustbe reconstructedmemories, rehearsedand reformulated since infancy.
I suspectthat this "amnesia of infancy" is no mere effect of decay over time but an inevitable
result of growing out of infancy. A memory is not a separateentity, apart from how it works
upon the mind. To remember an early experience,you must be able not only to."retrieve"
some old records, but to reconstruct how your earlier mind reacted to them-and to do that,
you would have to become an infant again. To outgrow infancy, you have to sacrifice your
memories becausethey're written in an ancient script that your later selvescan no longer read.
We reconstruct our recent memoriesas well, since they portray lesswhat we saw than what
we recognized. From every moment to the next, your mental stateis shapednot only by signals
from the outer world, but by agentsactivated by the memories these evoke. For example, when
you see a chair, what makes it appear to you to be a chair-rather than an assortment of sticks
and boards?It must evoke some memories.Only a part of your impressioncomes from agents
activated directly by your vision; most of what your higherJevel agenciesexperiencecomes
from the memories those vision-agentsactivate. Usually, we have no conscious sense of this
happening, and we never use words like "memory" or "remembering" when the processworks
quickly and quietly; instead, we speak of "seeing" or "recognizing" or "knowing." This is because such processesleave too few traces for the rest of the mind to contemplate; accordingly,
such processesare unconscious, becauseconsciousnessrequires short-term memory. It is only
when a recognition involvessubstantialtime and effort that we speakof "remembering."
Then what do we mean by "memory"? Our brains use many different ways to store the traces
of our pasts.No singleword can describeso much, unlessit is used only in a general,informal
sense.
Memories are processesthat make some of our agents act in much the sdme wdys
they did at varioustimes in the past.
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I5.5

THE IMMANENCE IIIUSION

Everyone will readily allow that there is a considerabledifference
betweenthe perceptionsof the mind, when a man feelsthe pain of
excessiveheat, or the pleasureof moderatewarmth, and when he
afterwardsrecallsto his memory this sensation,or anticipates it by
his imagination. Thesefacultiesmay mimic or copy the
perceptionsofthe senses;
but they nevercdn entirely reachthe force
and vivacity of the original sentiment. . . . The most lively
thought is still inferior to the dullest sensation.
-Dnvrn HuMs
We like to think of memories as though they could restore to us things we've known in the
past. But memories can't really bring things back; they only reproduce some fragments of our
former states of mind, when various sights, sounds, touches, smells, and tastes affected us.
Then what makes some recollections seem so real? The secret is that real-time experience is
just as indirectl The closest we can come to apprehending the world, in any case, is through
the descriptions our agents make. In fact, if we inquired instead about why real things seem
real, we would see that this depends, as well, on memories of things we've already known.
For instance, when you see a telephone, you have a sensenot only of the aspectsyou can
see-its color, texture, size, and shape-but also of how it feels to hold the instrument to your
ear. You also seem to know at once what telephonesare for: that you speak into hereand listen
there;that when it rings you answer it; that when you want to call, you dial it. You have a sense
of what it weighs, of whether it is soft or hard, of what its other side is like-although you
haven't even touched it yet. These apprehensionscome from memories.
The Immanence Illusion: Wheneyeryou cdn dnswera questionwithout a noticeable delay, it seemsas though that answerwerealreadyactive in your mind.
This is part of why we feel that what we see is "present" in the here and now. But it isn't
really true that whenever a real object appearsbefore our eyes, ih full description is instantly
available. Our sense of momentary mental time is flawed; our vision-agenciesbegin arousing
memories beforetheir own work is fully done. For example, when you seea horse, a preliminary
recognition of its general shape may lead some vision-agentsto start evoking memories about
horsesbefore the other vision-agentshave discerned its head or tail. Perceptionscan evoke our
memories so quickly that we can't distinguish what we've seen from what we've been led to
recollect.
This explains some of the subjectivedifference between seeingand remembering. If you first
imagined a black telephone, you probably would not find it hard to reimagine it as red. But
when you see a black telephone and then attempt to think of it as red, your vision-systems
swiftly change it back! So the experience of seeing things has a relatively rigid character, in
contrast to the experience of imagining things. Every change that the rest of your mind tries to
impose upon your vision-agenciesis resistedand usually reversed.Perhapsit is this descriptive
rigidity that we identify with "vividness" or "objectivity." I do not mean to suggestthat this is
usually an illusion, because it often truly reflects the persistency and permanence of actual
physical objects. Sometimes, though, our sense of objectivity can get reversed-as when an
attitude or memory becomes more stable and persistentthan what it represents.For example,
our attitudes toward things we love or loathe are often much lesschangeablethan those things
themselves-particularly in the caseof other people'spersonalities.In instanceslike these, our
private memories can be more rigid than reality.
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15.6 MANY KINDSOF MEMORY
We often talk of "memory" as though it were a single definite thing. But everyone has many
kinds of memories. Some things we know seem totally detached from time, like such facts as
that twelve inches make a foot or that a bull has dangeroushorns. Other things we know seem
linked to definite spansof time or space,like memories of places where we've lived. Still other
recollections seem like souvenirs of episodeswe can reexperience:"Once, when visiting my
grandparents,I climbed an old apple tree."
A brain has no single, common memory system.lnstead, eachpart of the brain has
several types of memory-agenciesthat work in somewhat different ways, to suit
porticular purposes.
Why do we have so many kinds of memory? If memories are records of our mental statesof
earlier times, how are those records stored and kept?A popular image of memories is that they
are like objects we store away in various "places" in the brain. But then what are those places
like? How do memories get into them and come out again?And what takes place inside of the
vaults in which they're stored?Are memory banks like freezer chestswhere time standsstill, or
do their contents interact? How long can our old memories remain; do some of them grow old
and die, do they get weak and fade away or just get lost and never found?
We have the impression that even our long-term memories become harder to recall as time
goes on, and that might lead us to suppose that they have some inherent tendency to fade
away. But even that is uncertain; it could simply be becauseso many other memories begin to
interfere with them. Most likely, some types of memory mechanisms retain the records of
sensationsonly for seconds;we use others to adopt habits, goals, and styles that we hold only
for days or weeks; and we make personal attachments that endure through many months or
years. Yet suddenly, from time to time, we'll modify some memories that seemed, till then,
quite permanent.
More evidence that there are many kinds of memory has come from accidental injuries to
brains. One injury may causethe loss of abilitiesto deal with names;another injury can make
you lose some capacity to recognize faces or to remember musical tunes; still other kinds of
injuries can leave unchanged what you have learned in earlier times but keep you from learning
anything more in some particular domain. There is evidence that long-term memories can
never form at all unless their short-term antecedentsare permitted to persist for certain intervals;this processcan also be blocked by various drugs and injuries, and this is why some people
can never recollect what happened in the minutes before a brain concussion.
Finally, it appearsthat there are strong limitations on how rapidly we can construct our longterm memories. Despite all the legends about prodigies, there seems to be no evidence from
any well-designed experiments that any human being can continue to construct long-term
memories, over any substantial interval of time, more than two or three times faster than the
averageperson.
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I5.7 MEMORYREARRANGEMENTS
Let's return to moving mental furniture. What would we need to imagine moving things
around a room? First we'd need some way to represent how objects are arranged in space. In
our Blocft-Arch scenario, the scene was representedin terms of the shapesof the obiects and
the relations between them. In the case of a room scene, you might also relate each object to
the walls and corners of the room; you might notice that the couch is about midway between a
table and a chair, and that all three are lined up near a certain wall.
Once we have a method for representing rooms, we also need techniques for manipulating
these representations.How could we envision the result of exchanging that couch and chair?
Let's oversimplify, and supposethat this can be done simply by exchanging the statesof two
agencies-an agency A, which representsthe couch, and another agency B, which represents
the chair. To exchange these states,let's assumethat both agencieshave accessto two "shortterm memory-units," called M-l and M-2, which can record the statesof agencies.Then we
can exchange the states of A and B, first by storing away the states A and B, and then by
restoring them in reverse order. In other words, we could use the following simple four-step
"script":
l.
2.
3.
4.

Storethe state of A in M-1.
Store the state of B in M-2.
Use M-2 to determine the state of A.
Use M-| to determine the state of B.

A "memory-control script" like this can work only if we have memory-units that are small
enough to pick out couch-sized portions of the larger scene.M-l and M-2 would not do the job
if they could store only descriptions of entire rooms. In other words, we have to be able to
connect our short-term memories only to appropriate aspectsof our current problems. Learning such abilities is not simple, and perhaps it is a skill some people never really master. What
if we wanted to rearrange three or more objects?As a matter of fact, it is possible to produce
Lny reafiangement whatsoever, using only operations that exchange two objects at a time!
When you approach an unfamiliar kind of problem, it's best to start by making only one or two
changesat a time. Then, in the course of becoming an expert, you discover schemesthat make
severaluseful changesin memory at once.
Our pair-exchanging script needs more machinery. Because each memory-unit must wait
until the previous step is finished, the timing of each script step may have to depend on various
"condition sensors." Shortly we'll see that even this is not enough to solve hard problems; our
memory-control processesalso need ways to interrupf themselves while they call on other
agenciesor memories for help. Indeed, the problems we must solve when managing our memories are surprisingly like those we face when dealing with things in the outside world.
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Is.E ANATOMYOF MEMORY
What controls the working of the mind from one moment to the next? How do we keep our
place when doing complicated jobs, so that when interrupted from outside-or by another
thought from inside-we can "get back" to where we were, instead of having to start all over
again?How do we keep in mind which things we've tried and what we've learned along the way,
so that we don't go round and round in loops?
No one yet knows how memories control themselvesinside our brain; perhaps each major
agency has somewhat different processes,each suited to the special kinds of iobs it does. The
diagram below suggestssome of the sorts of memory-machinery we'd expect to find inside a
typical large agency.

Layersof
Long-Term
Memories

Signals"from
o t h e r a g e n c i e s - - - - l/lemory-Gontrol
Memorles

We'll assumethat every substantial agency has several"micromemory-units," each of which
is a sort of temporary K-line that can quickly store or restore the state of many of the agents in
that agency. Each agencyalso has several"short-term memory-units," which can, in turn, store
or restore the statesof the micromemories themselves.When any of these temporary memoryunits are reused, the information that was stored in them is erased-unless it has somehow
been "transferred" into more "permanent" or "long-term" memory-systems. There is good
evidence that, in human brains, the processesthat transfer information into long-term memory
are very slow, requiring time intervals that range from minutes to hours. Accordingly, most
temporary memories are permanently lost.
A growing child acquires many ways to control all these mechanisms. Accordingly, our
diagram includes the flow of information among the other agencies. Since this memorycontrolling agency must also learn and remember, our diagram includes a memory-system for
it as well.
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I5.9 INTERRTTPTION
lmagine that you plan to take a trip. You start to think of how you'll pack your traveling case
seehow to fit the larger items
and start some spatial problem-solving agency-callitPacker-to
in. Then you interrupt yourself to think about your smaller things, perhaps of how to pack your
jewelry in a smaller box. Now Pacfterhas to reapply itself to a new and different box-packing
problem. The problem of keeping track of what is happening is hard enough when one agency
calls on another one for help. Until the other's job is done, the first agency has to keep some
temporary record of what it was doing. In Packey'scase the problem is even worse because it
interrupts itself to pack the smaller box. And here is the important point: when that second
packing job is done and we return to the first, we mustn't go all the way back to the very
beginning, or elsewe would be caught in a circular loop. Instead, we must return to the point
wherewe were when we intenupted ourselves-which means the systemneeds some memory to
keep track of what it was doing before. This is exactly the same problem we mentioned long
ago when Find and Seehad severaldifferent jobs to do at the same time.
Why do we so often get confused when we're interrupted? Becausethen we have to keep our
place in several processesat once. To keep things straighi, our memory-control machinery
needs intricate skills. Yet psychologically, we're unaware that ordinary thinking is so complicated. [f someoneasked,"What wds your mind iust doing?"you might say somethinglike this:
"I wdsthinking about packing that suitcase,and startedto wonderif the umbrella
might fit. I rememberedthat on dn earliertrip,l managedto fit my camerdtripod
in the sdme cdse,and I tried to comparethe umbrella and the tripod in my mind,
to seewhich one wdslonger."
Now, this might be a true account of some of the things you were thinking about. But it says
little of how the mental work was actually done. To understand how thinking works, we'd really
need descriptions of the processesthemselves:
" A few moments ago, I activated two micromemory-units inside Packer, one of my
space-anangingagencies,while also activating one of Packer's memory-control
scripts. This script proceededto use the information inside those two micromemory-units as cues to fetch certain partial states from the long-term memorysystem attached to Packer. Next, the script controlling Packef s memory-system
requesteda certain higher-levelplanning-agencyto record most of Packei s present
state. Then it interchangedthe contents of the two actiye micromemory units, and
then used other cues to fetch another, secondscript from long-term memory-and
thus erasedthe presentcopy of itself. The last step of that secondscript causedyet
another micromemory-unit to restorePacker to its previousstate, so that the original script could continue on its interruptedcourse.Then . ."
But no one ever sayssuch things. The processesare too many levelsaway from those we use
to work the short-term memories involved with languageand consciousness.We couldn't think
so if we wanted to-without knowing more about the anatomy of our memory-machinery.
Even if we had ways to represent those processesat higher levels, our memory-controls ro.,id
probably be overloaded by attempting, both at the same time, to solve a difEcult problern and
to remember everything that was done while solving it.
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I5.IO TOSINGTRACK
Whenever we solve complicated problems, we get into situations in which our agenciesmust
keep account of many processesat once. In computer programs, the many "subiobs" often
seem to pile up like the blocks of a tower. Indeed, computer programmers often use the word
"stack" to describesuch situations.But I doubt that untrained human minds use anything so
methodical; in fact, we simply aren't very good at dealing with the kinds of situations that need
such memory-stacks.This could be why we get confusedwhen hearing sentenceslike this:
This is the malt that the rat that the cat that the dog wonied killed ate.
The very same words can be rearrangedto make an equivalent sentence anyone can understand:
This is the dog that wonied the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt.
The first sentence is hard to understand because so many verb processesinterrupt one
another that when the end of the sentence comes, three similar processesare still active-but
they have lost track of what roles should be assignedto all the remaining nouns, namely, the
rat, cat, and malt. Why do visual processesso rarely encounter similar difficulties? One reacan support more simultaneouslyoperating processesthan our
son is that our visual-systems
language-systemscan, and this reduces the need for any processto interrupt another one. A
second reason is that the vision-agenciescan choose for themselvesthe sequencein which they
attend to details, whereaslanguage-agenciesare controlled by the person who is speaking.
lt takes each person many yearsto learn to use those memory-systemswell. Younger children
certainly cannot keep track as well as adults. It's generally of little use to ask a pair of two-yearolds to play together or to take turns at using a toy. We consider them to be too self-centered
and impatient for that. Surely much of their undisciplined impulsivenesscomes from desires
that are lessregulated than our own. But that impatience could also stem from insecurity about
memory: the child may fear that what it wants will slip from mind while other thoughts are
entertained. In other words, the child who is askedto "take turns" might fear that by the time
its turn arrives,it may not want the object anymore.
When people ask, "Could a machine ever be conscious?" I'm often tempted to ask back,
"Could
ever be conscious?" I mean this as a serious reply, because we seem so ill
"-p.iron
equipped io understand ourselves.Long before we became concerned with understanding how
we work, our evolution had already constrained the architecture of our brains. However, we
can design our new machines as we wish, and provide them with better ways to keep and
examine-recordsof their own activities-and this means that machines are potentially capable
of far more consciousnessthan we are. To be sure, simply providing machines with such
information would not automatically enable them to use it to promote their own development,
and until we can design more sensiblemachines, such knowledge might only help them find
more ways to fail: the easier to change themselves,the easierto wreck themselves-until they
learn to irain themselves.Fortunately, we can leave this problem to the designersof the future,
who surely would not build such things unless they found good reasonsto'
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THE RECI'RSIONPRINCIPTE

Let's consider one last time how a mind could juggle nonexistentfurniture inside an imaginary room. To compare different arrangements, we must somehow maintain at least two
different descriptions in the mind at once. Can we store them in different agencies,both active
at the same time? That would mean splitting our space-arranging-agencyinto two different
smaller portions, each working on one of those descriptions.On the surface, there's nothing
clearly wrong with that. However, if those smaller agenciesbecame involved with similar jobs,
then they, in turn, would also have to split in two. And then we'd have to do each of those lobs
with but one-quarterof a mind. If we had to divide agenciesinto smallerand smallerfragments,
each job would end up with no mind at all!
At first this might seem to be an unusual situation. But it really is very common. The best
way to solve a hard problem is to break it into severalsimpler ones, and break those into even
simpler ones. Then we face the sameissueof mental fragmentation.Happily, there is another
way. We can work on the various parts of a problem in serialorder, one after another, using
the sameagencyover and over again.Of course,that takesmore time. But it has one absolutely
fundamental advantage:each agency can apply its full power to every subproblem!
The Recursion Principle; When a problem splits into smaller parts, then unless
one cdn apply the mind's full powerto eachsubiob,one'sintellect will get dispersed
and leaye lesscleyernessfor each new task.
Indeed, our minds don't usually shatter into helplessfragmentswhen problems split into
parts. We can imagine how to pack a jewelry box without forgetting where it will fit into a
suitcase.This suggeststhat we can apply our full space-arrangingresourcesto each problem in
turn. But how, then, do we get back to the first problem, after we've thought about the other
ones, without having to start all over again?To common sense the answer seems clear: we
simply "rememberwherewe were." But this means that we must have some way to store, and
later re-create, the states of interrupted agencies.Behind the scene.s,we need machinery to
keep track of all the incomplete accomplishments, to remember what was learned along the
way, to compare different results,and to measureprogressin order to decide what to do next.
All this must go on in accord with larger, sometimeschanging plans.
The need to recall our recent statesis why our "short-termmemories"are short-term memories! In order to do their complex jobs so quickly and effectively, each micromemory-device
must be a substantialsystemof machinery, with many intricate and specializedconnections.[f
so, our brains cannot afford to make too rnany duplicate copiesof that machinery, so we must
reuse what we have for different iobs. Each time we reuse a micromemory-device, the information stored inside must be erased-or moved to another, lesscostly place. But that would
also take some time and interrupt the flow of thought. Our short-termmemoriesmust work too
fast to have any time for consciousness.
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CHAPTER
7 5

EMOTION
Each emotionhas its own world view.
Love includesand mergesand nurtures
loy is light and dancesevenwith the eyes
Crief heavy,hopeless,and the lungs empty, as is the heart
and Hate wantsto destroy,to kill,
that is its very ndture
and almostinvoluntarily, matterof factly,
anotherpart of me says
"es ist dashier ia nicht unbekannt."
-MeNpnro CrvNBs

I6.I

EMOTION

Why do so many people think emotion is harder to explain than intellect? They're always
saying things like this:
"I understand,in principle, how a computer might solveproblemsby reasoning.
But I can't imagine how a computer could haye emotions, or comprehendthem.
That doesn'tseemat all the sortof thing machinescould eyerdo."
We often think of anger as nonrational. But in our Challenger scenario, the way that Work
employs Anger to subdue S/eepseemsno lessrational than using a stick to reach for something
beyond one's grasp. Anger is merely an implement that Work can use to solve one of its
problems. The only complication is that Worft cannot arouseAnger directly; however, it discovers a way to do this indirectly, by turning on the fantasyof ProfessorChallenger. No matter
that this leads to statesof mind that people call emotional. To Worft it's merely one more way
to do what it's assignedto do. We'realwaysusing imagesand fantasiesin ordinary thought. We
use "imagination" to solve a geometry problem, plan a walk to some familiar place, or choose
what to eat for dinner: in each, we must envisionthings that aren't actually there. The use of
fantasies,emotional or not, is indispensablefor every complicatedproblem-solving process.We
alwayshave to deal with nonexistentscenes,becauseonly when a mind can change the ways
things dpped"rto be can it really start to think of how to change the ways things cre.
In any case, our culture wrongly teachesus that thoughts and feelings lie in almost separate
worlds. In fact, they're always intertwined. In the next few sections we'll propose to regard
emotions not as separatefrom thoughts in general, but as varieties or types of thoughts, each
based on a different brain-machine that specializesin some particular domain of thought. In
infancy, these "protospecialists"have little to do with one another, but later they grow together
as they learn to exploit one another, albeit without understanding one another, the way Worft
exploits Anger to stop Sleep.
Another reason we consider emotion to be more mysterious and powerful than reason is that
we wrongly credit it with many things that reasondoes.We're all so insensitiveto the complexity
of ordinary thinking that we take the marvelsof our common sensefor granted. Then, whenever anyone doessomethingoutstanding,insteadof trying to understandthe processof thought
that did the real work, we attribute that virtue to whichever superficial emotional signs we can
easilydiscern,like motivation, passion,inspiration,or sensibility.
In any case,no matter how neutral and rational a goal may seem, it will eventually conflict
with other goalsif it persistsfor long enough. No long-term project can be carried out without
some defense against competing interests, and this is likely to produce what we call emotional
reactionsto the conflicts that come about among our most insistentgoals.The question is not
whether intelligent machinescan have anv emotions,but whether machinescan be intelligent
without any emotions. I suspect that once we give machines the ability to alter their own
abilities we'll have to provide them with all sorts of complex checks and balances.It is probably
no accident that the term "machinelike" has come to have hvo opposite connotations. One
means completely unconcerned, unfeeling, and emotionless,devoid of any interest. The other
means being implacably committed to some single cause.Thus each suggestsnot only inhumanity, but also some stupidity. Too much commitment leadsto doing only one single thing;
too little concern producesaimlesswanderrng.
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16.2 MENTATGROWTH
In ancient times it was believedthat the newbornmind startedout just like a full-grown
mind, exceptfor not yet being filled with ideas.Thus children were seenas ignorant adults,
conceivedwith all their future aptitudes.Today,therearemanydifferentviews.Somemodern
theoriesseea baby'smind asstartingwith a singleSelfwhoseproblemis to learn to distinguish
itself from the rest of the world. Othersseethe infant'smind as a placecontaininga horde of
mind-fragments,mixed togetherin a disconnectedand incoherentconfusionin which each
must learn to interact and cooperatewith the othersso that they can grow togetherto form a
more coherentwhole. Yet anotherimageseesthe child'smind as growingthrough a seriesof
layerlikeconstructionstagesin which new levelsof machineryare basedand built upon the
olderones.
How do our minds form? Is every personborn containinga hidden, built-in intellect iust
The theoriesof the
waitingto revealitself?Or must minds grow in little stepsfrom emptiness?
We'll
startby envisionconceptions.
ingredients
from
both
these
few
will
combine
sections
next
"proto-specialists,"
with
someimporconcerned
each
of
separate
ing a simplebrain composed
defense.
But
there are
or
comfort,
goal,
like
food,
drink,
shelter,
or instinct,
tant requirement,
to
need
administrative
agencies
we
reasonswhy thosesystemsmust be merged.On one side,
be
On the other side, each specialistmust
resolveconflictsbehveenthe separatespecialists.
ableto exploitwhateverknowledgethe othersgain.
For a relativelysimpleanimal, a loose-knitleagueof nearly separateagencieswith built-in
goalsmight sufficefor survivingin a suitableenvironment.But human minds don't merely
l."rr n.* waysto reachold goals;we can alsolearnnew kindsof goals.This enablesus to live
within a broaderrangeof possibleenvironments,but that versatilitycomeswith its own dangers.If we could learn new goalswithout constraint,we'd soonfall prey to accidents-both in
ihe world and insideour own minds. At the simplestlevels,we have to be protectedagainst
such accidentsaslearningnot to breathe.On higherlevels,we needprotectionagainstacquiring lethal goalslike learningto suppressour other goalsentirely-the way that certain saints
could guidea mind towardgoalsthat will
and mystici do. What sortsof built-in self-constraints
not causeit to destroyitself?
No possibleinheritanceof built-in genescan tell us what is goodfor u3-!ss4u5e, unlike all
mostof the problemswe face.Accordingly,each
other animals,we humansmakefor ourselves
human individualmust learn new goalsfrom what we call the traditionsand heritagesof our
Consequentlyour genesmust build somesort of "general-purpose"
peersand predecessors.
hachinery-through which individualscan acquire and transmit goalsand valuesfrom one
generationto another. How could brain-machinestransferthings like valuesand goals?The
next few sectionssuggestthat this is done by exploitingthe kindsof personalrelationshipswe
call emotional,such asfear and affection,attachmentand dependency,or hate and love.
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16.3 MENTAJ.PROTO-SPECI.AIISTS
Supposeyou had to build an artificial animal. First you'd make a list of everything you want
your animalto do. Then you'd ask your engineersto find a way to meet each need.

This diagram depicts a separate agency for each of several "basic needs." Let's call them
"proto-specialists." Each has a separatemini-mind to do its job and is equipped with special
sensorsand effectors designed to suit its specific needs. For example, the proto-specialist for
Thirst might have a set of parts like these:

It would not usuallybe practicalto makean animalthat way.With all thoseseparatespecialists,we'd end up with a dozendifferentsetsof headsand handsand feet.Not only would it cost
too much to carry and feedall thoseorgans;they'dalsoget in one another'swayl Despitethat
inconvenience,there actuallydo existsomeanimalsthat work this way and thus can do many
thingsat once.Genetically,the swarmsof socialantsand beesarereallymultibodiedindividuals
whosedifferent organsmove around freely. But most animalseconomizeby having all their
proto-specialists
sharecommonsetsof organsfor their interactionswith the outer world.

Another kind of economy comes from allowing the proto-specialiststo share what they learn.
Whether you seek warmth, safety, nutrition, or companionship-eventually you'll have to be
able to recognize and act in order to acquire the objects you need. So even though their initial
goals are entirely different, all those different proto-specialistswill end up needing to solve the
same sorts of "subproblsp5"-511sh as finding ways around obstacles and deciding how to
conserve limited resources.Whenever we try to solve problems of increasing complexity, whatever particular techniques we already know become correspondingly less adequate, and it
becomes more important to be able to acquire new kinds of knowledge and skills. In the end,
most of the mechanisms we need for any highly ambitious goal can be shared with most of our
other eoals.
When a dog runs, it moves its legs.
When a seaurchin runs, it is moyed by its legs.
-le,roB voN UExxUr-rEMOTION
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16.4 CROSS-EXCLUSION
An ordinarysingle-bodied
animalcan only movein one directionat a time, and this tendsto
constrainit to work towardonly one goalat a time. For example,when such an animal needs
water urgently, its specialistfor "thirst" takescontrol;however,if cold is paramount,finding
warmth takesprecedence.But if severalurgent needsoccur at once, there must be a way to
selectone of them. One schemefor this might usesomesort of centralmarketplace,in which
the urgenciesof different goalscompeteand the highestbidder takescontrol. However,that
strategyis prone to fall into a funny, fatalindecisiveness.
To seethe problem,imaginethat our
animalis both very hungry and very thirsty.
Supposethat our animal'shungeris, at first, iust slightly moreurgentthan its
thirst. So i f setsout on a trek towardthe N orth Plain, wherefoodis usuallyfound.
When it anivesand takesa bite of food, its thirst instantly takesprecedence
over
its needfor food!
Now that thirst has top priority, our animal setsout on the long iourneytoward
SouthLake.But onceit anivesand takesonesatisfyingsip,thebalanceinstantly
tipsbackto food!Our animalis doomedto iourneybackandforth,gettinghungrier
and thirstier.Eachaction only equalizes
eyer-growing
urgencies.
This would be no problemat a dinner table,wherefood and drink areboth within easyreach.
But under natural conditions,no animalcould survivethe wasteof energy,when everyminor
fluctuationcauseda major changein strategy.One way to managethis would be to use that
"marketplace"infrequently-but that would make our animal less capableof dealing with
emergencies.Another way is to use an arrangementcalledcross-exclusion,
which appearsin
many portionsof the brain. In such a system,each memberof a group of agentsis wired to
send"inhibitory" signalsto all the other agentsof that group.This makesthem competitors.
When any agentof such a group is aroused,its signalstend to inhibit the others.This leadsto
an avalancheeffect-as eachcompetitorgrowsweaker,its abilityto inhibit its challengersalso
weakens.The resultis that evenif the initial differencebetweencompetitorsis small,the most
activeagentwill quickly "lock out" all the others.

ln each case, the aetivity of
the shadedagent suppresses
the activity of its competitors,
through the inhibitory connections.

Two Examplesof Gross-Exclusion
Cross-exclusionarrangementscould provide a basisfor the principle of "noncompromise" in
regions of the brain where competitive mental agentslie close together. Cross-exclusiongroups
can also be used to construct short-termmemory-units.Whenever we force one agent of such
a group into activity, even for a moment, it will remain active (and the others will remain
suppressed)until the situation is changed by some other strong external influence. Weaker
external signals will have scarcelyany effect at all becauseof resistancefrom within. Why call
this a short-term memory if it can persist indefinitely? Becausewhen it does get changed, no
trace will remain of its previousstate.
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16.5 AVAI.ANCHEEFFECTS
Few of the schemes we've discussedwould actually work if they were built exactly as they
were described. Most of them would soon break down becausevirtually all their agents would
become engagedinto unconstrained activity. Supposeeach typical agent tends to arouse several
others. Then each of those would turn on severalmore-and each of those would turn on yet
others; the activity would spread faster than a forest fire. But all that activity would accomplish
nothing, since all those agents would interfere with each other and none of them could gain
control of the resources they need. Indeed, this is more or less what happens in an attack of
epilepsy.
Similar problems arise in every biological system. Each simple principle or mechanism must
be controlled to operate within some limited range. Even little groups of genesembody schemes
to regulate the quantities of proteins they cause to be manufactured inside every cell. We find
the same pattern repeatedon every scale.Every biological tissue,organ, and systemis regulated
by severalkinds of control mechanisms, and wherever thesefail we find disease.What normally
protects our brains from such avalanchesof activity? The cross-exclusionscheme is probably
the most usual way to regulate the levels of activities within our agencies.But there are also
severalother frequently encountered schemesto prevent explosions.
Conservation: Forceall activities to dependupon somesubstanceor other kind of
quantity of which only a certain amount is available. For example, we controlled
our Snarc machine by setting a limit on the total electriccunent availableto all
the agents;this permitted only a few of them to be actiyeat any particular moment.
Negative Feedback: Supply d "summary" devicethat estimatesthe total activity
in the dgency and then broadcaststo that dgency an "inhibitory" signal whose
strength is in proportion to that total. This will tend to damp down incipient
ayalanches.
Censors and Suppressors:The "conserydtion" and "feedback"schemestend to be
indisuiminate. Later we'Il discussmethodsthat aremoresensitiyeand yersatilein
learning to recognize-and then to attoid-specific patterns of actitity that have
led to trouble in the past.
These methods are simple enough to be applied inside small societies, but they are not
versatile enough to solve all the management difficulties that can arise in the more complex
societieswe need for learning to solve harder problems. Fortunately, systemsbuilt upon larger
scalesmay be able to apply their own enhanced abilities to managing themselves-by formulating and solving their own self-regulationproblems. In the next few sectionswe'll see how such
capacitiescould grow in the course of severalstagesof development. Not all of this need happen
independently inside each separatechild's mind, becausethat child's family and cultural community can develop self-regulationschemesof great complexity. All human communities seem
to work out policies for how their members ought to think, in forms that are thought of as
common senseor as law, religion, or philosophy.
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I6,6 MOTTVATION
Imagine that a thirsty child has learned to reach for a nearby cup. What keeps that child,
afterward, from reaching for a cup in every other circumstance-say, when it is lonely or when
it is cold? How do we keep separatewhat we learn for satisfyingdifferent goals?One way is to
maintain a separatememory bank for everydistinct goal.

&pante KnowledgeBanksfor Every proto-qecialist
To make this work, we must restrict each specialistto learn only when its own goal is active.
We can accomplish that by building them into a cross-exclusionsystem so that,-for example,
Hunger's memories can be formed only when Hunger is active. Such a system'will never'gei
confused about which memories to use. When it is hungrv it will do only what it learned to do
at previous times when it was hungry; it won't eat when it is thirsty or drink when it is hungry.
But it would be too extravagantto have to keep completely different memories for every go"tsince, as we said, most real-world goals engagethe same kinds of knowledge about the world.
Wouldn't it be better if all those specialistscould share a common, general-purposememory?

Knowledge-Bases
Growinginto OneAnother
This would lead to problems, too. Whenever any specialisttried to rearrange some memories
to its own advantage,it might damage structures upon which the others havi come to depend.
There would be too many unpredictable interactions. How could specialistscooperate and
share what they have learned? If they were like people, they could communicate, negotiate,
and organize. But becauseeach separatespecialistis much too small and specializedto understand how the others work, the best each can do is learn to exploit whai the others can do,
without understanding how they do it.
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T6.7 EXPTOITATION
How could any specialistcooperatewhen it doesn'tunderstandhow the others work?We
manageto do our worldly work despitethat samepredicament;we deal with peopleand machineswithout knowinghow theirinsideswork. It's just the sameinsidethe head;eachpart of
the mind exploitsthe rest, not knowinghow the other partswork but only what they seemto
do.
SupposeThirst knowsthat water can be found in cups-but doesnot know how to find or
reachfor a cup; theseare things only FindandGet can do. Then Thlrst must havesomeway
to exploitthe abilitiesof thoseother agents.Builder,too, hasa similarproblembecausemost
of its subagentscannot communicatedirectlywith one another.It would be easyfor Thitst or
know
Builder simplyto turn on other agentslike Find andGet. But how will thosesubordinates
what to find or get?Must Thirsttransmitto Find a pictureof a cup?Must Buildersenda picture
of a brick?The troubleis that neitherBuilder nor Thirst is the sort of agentto containthe kind
of things.That kind of knowlof knowledgerequiredby Find-namely, the visualappearances
achieveits drinkinggoalby
can
Thirst
of
However,
See.
edgeliesinsidethe memory-machinery
"hallucinate"
and anotherconnectionto
a
cup
activatingfwo connections:one to causeSeeto
for Thirst to locate and
suffice
activateFind. Find itself can activateGetlater. This should
obtaina cup-if thereis one in sight.
RCDPILli:cui,sfpre,i:ii
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This scheme could be unreliable. If See became concerned with another obiect at that
moment, Gef would acquire the wrong object. Infants often disappoint themselves this way.
Still, this scheme has the kind of simplicity one needs when starting to build any larger skill:
one needs a process that sometiinesworks before one can proceed to improve it.
This is merely a sketch of how to build an automatic "getting machine." We'll return to this
idea much later, when we discusslanguage, becausewhat Thirsf and Builder have to do
resembleswhat people do when using words. When you say to another person, "Please passthe
cup," yor don't emit a picture of a cup but merely send a signalthat exploitsthe other person's
memory.
Achieving a goal by exploiting the abilities of other agenciesmight seem a shabby substitute
for knowing how to do the work oneself. Yet this is the very source of the power of societies.
No higher-level agency could ever achieve a complex goal if it had to be concerned with every
small detail of what each nerve and muscle does. Unless most of its work were done by other
agencies,no part of a society could do anything significant.
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16.8 STrMUrus
vs. SIMULUS
just seen how one agency could exploit another one by focusing
its attention on some
- We've
obiect in the outer world. Thus Thirst can make Get reach foi
there's
in view. But what about that fantasy about ProfessorChallenger,
" ",rp-irovided
ir, rhich there was no".up
real
villain on the scene, but just a memory? Apparently one agency can activate another
merely by
imagining a stimulus! One way to do this would be for Anger to somehow construct
an artificial
picture that other agencieslike Seecould "see." If this weie done with enough
detail, the other
agents couldn't tell that the image wasn't genuine. However, to construct the sorts
of images
we see on television screens, we'd have to activate a million different sensory nerves,
which
would require a huge amount of machinery. Besides,r. .olld do more with le;s:
A fantasy need not reproducethe fine details of an actual scene. lt need only
reproducethat scene'seffect on other agencies.
Fantasies usually "depict" occurrences we've never seen. They need no detailed, realistic
.
images-since the higher levels of the mind don't really "see" things anyway! Instead,
they deal
with summaries of signals that come from sensory experien". ,nd aie condensed
at several
levels along the way._ln-th-efantasy of Professotih"ll..rg.r, there was no need to
see any of
the actual features of Challenger himself; it was enough Io ..produce some sense
of how his
presenceonce affected us.
What kind of processcould reproduce the effect of an imaginary presence?Although
.
scientists don't yet know the fine details of how our vision-systemi*oit, we can assume lhat
they
involve a number of levels, perhaps like this:
-- First, rays of light excite sensorsin our retinas.
--- Then, other agents detect boundaries and textures.
---- Then, yet other agents describe regions, shapes,
and forms.
----- Then, some memory-frames recognize famiiiar obiects.
------ Next, we recognize structural relationships among
those objects.
---- Finally, we relate these structures to functions
and goals.
Accordingly, it would be possible to produce illusions by operating at any of these
levels.
Most difficult of all would be to construct a "picture-image"'by arousin!, from inside the
brain,
the million lowest-levelsensor-agentsinvolved in real-wo*rldvision. Perf,apsthe simplest
way oi
all would be to force iust the highest-levelvision-agentsinto whichever stateswould result
from
seeinga certain scene:this would only require some suitable KJines. Let's call this a simulusa reproduction of only the higher-level effectsof a stimulus. A simulus at the very highest
levels
could lead a person torecollect virtually no details about a remembered object or event, yet
be
able to apprehend and contemplate its most significant structures and relationship, .hil.
.rperiencing a senseof its presence.A simulus may have many advantagesover a picture-image.
Not only can it work more swiftly while using lessmachinery, but *" Irn combine the parts"of
several simuli to imagine things we have never seen before-and even to imagine things that
couldn't possibly exist.
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16.9 INFANT EMOTIONS
A child forsaken,waking suddenly,
Whosegazeafeardon all things round doth rove,
And seeth only that it cannot see
The meeting eyesof love.
-Gsoncn Elror
Some readers may be horrified at picturing a baby's mind as made up of nearly separate
agencies.But we'll never understand how human natures grow without some theories for how
they start. One evidence for separatenessis how suddenly infants switch from smiles of contentment to shrieks of hunger-rage. In contrast to the complex mixtures of expressionsthat
adults show, young children seem usually to be in one or another well-defined state of activity
-contentment, hunger, sleepiness,play, affection, or whatever. Older children show less
sudden mood changes, and their expressionssuggestthat more different things are happening
at once. Our minds may thus originateas setsof relativelysimple,separateneed machines.But
soon enough each becomes enmeshed in all the rest of our growing machinery.
How should we interpret an infant's apparent single-mindedness?One explanation of those
striking shifts in attitude is that one agency attains control and forcibly suppressesthe rest.
Another view is that many processescontinue at once-but only one at a time can be expressed.It would be more efficient to keep the whole array of proto-specialistsat work. Then
each would be more ready to assumecontrol in caseof an emergency.
What would be the advantage in a mechanism that makes a baby conceal that mixture of
emotions, expressingonly one of them at a time? Perhapsthat artificial sharpening promotes
the child's welfare by making it easier for the parent to respond to whichever problem has the
greatest urgency. It's hard enough to know what infants want, yet think how much harder it
would be if they confronted us with complicated expressionsof mixed feelingsl Those infants'
very lives-and, in turn, our own lives*depend upon their expressingthemselvesclearly. To
achieve that clarity, their agenciesmust be equipped with powerful cross-exclusiondevices to
magnify small differences that make it clear which needs come first. This leads to simple
"summaries"-which manifest themselvesas drastic changes in appearance,voice, and mood
that others can interpret easily. And this is why, under circumstances in which adults merely
frown, babies tend to shriek.
Given that tho.sesigns are clear, what forces us to respond to them? To help their offspring
grow, most animals evolve two matching schemes:communication is a two-way street. On one
side, babies are equipped with cries that can arouse parents far away, out of sight, or sound
asleep-for along with sharpening those signs, cross-exclusionalso amplifies their intensity.
And on the other side, adults are made to find those signals inesistible; there must be special
-babysystems in our brains that give such messagesa high priority. To what might those
watching agents be connected? My guess is that they're wired to the remnants of the same
proto-specialiststhat, when aroused, caused us as infants to cry in the first place. This leads
adults to respond to babies' cries by attributing to them the same degreesof urgency that we
ourselves would have to feel to make us shriek with similar intensity. This drivis the babies'
caretakersto respond to their needswith urgent sympathy.
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16.10 ADT'ITEMOTIONS
Since emotions are few and redsonsdre mdny (said the
robot, Giskard), the behaviorof a crowd can be more
easily predicted than the behaviorofone personcdn.
-Isaec Asrruov
What are emotions, anyway?Our culture seesthis question as a deep and ancient mystery.
How could the idea of society of mind contribute to what our ancestorshave said?Commonsensepsychology has not even reached a consensuson which emotions exist.

Restlessness
Curiosity
Infatuation
Impatience
Excitement

Fear
Hate
Anger
Love
Greed

Gladness
Enthusiasm
Admiration
Boredom
Reverence

]ealousy
Ambition
Laziness
Contempt
Anxiety

Sorrow
Thirst
Disgust
Hunger
Lust

If there exists anger, what constitutes rage? How does fear relate to fright, terror, dread,
dismay, and all such other awful things?How does love relate to reverence or to attachment or
infatuation? Are these just various degreesof intensity and direction, or are they genuinely
different entities that happen to be neighbors in an uncharted universe of affections?Are hate
and love quite separatethings, or, similarly, courage and cowardice-or are these merely pairs
of extremes, each iust the absenceof its peer?What are emotions, anyway, and what are all the
other things we label moods, feelings, passions,needs, or sensibilities?We find it hard to agree
on the meanings of words like these, presumably becausefew of them actually correspond to
clearly distinct mental processes.Instead, when we learn such words, we each attach to them
variously different and personal accumulations of conceptions in our minds.
Infants'early emotion signsclearly signify their needs.We later learn to use such signalsin
more exploitative ways. Thus you can learn to use affection or anger as a social coin in trade
for various accommodations;for example, one can pretend to be angry or pleased,or even offer
-that is, threaten or promise-to becomeangry or affectionate in certain circumstances. Our
culture is ambivalent about such matters; on one side we're taught that emotions should be
natural and spontaneous;on the other side we're told that we must learn to regulate them. We
recognize in deeds (though not in words) that feeling may be easier to understand and modify
than other parts of intellect. We censure those who fail to learn to control their emotions but
merely pity those whose problem-solving capabilities are poor; we blame for "lack of selfcontrol," but not for "weaknessof intelligence."
Our earliest emotions are built-in processesin which inborn proto-specialistscontrol what
happens in our brains. Soon we learn to overrule those schemes,as our surroundings teach us
what we ought to feel. Parents,teachers,friends, and finally our self-idealsimpose upon us new
rules for how to use the remnants of those early states:they teach us how and when to feel and
show each kind of emotion sign. By the time we're adults, these systemshave become too
complicated to understand. By the time we've passedthrough all those stagesof development,
our grown-up minds have been rebuilt too many times to remember or understand much of
how it felt to be an infant.
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DEVETOPMENT
To the child, Nature givesvariousmednsof rectifying dny
mistakeshe may commit respectingthe salutaryor hurtful
qualitiesof the obiectswhichsunoundhim. On eteryoccasion
his iudgmentsareconectedby experience;
want and pain are
the necessary
consequences
arising from falseiudgment;
gratification and pleasureareproducedby iudging aright.
Undersuchmasters,we cannotfail but to becomewell
informed;and we soonlearn to reasoniustly, when want and
pain are the necessary
consequences
of a contraryconduct.
In the study and practiceof the sciencesit is quite different;
the falseiudgmentswe form neitheraffectour existencenor our
welfare;and we are not forcedby any physicalnecessityto
conectthem. lmagination, on the contrary,which is eyer
wanderingbeyondthe boundsof truth, ioined to self-Iotteand
that self-confidence
we dreso apt to indulge, prompt us to draw
conclusionsthat are not immediately derivedfrom facts. . . .
Levorsrsn

I7.I

OF TEACHING.SETVES
SEOUENCES

Up to this point we've portrayed the mind as made of scatteredfragments of machinery. But
we adults rarely see ourselvesthat way; we have more senseof unity. In the next few sections
we'll speculate that this coherency is acquired over many "stagesof development." Each new
stagefirst works under the guidance of previous stages,to acquire some knowledge, values, and
goals. Then it proceedsto change its role and becomesa teacher to subsequentstages.
APPARENr SPUBTS
OF GROWTH

Overlapptng Sfages of Development
How could an early stage teach anything to a later one when it knows less than its student
does?As every teacher knows, this is not as hard as it might seem. For one thing, it is usually
easierlo recognizea solution to a problem than to discover a solution; this is what we called the
"puzzle principle." A teacher need not know how to solve a problem to be able to reward a
student for doing so or to help the student search for solutions by imparting ways to sense
when progresshas been made. Even better is for the teacher to impart new goalsto the student.
How could an early stage of development affect the goals of a later stage?One simple way
would be to give each later stagesome accessto the goalsof earlier stages;however, those early
goalswould then remain infantile. How could later stagesdevelopmore advancedgoals?Shortly
we'll see an astonishing answer:it is not necessaryto formulate more advancedgoals at "higher
levels" of organization becausethey are likely to develop spontaneously,as subgoalsof relatively
simple goals.
In any case, it wouldn't be safe to send the student into the world equipped with systemsthat
have not yet been tried and tested. A safer strategywould be to keep each new stagesuppressed
-that is, incapable of controlling the child's actual behavior-rntil it passestests to verify that
it is at least as capable as its predecessor.This could explain some of those apparently sudden
"spurts" in our children's development-for example, in episodesof rapid growth of language
skills. That apparent speed could be illusory if it were merely the end result of longer, hidden
projects carried out silently inside the mind.
Returning to our sense of Self, how could so many steps and stageslead to any sense of
unity? Why wouldn't they lead us, instead, to feel increasingly fraglnentary and dispersed?I
suspect the secret is that after each old stage'swork is done, its structure still remains available
for further use. These remnants of our prior selvesprovide us with a powerful resource:whenever one's present mind gets confused, it can exploit what once was used by earlier minds.
Even though we weren't as smart then as we are now, we can be sure that every stage once
had, in its turn, some workable ways to manage things.
One's present personality cannot share many of the thoughts of all one's older
personalities-and yet it has somesensethat they exist. This is one redsonwhy we
an inner Self-a sort of erer-Presentperson-friend,inside the
feel that we possess
mind, whom we cdn always askfor help.
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I7.2 ATTACHMENT-LEARMNG
Suppose a child were playing in a certain way, and a stranger appeared and began to scold
and criticize. The child would become frightened and disturbed and try to escape. But if, in
the same situation, the child's parent arrived and proceeded to scold and criticize, the result
would be different. Instead of being frightened, the child would feel guilty and ashamed, and
instead of trying to escape,the child would try to change what it was doing, in attempts to seek
reassuranceand approval.
I suspect that these two scenariosengagedifferent learning mechanisms. In the encounter
with the forbidding visitor, the child might learn "/ should not try to achievemy presentgoal in
this kind of situation " But when scolded by someone to whom the child is "attached," the
child might learn "f ought not to want to achievethat goal at all!" In the first case, it is a matter
of learning which goal to pursue in which circumstance;in the second instance, it is more a
question of what goals one should have. If my theory is right, the presenceof the attachmentperson actually switches the effect of learning over to different sets of agents. To see the
difference, let's make a small reformulation of the concept of a difference-engine to represent
three different kinds of learning that an infant might use.
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In the caseof ordinaryformsof failureor success
signals,the learnermodifiesfhe
methodsusedto reachthegoal.
In the caseof fear-provoking
disturbances,
the learnermay modify thedescription
of the situationitself.
In the case of attachment-related failure or reward
which goals are consideredworthy of pursuit.

the learner modifies

So far as I know, this is a new theory about attachment. It assertsthat there are particular
types of learning that can proceed only in the presenceof the particular individuals to whom
one has become attached.
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17.3 ATTACHMENT SIMPIJFIES
No form of behavioris accompanied
by strongerfeelingthan is
attachmentbehavior.The figurestowardswhomit is directedare
Iovedand their adventis treatedwith ioy. So long asa child is in
presence
the unchallenged
of a principalattachment-figure,
or
within easyreach,he feelssecure.A threatof losscreatesanxiety,
and actual loss,sonow;both, moreoyer,
arelikely to arousednger.
-JouN BowLsy
Most higher animals have evolved instinctive "bonding" mechanismsthat keep the youngsters close to the parents. Human infants, too, are born with tendenciesto form special attachments; all parents know their powerful effects. Early in life, most children become attached to
one or a few family members or caretakers, sometimes so firmly that for several years such
children may never stray more than a few meters from the attachment-figure. During those
years, a prolonged separation of the child from those particular personsmay be followed by an
enduring depression or disturbance, during which the child's personality does not develop
normally.
What is the function of childhood attachment?The simplest explanation is that it evolved to
keep children within a safe sphere of nurture and protection. But according to our theory, our
human bond machinery has the additional function of forcing children to acquire values, goals,
and ideals from particular older individuals. Why is this so important? Because even though
there are many ways a child could learn about ordinary causesand effects, there is no way for a
child to construct a coherent systemof values-except by basing it upon some already existing
model. The task of constructing a "civilized personality" must be far beyond the inventive
power of any single individual. Furthermore, if too wide a variety of adult models were available, it would be too hard to build a coherent personality of one's own, because one would
have to pick and choose fragments from all those different personalities-and this might lead
to so many conflicts and inconsistenciesthat many of them would cancel each other out. It
would simplify the child's task if the attachment mechanism restricted attention to only a few
role models.
How did our attachment-bondsevolve?In many speciesof animals, attachment occurs so
swiftly and firmly that scientistswho study animal behavior call it "imprinting." Presumably,
the machinery that makesus learn our parents'goalsis descendedfrom the mechanismsof our
animal ancestors. Presumably our infantile attachment-bonds form as soon as various inborn
systemslearn to distinguishthe parents'individual peculiarities-first by sensesof touch, taste,
and smell; then by sound of voice and, finally, by sight of face.
Once those attachment-bonds are formed, a child won't react in the same way to the faces
and voices of strangersand parents, for these have different effectson how we learn. The effect
of an attachment-person's affection or rejection is not like that of ordinary "success-failure"
goal-rewards-which merely teach us what to do in order to achieve our goals. Attachmentrelated signals seem to work directly on those goals themselves-and thus can modify our
personalities. Attachments teach us ends, not means-and thus impose on us our parents'
dreams.
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17.4 FUNCTIONAI.ATITONOMY
We've talked about some ways to learn goals from other people. But how do we come to
make goals for ourselves?It seems simple enough always to move from goal to subgoal-but
how ciuld one go the other way, moving outward to find new kinds of goals?Our answer may
"high-level"
seem strange atkrst: there is a sensein which we never really need to invent new
lowerJevel
inventing
keep
to
goals at aill ttris is because, in principle, at least, it is enough
our
ambitions:
iubgoals for problems that we have to solvel Here is why this need not limit
Functional Autonomy. In the courseof pursuing any sufficiently complicated
problem,
the subgoalsthat engageour attentions cdn becomeboth increasingly
'more
ambitious and increasinglydetachedfrom the original problem.
Supposea baby's initial goal was to reach a certain cup. This could lead to the subgoalof
lrarnirrg how to move the arm and hand efficientlv, which, in turn, could lead to sub-subgoals
of learriing to move around obstacles.And this could keep growing into increasingly general
and abstra"ctgoals of learning how to understand and manage the physical world of space and
time. Thus one can begin with a lowly goal, yet end up with some sub-subgoalsthat lead our
minds into the most ambitious enterpriseswe can conceive.
This can also happen in the social realm. The same baby can form, instead, the subgoal of
engaging another p..rort" help in bringing it that drinking cup. This can lead to trying to find
r"-. efiective ways to influence that other person-and thus the child could become concerned with representing and predicting the motives and dispositionsof other people. Again, a
lead to a larger competence*this time in the realm of
relatively mod-estdrinking goil
"".rAn initially simple concern with personal comfort becomes
interactions.
social
comprehending
transformed into a more ambitious, lessself-centeredenterprise.
Yirtually any problem wilt be edsierto solve the more one learnsabout the context
world in which that problem occurs.No matter what one's problem is, provided
that it's hard enough, one alwaysgains from learning better waysto learn.
Many of us like to believe that our intellectual enterpriseslie on higher planes than our
everydayactivities.But now we can turn that academicvalue-schemeupon its head. When we
get iighi down to it, our most abstract investigationscan be seen as having origins in finding
to ordinary ends. These turn into what we regard as noble qualities when they gain
t."r,i
enough functional autonomy to put their roots aside. In the end, our initial goals matter
,""t..]y at all, becauseno matter what our original obiectives,we can gain more by becoming
better able to predict and control our world. It may not even matter whether an infant was
initially inclined to emulate or to oppose a parent, or was first moved primarily by fear or by
affection. The implements of accomplishment are much the same in either case. Knowledge is
power. Whatever one's goals, they will be easier to achieve if one can become wise, wealthy,
and powerful. And these in turn can best be gained by understanding how things work.
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I7.5 DEVETOPMENTAI,
STAGES
On the surface, the theories of fean Piaget and Sigmund Freud might seem to lie in different
scientific universes.Piaget seemsto be concerned almost wholly withintellectual matters, while
Freud studies emotional mechanisms. Yet the differen..r ri. not really clear. It is widely
understood that emotional behavior depends on unconscious machirr.ry, b,rt we do not so
often recognize that ordinary "intellectual" thinking also depends on mechanisms that are
equally hidden from introspection.
In any case, despite their differences, both these great psychologistsassertedthat every child
proceeds through "stages" of mental development. And iurely .uiry p"rr.rt notices
how children sometimesseem to stay the samebut at other times appearto change more rapidly. Rather
than review particular theories of how children progressthiough stages,Iet's look ai the concept
of "stage" itself.
Why can't t^)egrow by steady,smooth development?
I'll argue that nothing so complex as a human mind can grow, except in separatesteps.One
reason is that it is always dangerous to change a system that alreidy works. Suppose you
discover a new idea or way to think that seemsuseful enough to justify building more skills that
depend on it. What happens if, later, it should turn out that this idea has r ,.rio,r, flaw? How
could you restore your previous abilities?One way might be to maintain such complete records
that you could "undo" all the changesthat were made-but that wouldn't work if those changes
had already made your quality of thought so poor that you couldn't recognize how poor it h;d
become. A safer way would be to keep some older versionsof your previous mind intact as you
constructed each new version. Then you could "regress" to a previous stage in case the new
one failed, and you could also use it to evaluate the performance of the new stage.
Another conservativestrategyis never to let a new stagetake control of actual behavior until
there is evidence that it can outperform its predecessor.What would an outside observer see if
a child employed this strategy?One would observe only "plateaus," during which there were
few apparent changes in behavior, followed by "spurts oi growth" in which new capacities
emerge suddenly. Yet that appearancewould be illusory, since the actual times of development
would occur within those silent periods. This scheme has the great advantageof permitting the
child to continue to function during mental growth and, thus, maintain "businessduring
renovations."Each working versioncan hold still while new ones safelymove ahead
This applies to every large organization, not only to those involved in a child's development.
Given a community that is already functioning, it is alwaysdangerousto make more than a few
changesat once. Each change is prone to have some harmful side effects on other systemsthat
depend on it. Some of those side effects may not become apparent until so many of them have
accumulated that the systemhas deteriorated past any point of turning back. Accordingly, it is
better to stop from time to time to make inspectionsand repairs. The same is true for learning
any complex skill; unless your goal is held unchanged for long enough, you won't have timi
enough to learn the skills required to accomplish it. It simply isn't practical to make minds grow
by steady, smooth development.
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FORGROWTH
T7.6 PRERESUISITES
What controlsthe paceof mentalgrowth?Althoughsomeaspectsof developmentdependon
our
external circumstancesa.rd othersieem to happen only by chance, certain aspectsof
were
stages
those
though
as
to
stage,
stage
from
growth seemalmostto proceedrelentlessly
proceedsin stagesat all.
ii.Jerti".d. This bringsus backto askingwhy development
You cannotstartto build
"prerequisites."
One reasona skill -""y grorvin stepsisihatit needs
That's not an arbitrary
walls.
a houseby placingits roJf on top; f,rst you have to build some
cannot be
rule; it's inhlrent in the enterprise.It is the samefor mental skills;someprocesses
were
based
learneduntil certain other pro".rr., becomeavailable.Many of Piagefstheories
For example,he arguedthat a child
o" ttir suspicionthat certain conceptshad prerequisites.
before that child can grow good
reversible
are
operationi
which
must possessideas about
theseled Piagetto do his great
like
Hypotheses
about how quantitiesare conserved.
"o"""ptr
have been done a thousand
could
experiments.But considerhow easilythose experiments
water, and variousiars. Were
fears b.fore; the only equipmentthey requiredwere children,
for conceivingthoseexperiments?
ideasprerequisites
Piaget's
'society-of-More,
it simplywould not be practicalfor a child to introduce
a
fo b"ild iood
and Historyuntil somelowerlevel agentssuch as Tall,
thosemiddle-Lvelagents'Appearance
available.Beforethat stage,therewould be nothing
ihir,No Loss,and fleversibtehadbecome
strictlytrue, just asone couldstartto construct
that
isn't
to do! To be sure,
for thosemanagers
a housewith a roof, by using temporaryscaffoldingand later building the house'ssides.We
must be-and this will alwayscomcan neverbe absolutelysureof *hrt a skill'sprerequisites
plicatepsychology.
The i""ror, *. k.ro* so little about how children'sminds grow is that we can't observethe
that are responsible.
processes
-behaviorIt could take severalyearsto refinea new agency,and during
in other agencies,which
will be dominatedby other processes
ihrt ti-", the child's
A seriousprobof
development.
stages
own,
overlapping
their
are themselvesgrowingthrough
at
observed
directly
be
growth
can
never
mental
of
lem for the psyJhologiitis thit certain types
learn
we
"B-brain"
processes
which
with
in particular,to thoseall-important
all. This
[o l.arr,. dnly the indirectproductsof this everappearin the child'sactualbehavior,
new ways"pililr,
and even thesemay not becomeovert until long after that higher-levelgrowth has occurred.
and censors.See27.2.
perhapsmostdifficultof all is detectingthe development
of suppressors
to
recognizethe things
impossible
almost
it
is
people
but
do,
what
analyze
It is hard enoughto
they neverdo.
To makemattersworse,many of the "stagesof development"that we actuallyobservedo not
reallyexist.From time to time, eachparenthasthe illusionthat a child has suddenlychanged,
when this is only the resultof not observingseveralsmaller,real changesin the past' In such a
case,if there existsa "stageof growth," it is insidethe parent'smind, and not in the child at all!
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17.7 GENETICTIMETABLES
When we first introduced Papert's principle-that is, the idea of growing by inserting
new
levels of management into old agencies-we did not askwhen rr.*i"y..,
ihouft be built. If
managers are inserted too soon, when their workers are still immature, iittle will get done.
And
if those managerscome too late, that, too, would delay the mental growth. Whai could
ensure
that managers are not engagedtoo late or too soon?We all know
who seem to have
"hild."n
matured too quickly or too slowly, in various respects,to match other
areasof their growth. In
an ideal system, each developing agency would be controlled by another agency equipped
to
introduce new agents iust when they're needed-that is, when enough ftis UeL" learned
to
iustify the start of another stage,In any case,it would surely be disastiousif all our potential
capacity to learn became availabletoo soon. If every agent could learn from birth, they'd all be
overwhelmed by infantile ideas.
One way to regulate such things would be to actuate new agenciesat genetically predetermined times. At various stagesof biological "maturity," certiin classes"ofagents would be
enabled to establish new connections, while others would be forced to slow t"heir growth by
making permanent connections that, till then, had been reversible.Could
ilo.k*orl
"ny
scheme like this be guaranteed to work? Consider the fact that most of our children
acquire
agents like ReverslbleandConfined before they are five years old. For fhosechildren, at least,
it would suffice to activate new intermediatelevel agents at that age, so those children could
proceed to build agents like AppearanceandHistory. However, children who weren't ready yet
would then be slightly handicapped by being forced to build some less-than-usuallyeffectiue
Societies-of-More' Nor would that rigid maturation-scheme servewell those children who had
already moved "ahead of schedule." It would be better to have systemsin which the timing of
each stagedependson what has actually happened earlier.
One way a stagelike episode might start could stem from what we called the tnvestment
principle: once a certain skill surpassesall its close competitors, it becomes increasingly
likely
to be employed-and thereby increasesits opportunitiis to develop even further. This selfenhancing effect can cause a spurt of rapid progressin which a particular skill quickly comes to
dominate the scene. One way a stagelikeepisode might end could stem from'what we called
the exc_eptionprinciple. To see how this could happen, supposethat a certain agency develops
so useful a way to do some iob that many other agenciessoon learn to exploit lhat capability.
The more those other agenciesbecome dependent on that skill, the -o.. dirr.rption will result
from every further "improvement" in it-since it now has more customers to please! Even
increasing the speedof one processcould damageother agenciesthat depend ,rpon hor" long it
takes to work. Thus, once a scheme persistsfor long enough, it gets to be exiremely hardto
change-not becauseof limitations inherent in itself or in the ognrry that developid it, but
becauseof how the rest of the society dependsupon its presentform.
Once it becomes too hard to change an old agency, it is time to build another one; further
progress may require revolution rather than evolution. This is another reason why a complex
systemmust be grown in a sequenceof separatesteps.
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I7.8 ATTACHMENT.IMAGES
Guilt is thegift that keepson git,ing.
-JnwrsH

PRovERB

All people talk of goals and dreams, of personal priorities, of goods and bads, rights and
wrongs, virtues and depravities. What makes our ethics and ideals develop in our children's
minds?
In one of the theories of Sigmund Freud, an infant becomes enamored of one or both
parents, and somehow this leads the baby into absorbingor, as Freud put it, "introiecting" the
goals and values of those love-objects.Thenceforth, throughout later life, those parent-images
persist inside the grown-up child's mind, to influence whatever thoughts and goals are considered worthy of pursuit. We are not compelled to agree with all of Freud's account, but we
have to explain why children develop models of their parents' values at all. So far as the child's
safety is concerned, it would suffice for attachment to keep the child in the parents'physical
vicinity. What could be the biological and psychological functions of developing complicated
self-ideals?
The answer seemsquite clear to me. Consider that our models of ourselvesare so complex
that even adults can't explain them. How could a fragmentary infant mind know enough to
build such a complicated thing-without some model upon which to base it? We aren't born
with built-in Selves-but most of us are fortunate enough to be born with human caretakers.
Then, our attachment mechanismsforce us to focus on our parents'ways,and this leadsus to
build crude images of what those parents themselvesare like. That way, the values and goals of
a culture passfrom one generation to the next. They are not learned the way skills are learned.
We learn our earliest values under the influence of attachment-related signals that represent,
not our own success or failure, but our parents' love or rejection. When we maintain our
standards,we feel virtuous rather than merely successful.When we violate those standards,we
feel shame and guilt rather than mere disappointment. This is not just a matter of words: those
things are not the same;it is like the difference between ends and means.
How could coherence be imposed upon a multitude of mindless agencies?Freud may have
been the first to seethat this could emerge from the effectsof infant attachment. It was several
more decadesbefore psychologistsrecognized that separatingchildren from their attachments
can have devastating effects on the growth of their personalities. Freud also observed that
children frequently reject one parent in favor of the other, in a processthat suggeststhe crossexclusivenessof sexual jealousy; he called this the Oedipus complex. It seems plausible that
something of this sort ought to happen regardlessof any connection between attachment and
sexuality. If a developing identity is basedupon that of another person, it must become confusing to be attached to two dissimilar adult "models." This might lead a child to try to simplify
the situation by rejecting or removing one of them from the scene.
Many people dislike the thought of being dominated from within by the image of a parent's
wish. Yet, in exchange, that slavery is just what makes us relatively free (as compared with
other animals) from being forced to obey so many other kinds of unlearned, built-in instinctsoals.
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17.9 DIFFERENTSPANSOF MEMORIES
Everyone
canmastera griefbut he whohas it.
- W r l l l a n r S n a r es p p e n n
Consider the plight of a mother with a new infant. Her baby will demand her time for many
years. Sometimes she must wonder, "How does this baby iustify suchsacrifice?"Various
come to mind: "BecduseI love it." "Becdltsesomedayit wilt carefor me." "Becduseit's"nr*.r,
here to
cdrry on our line." But reasoningrarely brings answersto such questions.Usually, those questions simply fade away as parents continue to nurture their children as though they were parts
of their own bodies. Sometimes, though, strains may overwhelm the mechanismr ihrt protect
each child from harm, and this results in tragedies.
These complex parent-to-child and child-to-parent bonds must be based on certain types of
memory. Some memories are lesschangeablethan others, and I suspectthat attachment-bonds
involve memory-records of a type that can be rapidly formed but then become peculiarly slow
to change. On the child's side, perhaps these bonds are descendedfrom the forms of learning
called "imprinting," with which many kinds of infant animals quickly learn to recognize theii
parents.On the parents'side,the adult animalsof many specieswill reject infants not involved
in bonding shortly after birth; then foster-parentingbecomesimpossible. Why should bonding
memories be so hard to change?In animals, there usually are evolutionary disadvantagesto
raising the offspring of unrelated individuals. Human infants must develop under the addiiional
constraint of requiring constant adult models as a basisfor their personalities.Similar goalaffecting bonds could explain the often irresistibleforce of "peer pressure"in later life. Perhaps
all such attachment-bonds exploit the same machinery.
Many animals form other kinds of social bonds as well, like those in which an individual
selectsa mate and then remains attached to it for life. Many people do this, too, and a number
of the ones who don't have been observedto select, instead, from among alternativesof seemingly similar appearanceor character-as though thosepersonswere attached,if not to individuals, to certain constant prototypes. Other people frequently find themselvesenslaved by
infatuations that some parts of their minds find unwelcome but cannot prevent or overcome;
once formed, those memory-bonds will only slowly fade away. The time spansof our different
sortsof memoriesevolvedto suit, not our own needs,but thoseof our ancestors.
We all know the seemingly inexorable time span of mourning, in which it often takes so long
to accept the loss of those we love. Perhaps this, too, reflects the slowness of attachmentchange, though it is only one factor. This could also be partially responsiblefor the prolonged
psychologicaldisability that can follow the experienceof a physical, emotional, or sexual assault
upon a person. One might ask, since there are so many other devastatingaspectsof such an
experience, why it should involve any connection with attachment memory. I suspectthat any
form of intimacy, however unwelcome, has effects upon machinery shared by both attachment
and sexuality, and is liable to disturb or disrupt the machinery with which we make relationships
in ordinary life. No matter how brief that violent episode,it may lead to long derangementsin
our usual relationships,in part becausethose agenciesare slow to change. It doesn't help very
much for the victim to try to view the situation neutrally, becausethe rest of the mind cannot
control those agencies;only time can reconstructtheir normal functioning. It is an injury more
terrible than lossof sight or limb, to lose the normal use of the asencieswith which one builds
one's own identity.
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17.IO INTETLECTUAT
TRAUMA
One of Freud's conceptions was that the growth of manv individuals is shaped by unsuspected fears that lurk in our unconscious minds. These powerful anxietiesinclude the dread of
punishment or injury or helplessnessor, worst of all, the loss of the esteem of those to whom
we are attached. Whether this is true or not, most psychologistswho hold this view apply it
only to the social realm, assuming that the world of intellect is too straightforward and impersonal to be involved with such feelings. But intellectual development can depend equally upon
attachments to other persons and can be similarly involved with buried fears and dreads.
Later, when we discussthe nature of humor and jokes, we'll see that many of the consequences of both social and intellectual failures are rather similar. A major difference is that in
the social world, only other persons can inform us about our violations of taboos-whereas
within the realm of intellect, we can often detect our own deficiencies.A tower-building child
needs no teacher to complain when a misplaced block spoils all the work. Nor does a thinking
child's mind need anyone to tell it when some paradox engulfs and whirls it into a frightening
cyclone. By itself, the failure to achieve a goal can cause anxiety. For example, surely every
child must once have thought along this line:
Hmmm. Ten is nearly eleven. And elevenis nearlytwelye.So ten is nearly twelye.
And so on. If I keepon reasoningthis way, then ten must be nearly a hundred!
To an adult, this is iust a stupid joke. But earlier in life, such an incident could have produced
a crisis of self-confidenceand helplessness.To put it in more grown-up terms, the child might
think, I can't seeanything wrong with my reasoning-and yet it led to bad results.I merely uied
the obvious fact that if A is near B, and B is near C, then A must be near C. I seeno way that
could be wrong-so there must be something wrong with my mind. Whether or not we can
recollect it, we must once have felt some distress at being made to sketch the nonexistent
boundaries between the oceans and the seas.What was it like to first consider "Which came
first, the chicken or the egg?"What came before the start of time; what lies beyond the edge of
space?And what of sentenceslike "This statement is false," which can throw the mind into a
spin? I don't know anyone who recalls such incidents as frightening. But then, as Freud might
say, this very fact could be a hint that the area is subjectto censorship.
If people bear the scarsof scary thoughts, why don't these lead, as our emotion-rraumas are
supposedto do, to phobias, compulsions,and the like? I suspectthe answeris that they dobut disguisedin forms we don't perceive as pathological. Every teacher knows and loathes how
certain children turn away from learning things they believethey cannot learn: "I simply can't.
I'm iust no good at that." Sometimesthis might representonly a learned way to avoid the
shame and stressthat came from social censure of failures in the past. But it might equally
represent a reaction to the nonsocial stressthat came frorn having been unable to deal with
certain ideas themselves.Today, we generally regard emotional incompetence as an illness to
be remedied. However, we generally accept incompetence of intellect as a normal, if unfortunate, deficiency in "talents," "aptitudes," and "gifts." Accordingly, we say things like "That
child isn't ttery bright," as though that person's poverty of thought were part of iome predestined fate-and, therefore, isn't anyone's fault.
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I7.I I

INTEITECT'TIAIIDEATS

If the mind weredn ego-personality,
it coulddo thisand that as it
would determine,but the mind oftenfliesfrom what it knowsis
right and chases
afterevil reluctantly.Still, nothingseemsto
happenexactlyas its egodesires.
It is simply the mind clouded
overby impuredesires,
and impeniousto wisdom,which
stubbornlypersists
in thinkingof "me" dnd"mine."
- BuooHa

How do we deal with thoughts that lead to frightening results?What should one think about
the "nearly" paradox that threatens to imply that all things, large and small, might be the same
size?One strategywould be to constrain that kind of reasoning,by learning never to chain
together more than two or three such nedrnesslinks. Then, perhaps, one might proceed to
generalizethat strategy,in fear that it's unsafe to chain together too many instancesof any
form of inference.
But what could the phrase "too mdny" mean? There is no universal answer. Iust as in the
caseof More, we have to learn this separatelyin each important realm of thought: what are the
limitations of eachtype and style of reasoning?Human thought is not basedon any singleand
uniform kind of "logic," but upon myriad processes,scripts, stereotypes,critics and censors,
analogiesand metaphors. Some are acquired through the operation of our genes,others are
learned from our environments,and yet otherswe construct for ourselves.But even inside the
mind, no one really learns alone, since every step employs many things we've learned before,
from language, family, and friends-as well as from our former Selves.Without each stageto
teach the next, no one could construct anything as complex as a mind.
There is another way our intellectual growth is not so different from our emotional development: we can make intellectual attachments,too, and want to think the way certain other
persons do. These intellectual ideals may stem from parents, teachers, and friends; from personsone has never met, such aswriters;even from legendaryheroeswho did not exist. I suspect
we depend as much on images of how we ought to think as we do on images of how we ought
to feel. Some of our most persistentmemoriesare about certain teachers,but not about what
was taught. (At the moment I'rr writing this, I feel as though my hero Warren McCulloch were
watching disapprovingly;he would not have liked these neo-Freudianideas.)No matter how
emotionally neutral an enterprisemay seem, there'sno such thing as being "purely rational."
One must always approach each situation with somu personal style and disposition. Even
scientistshave to make stylisticchoices:
Is there enough eyidenceyet, or should I seekmore?
ls it time to make a uniframe-or should I accumulatemoreexamples?
Can I rely on older theorieshere,or should I trust my latest guess?
Should I try to be Reductionist or Novelisf ?
At every step, the choiceswe make dependon what we have become.Our sciences,arts, and
moral skills do not originate from detached ideals of truth, beauty, or virtue but stem partly
from our endeavors to placate or please the images establishedin earlier years. Our adult
dispositions thus evolve from impulses so infantile that we would surely censure them, if they
were not by now transformed, disguised,or-as Freud said-"sublimated. "
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Machines-with their inefutable logic, their cold preciseness
obsolute
theit
obsertations,
utterly
exact
their
tireless,
figures,
knowledgeof mathematics-they could elaborateany idea,
howeversimple its beginning,and reachthe conclusion.
Machineshad imaginationof the idealsort-the ability to
constructd necessdry
future from a presentfact. But Man
kind; the illogical,brilliant
different
had imaginationof a
imaginationthat seesthe future resultvaguely,without
knowing the why, nor the how;an imaginationthat outstrips
Man might reachthe conclusion
the machine in its preciseness.
reachedit eventually,and
always
more swiftly,but the machine
alwaysthe right conclusion.By leapsand boundsmdn
advanced.By steady,irresistiblestepsthe machinemarched
forward.
-JosN

W. CAMPBELL, )R.

I8.I

MUSTMACHINESBELOGICAT?

What's wrong with the old arguments that lead us to believe that if machines could ever think
at all, they'd have to think with perfect logic?We're told that by their nature, all machines must
work according to rules. We're also told that they can only do exactly what they're told to do.
Besidesthat, we also hear that machinescan only handle quantitiesand therefore cannot deal
with qualitiesor anything like analogies.
Most such arguments are based upon a mistake that is like confusing an agent with an
agency. When we design and build a machine, we know a good deal about how it works. When
our design is basedon neat, logical principles,we are likely to make the mistakeof expecting
the machine to behave in a similarly neat and logical fashion. But that confuses what the
machine does inside itself-that is, how i1 "y,'e1[s"-with our expectationsof how it will appear
to behave in the outer world. Being able to explain in logical terms how a machine's parts work
does not automatically enable us to explain its subsequentactivities in simple, logical terms.
Edgar Allan Poe once argued that a certain chess-playing"machine" had to be fraudulent
becauseit did not alwayswin. If it were really a machine, he argued, it would be perfectly
logical-and therefore could never make any mistakes!What is the fallacy in this? Simply that
there is nothing to prevent us from using logical language to describeillogical reasoning.To a
certain extent it's true that machines can do only what they are designedto do. But this does
not preclude us, when once we know how thinking works, from designingmachinesthat think.
When do we actually use logic in real life? We use it to simplify and summarize our thoughts.
We use it to explain arguments to other people and to persuadethem that those arguments are
right. We use it to reformulate our own ideas. But I doubt that we often use logic actually to
solve problems or to "get" new ideas.Instead,we formulate our argumentsand conclusionsin
logical terms after we have constructed or discoveredthem in other ways; only then do we use
verbal and other kinds of formal reasoningto "clean things up," to separatethe essentialparts
frorn the spaghettiliketangles of thoughts and ideasin which they first occurred.
To see why logic must come afterward, recall the idea of solving problems by using the
generate and test method. In any such process,logic can be only a fraction of the reasoning;it
can serve as a test to keep us from coming to invalid conclusions, but it cannot tell us which
ideas to generate,or which processesand memories to use. Logic no more explainshow we
think than grammar explains how we speak;both can tell us whether our sentencesare properly
formed, but they cannot tell us which sentencesto make. Without an intimate connection
between our knowledgeand our intentions, logic leadsto madness,not intelligence.A logical
systemwithout a goal will merely generatean endlesshost of pointlesstruths like these:
A impliesA.
P or not P.
A imPliesA or A or A.
If4 is 5, then pigs can fly.
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18.2 CITAINSOF REASONING
Here'sa rule that'spart of ordinarycommonsense:If A dependson B, and B dependson C,
then-clearly-A dependson C. But what do such expressions
mean?And why do we make
the samekindsof inferencesnot only for dependency
but alsofor implicationand causality?
If A depends
on B, and,also,B depends
on C, thenA depends
on C.
lf A impliesB, and,also,B impliesC, then A impliesC.
lf A causes
B, and, also,B cduses
C, then A causes
C.
What do all thesedifferent ideashavein common?All lend themselvesto being linked into
chainlike strings.Wheneverwe discoversuch sequences-howeverlong they may be-we
regard it as completelynatural to compressthem into singlelinks, by deleting ail but the
beginningand the end. This lets us "conclude,"for example,that A dependsoi, implies,or
causesC. We do this evenwith imaginarypathsthroughtime and space.
Floor holds Table holds Saucer holds Cup holds Tea
Wheel turns Shaft turns Gear turns Shaft turns Gear
Sometimeswe evenchain togetherdifferentkindsof links:
House walk to Garage driveto Airport fly fo Airport
OwlsareBirds,and Birdscan Fly. So,Owlscan Fly.
The chain containing"walk," "drive," and "fly" may appearto useseveraldifferent kindsof
links. But althoughthey differ in regardto vehicles,
they all refer to pathsthrough space.And
in the Owl-Bird example,"are" and "can" seemmore different at first, but we can translate
them both into a more uniform languageby changing"Owls are Birds" into "An Owl ls a
Typical-Bird"and "Birds can Fly" into "A Typical-Birdis a thing-which-can-Fly."Both sentencesthen sharethe sametype of "ls d" link, and this allowsus to chain them togethermore
easily.
For generations,scientistsand philosophers
havetried to explainordinaryreasoningin terms
of logical principles-with virtually no success.I suspectthis enterprisefailed becauseit was
lo_oking
in the wrongdirection:commonsenseworkssowell not becauseit is an approximation
of logic;logic i5 only a smallpart of our greataccumulationof different,usefulwaysto chain
things together.Many thinkers have assumedthat logical necessity
lies at the heart of our
reasoning.But for the purposesof psychology,we'd do betterto set asidethe dubiousidealof
faultlessdeductionand try, instead,to understandhow peopleactuallydealwith what is usual
or typical To do this, we oftenthink in termsof causes,
similarities,
and dependencies.
What
do all theseforms of thinking share?They all usedifferentwaysto makechains.
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I8.3 CIINNING
Why is chainingso important?Because,aswe'vejust seen,it seemsto work in many different
realms. More than that, it can also work in severalways at once, inside the sameworld.
Considerhow, with no apparentmentalstrainat all, we can firstimaginethe samekind of arch
to be a bridge, a tunnel, or a table-and then we can imaginechainsof these,accordingto
quite differentviews:

f

ftrf,
TABLE

.rv
TUNNEL

Chainingseemsto permeatenot only how we reason,but how we think of structuresin space
and time. We find ourselvesinvolvedwith chainswheneverwe imagineor explain.Why does
the ability to build mental chainshelp us solveso many differentkinds of problems?Perhaps
becauseall sortsof chainssharecommonpropertieslike these:
the weakestlinks breakfirst.
When chainsare stressed,
To fix a brckenchain, oneneedsto repaironly its brokenlinks.
No part of o chain con beremovedif bothendsrcmainfixed.
A and B.
If pulting A makesB mote, theremustbea chainconnecting
Each separaterule seemscommon sense,at leastwhen we apply it to a solid thing like a
bridge,a flnce, or a physicalchain. But why do chainsapplyso well to insubstantial"lines of
thought"?It is becausethere'ssuch a good analogybetweenhow chainscan breakand how
reasoningcan fail.
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I8.4 LOGICATCIINNS
"Logic" is the word we usefor certainwaysto chain ideas.But I doubt that pure deductive
logic playsmuch of a role in ordinarythinking. Here is one way to contrastlogicalreasoning
and ordinary thinking. Both build chainlikeconnectionsbetweenideas.The differenceis that
in logic there'sno middle ground;a logic link is either there or not. Becauseof this, a logical
argumentcannot haveany "weakestlink."

Reasoning
Commonsense

Logic
Mathematical

Logic demandsjust one supportfor everylink, a single,flawlessdeduction.Common sense
asks,at everystep,if all of what we'vefound so far is in accordwith everydayexperience.No
sensiblepersonever trusts a long, thin chain of reasoning.In real life, when we listen to an
argument,we do not merelycheckeachseparatestep;we look to seeif what hasbeendescribed
so far seemsplausible.We look for other evidencebeyond the reasonsin that argument.
Considerhow often we speakof reasoningin termsof structuralor architecturalexpressions,
asthough our argumentswere like the towersBuilder builds:
"Your argumentis basedon weakevidence."
"You must support that with moreevidence."
"That argumentis shaky.It will collapse."
In this way, commonsensereasoningdiffers from "logical" reasoning.When an ordinary
argumentseemsweak,we may be able io supportit with more evidence.But there is no way
for a link insidea logic chain to useadditionalsupport;if it's not quite right, then it's absolutely
is actuallythe sourceof logic'sown peculiarstrength,because
wrong. Indeed,this weakness
in our
the less we boseour conclusionson, the fewer possibilitiescon exist for weoknesses
arguments!This strategyservesmathematicswell-but it doesn'thelp us much in dealingwith
uncertainties.We cannot affordto stakeour liveson chainsthat fall apartso easily.
I do not meanto saythat there is anythingwrongwith logic;I only objectto the assumption
that ordinary reasoningis largelybasedon it. What, then, are the functionsof logic?It rarely
in old ideas.Sometimes
helpsus get a new idea,but it often helpsus to detectthe weaknesses
it alsohelpsus clarifyour thoughtsby refiningmessynetworksinto simplerchains.Thus, once
we find a way to solvea certain problem,logicalanalysiscan help us find the most essential
steps.Then it becomeseasierto explainwhat we'vediscoveredto other people-and, also,we
often benefit from explainingour ideasto ourselves.This is because,more often than not,
insteadof explainingwhat we actuallydid, we comeup with a new formulation.Paradoxically,
the momentsin which we think we're being logicaland methodicalcan be just the times at
which we'remost creativeand original.
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I8.5 STRONGARGI'MENTS
When peopledisagree,we often saythat one side'spositionseems"stronger"than the other.
But what has "strength"to do with reasoning?In logic, argumentsare simply either right or
wrong,sincethereis not the slightestroom for mattersof degree.But in reallife, few arguments
are ever absolutelysure, so we simplyhaveto learn how variousforms of reasoningare likely
to go wrong. Then we can use different methodsto makeour chainsof reasoningharder to
break.One methodis to useseveraldifferentargumentsto provethe samepoint-putting them
"in parallel."By analogy,when you park a car on a steephill, it isn't safeto dependon brakes
alone. No brakecan work unlessall its partsdo-and, unhappily,all thosepartsform a long
and slenderchain no strongerthan its weakestlink.
-- Driver'sfoot presses
on brakebedal.
-- Brakepedalforcespiston into mastercylinder.
-- This forcesbrakefluid to flow from cylinder.
---- Brakefluid flowsthroughtubesto brakesat wheels.
---- Pistonsin brakecylindersapplyforceto brakeshoes.
---- Brakeshoespresson wheeldrums,stoppingwheels.
An expertdriver alsoleavesthe car in gearand turns the wheelsinto the curb. Then, though
no one of thesetricks is perfectlysecure,the combinationcannot fail unlessthree things go
wrong at once.This whole is strongerthan any of its parts.
BRAKES

A@B

B

CHAIN

GEAR

CURB

A chain can break with any single injury, but a parallel bundle cannot fail unless every one
of its links has been broken. Our car can't roll away unlessall three-brake, wheel, and parking
gear-go wrong at once. Parallel bundles and serial chains are only the simplest ways to link
together various parts. Here are some others.

CHAINOF BUNDLES

Each serial connection makes a structure weaker, while each parallel connection makes it
stronger.
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18.6 MAGNITUDEFROMMT'ITITUDE
We like to think of reasoning as rational-yet we often represent our arguments as fights
between adversariespositioned to determine which can wield the greater Jrength o, foi.".
Why do we use such energetic and aggressiveimagesof weakness,strength, defeat, and victory,
of boxing in and breakingdown an enemy'sdefense?Why don't we just use cool, clear, faultlesi
reasoning to prove we are right? The answer is that we rarely need to know that anvthing is
absolutely wrong or right; instead, we only want to choose the best of some alternatives.
Here are two different strategiesfor deciding whether one group of reasonsshould be considered "stronger" than another. The first strategy tries to compare opposing arguments in
terms of magnitudes, by analogy to how two physical forces interact:
Strength from Magnitude: When two forces work together, they add. to form a
single larger force. But when two forcesopposeeach other directly, their strenEths
subtract.
Our second strategyis simply to count how many different reasonsyou can find for choosing
each alternative:
Strength from Multitude: The more redsonswe cdn find in favor of a particular
decision, the more confidencewe cdn have in it. This is becauseif som.eof those
redsonsturn out to be wrong, other redsonsmay still remain.
Whichever strategywe use, we tend to speakof the winning argument as the "stronger" one.
_
But why do we use the same word "strong" for two such difFerent strategies?It is because we
use them both for the samepurpose:to rcducethe tikelihoodof failure. Ilcomes out the same
in the end, whether we base a decision on a single "strong" argument*that is, one unlikely to
be wrong-or on severalweaker arguments, in hopes thaithey won't fail all at once.
What makes us so prone to formulate our reasoningin teims of conflicting adversaries?
It
m r-stbe partly cultural, but some of it could also be based on inheritan..l Wh".r we use
architectural metaphor_sthat speakof arguments as not supportedproperly, we could be exploiting structuresthat evolved within our spatialagencies.Similarly, *h.n *. representour reasoning in terms of battling adversaries,we might be exploiting the use of agencies that first
evolved for physical defense.
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IE.7 WHAT IS A NUMBER?
Why do we find it so hard to explain the meanings of things? Because what something
"means" depends upon each different person's state of mind. If so, you might suspect that
nothing means exactly the same thing to any hvo different persons. But if that were the case,
where could you start?If every meaning in a person'smind dependedon all the other meanings
there, wouldn't everything go in circles?And if you couldn't break into those circles, wouldn't
it all become too subjectiveto make good science?No. There is nothing wrong with phenomena
in which many things depend on one another. And you don't have to be ln those circles in
order to understand them; you simply have to make good theories about them. It is a pleasant
dream to imagine things being defined so perfectly that different people could understand
things in exactly the same ways. But that ideal can't be achieved, because in order for two
minds to agree perfectly, at every level of detail, they'd have to be identical.
The closestwe can come to agreeingon meanings is in mathematics, when we talk of things
like "Three" and "Five." But even something as impersonal as "Five" never standsisolated in a
person'smind but becomespart of a huge network. For example, we sometimesthink of "Five"
for counting things, as when we recite "One, Two, Three, Four, Five" while taking care l) to
touch each thing only once, and 2) never to touch anything more than once. One way to
ensure that is to pick up each thing as it's counted and remove it. Another way is to match a
group of things to a certain standard set of Five-such as the fingers of your hand-or to that
silent stream of syllablesspoken in the mind. If, one by one, the things are matched and none
are left behind, then there were Five. Another way to think of Five is to imagine some familiar
shape-a pentagon, an X or V or W, a star, or even an airplane:
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That way, a child might even come to understanda largernumber before a smallerone. I
actuallyknew one child who seemedto know Six beforesheknew Five, becauseshe'dplayed
so much with setsof trianglesand hexagons.
Each number meaningworksin differentproblemworlds.To askwhich meaningis correct
-to count, match, or put into groups-is foolishness:
eachmethodhelpsthe others,and all of
them together make a massof skills that grow in power and efficiency.The really useful
"meanings"are not the flimsy logic chains of definitions,but the much harder-to-express
networksof waysto remember,compare,and changethings.A logic chain can breakeasily,
meaning-network;
then, when any
but you get stucklessoften when you usea cross-connected
senseof meaningfails, you simplyswitchto anothersense.Consider,for example,how many
different Twos a child knows:two hands,two feet, two shoes,two socks,and all their interAs for Threes,recall the popularchildren'stale about three bears.The bears
changeabilities.
themselvesare usuallyperceivedasTwo and One-Momma and PoppaBear,plus BabyBear.
But their forbiddenporridgebowlsare seenas quite anothersort of Three: too hot, too cold,
and then just right; a compromisebetweenextremes.
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I8.8

MATHEMATICSMADE IIARD
That theory is worthless.It isn't even wrong!
-WorrceNc Peurr

Scientistsand philosophersare alwayssearchingfor simplicity. They're happiestwhen each
new thing can be defined in terms of things that have already been defined. If we can keep
doing this, then everything can be defined in successivelayersand levels.This is how mathematicians usually define numbers. They begin by defining lsvs-s1, rather, they assumethat
Zero needsno definition. Then they define One as the "successor"of Zero, Two as the successor of One, and so on. But why prefer such slenderchains?Why not prefer each thing to be
cdnnected to as many other things as possible?The answer is a sort of paradox.
As scientists, we like to make our theoriesas delicate and fragile as possible.We
like to drrdnge things so that if the slightest thing goes wrong, everything will
collapseat once!
Why do scientistsuse such shakystrategies?
So that when anything goeswrong, they'll be the
first to notice it. Scientistsadore that flimsinessbecauseit helps them find the precious proofs
they love, with each next step in perfect mesh with every single previous one. Even when the
processfails, it only means that we have made a new discovery!Especiallyin the world of
mathematics,it is just as bad to be nearly right as it is to be totally wrong. In a sense,that's just
what mathematicsis-the quest for absoluteconsistency.
But that isn't good psychology. [n real life, our minds must alwaystolerate beliefs that later
turn out to be wrong. It's also bad the way we let teachersshapeour children's mathematics
into slender,shaky tower chains insteadof robust, cross-connected
webs.A chain can break at
any link, a tower can topple at the slightestshove.And that's what happensin a mathematics
classto a child's mind whose attention turns just for a moment to watch a pretty cloud.
Teachers try to convince their studentsthat equations and formulas are more expressivethan
ordinary words. But it takesyearsto become proficient at using the languageof mathematics,
and until then, formulas and equations are in most respectseven less trustworthy than commonsense reasoning. Accordingly, the investment principle works against the mathematics
teacher, because even though the potential usefulnessof formal mathematics is great, it is also
so remote that most children will continue to use only their customary methods in ordinary
life, outside of school. It is not enough to tell them, "Somedayyou will find this useful," or
even, "Ledrn this and I will love you." Unlessthe new ideasbecome connected to the rest of
the child's world, that knowledge can't be put to work.
The ordinary goals of ordinary citizens are not the same as those of professionalmathematicians and philosophers-who like to put things into forms with as few connections as possible.
For children know from everyday experience that the more cross-connectedtheir commonsenseideas are, the more useful they're likely to be. Why do so many schoolchildren learn to
fear mathematics?Perhapsin part becausewe try to teach the children thoseformal definitions,
which were designedto lead to meaning-networksas sparseand thin as possible.We shouldn't
assume that making careful, narrow definitions will alwayshelp children "get things straight."
It can also make it easier for them to get things scrambled up. Instead, we ought to help them
build more robust networksin their heads.
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I8.9 ROBUSTNESS
Most machines that people build stop working when their parts break down. Isn't it amazing
that our minds can keep on functioning while they're making changesin themselves?Indeed,
they must, since minds can't simply shut down work when "closed for renovations."But how
do we keep functioning while vital parts are modified-or even lost? It's a fact that our brains
can keep on working well in spite of injuries in which great multitudes of cells are killed. How
could anything be so robust?Here are somepossibilities:
Duplication. It is possibleto design a machine so that every one of its functions is embodied in
severalduplicated agents,in different places.Then, if any agent is disabled,one of its duplicates
can be made to "take over." A machine basedon this duplication-schemecould be surprisingly
robust. For example, supposethat every function were duplicated in ten agents. If an accident
were to destroy tratf tne agentsof that machine, the chance that any particular function would
be entirely losi is the same as the chance that ten tossedcoins would all come up tails-that is,
less than one chance in a thousand. And many regions of the human brain do indeed have
severalduplicates.
Self-Repair. Many of the body's organs can regenerate-that is, they can replace whichever
parts ari lost to inlury or disease.However, brain cellsdo not usually sharethis ability. Consequently, healing cannot be the basisof much of the brain's robustness.This makes one wonder
why an organ is vital as the brain has evolved to be less able than other organs to repair or
,.pi"". its firoken parts. Presumably,this is becauseit simply wouldn't help to replace individual
brain-agents-unless the same healing processcould also restore all the learned connections
agents. Since it is those networks that embody what we've learned, merely to
"*olg1hose
replace their separateparts would not restore the functions that were lost.
Distributed Processes.It is possibleto build machines in which no function is located in any
one specific place. lnstead, each function is "spread out" ove-ra range of locations, so that each
part's activity contributes a little to each of severaldifferent functions. Then the destruction of
any small portion will not destroy any function entirely but will only cause small impairments
to many different functions.
Accumulation. I'm sure that all of the abovemethodsare employedin our brains. But we also
have another source of robustnessthat offers more advantages.Consider any learning-scheme
that begins by using the method of accumulation-in which each agent tends to accumulate a
family Jf subagentr thrt ."., accomplish that agent'sgoalsin severalways. Later, if any of those
job, because
subajents beco-e impaired, their iupervisor will still be able to accomplish its
otheiof its subagentswill remain to do that iob, albeit in different ways. So accumulation-the
very simplestkind of learning-provides both robustnessand versatility.Our learning-systems
can build up centers of divelsity in which each agent is equipped with variou.salternatives.
When such a center is damaged, the effects may scarcely begin to show until the system's
reservesare nearly exhausted.
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I am not yet so lost in lexicography,as to forgetthat wordsare
the daughtersof the earth,and that thingsarethe sonsof
heaven.Languageis only the instrumentof science,and words
arebut the signsof ideas:I wish, however,that the instrument
might be lessapt to decay,and that signsmight be permanent,
like the thingswhich theydenote.
-Senaunr IoHNsoN

I9.I

THE ROOTSOF INTENTION

The wind blowswhereit will, and you hearthe soundof it, but you
do not know whenceit comesor whitherit goes;so it is with every
onewhois bornof the Spirit.
-Sr.

foHN

Language builds things in our minds. Yet words themselvescan't be the substance of our
thoughts. They have no meaningsby themselves;they're only specialsortsof marks or sounds.
If we're to understand how language works, we must discard the usual view that words denote,
or represent,or designcfe; instead, their function is control: each word makes various agents
change what various other agentsdo. If we want to understand how language works, we must
never forget that our thinking-in-words revealsonly a fragment of the mind's activity.
We often seem to think in words. Yet we do this with no conscious senseof where and why
those words originate or how they then proceed to influence our further thoughts and what we
subsequently do. Our inner monologues and dialogues proceed without any effort, deliberation, or senseof how they're done. Now you might argue that you do know what brings those
words to mind-in the sensethat they are how you "express" your intentions and ideas. But
that amounts to the same thing-since your intentions, too, appear to come and go in ways
you do not understand. Suppose, for example, that at a certain moment you find you want to
leave the room. Then, naturally, you'd look for the door. And this involves two mysteries:
What made you want to leave the room? Was it simply that you became tired of
staying in that room? Was it becauseyou remembered something else you had to
do? Whatever reasons come to mind, you still must ask what led to them. The
further back you trace your thoughts, the vaguer seem those causal chains.
The other side of the mystery is that we are equally ignorant of how we respond
to our own intentions. Given a desire to leave the room, what led you to the
thought of "door"? You only know that first you thought, "lt's time to go," and
then you thought, "Where is the door?"
We're all so used to this that we regard it as completely natural. Yet we have barely any sense
of why each thought follows the last. What connects the idea of leatting with the idea of dooft
Does this result from some direct connection between two partial statesof mind, of leat,ing and
of door? Does it involve some sort of less direct connection, not between those states themselves,but only between some signals that somehow representthose states?Or is it the product
of yet more complex mechanisms?
Our introspective abilities are too weak to answer such questions. The words we think seem
to hover in some insubstantial interface wherein we understand neither the origins of the
symbol-signsthat seem to expressour desiresnor the destinationswherein they lead to actions
and accomplishments. This is why words and images seem so magical: they work without our
knowing how or why. At one moment a word can seem enormously meaningful; at the next
moment it can seem no more than a sequenceof sounds.And this is as it should be. It is the
underlying emptiness of words that givesthem their potential versatility. The less there is in a
treasure chest, the more you'll be able to put in it.
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I9.2 THEI,.ANqUAGE.AGENCY
The use of languageis not confined to its being the medium
through which we communicate ideas to one another. . . . Words
are the instrument by which we form aII our abstractions,by which
we fashion and embody our ideas,and by which we are enabled to
glide along a seriesof premisesand conclusionswith a rapidity so
great as to leave in memory no trace of the successiyestepsof this
process;and we remain unconsciousof how much we owe to this.
-loHN L. Rocnr
We're normally quite unaware of how our brain-machines enable us to see, or walk, or
remember what we want. And we're equally unaware of how we speakor of how we comprehend the words we hear. As far as consciousnesscan tell, no sooner do we hear a phrase than
all its meanings spring to mind-yet we have no conscious senseof how those words produce
their effects. Consider that all children learn to speakand understand-yet few adults will ever
recognize the regularities of their grammars. For example, all English speakerslearn that saying
"big brown dog" is right, while "brown big dog" is somehow wrong. How do we learn which
phrasesare admissible?No language scientist even knows whether brains must learn this once
or twice-first, for knowing what to say, and second, for knowing what to hear. Do we reuse
the same machinery for both? Our consciousminds just cannot tell, since consciousnessdoes
not reveal how language works.
However, on the other side, languageseemsto play a role in much of what our consciousness
does. I suspect that this is because our language-agencyplays special roles in how we think,
through having a greatdeal of control over the memory-systemsin other agenciesand therefore
over the huge accumulations of knowledgethey contain. But languageis only a part of thought.
We sometimes seem to think in words-and sometimes not. What do we "think in" when we
aren't using words?And how do the agentsthat work with words communicate with those that
don't? Since no one knows, we'll have to make a theory. We'll start by imagining that the
language-systemis divided into three regions.
WORD':
.:AGENTS

SFEAXEN

ii
UANGUAGE
,1,AGSlfGY1:1,r,,1

1t
\7
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!r:AGENCYti:ir,

The upper region contains agents that are concerned specifically with words. The lower
region includes all the agenciesthat are affected by words. And in the center lie the agencies
involved with how words engageour recollections, expectations, and other kinds of mental
processes.There is also one peculiarity: the language-agencyseemsto have an unusual capacity
to control its own memories. Our diagram suggeststhat this could be becausethe languageagency can exploit itself as though it were just another agency.
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I9.3 WORDSAND IDEAS
How does an insubstantial word like "apple" lead you to think of a real thing-an object of a
certain size that is red, round, sweet, and has a shiny, thin-peeledskin? How could a plain
acoustic sound produce such complex statesof mind, involving all those qualities of color,
substance,taste,and shape?Presumably,each different quality involvesa different agency.But
then-in view of all we've said about why different agentscan't communicate-how could such
varying recipients all "understand" the selfsamemessages?
Do language-agents
have unusual
abilities to communicate with different kinds of agencies?
Many people have tried to explain language as though it were separate from the rest of
psychology. Indeed, the study of language itself was often divided into smaller subjects, called
by traditional names llke syntax, grdmmdr, and semantlcs. But because there was no larger,
coherent theory of thinking to which to attach those fragments, they tended to lose contact
with one another and with reality. Once we assumethat language and thought are different
things, we're lost in trying to piece together what was never separatein the first place. This is
why, in the following pages, I'll put aside most of the old language theories and return to the
questions that led to them:
How are words involved with mental processes?
How doeslanguageenablepeople to communicate?
In the next few sections, we'll introduce two kinds of agentsthat contribute to the power of
words. The first kind, called "polynemes," are involved with our long-term memories. A polyneme is a type of K-line; it sends the same, simple signal to many different agencies:each of
thoseagenciesmust learn, for itself, what to do when it receiyesthat signal. When you hear the
word "apple," a certain polyneme is aroused, and the signal from this polyneme will put your
Color agency into a state that representsredness.The same signal will set you;. Shape agency
into a state that representsroundness, and so forth. Thus, the polyneme for "apple" is really
very simple; it knows nothing whatever about apples,colors, shapes,or anything else. It is
merely a switch that turns on processesin other agencies,each of which has learned to respond
in its own way.
Later we'll discussanother type of language-agentthat we'll call an "isonome." Each isonome
controls a short-term memory in each of many agencies.For example, suppose we had just
been talking about a certain apple, and then I said,"Pleaseput it in this pail." In this case,you
would assumethat the word "it" refers to the apple. However, if we had been discussingyour
left shoe, you would assume "it" referred to that shoe. A word like "it" excites an isonome
whose signal has no particular significanceby itself, but controls what various agenciesdo with
certain recent memories.
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19.4 OBJECTSAND PROPERTIES
what does a word like "apple" mean?This is really many questionsin one.
How
How
How
How

could hearingthe word "dpple" make you "imdgine" an apple?
could seeingan apple activatea word-agentfor "apple"?
could thiniing about an apple makeone think of the word for "apple"?
could seeingan apple make one wordlesslyrecall the flavor of an apple?

It's usually impossibleto perfectly "define" a word becauseyou cannot capture everything
you
mean in iust a phrase;an apple means a thousand things. However, you can usually say
-some
of what you mean by making lists of properties.For example, you could say that an
"apple" is something round and red and good to eat. But what exactly is a "property"?Again,
it'i hard to define that idea-but there are severalthings to say about what properties we like
our propertiesto have.
We like the kinds of propertiesthat do not changecapriciously.
The color of your car will stay the same from day to day, and, barring accidents,so will its
basic size and shape, as well as the substancesof which it is made. Now, supposeyou were to
paint that car a new color: its shape and size would remain the same. This suggestsanother
thing we like to find in our properties:
The most useful sets of propertiesare those whose membersdo not interact too
much.
This explains the universal popularity of that particular combination of properties size, color,
shape, and substance.Because these attributes scarcely interact at all with one another, you
can put them together in any combination whatsoever,to make an object that is either large or
small, red or green, wooden or glass,and having the shapeof a sphereor of a cube. And we
derive a wonderful power from representing things in terms of properties thai do not interact:
this makes imagination practical. It lets us anticipatewhat will happen when we invent new
combinations and variations we've never seen before. For example, supposethat a certain
obiect almost works for a certain job-except for being a bit too small; then you can imagine
using a "larger" one. In the sameway, you can imaginechangingthe color of a dressor its size,
shape,or the fabric of which it's made, without altering any of its other properties.
Why is it so easy to imagine the effectsof such changes?First, these propertiesreflect the
nature of reality; when we change an object's color or shape,its other properties are usually left
unchanged. However, that doesn'texplain why such changesdo not interact inside the n'rind.
Why is it so easyto imagine a small brown wooden cube or a long red silk skirt?The simplest
explanation is that we representeach of the propertiesof material, color, size and shape in
separateagencies.Then those propertiescan simultaneouslvarouse separatepartial statesof
mind at once, in severaldivisions of the mind. That way, a single word can activate many
different kinds of thoughts at oncel Thus the word "apple" can set your Color agency into a
"redness"state, put your Shapeagencyinto a "roundness"s1x1s-s1, really, into a representation of an indented sphere with a stem-and cause your Taste and Size agenciesto react in
accord with memoriesof previousexperienceswith apples.How doeslanguagedo such things?
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I9.5 POLYNEMES
What happens when a single agent sendsmessagesto severaldifferent agencies?In many
cases,such a messagewill have a different effect on each of those other agencies.As I mentioned earlier, I'll call such an agent a "polyneme." For example,your word-agentfor the word
"apple" must be a polyneme because it sets your agenciesfor color, shape, and size into
unrelated states that represent the independent properties of being red, round, and "applesized."
apple
golfball
tomato
slicE

But how could the same messagecome to have such diverseeffects on so many agencies,
with each effect so specificallyappropriate to the idea of "apple"?There is only one explanation:
Each of those other agenciesmust alreadyhave learnedits own responseto that same signal.
Becausepolynemes,like politicians, mean different things to different listeners,each listener
must learn its own, different way to react to that message.(The prefix poly- is to suggest
diversity,and the suffrx-nemeis to indicate how this dependson memory.)
To understand a polyneme, each dgency must learn its own specific and appropriate response.Each dgencymust have its private dictionary or memory bank to tell
it how to respondto etterypolyneme.
How could all those agencieslearn how to respondto each polyneme?If each polyneme were
connected to a K-line in each agency, each of those K-lines would need only to learn what
partial state to arouse inside its agency. The drawing below suggeststhat those Klines could
form little "memorizers" next to the agenciesthat they affect. Thus, memories are formed and
stored close to the placeswhere they are used.
apple
golfball
tomato slice

MEMORIZERS
Can any simple scheme like this give rise to all the richnessof the meaning of a real languageword? The answer is that all ideas about meaning will seem inadequate by themselves, since
nothing can mean anything exceptwithin somelarger context of ideas.
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19.6 RECOGNIZERS
When we see an apple, how do we know it as an apple?How do we recognize a friend-or
even know when we're seeing a person? How do we recognizethings? The simplest way to
recognize something is to verify that it has certain properties. To recognize an apple, in many
circumstances, it might suffice to look for something that is red AND round AND apple-sized.
In order to do that, we need a kind of agent that detects when all three conditions occur at
once. The simplest form of this would be an agent that becomesactive whenever all three of its
inputs are active.
SH

,

''APPLE''

We can use AND-agentsto do many kindsof recognition,but the idea alsohas serious
limitations.If you tried to recognizea chairthat way,you wouldusuallyfail, if you insistedon
finding "four legsAND a seatAND a back."You scarcelyever seefour legsof a chair at the
sittingin the chair,
if someone's
sametime, sinceat leastone legis usuallyout of view.Besides,
will alwayswork if it's
you often cannot seethe seatat all. In real life, no recognition-scheme
judicious
schemewould not demandthat every
basedon absolutelyperfectevidence.A more
featureof a chair be seen;instead,it wouldonly "weighthe evidence"that a chair is present.
For example,we could make a chair-agentthat becomesactivewheneverfive or more of our
six chair featuresare in sight:

BACK

"cHArR"

SEAT
LEG

This scheme,too, will makemistakes.It will missthe chair if too many featuresare out of
sight. It will mistakeother objectsfor chairs if those featuresare presentbut in the wrong
arrangement-for example,if all four legsare attachedto the samesideof a "seat."Indeed,it
usuallywon't sufficemerelyto verifythat all the requiredpartsarethere-one alsohasto verify
otherwiseour recognizerwould not distinguisha chair from
their dimensionsand relationships;
a couch or evenfrom a bunch of boardsand sticks.Failureto verify relationshipsis the basisof
joke:
a certaintypeof nonsense
What haseight legsand flies?
-- A string quarteton a foreigntour.
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19.7 IiTEIGHINGEVIDENCE
There are important variationson the theme of "weighing evidence."Our first idea was just
to count the bits of evidencein favor of an object'sbeing a chair. But not all bits of evidence
are equally valuable, so we can improve our scheme by giving different "weights" to different
kinds of evidence.
Fronl Leg
Fronl Leg
Back
Seat
Back Leg

How could we prevent this chair recognizer from accepting a table that appeared to be
composed of four legs and a seat?One approach would be to try to rearrange the weights to
avoid this. But if we alreadypossessed
a table recognizer,we could use its output as evidence
dgdinst there being a chair by adding it in with a negativeweight! How should one decide what
number weights to assignto each feature?In 1959,Frank Rosenblattinvented an ingenious
evidence-weighingmachine called a "Perceptron." It was equippedwith a procedure that automatically learned which weights to use from being told by a teacher which of the distinctions
it made were unacceptable.
All feature-weighingmachineshave seriouslimitations because,although they can measure
the presence or absenceof various features, they cannot take into account enough of the
relations among those features. For example, in the book Percepfrons,Seymour Papert and I
proved mathematically that no feature-weighing machine can distinguish between the two
kinds of patterns drawn below-no matter how cleverly we choose the weights.

DISCONNECTED

CONNECTED

Both drawings on the left depict patterns that are connected-that is, that can be drawn with
a single line. The patterns on the right are disconnected in the senseof needing two separate
lines. Here is a way to prove that no feature-weighingmachine can recognize this sort of
distinction. Supposethat you chopped each picture into a heap of tiny pieces. It would be
impossible to say which heaps came from connected drawings and which came from disconnected drawings-simply becauseeach heap would contain identical assortmentsof picture
fragments! Every heap would contain exactly four pictures of right-angle turns, two "line
endings," and the same total lengths of horizontal and vertical line segments. It is therefore
impossible to distinguish one heap from another by "adding up the evidence," because all
information about the relations between the bits of evidence has been lost.
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I9.8 GENERATIANG
We're always learning from experienceby seeingsome examplesand then applying them to
situations that we've never seen before. A single frightening growl or bark may lead a baby to
fear all dogs of similar size-or, even, arlimals of every kind. How do we make generalizations
from fragmentary bits of evidence?A dog of mine was once hit by a car, and it never went down
the same street again-but it never stoppedchasing cars on other streets.
Philosophers of every period have tried to generalizeabout how we learn so much from our
experiences. They have proposed many theories about this, using names like "abstraction,"
"induction," "abduction," and so forth. But no one has found a way to make consistently
correct generalizations-presumably becauseno such foolproof scheme exists, and whatever
we "learn" may turn out to be wrong. In any case,we humans do not learn in accord with any
fixed and constant set of principles; instead, we accumulate societiesof learning-schemesthat
differ both in quality and kind.
We've already seen severalways to generalize.One way is to construct uniframes by formulating descriptions that suppressdetails we regard as insignificant. A related idea is built into
our concept of a "level-band." Yet another scheme is implicit in the concept of a polyneme,
which tries to guessthe character of things by combining expectationsbased upon some independent properties. In any case, there is an intimate relationship between how we "represent"
what we already know and the generalizations that will seem most plausible. For example,
when we first proposed a "recognizer" for a chair, we composed it from the polynemes for
several already familiar ideas, namely seats,legs, and backs. We gave these features certain
weights.
If we changed the values of those evidence weights, this would produce new recognizeragents. For example, with a negative weight for "back," the new agent would reiect chairs but
would accept benches, stools, or tables. If all the weights were increased(but the required total
were kept the same), the new recognizer would accept a wider classof furniture or furniture
with more parts hidden from visw-ss well as other objects that weren't furniture at all.
Why would there be any substantial likelihood that such variations would produce useful
recognizers?That would be unlikely indeed, if we assemblednew recognizersby combining old
ones selected at random. But there is a much better chance for usefulnessif each new recognizer is made by combining signalsfrom agentsthat have already proven themselvesuseful in
related contexts. As Douglas Hofstadter has explained:
Making variations on a theme is the crux of creatitity. But it is not some magical,
mysterious processthot occurswhen two indivisible conceptscollide; it is a consequence of the divisibility of concepts into already significant subconceptual elements.
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19.9 RECOGNIANGTHOUGHTS
How do we recognizeour own ideas?
At first,that mustseema strangequestion.But consider
two different situations.In the first case,I hold up an appleand ask,"What is this?"We've
alreadyseen how such a sight could lead to activatingpolynemesfor words like "apple" or
"fruit." In the secondcase,thereis no appleon the scene,and I askinstead,"What do we call
thoseround,red,thin-peeledfruits?"Yet this time, too, you end up with an applethought. Isn't
it remarkablethat one can "recognize"a thing merelyfrom hearingwords?What is there in
common to our recognizingthings in two such differentways?The answeris that insidethe
brain, thesesituationsreallyaren'tsodifferent.In neithercaseis therea realapplein the brain.
In both cases,somepart of mind must recognizewhat'shappeningin certain other parts of
mind.
Let's pursuethis exampleand imaginethat thosewordshave causedthree partial statesto
becomeactiveamongyour agencies.Your Taste agencyis in the condition correspondingto
apple taste, your PhysicalStructureagencyis representingthin-peeled,and your Substance
agencyis in the statethat corresponds
to fruit. Thus, eventhoughthere is no applein sight,
this combination would probably activateone of your "apple" polynemes.Let's call them
"apple-nemes"
for short. How could we make a machinedo that?We would simplyattach
anotherrecognizerto the apple-neme,a recognizerwhoseinputscomefrom memoriesinstead
of from the sensoryworld.
SHAPE

COLOR

stzE
APPLE-NEME

lruit

.apple-V
SUBSTANCETASTE STRUCTURE

In a limited sense,such an agent could be said to recognize a certain state of mind or-if we
dare to use the phrase-a certain combination of ideas.ln this sense,both physical and mental
obiectscould engdgesimilar representationsand processes.
As we accumulate these recognizers,
each agency will need a second kind of memory-a sort of recognition dictionary of recognizers
to recognize its various states.

o
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@.

RECOGNIZERS

This simple scheme can explain only a little of how we represent ideas, since only certain
things can be described by such simple lists of properties. We usually need additional information about constraints and relationships among the parts of things-for example, to represent
the knowledge that the wheels of a car must be mounted underneathits body. To discover how
we might represent such things is becoming a major concern of modern research in both
psychology and Artificial Intelligence.
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I9.IO CLOSINGTHERING
Now let's redraw the diagram for the language-agency,but fill in more details from the last
few sections.
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Something amazing happens when you go around a loop like this! Suppose you were to
imagine three properties o1an apple-for example, its substance,taste, and thin-peeled structure] Then, .uln if th"r. *.r. oo apple on the scene-and even if you had not yet thought of
the word "apple"-the recognition-agent on the left will be aroused enough to excite your
"apple" polyn-e*e. (This is bicause I used the number three for the required sum in the apple
poiyrr"-"'r recognizer instead of demanding that all five propertiesbe present.) That agent can
ih..r ,ro,rr. the klines in other agencies,like those for color and shape-and thus evoke your
memories of other apple properties! In other words, if you start with enough clues to arouse
one of your apple-tri-.t, it will automatically arouse memories of the other properties and
qualitiei of appies and create a more complete impression, "simulus," or hallucination of the
e*perience oiieei.tg, feeling, and even of eating an apple. This way, a simple loop machine
can reconstruct a larger whole from clues about only certain of its partsl
Many thinkers have assumed that such abilities lie beyond the reach of all machines. Yet
here we see that retrieving the whole from a few of its parts requires no magic leap past logic
and necessity,but only simple societiesof agents that "recognize" when certain requirements
are met. If iomething is red and round and has the right size and shape for an apple-and
nothing else seemswrong-then one will probably think "apple."
This method for arouiing complete recollections from incomplete clues-we could call it
"reminding"-i5 pslygrful but imperfect. Our speakermight have had in mind not an apple,
but some other tou.rd, red, fruit, such as a tomato or a pomegranate. Any such processleads
only to guesses-and frequently these will be wrong. Nonetheless,to think effectively, we often
have to turn aside from certainty-to take some chance of being wrong. Our memory systems
are powerful becausethey're not constrained to be perfectl
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CONTEXTAND
AMBIGTIITY
Any attempt at a philosophicalanangementunder categoriesof
the wordsof our languagemust reyedlthe fact that it is
impossibleto separateand circumscribethe seyeralgroupsby
absolutelydistinct boundaries.Werewe to disengagetheir
interwoyenramifications,and seekto confineeveryword to its
main or original meaning, we shouldfind somesecondary
meaning hasbecomeso firmly associatedwith many wordsand
phroses,that to seyerthe alliancewould be to depriveour
languageof the richnessdue to an infinity of natural
adaptations.
-IoHN L. Rocer

20.I AMBIGUITY
statesor put our
We often find it hard to "expressour thoughls"-16 summarize our mental
but the problem is
ideas into words. It islempting to blame this on the ambiguity of words,
deeper than that.
Thoughtsthemselvesare ambiguous!
I'm thinking;
At first, one might complain that that's impossible."I'm thinking exactly what
I can expressit
there's no wdy it could bi otherwise. And this has nothing to do with whether
to
precisely."Bttt"what you're thinking now" is itself inherently ambiguous.If we interpret it
"expressed"
be
cannot
that
much
include
would
mean the statesof all your agencies,that
A more modest interpretation of
simply because it is not acc.rr=ibl. to your langrsage-agency.
;;iioi yo,u'rnthinking now" would be a partial indication.of the present statesof some of your
how it is likely to
higher-level agenciesl But the significance of any agency'sstate depends on
present state of
your
affect the statesof olh., agenciel. This implies thaiin order to "express"
Inevitably,
mind, you have to partiallf anticipate whal some of your agenciesare about to do.
you were before;
Uv ttri, ii-. yo,r'u. managed to expressyourself, you're no longer in the state
in
expressingthem
succeed
dld
you
never
and
with,
your thoughts were a-blguous to begin
but merely replaced them with other thoughts'
This is not lust a matter of words. The problem is that our statesof mind are usually subiect
to change. The properties of physical things tend to persistwhen their contexts are changedbut thel'significance" of a thought, idea, or partial state of mind dependsupon which other
thoughts aie active at the time and upon what eventually emerges from the conflicts and
negotiationsamong one's agencies.It is an illusion to assumea clear and absolutedistinction
,.expressing"and '{hinking," since expressingis itself an active processthat involves
bet"*een
simplifying and recJnstituting -..tt"l stateby detaching it from the more diffuse and variable
"
parts of its context.
The listener, too, must deal with ambiguity. You understand "I wrote a note to my sister,"
despite the fact that the word "note" could mean a short letter or comment, a banknote, a
*rrsical sound, an observation, a distinction, or a notoriety. If all our separate words are
ambiguous by themselves,why are sentencesso clearly understood?Becausethe context of
word is sharpenedby the other words, as well as by the context of the listener's
"r"tri.p"r"te
recent past. We can tolerite the ambiguity of words becausewe are already so competent at
coping with the ambiguity of thoughts.
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2O.2 NEGOTTATINGAMBIGIIfIY
Many common words are ambiguous enough that even simple sentencescan be understood
in severalways.
The astronomermarried the star.
It probably was a movie star-though the listenermay have experienceda moment of confusion. The trouble is that the word "star" is linked to different polynemes for a celestial body,
a theatrical celebrity, or an object with a certain shape. The momentary confusion comes
becausethe word "astronomer" givesus an initial bias toward the celestialsenseof "star." But
that inhuman meaning causesconflict in our marriage-agent,and this soon leads to another,
more consistent interpretation. The problem is harder when a sentence contains two or more
ambiguouswords.
Iohn shot two bucks.
Alone, the word "shot" could refer either to shootinga gun or, in American slang,to making
a bet. By itself, the word "buck" could mean either a dollar or a male deer. These alternatives
permit at least four conceivableinterpretations.Two of them are quite implausible, because
people rarely shoot bullets at dollars or bet deer. But the other two are possible,since, unfortunately, people do bet dollars and shoot at deer. Without more clues, we have no way to
choose between these interpretations. Yet we wouldn't have the slightest doubt that "buck"
means dollar if the previous context gave a hint that money or gambling was involved-rather
than hunting, forestry, or outdoor life.
How do "contexts" work to clarify such ambiguities?The activity of an outdoorspolyneme
would start by producing a small bias for arousing deer rather than dollar and gun instead of
bef. Then the "ring-closing" effect would swiftly make that preference sharp. Other polynemes
like those for hunting and killing will soon be engagedand will combine to activate the recognizers for yet other, related polynemes like those for forest and animaL soon this will produce
a collection of mutually supporting polynemes that establisha single, consistent interpretation.
One might fear that this would lead, instead, to an avalanche that arousesall the agents of
the mind. That would be lesslikely to happen if the different possiblesensesof each word are
made to compete, by being assembledinto cross-exclusion
groups.Then, as the polynemesfor
deer and gun gain strength, they will weaken and suppressthe competing nemes for money and
for wagering-and that will weaken, in turn, the other polynemes that support the alternative
context of making bets. The end effect of this will be almost instantaneous.In only a few cycles
of the meaning ring, the agents associatedwith deer and gun will completely suppresstheir
competitors.
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20.3 VISUATAMBIGTIITT
just as comWe usually think of "ambiguity" as an aspectof language-but ambiguitiesare
separate
nine
as
mon in vision, too. What's that structure shown below? It could be regarded
nine-block arch!
blocks, as an arch supportedby two other arches,or as a single,complicated,

rather
What process makes us able to see that superarch as composed of three little arches
first
the
in
blo.cks
than of .rirr" ,.p"rrte blocks?How, for that matter, do we recognize-thoseas
These "ambiguitieg" are-normally resolved so
fir"", instead of seeing only lines and corners?
have no senseof conflict at all. To be sure,
i,ri.kly and quietly thit oui higher-level agencies
structure in several ways at once-for
perceiving
the
same
we sometim", hru" the sense of
simpler arches. But we usually
separate
as
three
example, as both a single complex arch and
lock in on one particular interpretation.
Sometimes no lowerlevel information can resolve an ambiguity-as in the case of this
example by Oliver Selfridge.

-TAE

CAT

Here, there is no difference whatever between the H and the A, yet we see them as having
distinct identities in their different contexts. Evidently, the "simulus" produced by the visual
just as we
senseis strongly affected by the state of some language-relatedagency. Furthermo_re,
can describ. th. ,"-, figure in different ways, we often can describe different figures in the
,^*. *"y. Thus, we recognize all these figures as similar, though no two of them are actually
the same:

A
If we describedeach of these in terms of the lengths,directions,and locations of their lines,
they would all seem very different. But we can make them all seem much the same by describing each of them in the same way, perhapslike this: "a triangle with two lines extendedfrom
oie of its rertices." The point is that what we "see" does not depend only or what reaches our
eyesfrom the outside *o.ld. The manner in which we interpret those stimuli dependsto a large
extent on what is already taking place inside our agencies.
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2O.4 TOCKING.INAND WEEDING-OUr
Most language-wordsare linked to many different polynemes, which correspond to the many
"meaning-senses"of each word. To arouse so many polynemesat once would
often lead to
conflicts as each tries to set one's agenciesinto different statesat the same time. If there are no
other contextual clues, some of theseconflictswould be resolvedin accord with their connection strengths. For example, upon hearing "The astronomer married the stdr," a playwright
would tend to give priority to the theatrical senseof "star," whereasan astronomet *buid think
first of a distant sun, other things being equal.
But other things a.reng! usually equal. At every moment a person'smind is alreadyinvolved
with some "context" in w-hich many agents are actively aroused. Becauseof this, as each new
word arouses different polynemes, these will compete to change the states of those agents.
Some of those changes will gain support as certain combinations of agents reinforce one
another. Others that lose support and are left to stand alone will tend to weaken, and most
ambiguities will thus be weeded out. In a few cycles, the entire system will firmly "lock in" on
one meaning-sensefor each word and firmly suppressthe rest.
A computer program that actually worked this way was developed by )ordan Pollack and
David Waltz. When applied to the sentence, "lohn shot two bucks," and supplied with the
faintest context clue, the program would indeed usually settle into a single, coniiitent interpretation. In other words, after a few cycles,the agentsended up in a pattern of mutually supporting activities in which only one senseof each word remained strongly active while all the other
meaning-senseswere suppressed.Thereafter, whether this "alliance" of word-senseswas involved with hunting or with gambling, it became so self-supporting that it could resist any
subsequent small signal from outside. In effect, the system had found a stable, unambiguoui
interpretation of the sentence.
What can be done if such a systemsettleson a wrong interpretation? Suppose, for example,
that an "outdoors" clue had alreadymade the systemdecidethat fohn was hunting, but later it
was told that fohn was gambling in the woods. Since a single new context clue might not be
able to overcome an established alliance of meaning-senses,it might be necessaty for some
higher-level agency to start the system out afresh. What if the end result of locking-in were
unacceptable to other agencies?Simply repeating the processwould only lead to making the
same mistake again. One way to prevent that would be to record which meaning-senses
were
adopted in the previous cycle and suppressthem temporarily at the start of the next cycle. This
would probably produce a new interpretation.
There is no guarantee that this method will alwaysfind an interpretation that yields a meaning consistentwith all the words of the sentence.Then, if the locking-in processshould fail,
the listener will be confused. There are other methods that one could attempt, for example, to
imagine a new context and then restart the ring-closingprocess.But no single method will
always work. To use the power of language, one must acquire many different ways to understand.
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20.5 MICRONEMES
becauseso many
That old ideaof classifyingthingsby propertiesis not entirelysatisfactory,
we experienceis
condition
or
situation
Every
ways.
kinds of qualitiesinteraci irlcomflicated
hues,
and
shades
iust aslooking
ofcontextual
influencedor, soto speak,colored,by thousands
see'
through a tinted glasshasfaint effectson everythingwe
material:animate,inanimate;natural,artificial;ideal,actual
perceptual: color,texture,taste,sound,temperature
density,flexibility,sttength
iolidity: hardness,
shape:angularity,curvdturc,symmetry,verticality
permanence: rarity,age,fragility, replaceability
iocation: office,home,t'ehicle,theater,city, forest,farm
environment: indoors,out doors; public, prittate
activity:hunting,gambling,working,entertaining
confronting
conflict:negotiating,
relationshipzcooperation,
defeat
escdpe,
exposure;
refuge,
danger;
security:tilety,
but for most
may correspondto language-words,
Someof theseconditionsand relationships
gestures
aromas,
and
flavors
for
most
expressions
no
of them we haveno words,iust aswe have
mental
inner
"micr6nspss"-those
them
I'll call
and intonations,attitudes'anddispositions.
a
somewhat
is
Th-.tf
express.
can
rarely
contextcluesthat shadeour minds;activitiesin wayswe
different microstructureto each person'sthoughts;indeed,their inexpressibilityreflectsour
we can clarifyour imageof the mind by envisioningtheseunknown
individuality.Nevertheless,
influencesasembodiedin the formsof particularagents.Accordingly,in the next few sections,
effects
with widespread
we'll envisionour micronemesasK-linesthat reachinto manyagencies
microThese
micronemes.
other
on the arousaland suppressionof other agents-including
so that, for example,
nemesparticipatein aliihose "locking-in"and "weeding-out"processes,
to arousingyour
contribution
the activity ol yorrt micronemefor "outdoors"makesa small
.hunting"'*i.ro.r.-.. While eachsucheffectmay be relativelysmall,the effectsof activating
many micronemeswill usuallycombineto establisha contextwithin which most words are
understoodunambiguouslY.
For example,in Jne context the word "Boston"might bring to mind somethoughtsabout
the AmericanRevolution.In a differentsetting,the sameword might leadone to think instead
location.Other contextsmight yieldthoughtsaboutfamousuniversities,sportof a geographic
i"g t?"tir, iife-styles,accentsof speech,or traditionalmeals.Each of theseconceptsmust be
refiresentedby a certain network of agentsthat are connected,directly or indirectly, to the
word-agentfor Boston.But hearingor thinking that word by itselfis not enoughto determine
which of thor" word-sensenetworksto activate;this must alsodependupon other aspectsof
the presentcontext. Our hypothesisis that this comesabout principallythrough each wordsenseagentlearningto recognizethe activationof certaincombinationsof micronemes.
Even"modestfaniiliesof micronemescould spanvastrangesof contexts.A mere forty independentmicronemes
could specifya trillion differentcontexts-and we surelyhavethousands,
and perhapsmillionsof differentmicronemes.
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20.6 THENEMEICSPIRAT
Our polynemes and micronemes grow into great branching networks that reach every level
of every agency. They approximate the general form of a hierarchy, but one that is riddled with
shortcuts, cross-connections,and exceptions.No one could ever comprehend all the details of
the connections that develop inside a single human individual; that wtuld amount to grasping
how all that person's thoughts and inclinations interact. At best, we can envision only thE
broadestoutlines of such structures:
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In regions near the agencies for speech, some elements of this network might signify or
represent ideas and thoughts we can easily expressin words. But because speaking is a social
act, we are far lessable to expressthe significanceof the nemes involved with aeenciesthat are
not directly concernedwith communication. This is becausethoseagenciesare Lss constrained
by the discipline of public language; accordingly, the nemes insidi those asencies can varv
more from one person to the next.
In any case, our higherJevel agenciesare generally unaware of what our lower-level agents
do; they supervise and regulate-but scarcely comprehend at all-what happenr ,-o1gih.i,
subordinates. For example, a high-level agency might find that a certain rubrg..r"y is unproductive, because it is responding to too many micronemes-or to too few-and adiusl i*
sensitivity accordingly. Like a B-brain, a controlling agency could make such judgments without comprehending the local meanings of those micronemes. This could also provide a basis
for controlling the levels of the activities of those other agencies-just ,r *. ,ugg"sted when
we discussedthe idea of a "spiral" computation within an agency and its K-line trees. When the
work appears to be going well, the supervisor can direct the lowerlevel processesto "spiral
down" toward small details. But when there seem to be too many obstacles,the level of activity
would be made to "spiral up" instead, to levels capableof diagnosingand altering an ineffective
plan.
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20.7 CONNECTIONS
thousandsof words'
To speakand understanda languagewell, an ordinarypersonmustlearn
connectionsbetween
To learn the proper us; ;i; sir,fle i'ord must involvegreatnumbersof
to be made,and
the agentsfor that word and other agents.what could causesuchconnections
what might be their physicalembodiments?
the nature of the
Any compr.t.rrii.'theory of the mind must include someideasabout
any com"associate"
virtually
to
learn
connectionsamongagents.Considerthat a personcan
given
KJine
a
possihle
for
is
it
bination of ideaso, *?rJt. Does-thisrequireus to assumethat
That
agents?
other
of
agent to becomeconnected,directly, to any of thousandsor millions
brain'
human
in
the
seemsout of tn. q"Lriion, in view of what we know about connections
of other
il;;; biain cells hru. fib.rs that branch out enoughto-approach-many.thousands we
as
as
far
cells, and
..lts-brrt few of them branch out enoughto reach millions of other
that alreadylie close
k;;;, a mature brain cell can only -ake"new connectionsto other cells
to grow many new
seem
not
do
we
Furthermore'
L tn. fibersthat branch into or out from it.
sure,brain cells
To
be
decreases.
brain cellsafterbirth; o1 th. contrary,their numberactually
But no one
grow
extensively'
continue to "mature'ifo, ,.u..al years,and probablytheir fibers
it must
whether
or
learningnew connections
v.i f.""*r whetherthis comesabout", , ,"r.tlt of
ir;p;;" first, to makeit feasiblefor thosecellsto learn new connections'
connectionsbetweenour brain cellsdo not permit
Even the ,rr"rrg.-"rrts of long-distance
are generally
direct connectionbetweenarbitrarypairsof agents,for thoselong connections
Lr"di.r, l.r, ,"gul^t but otherwiseresemblingthe parallelpath,rr"r,g.d in relativeiy
"iJ.rLV
for the same
*"v, F-- skin to brain. Foitunately,directclnnectionsare not reallynecessary,
telephone
other
any
to
be
connected
reasonsthat every t.t.ptto". in the world can easily
telephone
Instead,
house.
each
a billion separatewires to
without the need foi
require
that
"onn."ting
"exchanges"
,yrt"-, make their connectionsindirectly,by using agenciescalled
of
switchingonly moder"t. ,r,r*b..s of wires.I don't meanto suggestthat brainsusethe sorts
for every Kline
schemesfound itt i"t"pt o"e systemsbut only to saythat it is not necessary
to directlycontait everyagentto which it might eventuallybecomelinked'
problem' First,
"g."i
There are severalfactorsthaireduce the magnitudeof the interconnection
shouldsuffice
it
mind,
of
partial
state
remembered
in orderto reproducethe major featuresof a
theory of
our
to
according
Second,
to activateonly a representativesampleof its agents'
only
connect
th.ey
since
are indirectto beginwith,
mosi Klines'
knowledge-trees,
"orrrre"iio.ts
memorizer
only to a single
to other,-nearbyK-line trees.A polyneme,too, needbe-connected
to all the agentsin any
potential
connections
needs
K-line
ni
And
,r"r, .r.ir agency.
"g.rrt sinceit is Jnoughto makeconnectionsonly in a certainlevel-band.
"i.rr"y,
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2O.8 CONNECTIONIJNES
Or in the night, imaginingsomefear,
How easyis a bushsupposed
a bear.
- W r r , l r e l r Sg a r e s p n e n e
The diagrambelowdepictsa connection-scheme
that permitsmany agentsto communicate
with one a1-other,yet trsessurprisinglyfew connectior wires. It w;s inventedby Calvin
E.
Mooersin 1946,beforethe modernera of computers.Here is how we
uselrst ten wires
to enableany of severalhundred"transmittinglagents"
to activateany"o,rld
of a similarnumberof
"receiving-agents."
The trick is to make.r"h trrnrrnitting-agent
excitenot one, but five of
thosewires,chosenat random from the availableten. ThJn lach receivirrg-agent
is provided
with an AND-agent connectedto recognizethe samefive-wirecombinationl
TRANSMITTING.AGENTS

RECEIVING.AGENTS
(A)

(B)

(c)

(B)

In this example, each receiving-agentis arousedby preciselyone transmitting-agent.
If we
wanted each receiving-agentto respond to severaltranimitting-agents, we coulJioin
together
severalseparaterecognizersso that the receiving-agent'sinput lools like a tree with
a recognizer
at the tip of each branch. How could those receiverslearn which input paitet"r-io
recognize?
One way would be to use the kind of evidence-weighing machinery *. d.rciibed
earlier.
Indeed, for brain cells.that would seem quite plausible, since a typical 6rain
cell actually has a
treelike network to collect its input signals. No or,. yet knows quite what those
netwoik, do,
but I wouldn't be surprised if many of them turn out to be simple Perceptron-like
learning
machines.
The network shown in the diagram above has a seriousdeficiency:it can transmit only
one
signalat a time. The problem is that if severaltransmitting-agents
were arousedat once, aimost
all ten connecting wires would be activated, which woulJ tlien arouse all the receiving-agents
and cause an avalanche. However, we can make that problem disappear by proviJi.r!
th.
system with enough additional connection wires. For exampl., ruppoi. there"were ten thousand connection wires rather than ten, and that each transmitting-agent became attached
to
about fifty of them. Then, even if one hundred agents were to r.ltrd-th.i, signals all at once,
there would be less than one chance in a trillion that this would erroneoisly activate
any
particular receiving-agent!
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20.9 DISTRIBUTED
Let's redraw our connection line-scheme in the form of three layers of agents.

,a'"___<^

-\'-\/17

\
ThANSIIITTERS

X
cot{NEcToRS

roorHERAGEA'IS
FECEIVENS

can simplybe KJines or memorizers,sinceeach of them sends
The transmitting-agents
sinceeach
can be simplerecognizers,
signalsto a varietyof lther agents.ihe receiving-agents
However,becausea
oi the- is arousedonly by certaincombinationsof connector-agents.
it must tend to
agents,
other
by
and
be
aroused
agents
other
must both arouse
ivpi"li
"g."t
like this:
look
to
drawn
be
can
network
our
branchbotfr at its inputs and at its outputs.So

When we represent the agentsthis way, we seethat they can all be simple evidence-weighing
agents,onlv with different "threshold" values. Each recognizer could start out with connections
to many connector-agentsand then, somehow,learnto recognizecertain signalsby altering its
weights. Would it be practical to build learning machines according to such a
"o.r.r."iion
simple scheme?1hat was the dream of severalscientistsin the I950s, but none of their experi-.rrt, worked well enough to stimulate further work. Recently, a new type of network machine
has shown more promise:the so-calledBoltzmann machine resemblesa Perceptronin having
an automatic procedure for learning new connection weights, but it also has some ability to
resolve ambiguities by using a variety of "ring-closing" process.The next few years should tell
us more about such machines. Perhapsthey could provide a basisfor memory-systemsthat
work very much the way K-linesdo, to reproduceold partial statesof mind.
In designingthese clever ways to reduce the numbers of connectingwires, most researchers
haue profoseJ wiring the connectionsat random, so that no signalon any particular wire has
rig.rifi"ance by itself but representsonly a fragment of each of many unrelated activities'
"ny
This has the mathematical advantageof producing very few accidental interactions. However,
this seemsto me a bad idea: it would moke it very hard for a transmitting-ogency to learn how
abilities. I suspectthat when we understand the brain, we'll
to exploit a receiting-agency's
discoverthat small groupsof connection lines do indeedhave local significance-becausethey
will turn out to be the most important agentsof nearby levels.The connection lines themselves
will constitute our micronemes!
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TRANS.FRAMES

2!.!

OF THE MIND
THE PRONOUNS

We often say what we want to say in fewer words than might seempossible.
"Do you seethe table oYerthere?" "Yes."
"Do you seethe red block on it?" "Yes-"
"Good. Pleasebring it to me."
That first "it" savesthe speakerfrom having to say "that table" again. The second "it" does
the same for "the red btock." Accordingly, many people consider a pronoun like "it" to be an
abbreviation or substitute for another phrase used recently. But when we look at this more
carefully, we see that a pronoun need not refer to any phrase at all. For instance, the word
"this" in the previous sentencewas not an abbreviationfor any particular phrase. Instead, it
served as a signal to you, the reader, to examine more carefully a certain partial state of mind
-in this case,a certain theory about pronouns-that I assumedwas arousedin your mind by
the sentences that preceded it. In other words, pronouns do not signify objects or words;
instead, they represent conceptions, ideas, or activities that the speakerassumesare going on
inside the listener's mind. But how can the listener tell which one of the activities is signified
when there are severalpossibilities?
"Do you rememberthe ring lone liked?" "Yes."
"Good. Pleasebuy it and give it to her."
How do we know that "her" means |ane and that "it" means the ring-and not the other way
around? We can tell that "her" is not the ring becauseEnglish grammar usually restrictsthe
pronoun "her" to apply only to a female person-though it could also mean an animal, a
country, or a ship. But you would know that "it" means "the ring" in any case,becauseyour
Buy agency would not accept the thought of buying fane, nor would your agency for Give
acceptthe thought of giving gifts to rings. If someonesaid,"Buy f ane and give her to that ring,"
both Buy and Give would have such strong conflicts that the problem would ascend to the
listener'shigher-level agencies,which would react with disbelief.
Our language often uses pronounlike words to refer to mental activities-but we do not do
this only in language:it happensin all the other higher-levelfunctions of our minds. Later we'll
see how Find will find a block-rather than, say, a toy giraffe-even though Builder has only
said"find." The trick is that Find will use whichever description happens to be available in its
current context. Since it's alreadyworking for Builder, its subagentswill assumethat it should
find a building-block.
Whenever we talk or think, we use pronounlike devicesto exploit whatever mental activities
have already been aroused, to interlink the thoughts already active in the mind. To do this,
though, we need to have machinery we can use as temporary "handles" for taking hold of, and
moving around, those active fragments of mental states.To emphasize the analogy with the
pronouns of our languages,I'll call such handles"pronomes."The next few sectionsspeculate
about how pronomes work.
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2I .2 PRONOMES
Why are sentencesso easy to understand?How do we compressour ideas
into strings of
words and, later, get them out again?Typically, an English
sentenceis built around a verb that
representssome sort of act, event, or change:
lack drovefrom Boston to New york on the turnpike with Mary.
As soon as you hear such a thing, parts of your mind become
engagedwith these sorts of
concerns related to driving:

These concerns and "roles" seem so important that every languagehas developed
special
word-forms or grammatical constructions for them . How do we know who drove
the car? We
know that it's "lack"-because the Actor comes before the verb. How do we
know (t c(tr w(rs
involved?Becausethat is the default Vehicle for "drive." When did alt this happen?
Inthe past
-because the verb drive has the form dr-o-ve.
Wheredid the iourney start and end? We know
that those placesare Boston and New York, respectively,becausein English the prepositions
fl"y and fo precede the Origin and Destination. But we often use the *-"
prepositions for
different kinds of concerns. In the sentenceabout driving, "from" and "to" ,"f.r'to placesin
space.But in the sentencebelow they refer to intervalsof time:
He ch.angedthe liquid from water to wine.
The liquid has changedits compositionfrom what it was "at" some previoustime. In English
we use prepositions like "from," "to," and "at" both for places in space and for momenls in
time. This is not an accident, since representingboth spaceand time in similar w(rys lets us
ab\ly the selfsdme redsoning skills to both of them. Thus, many of our language-grammar
"rules" embody or reflect some systematiccorrespondences-and these are among our most
powerful ways to think. Many other language-formshave evolved similarly to make it easyfor
us to formulate, and communicate, our most significant concerns. The next few ,""iion,
discusshow the "pronomes" we mentioned earlier could be involved in processeswe use to
make both verbal and nonverbal"chains of reasonirrg."
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2I.3

Whenever we consider an action, such as moving from one place to another, we almost
alwayshave particular concerns like these:
Wheredoesthe action start?Wheredoesit endT
What instrument is used?What is ifs purposeor goalT
What are its effects?What difference will it make?
We could represent several of these questions with a simple diagram, which we'll call the
Trans-frame.
TRAJECTORY
DIFFERENCE

ORIGIN

DESTINATION

In the early 1970s,Roger Schank developedways to representmany situations in terms of a
relatively few kinds of relations which he called "conceptual dependencies." One of these,
called P-Trans, representsa physical motion from one place to another. Another, called MTrans, representsthe sort of mental transportationinvolved when John tells Mary his telephone
number; some information "moves" from fohn's memory to Mary's memory. A third type of
conceptual dependency, called A-Trans, representswhat is involved when Mary buys fohn's
house. The house itself doesn't move at all, but its "ownership" is transferredfrom |ohn's estate
to Mary's estate.
But why should we want to represent, in the same way, three such different ideas:transportation in space, trdnsmissionof ideas, and transfer of ownership? I suspect that it is for the
same reason that our languageusesthe same word fragment trans for all of them: this is one of
those pervasive, systematiccross-realmcorrespondencesthat enablesus to apply the same or
similar mental skills to many different realms of thought. For example, supposeyou were to
drive first from Boston to New York, and then from New York to Washington. Obviously the
overall effect would be equivalent to driving from Boston to Washington-but that wouldn't be
so "obvious" unless you used a certain kind of mental chaining skill. Similarly, if fohn told you
his phone number, and you then told it to Mary, this would end up much as though fohn had
told Mary directly. And if you first bought |ohn's house and then sold it to Mary, the net result,
again, would be as though Mary had bought it directly from |ohn. All three forms of Transframes can be used in chains! This means that once you learn efficient chain-manipulating
skills, you can apply them to many different kinds of situations and actions. Once you know
how to do it, constructing mental chains seemsas easyas stringing beads.All you have to do is
replace each Trans-frame'sDestination with the next one's Origin.
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2T.4 COMMUNICATIONAMONG AGENTS
If agents had huge minds like ours, they could talk the way people do-and Add could say,
"Please, Get an apple and Put it in the pail." Perhaps our largest agencies can deal with
messageslike that, but smaller agencieslike Gef cannot interpret such expressionsbecause
they're much too specializedto understandcomplicatedwants and needs.Then how could Gef
know what to get-in order to find an apple rather than a block, a fork, or a paper doll? To
examine this problem, we'll have to make some assumptionsabout what happens in a listener's
mind. For the moment, let's simply assumethat the result is to activate a Builder-like society
with these ingredients:

GET
.^
FIND \
/
/
LOOK-for
apple

n

\

A

IFANS

\__
GRASP

aPPre
\
MOVE-arm-to
L
apple location

At first sight, it seemsas though all these agents are involved with the apple and the pail. But
a closer look shows only the low-level agentsLook-for and Grasp are actually concerned with
the physical aspectsof actual objects; all the others are merely "middle-level managers." For
example, the agent Gef doesn't actually "get" anything; it only turns on Find and Grasp at the
proper time. To be sure, Look-for rvill need some information about what to look for-that is,
about an apple'sappearance,and Move will need information about the apple'sactual location.
Nevertheless,we'll see that this information can become availableto those agentswithout any
need for messagesfrom Get. To see how agents can operate without explicit messages,let's
compare two ordinary languagedescriptionsof how to put an apple into a pail. Our first script
mentions each object explicitly in every line, the way one might speakto a novice.
Look for an apple. Move the arm and hand to the apple's location.
Preparethe hand to grasp an apple-shapedobiect. Grasp the apple.
Now look for the pail. Move the arm and hand to the pail's location.
Releasethe hand'sgrip on the apple.
Now let's rewrite this description in a style more typical of normal speech.
Look for an apple. Move the arm and hand ta its location.
Preparethe hond to grospan obiect of thot shope.Grasp it.
Now look for the pail. Move the arm and hand to its location.
Releasethe hand'sgriP.
This second script usesthe words "apple" and "pail" only once. This is how we usually speak;
once something has been mentioned, we normally don't use its name again. Instead, whenever
possible,we replace a name by a pronoun word. In the next few sectionsI'll argue that it is not
bnly in language that we replace things with pronounlike tokens;we also do this in many other
forms of thought. It could scarcely be otherwise, becausein order to make sense to us, our
sentencesmust mirror the structures and methods we use for managing our memories.
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2I.5 AUTOMATISM
How do higher-level agenciestell lower-level agentswhat to do? We might expect this problem to be harder for smaller agenciesbecausethey can understand so much less. However,
smaller agencies also have fewer concerns and hence need fewer instructions. Indeed, the
smallestagencies may need scarcelyany messagesat all. For example, there's little need to tell
Get, Put, or Find what to "get," "prt," or "find"-since each can exploit the outcome of the
Look-for agency'sactivity. But how can Loak-for know what to look for? We'll see the answer in
a trick that makes the problem disappear.In ordinary life this trick is referred to by names like
"expectation" or "context. "
Whenever someone saysa word like "apple," you find yourself peculiarly disposedto "notice"
any apple in the present scene. Your eyestend to turn in the direction of that apple, your arm
will prepare itself to reach out in that direction, and your hand will be disposedto form the
corresponding grasping shape. This is becausemany of your agencieshave become immersed
in the "context" produced by the agentsdirectly involved with whatever subiect was mentioned
recently. Thus, the polyneme for the word "apple" will arouse certain statesof agenciesthat
represent an object's color, shape, and size, and these will automatically affect the Look-for
agency-simply because that agency must have been formed in the first place to depend upon
the statesof our obiect-descriptionagencies.Accordingly, we can assumethat Look-foris part of
a larger society that includes connections like these:
APPLE.NEME

MOVE.
ARM.
TO

This diagram portrays an automatic "finding machine." Whether an apple was actually seen,
imagined, or suggestedby naming it, the agents for Color, Shape, and Size will be set into states
that correspond to "red, round, and apple-sized."Accordingly, when Look-for becomesactive,
it cannot help but seek an object with those properties.Then, according to our diagram, once
such a thing is found, its locationwill automatically be representedby the state of"n agency
called Place-again, because this is the environment within which Look-for grew. The same
must be true of the agency Move-arm-fo, which must also have grown in the context of some
location-representingagency like Place. So when Move-arm-fo is aroused, it will automatically
tend to move the arm and hand toward that location without needing to be told. Thus, such an
arrangement of agenciescan carry out the entire apple-movingscript with virtually no "generalpurpose" communication at all.
This could be one explanation of what we call "focus of mental attention." Because the
agency that representslocations has a limited capacity, whenever some obfect is seen or heard
-or merely imagined-other agenciesthat share the same representationof location
are likely
to be forced to become engagedwith the same object. Then lhir b""omes the momentarv "iti'
of one's immediate concern.
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2I .6 TRA.ilIS.FRAME
PRONOIfES
Our first Trans-frame scheme was connected to only four pronomes-Origin, Destination,
Difference, andTraiectory. These are just enough to link together a simple chain of reasoning.
But what about all the other roles that things can play-like Actors,Recipients,Vehicles,Goals,
Obstacles,and lnstruments? In order to keep track of these, we surely need some other pronomes, too. So now we shall imagine a larger kind of Trans-framescheme that engages,all at
once, a much larger constellation of different pronome roles.
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Why propose this particular structure instead of some other arrangement?BecauseI suspect
thatTrans-like structures have a specialprominence in how we think. One reason is that some
sort of bridgelike scheme seemsindispensablefor making those all-important connections between structures and functions. Without that bridge trajectory, it might be hard to connect
what we learn about things to what we learn about using them. Also, in order to use chainlike
thinking skills, we need to be able to representwhat we know in ways that provide connection
points for roles like Orig ins, Destinations, and Differences.All these requirements suggestthe
use of bridgelike frames.
One might wonder if we need to use any "standard" representationsat all. The answer is that
we do, indeed, if only becauseof the Investment principle. No matter what kind of representations we adopt, there's nothing we could do with them until we also learn effective skills and
memory-scripts that work with them. And since such complex skills take time to grow, we'd
never have enough time to learn new sets of representationsfor every different new idea. No
powerful skills would ever emerge without some reasonablyuniform schemesfor representing
knowledge.
Trans-like representation-schemeshave been very useful in Artificial Intelligence research
projects. They have been useful, among other things, for making theories of problem solving,
computer programs to simulate "expertise" in various specialties,and for
ior'making
"i.u.r
making progr"-s that ,tndetsiand languagelikeexpressionsto limited degrees.In the next few
sectioris^*.Il seehow to use them for making severaldifferent kinds of "chains of reasoning."
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WITH PRONOMES
2I .7 GENERATIZING
From every moment to the next, a person's state of mind is involved with various objects,
topics, goals,and scripts.When you hear the words of the sentence, "Put the apple in the pail,"
somehow this causesthe subjectsof "apple," "pail" and "putting in" to "occupy your mind."
Later we'll speculateabout how thesebecomeassignedto appropriateroles. Here, to make the
story short, let's just assumethat at a certain point the language-agencyinterprets the verb
"put" to activate a certainTrans-frame and to assignthe apple-nemeto the Obiect pronome of
that Trans-frame. The automatic "finding machine" describedearlier then assignsthe apple's
location to the Origin pronome. Similarly, the pail's location is assignedto the Desfination
pronome. (As for the lnstrumenf pronome, this is assignedto the listener'shand by default.)
Now each entity "on the listener'smind" is representedby one or another pronome assignment.
We're almost done, except that in order to actually perform the imagined action, we need some
kind of control processto activatethe proper agenciesin the proper sequence!
Activate apple-neme, Look-for, and Move.
Then octiyate Grasp.
Activate pail-neme, Look-fo4 and Move.
Then activate Ungrasp.
This suggestsa way to learn a skill. The first few times you try to do something new? voll
must experiment to find which agentsto activate,and at what times, and for how long. Later,
you can preparea script that will do the job more quickly and easilyby accumulatingmemories
of which agent-activationswere successful,togetherwith memoriesof which polvnemeswere
assignedto various pronomes at those moments. For example,if you were to-"piay back" the
"Trdns-script" shown above, your arm would find and put a second apple in that pail-without
invoking any higher-levelagenciesat alll However, this script has a dreadful limitation: it will
work only to put applesinto pails. What if you later wishedto put a block into a box or a spoon
into a bowl? We could do that by dividing the processinto two scripts:a "pronome-assignmept
script" and an "action script."
AssignmentScript:
Assignthe apple-nemeto the Origin pronome.
Assignthe pail-neme to the Destination pronome.
Action Script:
Activate origin. Then turn on Look-for, Move, and Grasp.
Activate Destination. Then turn on Look-for, Move, and (Jngrasp.
Now notice that the action script never actually mentions the apple or pail at all but refers
only to the pronomes that representthem. Thus the same action script will serve as well for
putting a block into a box as for putting an apple into a paill
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2I .8 ATTENTION
When severalobiects move at once, it's hard to keep track of them
all. This also seemsto be
the casein every other realm of thought; the more things we think about,
the harder it is to pay
attention to them all. We're forced to focus on a fe* while losing track
oi"ll the rest. What
causesthese phenomena? I'll argue that they're aspectsof the processeswe
use to control our
short-term memories. These skills develop over time; an aduli can do things
with memories
that infants cannot do at all, such as rememberingdetailsof an action'spurposeand
trajectory,
and how various obstacleswere overcome. An infant, though, can baretv keep track
of what it's
holding in one hand and is likely to forget what's in its othe"rhand.
How does memory-control begin? Perhaps our infants first acquire control over a
single
pronome, which givesthem the ability to keep in mind a "temporary polyneme." This
amounts
to being able to-maintain only a single "object of attention"; lei's cali ii ff. Now even the ability
to keep track of a sin_gle
IT requires the development of certain skills of memory-control, for it
takes the normal infant several months to become able to tolerate even , r-rll interruption
without losing its previousfocus of interest.
One kind of interruption comes, for example, when watching a ball that happens to roll
behind a box. To a very young infant, that IT will simply disapp""i fro* mind. ,t" blaet infant
will remember IT and expect the ball soon to reappear;we can see this in the way the older
infant's eyes look toward the far side of the box. If the ball does not soon ,.rpp."i, the older
child will actively reach around the box for it, which showsthat the child has maintained some
sort of representation of IT. Another variety of interruption can come from inside the child's
own mind, from refocusing on the same object, but at a different level of detail. For example,
when a young child concentratesupon a doll's shoe, it may forget its original concern withlhe
doll itself. Later, that concern with the shoe may be replaced,in turn, when the baby becomes
occupied with the end of the shoelace.
But what's an IT? The ability to focus attention could start with some machinery for keeping
track of simple polynemes for object-things. In later stages,an IT could represent more complex processesor scripts that keep track of entire Trans-actionswith their various pronomes for
Obiects, Origins, Destinations, Obstacles,Traiectories, and Purposes.Eventually our ITs develop into complex systemsof machinery that representthe things that are "on one's mind" at
the moment. In later life, we become more able to maintain severalITs at once. This enables
us to construct comparisons,predictions,and imaginaryplans, and to begin to construct explanations in terms of chains of causesand reasons.
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CHAPTER
22

EXPRESSION
Henri finally cdmeto the conclusionthat the bookowed its
Lambertbelievedhe had
simply to misunderstandings.
success
meant to exalt individualismthroughcollectiveaction, and
the sacrifice
Lechaume,on the otherhand,believedit preached
the
of the individual to collectivism.Everyoneemphasized
yet
.
.
.
had
thought
moral
character.
And
Henri
of
a
book's
mdn and of a situation, of a certainrelationshipbetweenthat
mdn's past life and the crisisthroughwhich he waspassing,and
of a greatmany otherthingswhich noneof the criticshad
mentioned.Wasit his fault or the readers'?
The public, Henri
wasforcedto conclude,had liked a completelydifferent book
from the one he believedhe wasofferingthem.
-SrMoNE DE BsauvorR

22.I PRONOMESAND POTYNEMES
To representthe action "Pttt the appte in the pail," the Originpronome
must be assignedto
an apple-neme' and the Destinatlon pronome to a polyrrerrrefor pail.
However, at another
time, another process might need the Origin to r.pr"r.rrt a bloci and
the Destination to
represent a tower top. Each pronome must be assignedto different things
at different times,
and only for long enough to complete the task of the moment. In other words, pronome
a
is a
type of short-term memory.
This suggestsa simple way to embody the idea of a pronome: each pronome is
simply a
"temporary K-line." The basic difference, then, between a pronom.
rtrd a K-line is thai a
pronome's connections are temporary rather than permanent. We can "assign" a prorro-.
by
temporarilv connecting it to whichever currently active agents it reaches. Then, when we
"activate" that pronome again, those sameagentswill be aroused.To make the Origin pronome
representan apple, first activatean apple-neme;this will arousecertain agents.Next, quickly
"assign" the Origln pronome. Those agents will then become attached to that pronome and
presumablyremain attacheduntil the pronome is reassigned.
If we compare pronomes and polynemesfrom this point of view, we seethat they are closely
related.
Polynemesdre permanent K-Iines. They are long-term memories.
Pronomesdre temporary K-lines. They are short-termmemories.
It is not yet known today how brains form long-term memories. One hypothesiswould be
that we don't really have temporary K-lines at all, but that after a pronome'sK-line is used, it
becomespermanent, and the pronome machinery gets connected to another, previously unused K-line. However this works, we know little about it except that it requires a substantial
amount of time to form a permanent memory-a time on the order of half an hour. If there is
any seriousdisturbancein that interval, no memory will be formed. There alsois some evidence
that we can form new long-term memories at rates on the order of no more than perhaps one
every few seconds,but this is very imprecisebecausewe have no good definition of what we
mean by separatememories. In any case, this seemsto suggestthat we might have several
hundred such processesgoing on at once.
Why does the processtake so long? Perhapsbecauseit simplv takesthat long to synthesize
chemicals used to make permanent connection bridges between agents. Perhaps most of that
time is consumed in searchingfor an unused K-line agent, particularly for one that already has
the required potential connections.Or perhapsthe required connectionscould emerge frorn
"distributed memories" like those we mentioned brieflv in section20.9.
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22.2 ISONOMES
We introduced the concept of a polyneme to explain how an agent could communicate with
many other kinds of agencies.In order for a polyneme to work, each of its recipients must learn
its own way to react. Now we've seen a second way, for a pronome is also an agent that can
interact with many other agencies.The difference is that a pronome has essentiallythe sdme
effect on each of its recipients-namely, to activate or to assigna certain short-term memoryunit. I'll introduce a new word-"i5sn61ps"-fsr
any agent that has this sort of uniform effect
on many agencies.
An isonome has a similar, built-in effect on each of its recipients.
It thus appliesthe sameidea to mdny different things at once.
A polyneme has different, learned effects on each of its recipients.
It thus connectsthe samething to many different ideas.
Why should isonomesexist at all? Becauseour agencieshave common genetic origins, they
tend also to be architecturally similar. So they'll tend to lie in roughly parallel formalions like
the pagesof a book, operate in generally similar ways, and have similai memory-control processes.Then any agent whose connections tend to run straight through the pagesof that book
from cover to cover will tend to have similar effectson all of them.
Both isonomesand polynemesare involved with memories-but polynemesare essentially
the memories themselves,while isonomescontrol how memories are used. Pronomes are a
particular type of isonome; there must also be "interruption isonomes" that work similarly but
manage memories on larger scales-for example, for storing away the severalpronome memories of an entire Trans-frame all at once. (We'll see how ro-"ihing like this must be done
whenever we encounter a grammar word like "who" or "which.") Ye[other types of isonomes
must be involved whenever an agent is used to control the level-band of activity in another
agency without concern for all the fine detailsof what happensinside that agency. So the power
of polynemes stems from how they learn to arous" -rny different pro"Jrr"s at once, while
isonomesdraw their power from exploiting abilitiesthat are alreadycommon to many agencies.
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22.3 DE.SPECIALIANG
Soon after learning how to put an apple into a pail, a child will discover that it now can put
the apple into a box or put an onion into the pail. What magic tricks allow us to "de-speciali'ze"
whatever skills we learn? We've already seen one way to do this simply by replacing certain
polynemes with less specific isonomes. For example, our first apple-inio-pail proced.ri. rr, ,o
specializedthat it could be used only to put apples into pails-because it ii based on using
specific polynemes for those obiects. However, the second script just as easily puts onions into
pails or umbrellas into suitcases,becauseit engagesno polynemes at all, but only the Origin
and Destination pronomes. This script is more versatilebecausethose pronomes can beLssignedto anythingl, Learning to think in terms of isonomesmust be a crucial step in many types
of mental growth.
None of our many chaining tricks would have much use if each were permanently tied to
one specific polyneme like "owl" or "car" or "cup" or "gear." However, once we learn to build
our processscripts with isonomes, each can be applied to many kinds of reasoning-to logic,
cause,dependenCy,and all the rest. But changing polynemesto isonomeswill not alwayswork.
What could keep a child from trying to apply the script that works on "put the apple in the
block" to "put the ocean in the cup"? To prevent such absurdities,our script must also place
appropriate constraints on the Origin and Desfination-for example, to ensure that the Destination must representa containerlargeenough to hold the Origin thing, and that the container
be open toward the top. If all this seemstoo obvious to say, just watch a baby'sfirst attempts to
put an object in a pail or pick up food with a spoon or a fork. It takesmany weeksor months of
work to bring such skills to the point of usefulness.If we generalizetoo recklesslyby changing
all our polynemes to isonomes,few of our generalizationswill actually work.
What we call "generalizing" is not any single processor concept, but a functional term for
the huge societiesof different methods we use to extend the powers of our skills. No single
policy will work for all domains of thought, and each refinement of technique will affect the
quality of the generalizationswe make. Converting polynemesto isonomesmay be a potentially
powerful skill, but it must be adaptedto different realms. Once we accumulate enough examples of how a new script fails and succeedsin severalsituations,we can try to build a uniframe
to embody good constraints. But no matter which policy we adopt, we must alwaysexpect some
exceptions. You cannot carry birds in pails, no matter how well they fit inside. Premature
generalizationscould lead to such large accumulations of constraints, censors,and exceptions
that it would be better to retain the original polynemes.
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22.4 TEARNINGAND TEACHING
One frustration every teacher knows ariseswhen a child learns a subject well enough to pass
a test, yet never puts that skill to use on problems met in "real life. " It doesn't often help to
scold but it sometimeshelps to explain, through examples,how to apply the concept to other
contexts. Why do some children seem to do this for themselves,automatically and spontaneously, while others seem to have to learn essentiallythe samething over and over in different
domains?Why are some children better than others at "transfer of learning" from one domain
to another? It doesn't explain anything to say that those children are "smarter," "brighter," or
"more intelligent." Such vaguely defined capacitiesvary greatly even among different parts of
the samemind.
The power of what we learn dependson how we representit in our minds. We've seen how
the same experiencecan lead to learning different action scriptsby replacing certain polynemes
with isonomes. Certain of those versionswill apply only to specificsituations, others will apply
to many more situations, and yet others will be so general and vague as to lead only to confusion. Some children learn to represent knowledge in versatileways; others end up with accumulations of inflexible, single-purposeproceduresor with almost uselessgeneralities.How do
children acquire their "representationskills" in the first place?An educational environment can
lead a child to build large, complicated processesfrom smaller ones by laying out sequencesof
steps.Good teachersknow what size to make each step and can often suggestanalogiesto help
the child's mind to use what it already knows for building larger scripts and processes.By
making each step small enough, we can keep the child from getting lost in unfamiliar worlds of
meaninglessalternatives;then the child will remain able to use previous skills to test and modify
the growing new structures. But when a new fragment of knowledgeor processconstitutes too
abrupt a break from the past, then none of the child's old recognizersand action scripts will
apply to it; the child will get stuck, and "transfer of learning" won't occur. Why are some
children better than others at "teaching themselves"to make changesinside their minds?
Each child learns, from time to time, various better wdys to learn-but no one understands
how this is done. We tend to speakabout "intelligence" becausewe find it virtually impossible
to understand how this is done from watching only what the child does.The problem is that
one can't observe a child's strategiesfor "learning how to learn"-lssause those strategiesare
twice removed from what we can see. It is hard enough to guessthe character of the A-brain
systemsthat directly cause those actions. Think how much more difficult it would be for an
observerto imagine the multilayer teacher-learnerstructuresthat must have worked inside the
child to train the A-brain agencies!And that observerhas no way at all to guesswhat crucial
"lucky accidents" may have led those hidden B-brains to persistentconcerns with finding better
ways to learn. Perhaps our educational researchshould be less concerned with teaching children to acquire particular skills and more concerned with how we learn to learn.
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22,5 INFERENCE
Linking structures together into chains is one of our most useful kinds of reasoning. Suppose
you learned that "lohn gdve the kite to Mary" and then "Mdry gdye the kite to lack." You could
then conclude that the kite went from fohn to fack. How do we draw such conclusions?Some
people think we use "logic" for this. A simpler theory is that we do it by fitting together Transframes into chains. Supposeyou seetwo frames like these:

Ail A's ,r. B', and All B's ,r. C'r.
Then just combine the first Origin with the secondDestination to make this new "deductionframe":

All A's ,r. C'r.
To do this sort of "reasoning," we have to use our isonomes to rearrange our short-term
memories. But this requires more than simple chaining. For example, all older children can
infer that Tweety can fly from "Tweety is a bird" and "AIl birds cdn fly." To do this, though,
one has to deal with a disparity: the first B is "a bird" while the second B is "all birds." To be
able to make such chains would be virtually uselessif we could do it only when both pronome
assignmentswere absolutelyidentical. Over the years,children improve their abilities to decide
when two different structures are similar enough to iustify making chainlinks. This often
requires us to recall and apply other types of knowledgeat appropriatelevel-bandsof detail.
Children take many years to learn effective ways to use their pronomes and isonomes. The
youngest ones can neither rearrange their representationsof physical scenes nor make the
kinds of inference we're discussinghere. To think like adults, we must develop and learn to use
memory-controlling processesthat manipulate severalsetsof pronome valuesat the same time.
fust such a processwas concealedin our simple script for "Put the apple in the pail"-which
first appearsto be merely a matter of assigning"apple" to the Origin and "pail" to the Destination. But you can't Puf something until you Get it, so this must actually involve two Transframe operations. The first is for moving your hand to the apple, and the second is for moving
the apple to the pail. During the transition, your pronomes have to change their roles since the
apple'slocation is the Destination of the first Trans, but then becomesthe Origin of the second
Trans. No matter that this seemstoo obvious to state;some mental processhas to switch that
pronome's role.
By learning to manipulate our isonomes,we becomeable to combine mental representations
into structures that resemble bridges, chains, and towers. Our language-agencieslearn to express these in the form of compound sentences,by using conjunctive grammar words like
"dnd," "becduse,"o, "or." But languageis not the only realm in which we learn to "conceptualiyg"-,1l:rat is, to treat our mental processesalmost as though they were object-things.After you
solve a hard problem, you may find yourself representingthe stepsyou took as if they were the
parts of a physical structure. Doing this can enable you to reassemblethem into other forms
that achieve the same resultswith much more speedand much lessthought.
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22.6 EXPRESSION
Languagelets us treat our thoughts as though they were much like ordinary things. Suppose
you meet someonewho is trying to solvea problem. You askwhat'shappening."l'm thinking,"
you are told. "l cdn seethat," yo,r say,"but what dre you thinking about?""Well, I was looking
for a way to solve this problem, and I think l've iust found one." We speak as though ideas
resemblebuilding-blocks that one can find and grasp!
Why do we "thing-ify" our thoughts? One reason is that this enables us to reapply the
wonderful machinesour brains contain for understandingworldly things. Another thing it does
is help us organize our expeditionsin the mental world, much as we find our ways through
space. Consider how the strategieswe use to "find" ideas resemble the strategieswe use for
finding real things: Look in the placesthey used to be or wherethey'reusually found-but don't
keep looking again and again in the same ploce. Indeed, for many centuries our memorytraining arts have been dominated by two techniques.One is basedon similaritiesof sounds,
exploiting the capacities of our language-agenciesto make connections between words. The
other method is basedon imagining the items we want to remember as placed in some familiar
space,such as a road or room one knows particularlywell. This way, we can apply our thinglocation skills to keeping track of our ideas.
Our ability to treat ideasas though they were objects goestogether with our abilities to reuse
our brain-machinery over and over again. Whenever an agency becomes overburdened by a
large and complicated structure, we may be able to treat that structure as a simple, single unit
by thing-ifying-or, as we usually say, "conceptualizing"-it. Then, once we replace a larger
structure by representingit with a compact symbol-sign,that overloadedagency may be able to
continue its work. This way, we can build grand structuresof ideas-much as we can br-rild
great towers from smaller parts.
I suspectthat, as they're representedin the mind, there's little difference between a physical
object and an idea. Worldly things are useful to us becausethey are "substantial"-that is,
because their properties are relatively permanent. Now we don't usually think of ideas as
substantial,because they don't have the usual propertiesof worldly things-such as color,
shape,and weight. Yet "good ideas"must alsohave substantiality,albeit of a different sort:
No conceptionor idea could have much use unlessit could remain unchangedand stay in some kind of mental "place"-fo, long enoughfor us to find it when
we need if. Nor could we everachievea goal unlessit could persistfor long enough.
ln short,no mind can work without somestablestatesor memories.
This may sound as though I'm speakingmetaphorically,since a mental "place" is not exactly
like a worldly place. But then, when you think of a place you know, that thought itself is not a
worldly place, but only a linkage of memoriesand processesinside your mind. This wonderful
capacity-to think about thoughts as though they were things-is also what enables us to
contemplate the products of our thoughts. Without that ability to reflect, we would have no
general intelligence-however large our repertoire of special-purposeskills might grow. Of
course this same capacityenablesus to think such empty thoughts as "This statement is about
itself," which is true but useless,or "This statement is not about itself," which is false and
useless,or "This statement is false," which is downright paradoxical.Yet the benefit of being
able to conceptualize is surely worth the risk that we mav sometimesbe nonsensical.
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22.7 CAUSESAND CI.AUSES
For virtually every change we see, we tend to seeksome cause.And when we find no cause
on the scene, we'll postulatethat one exists,even though we might be wrong. We do this so
consistently that I wouldn't be surprised to find that brains have built-in tendencies to try to
representall situationsin certain specialways:
THINGS. Whatever we mdy see or touch, wc representthe scene in terms of
separateobiect-things. We do the same for representingprocessesand mental
states.ln langudges,theseobiect-symbolstend to correspondto nouns.
DIFFERENCES.
Wheneverwe discern a change or iust compare two different
things, we representthis as a differencething. ln langudges,theseoften correspond to verbs.
CAUSES. Wheneyerwe conceiveof an action, change,or difference,we try to
ossignd cduEeto it-thot is, some other person,process,or thing that we can
hold to be responsiblefor it. ln languages,cdusesoften take the forms of things.
CLAUSES. Whateverstructureswe conceiveare dealt with like single things. ln
languages,this correspondsto treating an entire phraseas though it werea single
word.
In English, almost every sentenceform demandssome sort of Actor noun-and I think this
reflectsthe need to find a motive or a cause. Consider how we place that lt in "Soon it will
begin to rain." We're always chopping complex situations into artificially clear-cut chunks
which we perceive as separatethings. Then we notice various differences and relationships
among those parts and assignthem to variouspartsof speech.We string our words into clauses
and our clausesinto chains, often interrupting one by inserting fragmentsof others inside it,
yet proceeding as though there were no interruptions at all. It has been alleged that the
construction of such structures is unique to the grammar-machineryof language,but I suspect
that languages evolved those forms because of mechanisms deeper in the grain of how we
think. For example, when we talked about visual ambiguity, we saw that our vision-systemsare
highly proficient at representingstructuresthat interrupt one another. This suggeststhat both
our visual and linguistic abilitiesto deal with "interruptions" could be basedon similar methods
with which we "manage" what is representedin our short-termmemories.
In any case, our brains appear to make us seekto representdependencies.Whatever happens, where or when, we're prone to wonder who or what's responsible.This leads us to
discover explanationsthat we might not otherwise imagine, and that helps us predict and
control not only what happens in the world, but also what happens in our minds. But what if
those sametendenciesshould lead us to imagine things and causesthat do not exist?Then we'll
invent false gods and superstitions and see their hand in every chance coincidence. Indeed,
perhaps that strange word "1"-6s used in "f iust had a good ifls4"-1eflects the selfsame
tendency. If you're compelled to find some causethat causeseverything you do-why, then,
that something needsa name. You call lt"me." I call it"yott."
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22.8 INTERRTIPTIONS
What enables us to tolerate an interruption and then return to our previous thoughts? This
must engagethe agentsthat control our short-term memories. It is important also to recognize
that many interruptions come not only from outside, but also from inside the mind. For
example, all but the simplest discoursesmake interruptions in the trains of thought they start.
Consider this sentence:
The thief who took the moon movedit to Paris.
We can regard this as expressingone thought that is interrupted by another. The principal
intention of the speakeris to expressthis Trans-ftame:

The thief moved the moon (from7) to Paris.
Trans Obiect
Origin Destination
Actor
The speaker,realizing that the listener may not know who the thief was, interrupts the main
sentence with a "relative clause"-"v1fts took the 7ns6n"-to further describe that Actor thief.
As it happens, this interrupting clause also has the form of a Trans-frame-so now the language-agencymust deal with two such frames at once.
Who
Actor

took
Trans

the moon (from7)
Obiect
Origin

(toZ)
Destination

English tends to use certain wh words, like "which" and "who," to interrupt a listener's
language-agencyand cause its short-term memories to temporarily store away some of their
present pronome assignments.This providesthe language-agencywith more capacity to understand the interrupting phrase. In the case of the moon sentence,the word "who" instructs the
listener to prepare to elaborate the description of the Actor thief. Once this is done, the
language-agencycan "re-member" its previous state in the processof understanding the main
sentence. We can often tell when to use an interruption processeven though the initial wh
word is missing;however, this doesn't alwayswork so well:
The cotton clothing is madeof is grown in the south.
This sentence is confusing because the reader tends to treat the word "cotton" in "cotton
clothing" as an adjective that modifies "clothing," when the writer meant it as a noun. The
same sentenceis easierto understand when set in alarger context:
Wheredo peoplegrow the cotton that is used to make clothing?
--- The cotton clothing is made of is grown in the south.
The first sentenceactivatesthe noun senseof "cotton" and asksa questionabout that subfect.
Now a question is really a sort of command: it makes the reader focus attention on a certain
subiect. Here, it preparesthe reader to add more structure to the representationof the cotton
noun, so there is lessneed for an explicit interruption signal.Still, it is very curious how rarely
we bother to use any signal at all for marking the end of an interrupting phrase. We never say a
word that means "un-who. " Evidently, we're usually ready to assume that the interrupting
phraseis complete.
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22.9 PRONOUNS
AND REFERENCES
We sometimesthink of words like "who" or "tt" as "pronouns"-1trat is, signalsthat represent
or substitutefor other nouns or phrases.But as we've seen,pronouns don't refer to words so
much as to partial statesthat are active in the listener'smind. In order to "refer" to such an
activity, the listenermust assignit to someshort-termmemory-unit-that is, to some pronome.
However, communication will fail unless the listener can correctly guesswhich pronome the
speakerwishesto assignto that activity. This can be a problem when there is more than one
availablechoice. For example, consider the pronoun "if" in the following sentence:
The thief who took the moon moved it to Paris.
How does the listener understand that it must mean the moon? English grammar constrains
the choice it cannot be assignedto the thief becauself cannot refer to a person at all. (We
apologize to all the small children we have called "it" in this book.) But grammar alone can't
determine the choice, since "it" could alsomean the sun, as it doesin this little dialogue:
Good grief; what's happenedto the sunT
Oh, thot! The thief who took the moon movedit to Paris.
The way "it" works is not so much grammaticalas psychological.The expression"moved it"
to seeka pronome that representssomethingthat could
causesthe listener'slanguage-agencies
be
either
the sun or the moon. But the previousquestion, What
have been moved. This could
happenedto the sun? has alreadypreparedthe listenerto expectto hear about an action whose
Obiect pronome representsthe sun, just as our earlierquestionabout cotton made the listener
anticipate an answer concerning that topic. Furthermore, the new phrase, "The thief . . .
moved if," fulfills this expectation by activating a Trans-frame whose Actor and Action pronomes already have assignments;this frame requires only an Obiecf to be complete. So the
word "it" is perfectly suited to fill the role of "sun" in that unassignedObiecfslot.
What does "expectation" mean?At each point in a dialogu€,both parties are already involved
with various concerns and desires.These establishcontextsin which each new word, description, or representation,however ambiguous,gets merged with whichever short-term memory
best matches it. Why do we make such assignmentsso quickly, instead of waiting until all the
must disposeof
ambiguities are resolved?That is a practical matter. Our language-agencies
each phrase as soon as possible,so that they can apply their full capacitiesto deal with what
afterward. If somethingin the conversationdoesnot match anything that came before,
"o*"i
the listener must activate a new memory-unit. This tends to slow the processdown, becauseit
consumes our limited suppliesof short-term memory and makes subsequentmatching more
difficult. If the listener cannot make suitable assignmentsquickly enough, the conversationwill
seemincoherent and communication will break down.
Eloquent speakersavoid this by designing each new expression to be easily attached to
structures already active in the listener; otherwise the listener is entitled to complain that the
languageisn't clear. A speakercan also indicate which subjectshave not been mentioned yet,
to spare the listener from struggling to make a nonexistent match; we use expressionslike "by
the way" to tell the listener not to attach what comes next to any presently active pronome. To
do such things, the speakermust anticipate some of what is happening inside the listener's
mind. The next section describesa way of doing this-by using the speaker'sown mind as a
model and assumingthat the listenerwill be similar.
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22.IO \TERBAIEX?RESSION
How easily people can communicate. We listen and speak without the slightest sense of
what's involved! One of us expressesan idea, the other understands it, and neither thinks
anything complicated has happened; it seems as natural to talk as it is to walk. Yet both
simplicities are illusions. To walk, you must engagea vast array of agenciesto move your body
down the street. To talk, you must engagea vast array of agenciesto build new structures in
another person's mind. But how do you know just what to say to affect that other person's
agencies?
Let's supposethat Mary wants to tell fack something. This means there is a certain structure
p somewhere inside the network of Mary's agencies-and that Mary's language-agencymust
construct a similar structure inside fack's mind. To do this, Mary will need to speakwords that
will activate appropriateactivitiesinside |ack's agencies,then correctly link them together. How
can she do that? Here is what we'll call the "re-duplication" theory of how we formulate what
we say:
Mary proceeds,step by step, to construct a new versionof p-call it q-inside her
own mind. In doing this, she will apply various memory-control operations to
activate certain isonomesand polynemes.
As Mary performseach internal operation, her speech-agency
selectscertain conesponding verbal expressions-and thesecause similar operations to occur inside
lack. As a result, Iack builds a structure similar to q.
To be able to do that, Mary must have learned at least one expressiyetechnique
that correspondsto each frequently used mental operation And fack must have
learned to recognize those expressivetechniqus5-147s'llcall them grdmmdrtactics-and to use them to activate some corresponding isonomes and polynemes.
To build her new version of p, Mary could employ a goal-achievingscheme: she keeps
comparing p with the latest version of q, and whenever she sensesa significant difference, she
applies some operation to q that removes or reduces the difference. For example, if Mary
notices that p has an Origin pronome where q lacks one, her memory-control systemwill focus
on p's Origin. In this case, if p itself is a motion frame, the usual speech-tacticis to use the
word "from." Next she must describethe substructure attached to p's Origin pronome. If this
were a simple polyneme like "Boston," Mary's speech-agencycould simply pronounce the
correspondingword. But if that pronome is assignedto some more complicated structure, such
as an entire frame, Mary's language-agencymust interrupt itself to copy that. This is expressed,
as we have seen, by using words like "who" or "which." In any case, Mary continues this
difference-duplication processuntil she sensesno significant discrepanciesbetween q and p.
Of course, what Mary finds significant dependson what she "wants to say."
This "re-duplication" theory of speechdescribesonly the first stagesof how we use language.
In later stages,the mental operationswe use to construct q are not alwaysimmediately applied
to pronouncing words. Instead, we learn techniques for storing sequencesof grammar-tactics
temporarily; this makes it possibleto modify and rearrangeour words and sentencesbefore we
say them. Learning these arts takes a long time: most children need a decade or more to
complete their language-systems
and many keep learning, throughout their lives, to sensenew
sorts of discrepanciesand discoverways to expressthem.
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22.11 CREATTVE
EXPRESSION
There is a wonderful capacity that comes along with the ability to "express"ideas. Whatever
we may want to say, we probably won't say exactly that. But in exchange,there is a chance of
saying something else that is both good and new! After all, the "thing we want to say"-the
structure p we're trying to describe-is not alwaysa definite, fixed structure that our languageagents can easily read and copy. If p exists at all, it's likely to be a rapidly changing network
involving severalagencies.If so, then the language-agencymay only be able to make guesses
and hypothesesabout p and try to confirm or refute them by performing experiments. Even if
p were well defined in the first place, this very processis liable to change it, so that the final
version q won't be the sameas the original structure p. Sometimeswe call this process"thinking
in words."
In other words, whether or not what you "meant" to say actually existed before you spoke,
your language-agenciesare likely either to reformulatewhat did exist or create something new
and different from anything you had before. Whenever you try to expresswith words any
complicated mental state, you're forced to oversimplify-and that can causeboth loss and gain.
On the losing side, no word description of a mental state can ever be complete; some nuances
are always lost. But in exchange, when you're forced to separatethe essencesfrom accidents,
you gain the opportunity to make reformulations. For example, when stuck on a problem, you
may "say to yourself" things like "Now, Iet's see-iust what wasI reolly trying to occomplish?"
Then, since your language-agencyknows so little about the actual stateof those other agencies,
it must answer such questionsby making theories about them, and these may well leave you in
a state that is simpler, clearer, and better suited to solving your problem.
When we try to explain what we think we know, we're likely to end up with something new.
All teachers know how often we understand something for the first time onlv after trying to
explain it to someone else.Our abilities to make languagedescriptionscan engageall our other
abilities to think and to solve problems. If speakinginvolves thinking, then one must ask, "How
much of ordinary thought involves the useof words?"Surely many of our most effective thinking
methods scarcely engage our language-agenciesat all. Perhaps we turn to words only when
other methods fail. But then the use of languagecan open entirely new worlds of thought. This
is becauseonce we can representthings in terms of stringsof words, it becomespossibleto use
them in a boundless variety of ways to change and rearrange what happens in our other
agencies.Of course, we never realize we're doing this; instead we refer to such activities by
names like paraphraseor changeof emphasis,as though we weren't changing what we're trying
to describe. The crucial thing is that during the moments in which those word-strings are
detached from their "meanings," they are no longer subfect to the constraints and limitations
can do what they want with them. Then we can
of other agencies,and the language-systems
transmit, from one person'sbrain to another, the stringsof words our grammar-tacticsproduce,
and every individual can gain accessto the most successfulformulations that others can articulate. This is what we call culture-the conceptual treasuresour communities accumulate
through history.
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COMPARISONS
What, in effect,drethe conditionsfor the constructionof
formal thought?The child must not only aqqly operationsto
obiects-in other words,mentallyexecutepossibleactionson
the:m-he must also"reflect" thoseoperationsin the absenceof
the obiectswhich are replacedby pure propositions.Thus
"reflection"is thought raisedto the secondpower.Concrete
of a possibleaction, and formal
thinking is the representation
of possible
of a representation
representation
thinking is the
that
action. . . . h is not surprising,therefore,
the systemof concreteoperationsmust be completedduring the
last yeorsof childhoodbeforeit can be "reflected"by
formal operations.In termsof their function, formal operations
do not differ from concreteoperationsexceptthat they are
or propositions[whoselogic is] an
apptiedto hypotheses
systemof "inference"that governs
the
of
abstracttranslation
concreteoPerations.
-fneN
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23.I

A IIfORTDOF DIFFERENCES

Much of ordinarythoughtis basedon recognizingdifferences.
This is becauseit is generally
useless
to do anythingthat hasno discernibleeffect.To askif somethingis significantis virtually
to ask,"What differencedoesit make?"Indeed,wheneverwe talk about"causeand effect"we're
referringto imaginarylinks that connect the differenceswe sense.What, indeed, are goals
themselves,
but waysin which we representthe kindsof changeswe might like to make?
It is interestinghow many familiar mental activitiescan be representedin terms of the
differencesbetweensituations.Supposeyou havein mind two situationsA and Z, and D is
your descriptionof the differencebetweenthem. Supposealsothat you arethinkingof applying
a certainprocedureP to the first situation,A. There are severalkinds of thinking you might
do.

-Procedu re
-/\
-/\

o R fc t N A

t

-lz
\-/

DESTTNATTON

Difference

PREDICTING. T o the extentthat you canpredicthow variousP's will affectA,
you cdnavoidthe expense
and riskof actuallyperformingthoseactions.
EXPECTING. lf you expectP to produceZ but it actuallyproducesY, then you
can try to explainwhat went wrongin termsof difference
betweenY and Z.
EXPLAINING. lf actionslike P usuallyleadto differences
of typeD, then when
you obsewesuchd D, you cdn suspectthat it wdscdusedby somethinglike P.
WANTING. lf youarein situationA, but wishto bein a situationmorelike Z,
it may help to remember
like D.
waysto removeor reducedifferences
a disturbingtype
ESCAPING,ATTACKING, and DEFENDING. lf P causes
D,
improve
matters
of difference we cdn try to
by finding someaction that
counteracts
or opposes
P.
ABSTRACTING. ln many formsof thought,the differences
we noticebetween
thoughts.
obiectsat eachlevelbecomethe "obiects"of our higher-level
moreoftenthan we realize,we think about
Not only aredifferencesimportantby themselves;
For example,the "height"of a physicalobjectis reallya differdifferences
betweendifferences.
ence betweenthe locationsof its top and its bottom. And this meansthat the higher-level
betweendifferences.For
must actuallydeal with differences
agentsin our Societies-of-More
example,the agentTaller hasto reactto the differencebetweentwo heights-but aswe'vejust
seen,a heightis alreadya differencebetweentwo locations!
The ability to considerdifferencesbetweendifferencesis important becauseit lies at the
heart of our abilitiesto solvenew problems.This is becausethese"second-order-differences"
are what we useto remind ourselvesof other problemswe alreadyknow how to solve.Sometimesthis is called"reasoningby analogy"and is consideredto be an exoticor unusualway to
solveproblems.But in my view,it's our mostordinarywayof doingthings.
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AND DTIPIJCATES
23.2 DIFFERENCES
It is important for us to be able to notice differences. But this seemingly innocent requirement posesa problem whose importance has never been recognizedin psychology.To see the
difficuity, let'i return to the subject of mental rearrangements. Let's first assume that the
problem is to compare two room-arrangement descriptionsrepresentedin two different agenti.r, agency A representsa room that contains a couch and a chair; agency Z representsthe
same room, but with the couch and chair exchanged.

Now if both agenciesare to representfurniture arrangementsin ways that some third agency
D can compare, then the "difference-detecting"agencyD must receive two setsof inputs that
match almost perfectly. Otherwise, every other, irrelevant difference between the outputs of A
and Z would appear to D to be differences in those rooms-and D would perceive so many
spurious differencesthat the real ones would be indiscernible!
The Duplication Problem. The states of two different agenciescannot be compared unless thoseagenciesthemselvesdre virtually identical.
But this is only the tip of the iceberg,for it is not enough that the descriptionsto be compared
emerge from two almost identical agencies.Those agenciesmust, in turn, receive inputs of
near identical character. And for that to come about, each of their subagenciesmust also fulfill
-and all
that same constraint. The only way to meet all these conditions is for both agencies
the subagenciesupon which they depend-to be identical. Unless we find another wdf , we'Il
needan endlessftosf of duplicated brains!
This duplication problem comes up all the time. What happens when you hear that Mary
bought lohn's house?Must you have separateagenciesto keep both Mary and lohn in your
mind at once? Even that would not suffice, for unless both person-representingagencieshad
similar connections to all your other agencies,those two representationsof "persons" would
not have similar implications. The same kind of problem must arise when you compare your
present situation with some recollection or experience-that is, when you compare how you
react to the two different partial statesof mind. But to compare those two reactions, what kind
of simultaneous machinery would be needed to maintain both momentary personalities?How
could a single mind hold room for two-one person old, the other new?
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23.3 TII\fiEBIJNKING
Fortunately, there is a way to get around the duplication problem entirely. Let's take a cue
from how a perfume makes a strong impression first, but then appearsto fade away, or how,
when you put your hand in water that is very hot or very cold, the sensationis intense at firstbut will soon disappearalmost entirely. As we say, we "get used to" these sensations.Why?
Becauseour sensesreactmainly to how things changein time. This is true even for the sensors
in our eyes-though normally we're unaware of it becauseour eyesare alwaysmoving imperceptibly. Most of the sensoryagentsthat inform our brains about the world are sensitiveonly
to various sorts of time changes-and that, surelv, is also true of most of the agents inside the
brain.
Any agent that is sensitive to changesin time can also be used to
detect differences.For wheneyerwe exposesuch an agent, first to a
situation A and then to a situation B, any output from that agent
wiII signify somedifferencebetweenA and B.
This suggestsa way to solve the duplication problem. Since most agentscan be made to serve
as difference-agents,we cdn compare two descriptionssimply by presenting them to the Edme
dgency at different times. This is easily done if that agency is equipped with a pair of highspeed, temporary K-line memories. Then we need only load the two descriptions into those
memories and compare them by activating first one and then the other.
Store the first description in pronomep.
Store the seconddescription in pronome q.
Activate p and q in rapid succession.
Then any changesin the agents'outputs representdifferencesbetweenA and B!
We can use this trick to implement the scheme we described for escaping from a toplessarch. Supposethat p describesthe presentsituation and q describesa box that permits no escape.
Each Move agent is designedto detect the appearanceof a wall. If we simply "blink" from the
present situation to the box frame, one of these agentswill announce the appearanceof any
box wall that was not already apparent in the present situation. Thus, automatically, this
scheme will find all the directions that are not closedoff. If the outputs of the Move agentswere
connected to cause you to move in the correspondingdirection, this agencywould lead you to
escape!
The method of time blinking can also be used to simplify our difference-enginescheme for
composing verbal expressions,since now the speakercan maintain both p and q inside the
selfsameagency. If not for this, each speakerwould need what would amount to a duplicate
society of mind in order to simulate the listener'sstate. Although the method of time blinking
is powerful and efficient, it has some limitations; for example, it cannot directly recognize
relationsamong more than two things at a time. I suspectthat peoplesharethis limitation, too
-and this may be why we have relatively few language-forms,like "between" and "middle," for
expressingthree-waycomparisonsand relationships.
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29.4 THE MEANINGSOF MORE
Each usage has a
Let's return just one time more to all the things that More can mean.
ore powerful; more meaningfut-and each such meaning must be learned.
different ,.1r.-some adiective' But
In other words, each use of More involves ^ .orrrr."tion with an agent fo_r
meanings share
Moremust also engagesome systematicuse of isonomes,since all the different
a certain common character.
When we hear the word "more," we becomedisposedto make comparfsons.
also some
This suggeststhat More engagesboth an accumulation of different meanings and
which
systematicJsorromelikeeffect-.indeed, Morecould exploit our time-blinking mechanism,
mema
activate
to
have
would
More
that,
do
To
comparisons.
aiready uses isonomes to make
to be
things
to
the
assigned
been
have
pronomes
"blinks"
wlrichever
ory-control processthat
automatically.
compared. Then their differenceswould be computed
More needs two additional ingredients. We'd never ask, all by itself, "Which one is more, dn
apple or a pearz"-fss2.rr. o,r, general-purposecomparison script woufd _generatedifferencedescriptionsin too many agenciei. We also need to know which kind of difference is of concern
at the moment. So we scarcely ever say "more" by itself but usually attach some modifiermore red, say,or more expensive.Of course, if our focus of concern is already clear from the
context-foi e*a-ple, if it is clear that we want to know whether apples or pears are more
expensive-then we need not expressthis explicitly.
Finally, it is one thing to find r diff"r.nce, but another to know whether to call it "more" or
to
"less." Ii -ay seem self-evidentthat Taller correspondsto "more," andThinner corcesponds
,.fss5"-yet that is something we once had to learn. This is the other ingredient of More: we
need another polyneme to iay which sorts of differences should be considered positive. In
English we someii*.r encode such preferences as choices between pairs of adiectives like
"laige" and "small," but we do not have pairs of words for concepts such as "triangular" or
"red","presumablybecausewe do not think of them as having "natural" opposites.Instead,we
,rr" word-paiis like "more red" and "less triangular." We can even modify the words them"
""r,
selves;we often say "redder" or "rounder"-fufi for some reasonwe never say "triangularer.
elephant?"
How does one answer a question like "Wh ich is bigger,a large mouseor d smdll
We can't compare two descriptions until we engage enough knowledge to construct suitable
representationsof them. One way to compare mouse and elephant would be to envision anot^herentity of intermediate size. A suitcasewould be suitable for this, since it could hold the
largest mouse but not the smallestelephant. How do you find such standardsfor comparison?
fhat can take considerabletime, during which you have to searchyour memories for structures
that can serveas links for longer chains of comparisons.As life proceeds,each person'sconcept
of More grows more and more elaborate. When it comes to notions like more similar, more
interestiig, or "more difficuh," there seemsno limit to the complexity of what a word like
"more" can represent.
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23.5 FOREIGNACCENTS
It is not unusual for an adult to learn a second language with nearly perfect mastery of
grammar and vocabulary.But once past adolescence,most peoplenever manageto imitate the
new language'spronunciation perfectly,no matter how long and hard they work at it. In other
words, they speakwith "foreign accents." Even when another speakertries to help with "Say it
Iike this, not thatr" the learner is unable to learn what changesto make. Most people who
change countries in their later teens neyerlearn to speakthe way the natives do.
Why do adults find it so hard to learn how to pronounce new word sounds?Some like to say
that this reflects a general decline in the learning capacitiesof older people, but that appearsto
be a myth. Instead, I suspectthis particular disability is caused, more or less directly, by a
geneticallyprogrammed mechanismthat disablesour ability to learn to make new connections
in or between the agentswe use to representspeechsounds. There is evidence that our brains
use different machinery for recognizing language sounds than for recognizing other sorts of
sounds,particularly for the little speech-soundunits that languagescientistscall "phonemes."
Most human languagesuse lessthan a hundred phonemes.
Why should we be able to learn many different speechsounds before the age of puberty but
find it so much harder to learn new ones afterward?I suspectthat this link to puberty is no
coincidence. Instead, one or more of the geneticallycontrolled mechanismsthat brings on
sexual maturity also acts to reduce the capacitiesof these particular agenciesto learn to recognize and make new sounds! But why did this peculiar disability evolve?What evolutionary
survival advantagewould favor individuals whose genesreduce,after that age, this particular
ability to learn?Consider this hypothesis:
The onset of the childbearingage is the biologicalmoment when a person'ssocial
role changesfrom learner to teacher.The "evolutiondry purpose" of suppressing
speech-soundlearning may simply serveto prevent the parent from learning the
child's speech-thus making the child learn the adult's speechinstead!
Wouldn't parents want to teach the children their languageanyway?Not necessarily.In the
short run, a parent is usually more concerned with communication than with instruction.
Accordingly, if we found it easierto imitate our children'ssounds,that's what we'd do. But if
parents were inclined and able to learn to speakthe ways their children do, thosechildren would
loseboth incentive and opportunity to learn to speaklike adults, and-if everychild acquireda
different set of languagesounds-no common, public languagewould everhoye eyolvedin the
first place! If this is right, puberty-linked genesfor suppressingspeech-soundlearning may have
formed fairly early in the evolution of human languages.No one knows when that occurred,
but if biologistscould find and date the genesfor this, we could obtain a clue about the time of
language'sunknown origin, perhapswithin the last half million years.
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FRAMES
The iustification of Na|oleon'sstatement-if, indeed,he ever
made it-that thosewho form a picture of everythingare unfit
to command,is to be found in the first of thesedefects.A
a battle with a picture beforehim of
commdnderwho approaches
how suchand sucha fight went on suchand suchan occasion,
will find, two minutesafterthe forceshaveioined, that
somethinghasgonedwry.Then his pictureis destroyed.
He has
nothing in reserye
exceptanotherindividual picture,and this
also wiII not seryehim for long. Or it mdy be that when his first
pictured forecastis found to be inapplicable,he hasso
multifariousand pressinga collectionof picturesthat equally
he is at a losswhat practicaladiustmentto make.Toogreat
individuality of past reference
mdy be verynearlyas
embarrassing
ds no individuality of past reference
at all To
seryeadequatelythe demandsof a constantlychanging
enyironment,we hayenot only to pick itemsout of their
generalsetting,but we must know what partsof them mdy flow
and alter without disturbingtheir general
significanceand functions.
C . B ARTLETT

24.1 THE SPEEDOF THOUGHT
For there existsa great chasmbetweenthose,on the one side,
who relate everything to o single central vision, one systemmore or
Iesscoherentor articulate, in terms of which they understand,
think and feel-a single, universal, organizing principle in terms
of which olone all that they are ond soyhassignificance-and, on
the other side, thosewho pursue mdny ends, often unrelated and

'i::,:";:';!;:i:7;,i:;":';:,,i;,::,r,i::i",:::,:,","ir:o
or aestheticprincible. . . .
-IsArAH Benr.rN
When we enter a room, we seem to seethe entire sceneat a glance. But, really, it takes time
to see-to apprehend all the details and see if they confirm our expectationsand beliefs. Our
first impressionsoften have to be revised. Still, one wonders how so many kinds of visual cues
can lead so quickly to consistentviews. What could explain the blinding speedof sight?
The secret is that sight is intertwined with memory. When face to face with someone you've
just met, you seem to react almost instantly-but not as much ta what you seeas to what thot
sight "reminds" you of The moment you sense the presence of a person, a whole world of
assumptionsare arousedthat are usually true about people in general.At the same time, certain
superficial cues remind you of particular people you've alreadymet. Unconsciously, then, you
will assumethat this strangermust also resemblethem, not only in appearancebut in other
traits as well. No amount of self-disciplinecan keep those superficialsimilaritiesfrom provoking
assumptionsthat may then affect your judgments and decisions.When we disapproveof this,
we complain about stereotypes-and when we sympathrzewith it, we speakof sensitivity and
empathy.
It's much the samewith language,too. If someonesaid,"lt's raining frogs,"your mind would
swiftly fill with thoughts about the origins of those frogs, about what happens to them when
they hit the ground, about what could have causedthat peculiar plague, and about whether or
not the announcer had gone mad. Yet the stimulus for all of this is just three words. How do
our minds conceive such complex scenesfrom such sparsecues?The additional details must
come from memories and reasoning.
Most older theoriesin psychologycould not account for how a mind could do such thingsbecause,I think, those theorieswere basedon ideasabout "chunks" of memory that were either
much too small or much too large. Some of those theories tried to explain appearancesonly in
terms of low-level "cues," while other theoriestried to deal with entire scenesat once. None of
those theories ever got very far. The next few sections describe what seems to be a useful
compromise; at least it has led to some better resultsin some projects concerned with Artificial
Intelligence. Our idea is that each perceptual experience activatessome structures that we'll
call framss-shuctures we've acquired in the course of previous experience.We all remember
millions of frames, each representingsome stereotypedsituation like meeting a certain kind of
person, being in a certain kind of room, or attending a certain kind of party.
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24.2 FRAMESOF I\fiIND
A frame is a sort of skeleton, somewhatlike an application form with many blanks or slots to
be fiiled. We'll call these blanks its terminals;we use them as connection points to which we
can attach other kinds of information. For example, a frame that representsa "chair" might
"person"
have some terminals to representa seat, a back, rnd l"gt, while a frame to representa
particular
would have some terminals for a body and head and arms and legs. To represent a
that
structures
with
frame
the
corresponding
of
chair or person, we simply fill in the terminals
person
particular
legs
of
that
and
seat,
represeni, ir, ,nore detail, particular featuresof the back,
oichair. As we'll see,virtually any kind of agent can be attached to a frame-terminal. It can be
a K-line, polyneme, isonome, memory-control script, or, best of all, another frame.
In printipie, we could use frames without attaching their terminals to anything. Normally,
thoujh, the terminals come with other agentsalready attached-and these are what we called
"default assignments"when we first talked about level-bands.If one of your person-framesis
active, and you actually seesome arms and legs,their descriptionswill be assignedto the proper
terminals. However, if certain parts cannot be seen, perhaps becausethey're out of view, the
missing information will be filled in by default. We use default assumptionsall the time: that's
how, when you see someone wearing shoes, you "know" that there are feet in them. From
where do those assumptionscome? I'll argue that
Default assumptionsfill our framesto representwhat's typical.
As soon as you hear a word like "person," "frog," or "chair," yot assumethe details of some
"typical" sort of person, frog, or chair. You do this not only with language,but with vision, too.
For example, when someone is seatedacrossthe table from you, you may be unable to see any
part of that person'schair. Still, this situation will probably activatea sitting-frame. But a sittingft"*r will surely have a terminal for what to sit upon, and that will be assigned,by default, to
some stereotypicalchair. Then, though there is no chair in sight, a chair-frame will be supplied
by default.
Default assignmentsare of huge significancebecausethey help us represent our previous
experience.We use them for reasoning,recognizing,generalizing,predicting what may happen
next, and knowing what we ought to try when expectationsaren't met. Our frames affect our
every thought and everything we do.
Frames are drawn from past experienceand rarely fit new situations perfectly. We therefore
have to learn how to adapt our frames to each particular experience.Whatif a given situation
closely matches severaldifferent frames at once? Some such conflicts could be resolvedby the
"locking-in" negotiations we described earlier; then only the frames that manage to suppress
their competitors can influence one's other agencies.But the other frames could lurk offstage,
awaiting opportunities to intervene.
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24.3 HOTVTRANS.FRAMES
WORK
In order to be more concrete, let's make a little theory of how a frame might actually work.
Consider, for example, a Trans-framethat is filled in to representthis sentence:
lack drovefrom Boston to New York on the turnpike with Mary.
Whenever this particular frame is active, if you wonder about the Desfination of that trip,
you'll almost instantly think of New York. This suggeststhat the polyneme for New York must
be aroused by the coincidence of two mental events, namely, ih" rrousal of this particular
travel-frame and the arousal of the pronome for Destination. Now how could a brain-agent
recognize such a coincidence?Simple: we need only assumethat the polyneme for New York
is attached to an AND-agent with two inputs; one of them representsthe arousal of the travelframe itself, and the other representsthe arousal of the Destination pronome. Accordingly,
each terminal of our frame could simply be an AND-agent with two inputs.

sfcNAL FRoMPRONOME

(I I
V
I

stcNAL FRoM
FRAME.AGENT

TERMINAL
According to this simple scheme, a frame could consist of little more than a collection of
AND-agents, one for each of the frame's pronome terminalsl Then the entire frame for the
New York trip would look like this:

PRONOMES

FRAME.AGENT

TEHMINALS

When a frame-agentis activated-either by seeing,hearing, or imagining something-this
supplieseach of those AND-agents with one of thesetwo inputs. The secondinput is provided
by some pronome which can thereby activatewhichever agent or frame is presently assignedto
that terminal. If severalpronomesare active at the sametime, all the correspondingagentswill
be activated, too. When the frame above is active, the pronome for Origin will activate the Kline for Boston, and the pronome for Yehicle will activatethe K-line for car.
How could such a frame be made to learn which polynemesshould fill its terminals?We
could begin with each terminal initially connected to a virgin K-line; then each terminal will
representwhatever the correspondingK-line learns. Notice that to build frames this way, w€
need only connect AND-agents to K-linesthat can in turn be constructedfrom little more than
simple AND-type agents. One of the great surprisesof modern computer science was the
discoverythat so much can be done with so few kinds of ingredients.
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24.4 DEFAULTASSUMPTIONS
Onty by art cdn we get outsideourselves;insteadof seeingonly one
world, our own, we seeit under multiple forms,ond as mdny ds
thereare original artists, iust so mdnv worlds
havewe of our disPosal.
-MARCEI Pnousr
When someonesays,"fohn threw a ball," lrou probably unconsciouslyassumea certain set
of featuresand qualitiesof the ball, like color, srze,and weight. These are your assumptionsby
default, the kind we talked about when we first introduced the idea of level-bands. Your
assumptionsabout that ball might be derived from some ball you owned long ago--.or, possibly,
your newest one. It is our theory that such optional detailsare usually attachedtoo weakly to
hold against the sharp insistenceof reality, so that other stimuli will find them easy to detach
or otherwiseadapt. This is why default assumptionsmake weak images,and why we aren't too
amazedwhen they turn out wrong. It is no surprisethat frames share so many properties of Klines, since the terminals of frames themselveswill lie in level-bandsnear the K-lines whose
fringes represent our expectationsand default assumptions.
But why use default assumptionsat all, insteadof simply seeingwhat's really there?Because
unlesswe make assumptions,the world would simply make no sense.It would be as uselessto
perceive how things "actually look" as it would be to watch the random dots on untuned
television screens.What really matters is being able to seewhat things look like. This is why
our brains need specialmachinery for representingwhat we seein terms of distinct "obiects."
The very idea of an object embodies making many assumptionsthat "go without saying"-fe1
example, that it has substanceand boundaries,that it existedbefore we saw it, and that it will
remain afterward-in short, that it will act like other typical objects.Thus, though we never
seeevery side of an object at once, we alwaysassumethat its unseensidesexist. I suspectthat
the larger part of what we know-or think we know-is representedbv default assumptions,
becausethere is so little that we know with perfect certaintr'.
We use default assumptionsin personal relations,too. Why do so many people give such
credence to astrology, to classifyfriends by the months of their births? Perhaps it seems a
forward step, to classall personsinto just twelve types-to those who once supposedthat there
were less.And how does the writer's craft evoke such lifelike characters?It's ridiculous to think
that people could be well portrayedin so few words. Instead,our story writers use phrasesthat
activate great networks of assumptionsthat alreadylie in the minds of their readers.It takes
great skill to create those illusions-to activateunknown processesin unknown readers'minds
and to shapethem to one'spurposes.Indeed, in doing so, a writer can make things clearerthan
reality. For although words are merely catalystsfor startingmental processes,soztoo, are real
things: we can't sensewhat they really are, only what thev remind us of. As Proust went on to
say:
Each reader reads only what is already inside himself. A book is only a sort of
optical instrument which the writer offersto let the readerdiscoverin himself what
he would not havefound without the aid of the book.
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24.5 NOTWERBATREASONING
Even when you were very young, if someonehad told you that most Snarks are green-and,
also, that every Boojum is a Snark-you would have been able to conclude that most Boojums
are green. What could have led you to that conclusion?Presumably,you answer questions
about the properties of Boojums by attaching your polyneme for Snark to whichever of your
memory-units currently representsa Boojum. Accordingly, you assumethat the color property
of a Booium is green by using your usual way of recallingthe propertiesof things you knowactivating their polynemesto set your various agenciesinto the correspondingstates.In other
words, we do this kind of reasoningby manipulating our memoriesto replaceparticular things
by typical things. I mention all this because it is often assumedthat adults are better than
children are at what is often called abstract or logical reasoning. This idea is unfair both to
adult and child becauselogical thinking is so much simpler-and lesseffective-than commonsensethinking. Actually, what appearsto be a matter of "logic" is usuallv not logical at all and
frequently turns out to be wrong. In the case above, you would have been wrong because
Booiums are albino Snarks.
The situation is different when you happen to know more about a particular example. For
example,supposeyou first had learnedthat penguinscannot fly and then learnedthat penguins
are a kind of bird. When you discoverthat, should you replaceall of your penguin properties
with those of your "generic" bird? Clearly not, since then you'd lose your hard-earned penguin
facts. To deal with this effectively, children must develop complex skills, not merely to replace
one representationwith another, but to compare two representationsand then move around
inside them, making different changesat different levels. These intricate skills involve the use
of isonomesthat control the level-bandof the activitiesinside our agencies.
In any case,to reasonwell, our memory-control agenciesmust learn to "move" our memories
around as though those memories were building-blocks.Conceivably,those agencieshave to
learn such skillsbefore we can learn to build with blocksin the outsideworld of object-things.
Unfortunately, we know very little about how such processeswork. Indeed, we're virtually
unaware that they even exist, becausethese kinds of "commonsense"inferencesand assumptions come to mind without the slightestconsciouseffort or activity. Perhapsthis unawareness
is a consequenceof the speedwith which thoseskillsemploy the very sameshort-termmemoryunits that might otherwisebe usedto record those agents'own recent activities.
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24.6 DIRECTION.NEMES
When you think about an obiect in a certain place, many different processesgo on inside
your mind. Some of your agenciesknow the visual direction in which that object lies, others
tan direct your hand to reach toward it, and yet other agenciesanticipate how it would feel if
it touched your skin. It is one thing to know that a block has flat sidesand right angles,another
to be able to recognize a block by sight, and yet another to be able to shapeyour hand to grasp
that shape or recognize it from feeling it in your grasp. How do so many different agencies
communicate about placesand shapes?
No one yet knows how shapesand placesare representedin the brain. The agenciesthat do
such things have been evolving since animals first began to move. Some of those agenciesmust
be involved with postures of the arm and hand, others must representwhat we discover from
the imagesinside our eyes,and yet others must representthe relations between our bodies and
the obiectsthat surround us.
How can we use so many different kinds of information at once?In the following sectionsI'll
propose a new hypothesis to deal with this: that many agenciesinside our brains use frames
whose terminals are controlled by interaction-squoredrrdys.Only now we'll use those squarearraysnot to representthe interactions of different causes,but to describethe relations between
closely related locations. For example, thinking of the appearanceof a certain place or obiect
would involve arousing a squarelikefamily of frames, each of which in turn representsa detailed
view of the corresponding portion of that scene. If we actually use such processes,this could
explain some psychologicalphenomena.
lf you werewalking through a circular tube, you could scarcelykeepfrom thinking
in terms of bottom and top and sides-however vdguely their boundariesare defined. Without d wdy to representthe scenein terms of familiar parts, you'd have
no well-establishedthinking skills to apply to it.
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The diagram is meant to suggestthat we representdirections and places by attaching them
to a special set of pronomelike agentsthat we shall call "direction-nemes." Later we'll see how
these might be involved in surprisinglymany realms of thought.
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24.7 PICTT'RE.FRAMES
Whenever we seea thing so utterly new that it resemblesnothing we've ever seen before, this
means that none of our prelearned frames will fit it very well. But this rarely happens to adults.
For example, we have each accumulatedenough room-framesto representmost rooms we're
likelv to see, such as kitchens, bedrooms, offices, factories, and concert halls; one of these will
usually match whichever place we happen to be. Besides,we can almost always use a less
specific frame that fits most any room at all-a frame with terminals that correspond to nothing
more than ceiling, floor, and walls. Then each of those six surfacescould be represented, in
turn, by a subframe that has terminals for severalvaguely defined regions. To be specific, let's
employ our direction-neme idea and divide each surface-for ceiling, floor, and each of the
walls-into zones that correspond to the nine regions of an interaction-square.A typical wall
might then be representedin this fashion:
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In spite of its simplicity, w€ can represent quite a lot of information with this scheme. It
provides enough structure to recall later that"there wds a window toward the left, some shelves
high to the right side of the wall, and a table to the right." If this doesnot seempreciseenough,
the fact is that we usually don't remember things so exactly, except when they attract special
attention; normally it would be enough to know only roughly where that television was, and we
could assume by default that it was supported by the tabletop. It takes surprisingly few such
observationsto enable us to tell, later, whether much has been changed.
Given more time, one could keep noticing more details and include them by attaching
additional subframes. This would overcome the limitations of starting with so few terminals.
For example, one might notice that the window is closer to the shelf than to the television set,
and closer to the ceiling line than to either the shelf or the televisionset. And if the outline of
the desk and televisionset reminds you of a goatlikeanimal, your representationcan include
that fact.
Supposeyou had first assumedthis to be a living room but later recognized the table to be a
kitchen table? Must you undo all the work you've done, to activate a different kitchen-frame
and start all over again?No, becauselater we'll see a convenient way to switch over to another
frame-while still retaining what was learned so far. The trick will be to make all our frames for
different rooms share the same terminals, so that when we interchange those frames, the
information stored in them remains.
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24.8 HOWPICTI'RE.FRAMES
Now that we've seen how "picture-frames" could represent memories of spatial arrangements, let's ask how we actually build such frames. We'll use the same technique that we used
to build Trans,frames, except for one small change. To make a picture-frame, we'll simply
replace the pronomes of our Trans-frameschemeby a set of nine direction-nemes!The diagram
below also includes an agent to servefor turning on the frame itself.

COMPASS SOUARE
DIRECTION.NEMES

FRAME.AGENT
(nEcocNrzER)

FRAME.TERMINALS

To apply the picture-frame idea to how our vision-systemswork, imagine that you're looking
at some real-world scene. Your eyes move in various directions, controlled in some way by
direction-nemes. Now supposethat every time you move your eyes,the same direction-nemes
also activate the Klines attached to the corresponding terminals of a certain vision-frame.
Suppose, also, that those K-lines are ready to form new memories. Then each time you look in
a different direction, your vision-systemwill describewhat you see-and the correspondingKIine wiII recordwhat you seewhen you look in that direction!
Now supposethat the same frame is activated at some later date-but this time by means of
memory and not from looking at some scene. Then, as any of your agenciesconceivesof
looking in a certain direction, the thought itself will involve the activation of the corresponding
direction-neme; then, before you have a chance to think of anything else, the corresponding
KJine will be aroused.This createsa most remarkableeffect:
Whicheverwdy your "mind's eye" Iooks,you'll seemto seethe correspondingaspect
of the scene.You wiII experiencean olmost perfect"simulus" of being there!
How "real" could such a recollection seem?In principle, it could even seem as real as vision
itself-since it could make you seem to sensenot only how an object looks, but also how it
tastesand feels. Shortly we'll see how this could yield not merely the senseof seeing a scene,
but also the senseof being able to move around inside it.

TRAMES

24.9 RECOGNIZERS
AND MEMORIZERS
How do frames become activated?This amounts to asking how we recognize familiar situations or things. There is no limit to how complicated such a question can 6"co-e, since there
are no natural boundary lines between recognizing, rememblring, and all the rest of how we
think. For questions like this, with no place to start, we have to construct some boundary lines
from our own imagination.
We'll simply assumethat every frame is activatedby some set of recognizers.We can regard
a recognizer as a type of agent that, in a sense,is the opposite of a K-line-since instead of
arousing a certain state of mind, it has to recognize when a certain state of mind occurs.
Accordingly, the recognizers of a frame are very much like the terminals of a frame, except
that the connections to the terminals are reversed.
pronomes
frame-agent

RECOGNIZERS

termlnals

M E M O R I Z E R SR E C O G N I Z E R S

This suggeststhat not only frames but agenciesin general might be organized in the form of
agentssandwiched between recognizersand memorizers.

M E i l O R I Z E R -S

RECOGNIZERS

This sketch of how our agenciesare organizedis oversimplified.Each agent, be it a frame, a
K-line, or whatever, must have some machinery for learning when it should become activeand that may require more than simply recognizing the presence of certain features. For
example, to recognize an object as a car, it isn't enough that it include some assortmentof parts
like body, wheels, and license plate; the frame must also recognize that those parts are in
suitable relationships-that the wheelsbe properly attached to the body, for example. Workers
in the field of Artificial Intelligence have experimented with a variety of ways to make framerecognizers, but the field is still in its infancy. The recognizers of our higherJevel agencies
might have to include mechanisms as complex as difference-enginesin order to match their
relational descriptionsto actual situations.
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FRAME,ARRAYS
The deviceof imageshasseveraldefectsthat arethe priceof its
peculiarexcellences.
Two of theseareperhapsthe most
important:the image,and particularlythe visual image,is apt
to go fartherin the directionof the individualizationof
situationsthan is biologicallyuseful;and the principlesof the
combinationof imageshavetheir own peculiaritiesand result
in constructionswhich arerelativelywild, jerky and irregular,
comparedwith the straightfonnardunwinding of a habit, or
with the somewhatorderlymarchof thought.
-F.

C. BARTLETT

25.1 ONE FRAMEAT A TIME?
Each of the drawings below can be seen in at least two different ways.

The drawing on the left might representeither a single candlestickor two people facing each
other. The drawing on the right looks like a cube-but first it looks like a cube as seen from
above and then, suddenly, it looks like a cube as seen from below. Why does each drawing
seem to change its character from time to time? Why can't we seeboth forms at once?Because,
it seems,our agenciescan toleratejust one interpretationat a time.

We must ask certain questions here. First, what enablesus to seethosepictures as composed
of the featureswe call by names like edges,lines, corners,and areas?Our vision-systemsseem
virtually compelled to group the outputs of our sensorsinto entities like these. Next, what
enablesus to seethosefeaturesasgroupedtogetherto form largerobiects?Apparently, our visionsystemsagain are virtually compelled to representeach of those features, be it a corner, edge,
or area,as belongingto one and only one largerobject at a time. I won't discussthose questions
in this book except to suggesta general hypothesis:
Our vision-systemscfieborn equipped,on eachof severaldifferent levels,with some
sortof "Iocking-in" machinerythat at everymoment permits each"pdrt," at each
level, to be assignedto one and only one "whole" 4t the next level.
We should also ask, how.do we recognizethose obiects as examplesof familiar things like
faces, cubes, or candlesficJcs?And again we'll make the similar hypothesis that our memoryframe machinery also uses "locking-in" machinery that permits each "object" to be attached
only to one frame at a time. The end result is that in every region of the picture, the frames
must compete with one another to account for each feature.
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25.2 FRAME.ARRAYS
When we first discussedhow Builderworks, we assumedthat it employed a vision-agent,See,
A
to locate the variousblocksit needs.However,we never discussedhow Seeitself might work.
even
instance,
For
it
seems.
than
person
simply "looks and sees"-fsft that's more complicated
-a
looks different from each point of view, since as you move, the images it makes
simple
""UL
inside your eye keep changing in both shapeand size.

How strange and dangerous moving would be if every step made everything seem wholly
new! But thatrsnot how it seemsto us. When we move to the right, so that A becomesinvisible,
we remember what we learned when we saw it, and it still seemspart of what we're seeingnow.
How can this be? Here is a theory of why things seem to stay the same, even when what we see
of them keepschanging as we move around.
Frame-Arrays. When we moye, our vision-systemsswitch dmong a family of different framesthat all use the sameterminals.

vtEw
FROM
LEFT

I'll use the term "frame-arrays"for these groups of frames that share the same terminals.
When you representa thing's detailswith a frame-array,you can continue to move around yet
"keep in mind" all that you've observedfrom those different viewpoints, even though vou've
never seenthem all at once. This givesus the wonderful ability to conceiveof all of an object's
different views as aspectsof a single thing.
I do not mean to suggestthat every time you seea new object you build a brand-new framearray for it. First, you try to match what you seeto the frame-arraysin the memories you have
accumulated and refined over periods of many years. How do frame-arraysoriginate? I would
assumethat this underlying pattern-of families of frames that all share common terminalsis built into the architectures of major sectionsof the brain. But although that pattern is "built
in," developingthe skills for using it involveseach child in more than a decadeof predestined
learning.
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25.3 THE STATIONARYWORLD
What makes obiects seem to stay in place no matter how the viewer moves?To common
sensethis is no mystery: it's simply that we'reseeingall the time and keepingcontact with the
world. However, I suspect that if we had to start seeing all over again from every moment to
the next, we'd scarcelybe able to see at all. This is becauseour higher-level agentsdon't "see"
the outputs of the sensorsin our eyes at all. lnstead, they "wotch" the statesof middle-Ievel
agenciesthat don't change state so frequently. What keeps those "inner models" of the world
from changing all the time? This is the function of our frame-arrays:to store what we learn
about the world at terminals that stay unchanged when we move our headsand bodies around.
This explains a wonderful pseudoparadox:objects in the world seem to change only when the
pictures they project into our eyesdon't change-that is, don't change according to our expectations. For example, when you walk past a circular dish, your frame-arraysexpect that circle
to turn into an ellipse. When that actually happens, the shape continues to "look" circular.
However, should that expectedchange fail to occur, the shapewill seem to change of its own
accord.
How, then, do we automatically compensate for changes of view? The system could work
just as we describedin section 24.8:by using the samedirection-nemesboth to control our own
motions and to selectframesfrom our frame-arrdys.For example, you might use severalframes
to represent an image of a cube, arrangedin a network like this:
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When you activate your "move east" direction-neme in order to make your body move in
that direction, the same signal will also make this frame-array replace the middle frame with
the one to its left. This wilicompensate for your change of viewpoint and determine what you
"expect" to see-and the scene will appear to remain stationaryl Michael Crichton has suggesied that when you move inside such a space,you must unconsciouslybe registeringthe
Iistortions of the shape, the moving walls and corners. Only you don't interpret these as
changesin the room itself, but use them as more accurate cues to orient yourself in the sPace.
yoir can bypassthis entire system by gently pushing the side of your eye with your finger;
then the woild will indeed appear to move, because your frame-arrays do not receive the
corresponding direction signals!
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25.4 THE SENSEOF CONTINTIITY
And any obiect being removedfrom our eyes,though the
impressionit made in us remains;yet other obiectsmore present
succeeding,and workingon us, the lmagination of the past is
obscured.and made weok;os the voyceof a man is in the noyseof
the day. From whenceit followeth, that the longerthe time is,
after the sight, or Senseof any obiect,the weakeris the
Imagination. For the continuall changeof mans body, destroysthe
parts which in senseweremoved;So that distanceof time, and of
place,hath one and the sameeffectin us.
-HoBBES

Imagine what these frame-arrayscan dol They let us "visualize"imaginary scenes,such as
what might happen when we move, becausethe frames for what we can expect to see are filled
in automatically. Not only that, but by using other processesto fill in all those terminals, we
can "imagine" scenesand views of things we've never seen before. Still, many people find it
hard to considerthe thought that mental imagescould be basedon anything as crude as framearrays. The world of our experience seems so perfectly continuous. Could such smooth
thoughts emerge from sudden frame-to-frame jumps? If the mind kept ferking from one frame
to another, wouldn't what we experience seem equally abrupt? Yet we rarely feel our minds
change frames, any more than we perceivea visualsceneas composedof disconnectedspotsof
light. Why dowe have the sensethat things proceedin smooth, continuous ways?Is it because,
as some mysticsthink, our minds are part of some flowing stream?I think it's just the opposite:
our senseof constant, steadychange emergesfrom the parts of mind that manage to insulate
themselvesagainstthe continuous flow of time!
In other words, our senseof smooth progressionfrom one mental stateto another emerges
not from the nature of that progressionitself, but from the descriptionswe use to representit.
as jerky. Paradoxically,our senseof contiNothing can seemjerky except what ts represented
most
kinds of changesrather than from any
to
nuity comes from our marvelous insensitivity
genuine perceptiveness.Existenceseemscontinuous to us not becausewe continually experience what is happening in the present, but becausewe hold to our memories of how things
were in the recent past. Without those short-term memories, all would seem entirely new at
every instant, and we would have no senseat all of continuity or, for that matter, of existence.
a faculty of "continual awareness."
One nright supposethat it would be wonderful to possess
But such an affliction would be worse than useless,becausethe more frequently our higherlevel agencieschange their representationsof reality, the harder it is for them to find significance in what they sense.The power of consciousnesscomes not from ceaselesschange of
state, but from having enough stabilitvto discern significantchangesin our surroundings.To
"notice" change requires the ability to resistit. In order to sensewhat persiststhrough time,
one must be able to examine and comparedescriptionsfrom the recent past.We notice change
in spite of change, not becauseof it.
instead, it is a form
Our senseof constant contact with the world is not a genuine experience;
of immanence illusion. We have the senseof actuality when everyquestion askedof our visualsystemsis answeredso swiftlv that it seemsos though those dnswerswere already there. And
that's what frame-arraysprovideus with: onceany frame fills its terminols, the terminals of the
other frames in its drrdy are also filled. When everychangeof view engdgesframes whoseterminals are alreadyfilled, albeit only by default, then sight seemsinstantaneous.
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25.5 EXPECTATIONS
But in the common wdy of taking the view of any opakeobiect,
that port of its surface,which fronts the eye, is apt to occupy the
mind alone, and the opposite,ndy eveneveryother part of it
whatever,is left unthought of at that time: and the least motion
we make to reconnoitreany otherside of the obiect,confoundsour
first idea, for want of the connexionof the two ideas.
-WILLIAU

HoGARTH

Imagine that you turned around and suddenlyfaced an absolutelyunexpectedscene.You'd
be as shocked as though the world had changed before your eyes because so many of your
expectationswere not met. When we look about a familiar place, we know roughly what to
expect.But what doesexpectmean?
Whenever we become familiar with some particular environment like an office, home, or
outdoor place, we represent it with a frame- afia\l whose terminals have already been filled.
Then, for each direction of motion inside that environment, our vision-systemsactivate the
corresponding frames of that array. We also activate the corresponding frames even when we
merely consideror imagine a certain body motion-and this amounts to "knowing what to
expect." In general, each frame of a spatial frame-array is controlled by some direction-neme.
However, in surroundingsthat are either especiallyfamiliar or whose relationshipswe do not
understand, we may learn to use more specific stimuli instead of using direction-nemesto
switch the frames. For example, when you approach a familiar door, the frame for the room
that you expect to find behind that door might be activated,not by your direction of motion,
but by your recognition of that particular door. This could explain how a person can reside in
the same home for decades,yet never learn which of its rooms sharecommon walls.
In any case,all this is oversimplified.Many of our frame-arraysmust require more than nine
direction views;they need machinery to modify the sizesand shapesof their objects;they rnust
be adaptedto three dimensions;and they must be able to representwhat happensat intermediate moments during motion from one view to another. Furthermore, the control of frame
selectioncannot depend on a single,simple set of direction-nemes,for we must also compensate for the motions of our eyes, neck, body, and legs. Indeed, a major portion of our brainmachinery is involved with such calculations and corrections, and it takes a long time to learn
to use all that machinery. The psychologistPiaget found that it takes ten years or more for
children to refine their abilities to imagine how the same scene will appear from different
viewpoints.
this was the basisof Hogarth's complaint. The artist felt that many painters and sculptors
neyerlearnedenough abouf spatialtransformations.He felt that mental imagery is an acquired
skill, and he scolded artists who gavetoo little time to "perfecting the ideas they have in their
minds about the objects in nature." Accordinglv, Hogarth worked out ways to train people to
better predict how viewpointschange appearances.
bearings,
fHe who undertakes the acquisition ofl perfect ideas of the distonces,
and oppositionsof severalmaterial points and lines in even the most irregular
will gradually arriyeat the knack of recallingthem into his mind when the
figure's,'
'obiects
themsetvesdre not beforehim-and will be of infinite serviceto those who
inyent and draw from fancy, as well as to enablethoseto be more correctwho draw
from the life.
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25.6 THE FRAMEIDEA
Questionsarisefrom a point of view-from somethingthat helps
to structurewhat is problematical,what is worth asking,and what
It is not that the view
constitutesdn dnswer(or progress).
determinesreality, only what we acceptfrom reality and how we
structureit. I am realistenoughto believethat in the long run
reality gets its own chanceto acceptor reiectour yariousyiews.
-AllnN

NEwELL

I first conceived the idea of frames in the early 1970s,while working on making a robot that
could see, and I describedthe theory in a I974 essayentitled "A Framework for Representing
Knowledge." The essayinfluencedthe next decadeof researchon Artificial Intelligence,despite
the fact that most readers complained that its explanationswere too vague. In retrospect, it
seemsthose explanationswere at just the right level-bandsof detail to meet the needs of that
time, which is why the essayhad the effect it did. If the theory had been any vaguer, it would
have been ignored, but if it had been describedin more detail, other scientistsmight have
"tested" it, insteadof contributing their own ideas.Then they might have found my proposals
were inadequate. Instead, many versionswere suggestedby other people, and "frame-based"
programming becamepopular.
Two studentsin particular, Scott Fahlman and Ira Goldstein, claimed to understandwhat I
had meant-and then explainedmany detailsI hadn't imaginedat all. Another student, Terry
Winograd, worked on making a robot that understood a certain class of English-language
sentences;this led to important theories about the relation between grammar and its effect
upon a listener.Then, sincethat robot'staskwasbuilding towersof children'sblocks,Winograd
also worked out many detailsof how to make a Builder. You can seehow his theoriesaffected
this book. Yet another student, Eugene Charniak, worked on the problem of how young
children understand the storiesthey read. He spent at least a solid year thinking about one
such story, which had to do with bringing a kite to a birthday party. Shortly, you'll see the
influence Charniak had on this book.
All along, I had felt that the frame idea itself was rather obvious and perhaps implicit in the
earlier work of psychologistslike Bartlett. I consideredthe more important concept in the I974
essayto be the idea of a frame-system-renamed "frame-arrav" in this book. I was surprised
that the frame idea became popular while the frame-arrayidea did not. The neme concept
emerged in 1977(under the term "C-lines"); the K-line idea crystallizedin 1979.The concept
of pronomes was in my unconsciousmind for severalyearsbut did not crystallizeuntil, while
writing this book, I realized how to reformulate severalof Roger Schank'searly ideas into the
form of Trans-frames.The scheme proposed in this book, in which the frame-terminals are
controlled by bundlesof nemesor isonomes,did not emergeuntil a full decadeafter the original
concept of a frame-array.
Many questionsremain about how framesmight work. F or example,it should be possibleto
recognizeseveraldifferent things at once by using different framesin parallel.But how can we
see many facesin a crowd at once, or bricks in a wall, or chairs in a room? Do we make many
copiesof the same frame? I suspectthat's impractical. Instead,perhapswe match each frame
only to one example at a time-and simply assumethat the same frame also appliesto every
other visibleobject that sharessome characteristicfeatureswith the object under attention.
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CHAP.TER
26

I"ANGUAGE.
FRAMES
Thinking . . . is possibleonly when d wdy hosbeenfound of
breakingup the "mdssed"influenceof paststimuli and
situations,only whena devicehasalreadybeendiscovered
for
conqueringthe sequentialtyrannyof pastreactions.But though
the
it is a later and a higherdevelopment,it doesnot supersede
rasted
with
Conf
method of images.It has its own drawbacks.
imaging it losessomethingof vivacity, of vividness,of variety.
Its prevailinginstrumentsarewords,and, not only because
theseare sociol,but alsobecausein usethey dre necessorily
they drop into habit reactionseven
strung out in sequence,
morereadily than imagesdo. [With thinking] we run greater
and greaterriskof beingcaughtup in generalitiesthat mdy have
Iittle to do with actual concreteexperience.
-F.

C. BARTLETT

26.I

UNDERSTANDINGT^IORDS

What happens when a child readsa story that beginslike this?
Mary was invited to lack'sporty.
She wonderedif he would like a kite.
If you asked what that kite was for, most people would answer that it must be a birthday
present for fack. How amazing it is that every normal person can make such complicated
inferences so rapidly-considering that the idea of a gift was never mentioned at all! Could any
machine do such remarkablethings?Consider all the other assumptionsand conclusionsthat
almost everyone will make:
The "party" is a birthday party.
lack and Mary are children.
"She" is Mary.
"He" is lack.
She is consideringgiving Iack a kite.
She wondersif he would like the kite.
We call these understandings"common sense." They're made so swiftly that they're often
ready in our minds before a sentenceis completel But how is this done? In order to realize that
the kite is a present, one has to use such knowledge as that parties involve presents, that
presentsfor children are usually toys, and that kites are appropriatetoys to be given as presents.
None of this is mentioned in the story itself. How do we bring together all that scattered
knowledgeso quickly?Here'swhat I think must happen. Somehowthe words"Mary wasinvited
to lack's party" arousesa "party-invitation" frame in the reader'smind-and attached to the
terminals of that frame are certain memories of various concerns. Who is the host?Who will
attend? What present should I bring? What clothing shall I wear?Each of those concerns, in
turn, is representedby a frame to whose terminals are alreadyattached, as default assignments,
the most usual solutionsto that particular kind of problem.
Such knowledge comes from previous experience. I was raised in a culture in which an
invitation to a party carries the obligation to arrive well dressedand to bring a birthday present.
Accordingly, when I read or hear that Mary was invited to a party, I attribute to Mary the same
sorts of subjective reactionsand concerns that I would have in such a situation. Therefore,
although the story never mentions clothes or gifts at all, to expect their possibleinvolvement
seemsonly simple common sense.But though it is common, it is not simple. The next few
sectionsspeculateabout how story understandingworks.
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26.2 UNDERSTANDING
STORIES
We'll now see how frames can help to explain how we understand that children's tale. How
do we know that the kite is a present for lack-when neither sentencementioned this?
Mary was invited to lack'sparty.
Shewonderedif he would like a kite.
After the first sentenceactivatesa party-invitation frame, the reader'smind remains engaged
with that frame's concerns-including the question of what type of birthday gift to bring. If this
concern is represented by some subframe, what are the concerns of that subframe? That
present must be something that will pleasethe party host. "Toy" would be a good default for it,
since that's the most usual kind of gift for a child.

Terminals:Host
Gif t
Constraint: Hostlikesgift

The first sentencesuggestsusing
Iack to fill in the fHostJ terminal.

The second sentence suggestsusing
kite for toy and He for fHost].
Host
G i ft
He likes kite

Host
Gi f t
Jack likes toy

Mary wasinvited to fack's party.

Shewonderedif he would like a kite.

Since "Jack" is a "he" and a "kite" is a "toy," thesetwo frames will merge perfectly-provided
that the reader'sframe for boy assumesthat fack is likely to enjoy kites. Then our two sentences
combine perfectly to fill the present frame's terminals, and our problem is solved!

G if t
Terminals: Host
Constraint: Jack likes kite

What makes a story comprehensible?What gives it coherency?The secret lies in how each
phrase and sentencestirs frames into activity or helps already active ones to fill their terminals.
When the first sentence of our story mentions a party, various frames are excited-and these
are still active in the reader'smind when the next sentenceis read. The ground is prepared for
understanding the second sentence because so many agents are already ready to recognize
possible references to presents, clothes, and other matters that might be related to birthday
parties.
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26.3 SENTENCE.FRAMES
Peopledo not usually stateall the ports of a given thought that
they are trying to communicate becausethe speakertries to be brief
and leavesout assumedor unessentialinformation. The
conceptual processorsearches
for a given type of information in a
sentenceor a largerunit of discoursethat will fill the neededslot.
-Rocen

ScHANK

We've barely started to seewhat minds must do to comprehend the simplest children's tales.
Let's look again at the beginning of our party story.
Mary was invited to lack's party.
How marvelous that sentenceis! How much it saysin just six words! Two charactersare
introduced and quickly cast in clear-cut roles. We learn that there will be a party soon, with
Iack as the host and Mary a guest-provided she acceptsthe invitation. We also learn that this
settingis establishedin the past.
Those six short words tell even more. We can expect the story to focus on Mary's activities
rather than fack's-because "Mary" is the first word that attracts our attention. But to accomplish that, the narrator had to use a clever grammar-tactic. Normally, 3n English-language
sentence begins with a phrase that describesthe Actor responsiblefor some action, and we
usually representthis with a simple Trans-frame.
IACK
Donor

INYIT-ed
action verb

MARY
Recipient

In this "active verb" form of sentence-frame,the verb is sandwichedbetween two nouns; the
first describesa Donor and the seconddescribesa Recipienf. However, if our storyteller actually
used the active form of sentence-frame,it would tend to mislead the listener into expecting
Iack to be the central character of the story-if only becausehe is mentioned first. Fortunately,
English grammar provides an alternative sentence-framein which the Recipient is mentioned
first-and which never mentions the Donor at all!
MARY
wds INYIT-ed
Recipientwas verb-ed.

How does the understanding listener detect this "passive verb" sentence-frame?Some
language-agenthas to notice the way the verb is sandwichedbetween "wds" and"-ed." As soon
as this special subframe is recognized, the language-agencywill reassignthe first noun, Mary,
not to the Donor terminal, but to the Recipienf terminal-and thus Mary is represented as
receiving the invitation. Why don't we need to say who the donor is? Becausein this casethe
listener can assumeit by default. Specifically,the expression"lack's party" evokesa "partyinvitation frame," and in such situations it is typical for the host-or the host's parents-to
invite the party guests.By thus arousing familiar frames, we can say a great deal in a very few
words.
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26.4 A PARTT-FRAME
par.ty n. A gatheringfor socialentertainment,or the
entertainment itself, often of a specificnature.
-W ebster'
Dictionary
s Unabridged
Dictionary definitions never say enough. Every child knows that a party is more than just a
gathering assembledto celebrate someone'sbirthday. But no brief definition can describe the
complicated customs, rules, and regulations that typical communities prescribe for such ceremonies. When I was a child, a birthday party could be expectedto include at least the elements
of the following script:

ARRIVAL.
Greeting.Be well dressed.
GIF'T.
Givebirthdaypresentto hostor guestof honor.
GAMES.
Activitieslike blindfoldcompetitions.
DECOR.
decorations.
Balloons.Favors.Crepe-paper
PARTY-MEAL.
Hotdogs,candies,ice-cream,etc.
CAKE.
the host'sage.
With candlesto represent
CEREMONY.
Host triesto extinguishcandleswith singlebreath(to makea wish).
SONG.
All guestssingbirthdaysongandeatcake.
This is merely an outline, for everyitem leadsto other conditionsand requirements.The
birthdaypresenthas to pleasethe host, of course,but there are other strongconstraintson it
extravaaswell. It ought to be brand new, of goodquality,and it shouldnot be ostentatiously
gant. It ought to be suitably"party-wrapped"-thatis, coveredwith a certainkind of colorprintedwrappingpaperand tied with coloredribbon.There arealsoconstraintson other items
in the script.The birthdaycakeshouldbe coveredwith a sweetsugarfrosting.In my childhood,
the ice creamusuallyconsistedof threecoloredstripesof differentflavors:vanilla,strawberry,
and chocolate.BecauseI did not like the strawberryflavor,my personalparty script included
the extrastepsof findinganotherchild willing to makea trade.
To all their young participants,such partiesunfold exactlyas a party should,with all these
queer complexities.We take our socialcustomsfor granted,as though they were natural
phenomena.Few guestsor hostswill everwonderwhy their partieshavethoseexplicitformsor
isk about their origins.As far as any child can tell, that's just how partiesought to go; they
alwaysdid and alwayswill. And so it is with almosteverythingwe know.
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26.5 STORY.FRAMES
It's the way in which all toleshavebeentold from Homer and
Sophoclesdown through Kipling, Hemingway, Bradbury,
Sturgeon,McCaffrey,Zelazny,whoever.Once upon a time, you
say,therelived so-and-soin suchand such a place,and while he
wasminding his own businessthe following absolutelyastonishing
thing happenedto him. And so you begin;and they gatherclose
about you, for they cannot choosebut to hear.
-RoBERT

Stt,vERBERG

We take it for granted that anyone can understand a story. But every kind of narrative
demands some "listening skills." Even the best storytellersfind it hard to entertain children,
who are prone to interrupt with questionsthat make perfect senseby themselvesbut drift away
from the story's theme. "Where doesMary live?" "Does she have a dog?" To listen well, a child
must acquire potent forms of self-control.
The storyteller, too, must work to fix the focus of the listener'smind. If you were speaking
about somethingelseand suddenly,completelyout of context, remarked,"Mary was invited to
lack'sparty," an unpreparedlistener might wonder, "Mary who?" and look to see if you were
addressingsomeoneelse. But you can first preparethe listener by saying,"Would you like to
heara story?"or simply, "Once upon a time . . ." What is the function of such a phrase?It has
a very specific effect: to set the listener into a normal and familiar state of expecting to hear a
certain type of narrative-a story. In the English tradition, storiestypically begin by specifying
the time-if only vaguely, by saying "long dgo." I'm told that in fapan most stories start with
saying where as well-if only by some empty phrase like "in a certain time and place." The
biblical book of fob beginswith, "Therewdsd mdn in the land of Uz . . ."
Most storiesstart with just enough to set the scene.Then they introduce some characters,
with hints about their principal concerns. Next, the storyteller gives some clues about some
"main event" or problem to be solved. From that point on, the listener has a general idea of
what comes next: there will be more development of the problem; then it will be resolved,
somehow; and then the story will end, perhaps by giving some practical or moral advice. In
any case, those magic story-startingwords arouse,in knowing listeners'minds, great hosts of
expectation-framesto help the listenersanticipate which terminals to fill.
Terminal or Concern

Time Setting?
PlaceSetting?
Protagonist?
CentralConcern?
Antagonist?

Assignment
Thepast
Iack'shome
Mary is heroine
Mary's subiectivereaction

lndicatedby
Pasttenseof verb
Destination
Syntacticemphasis
Defaultassumption
I'lot yet mentioned

Beyond arousing all these specific expectations,"once upon a time" plays one more crucial
role: it saysthat what comes after it is fictional or, in any case,far too remote to activate much
personal concern. Instead, it tells the listener to disregardthe normal sympathiesone should
feel when real personsmeet the monstrousdestiniesso usual in children's tales:to be turned
into toads,imprisonedin stones,or devouredby terrible dragon beasts.
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26.6 SENTENCEAND NONSENSE
Part of what a sentencemeans dependsupon its separatewords, and part dependson how
those words are arranged.
Round squdressteal honestly.
Honestly steal squdresround.
What makes these seem so different in character, when both use the very same words? I'll
argue that this is because your language-agency,immediately upon hearing the first wordstring, knows exactly what to do with it becauseit fits a well-establishedsentence-frame.The
second string fits no familiar form at all. But how do we fit those sentence-frames?We'll come
to that presently, but for the moment, let's simply assumethat our young listener has somehow
come to classifywords into various types, like nouns, adjectives,verbs, and adverbs. (We'll
ignore the fact that children go through other stagesbefore they use words as adults do.) Then
our first string of words has this form:
Adiective

Noun

Y erb

Adverb

Now we'll supposeour listener has learned a specific recognition-frame that is activated on
hearing this string of particular typesof words. This frame then executesa specialprocessscript
that makes the following assignmentsto the terminals of aTrans-frame.The neme for "steal" is
assignedto the Trans-frame'sAction terminal, while the neme for "squares" is attached to the
Actor terminal. The frame then activatesscriptsthat modify the action "steal" by applying to it
the neme for "honestly" and modify the object "squares"by applying to it the neme for "round. "
Up to this point, everything works smoothly: the language-agencyhas found a use for every
word. We have specialnames for the stringsof words that we processwith such fluency: we call
"
them "phrases"or "sentences.
A word-stringseems"grdmmdtical" if all its wordsfit quickly and easily into frames
that connectsuitably to one another.
However, at this point some serious conflicts start to appear within some other agencies
becauseof certain incompatibilities. The frame for "steal" requires its Actor to be animate. A
square can't steal, because it's not alive! Besides,the frame for "steal" expects an act that's
reprehensible, and that clasheswith the modifier for "honestly." If that weren't bad enough,
our agency for describing shape can't tolerate the polynemes for "round" and "square" when
both are activated at the same time. It doesn't matter that our sentenceis grammatical:so much
turmoil is set up that most of its meaning cancelsout and we regardit as "nonsense."But it is
important to reco gnize that the distinction between senseand nonsenseis only partly a matter
of grammar, for considerwhat happenswhen you hear thesethree words:
thief -- -- careless-- -- prison -Although these do not establishany single well-formed grammar-frame, they activate some
word-sensenemes that skip past all our grammar-forms to fit a familiar story-frame, a moral
tale about a thief who's caught and reaps a just reward. Ungrammatical expressionscan frequently be meaningful when they lead to clear and stablemental states.Grammar is the servant
of language,not the master.
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26.7 FRAMESFORNOUNS
At variouspoints in their development,most children seemsuddenlyto comprehendnew
somechildrenquickly
Thus, oncethey learnto dealwith singleadjectives,
kindsof sentences.
learn to dealwith longerstringslike these:
Dogsbark.Big dogsbark.Big shaggydogsbark.Big blackshaggydogsbark.
it would requirea separateframefor
If this weredoneby usingword-stringsentence-frames,
not useany framesat all but have
would
scheme
Another
eachdifferentnumberof adjectives.
neme.And
converteachadjective,asit arrives,into somecorresponding
the language-agency
grammar
theorists)would have
yet anotherschemeto handlethis (still popularamongsome
adjectivearousea new subframeinsidethe previousone. However,when we
each successive
we find that thesestringsare not simpleat all.
look more closelyat how peopleuseadjectives,
Comparethe two phrasesbelow:
The woodenthreeheavybrownbig first boxes. . .
Thefirst threebig brownheavywoodenboxes. . .
scarcelyknowwhat to do with that firststringof wordsbecauseit doesn't
Our language-agents
that we use framelike
fit the patternswe normally use for describingthings. This suggests
structuresfor describingnounsaswell asverbs-that is, for describingthingsaswell asactions.
To fill the terminalsof thoseframes,we expecttheir ingredientsto arrive in a more or less
definite order. We find it hard to understanda group of English adjectivesunlessthey are
arrangedroughlyasshownbelow.

hat boxes.

:CIngr:ii'iioliithe first three
::::::All::::::::::::::::::::::'t i:::::::::::
ii.1i::N.iiiiiii:4c.iiiiitl

lii:i::ii*Jffi:i::i:iii:i
SELECTOR

l

ORDERER

SIZE SHAPE COLOR

DETERMINER NUMBER

POLYNEME

I

NOUN

CLASSIFIER

Whenever a language community can agreeon forms like these, expressionbecomeseasier.
Then every individual can learn, once and for all, where to put-and where to find-the
answersto questions most frequently asked.In English one learns to say "green box," while in
French one says"box green." It doesn't matter which order is used-as long as everyone agrees
to do it the same way. But what are the "questionsmost frequentfu asked"-the ones we build
into our language-forms?The answer to this is likely to be somewhat circular, since the language culture in which we're raised will probably affect the kinds of questions that will seem
most natural to ask. Still, there could be useful clues in features that are common to many
different languages.
Many scientists have asked, indeed, why so many human languagesuse similar structures
such as nouns, adjectives,verbs, clauses,and sentences.It is likely that some of these reflect
But it seemsto me even more likely that
what is genetically built into our language-agencies.
most of these nearly universal language-formsscarcelydepend on langu ageat all-but reflect
how descriptionsare formed in other agencies.The most common forms of phrasescould arise
not so much from the architecture of the language-agenciesas from the machinery used by
other agencies for representing objects, actions, differences, and purposes-as suggestedin
section 22.7-and from how those other agenciesmanipulate their memories. In short, the
ways we think must have a strong and universal influence on how we speak-if only through
its influence on the sorts of things we'll want to say.
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26.8 FRAMESFORVERBS
We've seen how a four-word sentencesuch as "Round squaressteal honestly" could be made
to fit a certain four-terminal frame. But what about a sentence like "The thief who took the
moon moved it to Paris"?It would be dreadful if we had to learn a new and special ten-word
frame for each particular type of ten-word string! Clearly we don't do any such thing. Instead,
we use the pronoun "who" to make the listener find and fill a second frame. This suggestsa
multistage theory. In the earliest stagesof learning to speak, we simply fill the terminals of
word-string frames with nemes for words. Then, later, we learn to fill those terminals with other
fiIled-in language-frames.For example, we can describeour moon sentenceas basedon a toplevel Trans-framefor "move" whose Actor terminal contains a second Trans-framefor "took":

Using frames this way simplifies the iob of learning to speak by reducing the number of
different kinds of frameswe have to learn. But it makeslanguagelearning harder, too, because
we have to learn to work with severalframes at once.
How do we know which terminals to fill with which words?It isn't so hard to deal with "red,
round, thin-peeled fruit," since each such property involves a different agency. But that won't
work for "Mary loves lack," since "lack loyes Mdry" has the very same words, and only their
order indicates their different roles. Each child must learn how the order of words affectswhich
terminal each phraseshould fill. As it happens,English appliesthe same policy both to "Mary
loveslack" and to our moon sentence:
Assign the Acfor pronome to the phrasebeforethe verb.
Assign the Obiecf pronome to the phraseafter the verb.
The policies for assigningphrasesto pronomes vary from one languageto another. The word
order for Actor and Obiecf is lessconstrained in Latin than in English, becausein Latin those
roles can be specified by altering the nouns themselves.In both languageswe often indicate
which words should be assignedto other pronome roles by using specificprepositionslike "for "
"by," and "with." In many"arr"r, differentverb typesusethe sameprepositionsto indicate the
use of different pronomes. At first such usagesmay seem to be arbitrary, but they frequently
encode important systematicmetaphors;in section2I.2we saw how "from" and "to" are used
to make analogiesbetween space and time. How did our language-formsevolve?We have no
record of their earliest forms, but they surely were affected at everv stage by the kinds of
questions and problems that seemed important at the time. The features of present-daylanguagesmay still contain some clues about our ancestors'concerns.
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26.9 I.ANGUAGEAND VISION
Some language scholarsseem to think that what we do in languageis unique, in the filling of
frames withgthlr frames to open up a universe of complicated structure-forms. But consider
how frequently we do similarly complex things in understandingvisual scenes.The languageagency must be able to interrupt itself, while handling one phrase, to work on parts of another
p[r"r., and this involves some complex short-term memory skills.But in vision, too, there must
t. si*il"r processesinvolved in breaking scenesapart and representingthem as composed of
objects and relationships. The picture below suggestshow similar such processesmay be. In
language, the problem is to recognize that the two words "took" and "out" both belong to the
r"*" virb phrase, although they are separatedin time. In vision, the problem is to recognize
the two ,"gio.rr of a tabletop as being parts of the same object, although they are separatedin
space.

Notice also that we cannot see the tops of the blocks that serve as legs-and yet we do not
have the slightest doubt about where they end. Similarly, the ends of language phrases are
frequently unmarked-yet again we can tell where they end. ln "The thief who took the moon
moved it to Pdris," the word "who" marks the beginning of a new frame, but there is no special
word to indicate the ending of that phrase. Why don't we wrongly assign "the moon" to the
Actor of the spurious phrase, "The moon moved it to Paris?" It is because we first heard
who took the moon," which caused "the moon" to get attached to the Obiecf pronome of
theTrans-frame for "took"-5e now it's not availableto serveas Actorin the frame for "moved."
"The thief is still available to play that role. I don't mean to suggestwe can never assignthe
same phrase to two different roles, only that good speakerschoose their forms so that this
doesn't happen by accident.
Did our capacity to deal with phraselike structures evolve first in language or in vision?
Among our ancestors, vision greatly antedateslanguage, so if these abilities are related, our
language-agenciesthemselvesmore likely evolved from variants of genes that first evolved in
shaping the architecture of our vision-systems.Today we have no way to verify such a coniecture, but future geneticistsmay become able to trace the ancestry of many such relationships
by examining the genesthat generatethe correspondingbrain structures.
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26.10 TEARNINGI.ANGUAGE
Language is itself the collectiveart of expression,d summary of
thousandsupon thousandsof individual intuitions. The
individual goes lost in the collectivecreation, but his personal
expressionhas left some trace in a certain give and flexibility that
are inherent in all collective worksof the human spirit.
-EowARo Snprn
The vocabulary of a language-the words themselves-is the product of a project that spans
the history of a culture and can involve millions of person years of work. Every senseof every
word records some intellectual discoverythat now outlives the myriad other, lessdistinguished
thoughts that never earned a name.
Each person invents some new ideas,but most of thesewill die when their owners do, except
for those that make their way into the culture's lexicon. Still, from that ever-growingreservoir
we each inherit many thousandsof powerful ideasthat all our predecessorsfound. Yet it is no
paradox to say that even as we inherit those ideas from our culture, we each must reinvent
them for ourselves.We cannot learn meanings only by memorizing definitions: we must also
"understand" them. Each situation in which a word is used must suggestsome mixture of
materials already in the mind of a listener, who then, alone, must attempt to assemblethese
ingredients into something that will work in consonance with other things already learned.
Definitions sometimeshelp-but still one must separatethe essencesfrom the accidentsof the
context, link together structures and functions, and build connections to the other things one
knows.
A word can only serveto indicate that someoneelse may have a valuable ideathat is, some useful structure to be built inside the mind. Each new word only
plants a seed:to make it grow, a listener'smind must find a way to build inside
itself some structure thot appearsto work like the one in the mind from which it
wds "Iedrned."
Along with the words, we also have to learn the grammar-tactics for using them. Most
children start by using only one or two words at a time. Then, over the next two or three years,
they learn to speakin sentences.It usually takesa full decadeto learn most of the conventions
of adult speech,but we often seerelatively sudden advancesover concentrated periods of time.
How do children learn such complicated skills so quickly? Some language theorists have suggestedthat children learn to use grammar so readily that our brains must be born with built-in
grammar-machinery. However, we've seenthat our visual-systemssolvemany similar problems
in even earlier years-and we've also seen that when they learn to play with spoons and pails,
children must learn yet other languagelike skills for managing the Origins, Destinations, Recipients, and Insf ruments of their actions.Thus, many sectionsof our brains appearto demonstrate capacitiesfor rearrangingpronome roles even before we learn to speak.If so, perhapswe
ought not to wonder so much about how children learn to speakso readily. Instead, we ought
to wonder why it takes so long, when they alreadydo so many similar things inside their heads.
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GRAMMAR

How do we choose the words we speak,and how do we understand what others say?Earlier,
I suggestedthat in the course of learning languagewe accumulate various processesand tactics
thaiLnable us to partially reproduce our own mental operations in other speakers.These
processesaffect oui choices of words, the forms we select for phrasesand sentences,and the
ityl.r in which we frame our narratives.There have been many attempts to study how children
learn language, but psychologistsdo not yet have coherent theories about the underlying
processer.For example, we do not yet even know whether we learn each bit of grammar only
bn""-or whether we have to learn it twice, for speakingand for understanding what other
people say.
We know so little about such matters that we can scarcelyeven speculateabout the nature
of those early language-learningsteps. Perhaps the processstarts with some agents that can
enable a child to make various vocal sounds in responseto specificinternal states.These agents
then become involved with built-in "predestined"learning processesthat lead to limited abilities
to imitate other sounds the child hears by using feedbackfrom its ears. Later stagesmight then
engagenew layers of agentsthat connect word-sound agentsto whichever polynemes are most
frequently attached to certain pronomes in the language-agency.Once a suitable variety of
such processesare established,more layers of frame- and memory-controlling agents could
learn to support more complex languageskills.
Let's try to imagine what kind of processcould produce a languagephrase that "expresses"a
description of an object. Suppose, for example, that you want to draw attention to a certain
very big box. To imagine such a thing in the first place, you might first have to activate your
polyneme for "box" and then arousesome other isonomesand polynemesthat modify the state
of your Size agency.To express"very big box" might thus require grammar-tacticsthat express
three mental operations:
---"box" expresses
the arousalof the box polyneme;
---"big" expressesa processthat selectsthe Size ogency;
---"very" expresses
an isoname that adiusts the sensitivitiesof agents in whichever
dgencywas selected.
I do not mean to suggestthat a child's earliestthree-word noun phrasesmust be basedupon
such complicated processes;more likely they begin with simpler sequencescripts. Eventually,
though, more complex systemsintervene to replace the simple scripts by intricate kinds of
frame-arrays that enable the child to make more complex rearrangementsof what becomes
attached to its expression-frames.Then, as the language-agencyacquires more isonomecontrolling skills, the child can learn to use pronouns like "it" or "she" to expressother structures that are already attached to suitable pronomes. Also, as we develop skills for building
chains and trees from other frames, the language-agencycan learn to use corresponding
grammar-tactics to expressthose chains-stringing together phrasesand sentenceswith conjunction words like "and" and "but." Similarly, as we improve our methods for controlling
memories and managing interruptions, we can learn to combine those skills with clauseinterrupting forms like "who" and "which. " There seemsscarcelyany limit to the complexity of
our social inventions for expressingmental processes,and it takesmost children many years to
master all the language arts their ancestorsevolved.
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26.12 COHERENTDISCOURSE
Words. . cdn indicatethequalitativeand relationalfeatures
of a
situation in theirgeneralaspectiust asdirectly as,and perhaps
evenmoresatisfactorilythan, theycandescribeits particular
individuality.This is, in fact,whatgivesto languageits intimate
relationto thoughtprocesses.
For thinking, in the proper
psychological
sense,is netterthe merereinstatement
of some
suitablepastsituationproduced
by a crossing
of interests,
but is
the utilization of the pastin solutionof difficulties
setby the present.. . .
-F.

C. BARTLETT

Every discourseworks on severalscales.Each word you hear can change your state in a way
that depends upon all the structures you have built while listening to the words that came
before. Most of those structuresare themselvesmere transientthings, which persistfor only a
few moments before you rearrange some of their parts and perhaps discard the rest entirely.
Thus, a car might first appear as the subject of a sentence, then become a mere vehicle or
instrument in the next sentence;finally, the whole scenariomight be used merely to modify a
personal trait of some actor in a larger scene.As a discourseproceeds,details on each scale
become absorbedinto larger-scalerepresentationnetworks whose outlines become increasingly
remote from the individual words that were used to construct them.
It would be wonderful to have a compact, self-contained theory that explains all our
language-forms.But that ideal cannot be realized becausewords are merely the external signs
of very complex processes,and there is no clear boundary between languoge and all the rest of
what we call thinking. To be sure, the boundariesof words themselvesare relativelyclear, and
when they have multiple meanings, our grammar-tacticscan often help us to assignthe proper
sensesto various terminals and other structures. These tactics include all sorts of inflections,
prepositions,word orderings, and signalsthat indicate how to include one phrase inside another. We also combine words into larger expressionsthat range in vaguenessof boundaries
from compact clichds like "hot dog" to diffuse signalsthat are scarcelylinked to specific words
at all; these include our hard-to-describenuancesof phrasing,rhythm, intonation, and shifts
of style and flow.
We're normally quite unaware of how our grammar-tacticsconstrain us in our choices of
words. We're often somewhat more aware of other language-tacticswe use to guide our listeners' minds-to change the focus from one theme to another, to adiust the levels of detail,
to shift between foreground and setting. We learn to use phraseslike "by the way" to change
the topic of concern, to say"for example" to shift to a finer level of detail, to say "but" to modify
an expectation or to interrupt the usual flow, or to say "in any cdse" or "in spite of that" to
indicate the end of an interruption or elaboration.
But even all this is only a small part of language. To understand what people say, we also
exploit our vast storesof common knowledge,not only about how specificwords are related to
the subjectsof concern, but alsoabout how to expressand discussthose subjects.Every human
community evolves a great array of discourse-formsto shape its stories, explanations, conversations, discussions,and styles of argument. fust as we learn grammar-forms for fitting words
to sentence-frames,we also build ,tp stocksof "plots" to organize our story-tales,and standard
personalitiesto fill the roles of their protagonists-and every child must learn these forms.
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27

AND
CENSORS
JOKES
A man at the dinner tabledippedhis handsin the mayonnaise
and then ron them through his hair. When his neighbor
looked astonished,the mdn apologized:"I'm so sorry' I
thoughtit wassPinach."
-SrcMUNn

FREUD

27.I DEMONS
Our reader must be anxious to know what finally becameof Mary and that kite. Here is more
of that story.
Mary was invited to lack's party. She wonderedif he would tike a kite.
lane said, "lack alreadyhas a kite. He will make you take it back."
What does the pronoun "it" mean here? Clearly fane is speakingnot of the kite that already
belongs to fack, but of the new kite that Mary is thinking oi giving to hi-. But what leads the
listener to assumethat this is what the storytellermeant?There are many issueshere besides
the question of which kite is involved. How do we know "it" refers to a kite at all? Does ,.takeit
back" mean take it back from Jack or to return it to the store?For the sakeof simplicity, let's
put asidethe other possibilitiesand assumethat "if" must mean a kite. But in order to
decide
which kite is meant, we still must understandthe largerphrase"take it back."This phrasemust
refer to some structure already in the listener'smind; the narrator expectsthe listener to find
the appropriate structure by activating an appropriate fragment of
knowledge
"o-rnonsense
about giving and receiving birthday presents.But sinc" .u"ry listener
knows so many things,
yh"! sorts of processescould activatethe appropriateknowledgewithout taking too much time?
ln L974 Eugene Charniak, a graduate student at MIT, asked how each phrase of this story
works to prepare the reader to comprehend the subsequentphrases.He suggestedthat whenever we hear about a particular event, specific recognition-agentsare thereby aroused. These
then proceed actively to watch and wait for other related types of events. (Because these
recognition-agentslurk silently, to intervene only in certain circumstances,they are sometimes
called "demons-")For example,whenevera story containsthe slightesthint that someonemay
have purchased a gift, specificdemons might be arousedthat watch for events like these:
If there is evidence that the recipient reiects the gift, look for signsof it being
returned. lf you seeevidenceof a gift being returned, look for signs-thatthe recipient reiectedit.
Charniak's thesis raised many questions.How easy should it be to activate demons?How
long should they then remain active?If too few demons are aroused,we'll be slow to understand
what's happening. But if too many become active, we'll get confused by falsealarms. There are
no simple solutions to these problems, and what we call "understanding"is a huge accumulation of skills.You might understandcertain parts of a story by using separate,isolateddemons;
you might comprehend other aspectsof that same story by using largei-scaleprocessesthat try
to match the sequenceof eventsto various rememberedscripts;yet other understandingsmighi
depend upon which agents are arousedby various micronemes. How much of the fascinatiort
in telling a story, or in listening to one, comes from the manipulations of our demons' expectations?
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27.2 SITPPRESSORS
perfect
It would be wonderful never to make mistakes.One way would be to alwayshave such
we
thoughts that none of them is ever wrong. But such perfection can't be reached. Instead
imagine
try, a-sbest we can, to recognizeour bad ideasbefore they do much harm. We can thus
generate:
we
ideas
the
of
range
the
stretch
to
try
we
side
On one
two poles of self-i-prou.-int.
not to
this leads to mor" id""r, but also to more mistakes.On the other side, we try to learn
to
taboos
and
prohibitions
some
repeat mistakes we've made before. All communities evolve
accumuwe
minds:
in
our
teil their memberswhat they shouldn't do. That, too, must happen
late memories to tell ourselveswhat we shouldn't think.
past, has
But how could we make an agent to prevent us from doing something that, in the
bad
led to bad or ineffectual resultsftdeallv, that agent would keep us from even thinking that
a
"Don't
about
think
someone,
telling
like
paradoxical,
idea again. But that seems almost
of
the
sequence
imagine
yet
it
works,
there is a way to accomplish this. To see how
*onkiyt"
mental statesthat led to a certain mistake:
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state

Undesirable
Action
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R
S UP P R E S S O
We could prevent the undesired action from taking place by introducing an agent that
recognizesthe state which, in the past, precededthe undesiredaction.
ts wait until you get a certain"bod idea." Then they preventyour
Suppressor-agen
taiiig the cinesponding action, and make you wait until you think of some
could speak,it would say,"Stop thinking that!"
alternative.lf a suppressor
Suppressorscould indeed prevent us from repeating actions that we've learned are bad. But
It is inlfficient to wait until we actually reach undesirablestates,then have to "backtrack." It
would be more efficient to anticipate such lines of thought so that we never reach those states
at all. In the next section we'll seehow to do this by using agentscalled censors.
Censor-agents need not wait until a certain bad idea occurs;instead, they intercept the iates of mind that usually precede that thought. lf a censorcould speak,
it would sdy,"Don't evenbegin to think that!"
Though censorswere conceived of long ago by Sigmund Freud, they're scarcelymentioned
i1 present-day psychology. I suspect that this is a serious oversight and that censors play
fundamental roles in how we learn and how we think. Perhapsthe trouble is that our censors
work too well. For, naturally, it is easier for psychologiststo study only what someone doesinstead of what someone doesn'tdo.
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27.3 CENSORS
To seewhat suppressorsand censorshave to do, we must consider not only the mental states
that actually occur, but others that might occur under slightly different circumstances.
Possiblestate
C EN S O R
Previous state

Possiblestate
Present state

s u P PF E S S O
R

t- u'l:;,';io''

Possible
state
Possiblestate
Suppressorswork by interceding to prevent actions iust before they would be performed.
This leads to a certain loss of time, becausenothing can be done until acceptablealternatives
can be found. Censors avoid this waste of time by interceding earlier. Instead of waiting until
an action is about to occur, and then shutting it off, a censor operatesearlier, when theie still
remains time to select alternatives.Then, instead of blocking the course of thought, the censor
can merely deflecf it into an acceptabledirection. Accordingly, no time is lost.
Clearly, censorscan be more efficient than suppressors,but we have to pay a price for this.
The farther back we go in time, the larger the variety of ways to reach
unwanted state of
mind. Accordingly, to prevent a particular mental state from occurring,"""h
2n early-acting censor
must learn to recognize all the statesof mind that might precede it. Thus, eachcensor-mal, in
time, requirea substantial memory bank For all we know, each person accumulatesmillions of
censor memories, to avoid the thought-patternsfound to be ineffectual or harmful.
Why not move farther back in time, to deflect those undesired actions even earlier? Then
intercepting agents could have even larger effects with smaller efforts and, by selecting good
paths early enough, we could solve complex problems without making any mistakesll ail.
Unfortunately, this cannot be accomplishedonly by using censors.This is becauseas we extend
a c,ensor'srange back into time, the amount of inhibitory memory that would be needed (in
order to prevent turns in every possiblewrong direction) would grow exponentially. To solve a
complex problem, it is not enough to know what might go wrong. One alio needssome positive
plan.
As I mentioned before, it is easier to notice what your mind doesthan to notice what it
doesn't do, and this means that we can't use introspection to perceivethe work of these inhibitory agencies. I suspect that this effect has seriously distorted our conceptions of psychology
and that once we recognize the importance of censorsand other forms of "rr.g"tivi ieco gnizers," we'll find that they constitute large portions of our minds.
Sometimes,though, our censorsand suppressors
must themselvesbe suppressed.In order to
sketch out long-range plans, for example, we must adopt a style of thoughithat clears the mind
of trivia and setsminor obstaclesaside. But that could be very hard to do if too many censors
remained on the scene;they'd make us shy away from strategiesthat aren't guaranteedto work,
and tear apart our sketchy plans before we can start to accomplish them.
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TO TOGIC
27.4 EXCEPTIONS
The thoughtbehindI stroYeto ioin
Unto the thoughtbefore.
ravelledout of reach
But sequence
Like ballsuPonthefloor.
-Evnlv

DICKINSoN

We spend our lives at learning things, yet always find exceptions and mistakes. Certainty
seems always out of reach. This means that we have to take some risks to keep from being
paralyzedby cowardice. But to keep from having accidents,we must accumulate two complementary types of knowledge:
We searchfor "islands of consistency"within which ordinary reasoningseemssafe.
We work alsoto find and mark the unsafeboundariesof thosedomains.
In civilized communities, appointedguardianspost signsto warn about sharp turns, thin ice,
and animals that bite. And so do our philosophers,when they report to us their paradoxical
discoveries-those tales of the Liar who admits to lying and the Barber who shaves all the
people who do not shave themselves.These valuable lessonsteach us which thoughts we
shouldn't think; they are the intellectual counterpartsto Freud's emotion censors.It is interesting how frequently we find paradoxicalnonsenseto be funny, and when we come to the section
on jokes, we'll seewhy this is so. When we look closely, we find that most iokes are concerned
with taboos, injuries, and other ways of coming to harm-and logical absurditiescan also lead
to harm.
We tell our children not to crossthe road unlessthey are sure no car is coming. But what do
we mean by "sure"?No one can ever really "prove" that no car is coming, since there is no way
to rule out the possibility that some mad scientist has found a way to make cars invisible. In
ordinary life we have to deal with "usual" instead of "true." All we can really ask a child to do is
"look both wdys before you cross."In the real world, it makes no sense to ask for absolute
certainty.
Unfortunately there are no simple, foolproof ways to get around the inconsistenciesof common, sense.Accordingly, we each must learn specificways to keep from various mistakes.Why
can't we do that logically?The answeris that perfect logic rarely works. One difficulty is finding
foolproof rules for reasoning. But the more serious problem is that of finding foolproof bases
for our arguments. It is virtually impossibleto state any facts about the real world that actually
are alwaystrue. We observedthis when we discussed"Birds can Fly." This statement appliesto
typical birds, but not to birds imprisoned in small cages,chained with leg irons, or under the
influence of high-gravity fields. Similarly, when you're told, "Rover is a dog," you'll assumethat
Rover has a tail, since your frame for a typical dog has a terminal for a tail. But should you
learn that Rover lacks a tail, your mind won't self-destruct;instead, you'll change your Roverf13ms-but still expect most other dogs to keep their tails.
Exceptions are a fact of life becausefew "facts" are alwaystrue. Logic fails becauseit tries to
find exceptionsto this rule.
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27.5 JOKES
Two villagers decidedto go bird hunting. They packedtheir guns and set out with
their dog into the fields. Nearevening,with no success
at att, one said to the other,
"we must be doing something
"yes,"
agreed
the
friend,,,perhapswe,re not
lvrong."
throwing the dog high enough."
Why do jokeshave such peculiar psychologicaleffects?In 1905,Sigmund Freud published
a
book explainingthat we form censorsin our -indr as barriersagainstlorbiddenthoughts.
Most
iokes, he said, a_restoriesdesignedto fool the censors.A joke'sfo*.,
from d".r"riftio'
that fits two different frames at once. The first meaning -uri be transparent
"o-.,
" innotent,
and
while the second meaning is disguisedand reprehensiSle.The
recognize only the
".rro6
innocent meaning becausethey are too simple-mindedto penetrate
the forbidten meaning's
disguise.Then, once that first interpretation is firmly planted in the mind, a final turn
of word
or phrase suddenly replacesit with the other one. Th.
thought has been slifped
".rrsored
through; a prohibited wish has been enjoyed.
Freud suggestedthat children construct censorsin responseto prohibitions by their parents
or peers' This explains why so many iokes involve taboos conceining cruelty, sexualiiy,
and
other subjectsthat human communitiestypicallylink to guilt, disgust,J, shame.But it troubled
Freud that this theory did not account for the "nonsens.
|ok.r" p"opi" seemto enjoy so much.
The trouble was that these seemedunrelated to social prohibitions, He could not'explair,
*hy
people find humor in the idea of "d knife that haslostboth its bladeand its handle."
Freud consideredseveralexplanationsto account for pointlessnonsensejokesbut concluded
that none of those theories wa_sgood enough. One theory was that people tell nonsense
;ot
for the pleasure of arousing the expectation of a real
",
ioke and then fiustrating the listener.
Another theory was that senselessness
reflects "a wish to return to carefree childhood, when
one was permitted to think without any compulsion to be logical, and to put words together
without sense,for the simpler pleasuresof rhythm or rhyme."-Freud put it thi, *"y,
Little by little the child is forbidden this enioyment, till thereremain only significant combinations of words. But attempts still emergeto disregard restrictions
which werelearned.
In yet a third theory, F reud coniectured that humor is a way to ward off suffering-as when,
in desperatesituations,we make iokes as though the world were nothing but a game. Freud
suggestedthat this is when the superegotries to comfort the childlike ego by refecting all reality;
but he was uneasy about this idea becausesuch kindlinessconflicted with his iniage of the
superego'susual stern, strict character.
Despite Freud's,complicateddoubts, I'll argue that he was right all along. Once we recognize
that ordindry thinking, too, requires censorsto suppressineffectual menLl pro""sses, then all
the different-seemingforms of jokeswill seem more similar. Absurd resultstf ,"rrorring must
be tabooed as thoroughly as social mistakesand inanities! And that's why stupid thouglits can
seem as humorous as antisocialones.
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27.6 HUMORAND CENSORSHIP
people often wonder if a computer could ever have a senseof humor. This question seems
quite
natural to those who think of humor as a pleasantbut unnecessaryluxury. But I'll argue
learn.
how
we
in
function
the opposite-that humor has a practical and possiblyessential
When we learn in a seriouscontext, the result is to changeconnectionsdmong
ordinary agents. But when we learn in a humorouscontext, the principal result is
to changethe connectionsthat involve our censorsand suppressors.
In other words, my theory is that humor is involved with how our censorslearn; it is mainly
involved with "rr"g"tiue" th-inking, though people rarely realize this. Why use such a distinct
humor for this purpose?Becausewe must make a sharp distinction
and peculiar medi,r",
between our positive, action-oriented memories and the negative,inhibitory memories embodied in our censors.
Positiyememory-ogentsmust learn which mental statesare desiroble.
I,{egativememory-agentsmust learn which mental statesare undesirable.
Because these two types of learning required different processes,it was natural to evolve
good,
social signalsto communicate that distinctircn.When people do things that we regard as
machinery.
positive
learning
their
on
switches
this
tones-and
*, ,p"rf to them in encouraging
However, when people do things we consider stupid or wrong, we then complain in scornful
tones or laugh derislvely; this r*it.h.r on their negative learning machinery. I suspect that
scolding arrdlaughing have somewhat different effects:scolding tends to produce suppressors'
but laulhing ten"dsto produce censors.Accordingly, the effect of derisive humor is somewhat
more hlely to disrupt our presentactivity. This is becausethe processof constructing a censor
deprives us of the use of o,r, temporary memories, which must be frozen to maintain the
recordsof our recent statesof mind.
merely need to learn which mental statesare undesirableSuppressors
Censorsmust rememberand learn which mental stateswere undesirable.
To seewhy humor is so often concerned with prohibition, consider that our most productive
forms of thought are just the ones most subject to mistakes. We can make fewer errors by
confining o,rrr"lues to cautious, "logical" reasoning,but we'll also discover fewer new ideas.
b. gained by using metaphors and analogies,even though they are often defective
More
""i-r
and misleading. I think this is why so many jokes are based on recognizing inappropriate
comparisons.Why, by the way, do we so rarely recognizethe negative character of humor
itself?perhaps it has a funny side effect: while shutting off those censoredthoughts, our censors
also shut off thoughts about themselves-and make themselvesinvisible.
This solvesFreud's problem about nonsenseiokes.The taboosthat grow within social communities can be learned only from other people. But when it comesto intellectual mistakes'a
child needs no helpful friend to scold it when a tower falls, when it puts a spoon in its ear, or
thinks a thought that sets its mind into a fruitless and confusing loop. In other words, we can
detect many of o,tt own intellectual failures all by ourselves.Freud's theorv of iokes was based
on the idea that censors suppressthoughts that would be considered "naughty" by those to
whom we are attached. He must simply have overlooked the fact that ineffectual reasoning is
the sense that it, too, ought to be
equally "naughty"-2nd therefore equally "funny"-in
between social incompetence and
to
distinguish
censors
for
our
is
need
no
Thete
suppressed.
intellectual stupidity.
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27.7 I.AUGHTER
What would a Martian visitor think to seea human being laugh?It must look truly horrible:
the sight of furious gestures,flailing limbs, and thorax heavfng in frenzied contortions.
The air
is torn with dreadful soundsas though, all at once, that personwheezes,barks, and chokes
to
death' The face contorts in grimacesthat mix smil.r rnd yawnswith snarlsand frowns.
What
could causesuch a frightful seizure?Our theory suggestsa simple answer:
The function of laughing is to disrupt another person's
reasoning!
To seeand hear a person laugh createssuch chaosin the mind that you can't proceedalong
your present train of thought. Derision makesyou feel ridiculous;it preventsyol from "being
serious."what happensthen?our theory has a secondpart:
Laughter focusesattention on the presentstateof mind!
Laughter seemsto freeze one's presentstateof mind in its tracks and hold it up to ridicule.
All further reasoningis disrupted, and only the joke-thoughtremains in sharp focus. What is
the function of this petrifying effect?
By preventing you from "taking seriously"your presentthought, and thus proceeding to develop it, laughter gives you time to build d censoragainst that stateof
mind.
In order to construct or improve a censor,you must retain your recordsof the recent states
of mind that made you think the censoredthought. This takessome time, during which your
short-term memories are fully occupied-and that will naturally disrupt whichev"erother processesmight try to change those memories.
How could all this have evolved?Like smiling, laughter has a curious ambiguity, combining
elements of affection and conciliation with elements of reiection and rggr"riion. Perhaps al1
these ancestralmeans of social communication becamefused to compoi" single, absolutely
"
irresistibleway to make another personceasean activityregardedasobjlctionable
or ridiculous.
If so, it is no accident that so many iokesmix elementsof pleasure,cruelty, sexuality,aggression, and absurdity. Humor must have grown along with our abilities to criticize o,rrr.lu.r,
startingwith simple internal suppressors
that evolvedinto more sophisticatedcensors.Perhaps
they then split off into B-brain layers that became increasinglyable to predict and manipulate
what the older A-brains were about to do. At this point, our ancestorsmust have staried to
experiencewhat humanists call "conscience." For the first time, animals could start to reflect
upon their own mental activitiesand evaluatetheir purposes,plans, and goals.This endowed
us with great new mental powersbut, at the sametime, exposedus to new and different kinds
of conceptualmistakesand inefficiencies.
Our humor-agenciesbecomeinternalizedin adult life aswe learn to produce the sameeffects
entirely inside our own minds. We no longer need the ridicule of those other people, once we
can make ourselvesashamedby laughing silently at our own mistakes.
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27.8 GOODHUMOR
Some readers might object that the censor-learningtheory of iokes is too narrow to be an
explanation of humor in general. What of all the other roles that humor plays in occasionsof
and companionship?Our answeris the same as usual: we can't expect any single,
"nloy*"nt
simple theory to explain adult psychology.To ask how humor works in a grown-up person is to
askio* everything works in a grown-up person, since humor gets involved with so many other
things. I didn't mean to suggestthat everyaspectof humor is involved in making censorslearn.
When humor evolved, *h..t any other mechanism developsin biology, it must have been
"r
built upon other mechanisms that already existed, and embodied mixtures of those other
functions. |ust as the voice is used for many social purposes,the mechanisms involved in
humor are also used for other effectsthat are lessinvolved with memory. In later life the effect
of "functional autonomy" can make it hard to recognize the original function not only of
humor, but of many other aspectsof adult psychology.To understand how feelings work, we
need to understand both their evolutionary and their individual histories.
We've seen how important it is for us to learn about mistakes.To keep from making old
mistakesourselves,we learn about them from our families and friends. But a peculiar problem
arises when we tell another person that something is wrong, for if this is interpreted as an
expressionof disapprovaland rejection, it can evoke a senseof pain and loss-and lead to
wilhdrawal and avoidance. Accordingly, to point out mistakesto someone whose loyalty and
love we want to keep, we must adopt some pleasant or conciliatory form. Thus humor has
evolved its graciously disarming ways to do its basically distasteful iob! You don't want the
rkill
the messengerwho brings bad new5"-s5pscially when you're the messenger.
recipient to
M"ny people seem genuinely surprised when shown that humor is so concerned with unpleasant,-painful,and disgustingsubjects.In a certain sense,there'sreally nothing humorous
about *oit jokes-except, perhaps, in the skill and subtlety with which their dreadful content
is disguised;frequently, the thought itself is little more than "Seewhat happenedto somebody
else;ior, dren't you glad it wasn't yor.t?"In this sensemost fokes are not actually frivolous at
all but reflect the most seriousof concerns.Why, by the wdy, are jokesusuallylessfunny when
heard again?Becausethe censorslearn some more each time and prepareto act more quickly
and effectively.
Why, then, do certain kinds of jokes,particularlythoseabout forbidden sexualsubiects,seem
to remain persistently funny to so many people?Why do thosecensorsremain unchanged for
so long? Here we can reuse our explanation of the prolonged persistenceof attachment, infatuation, sexuality, and mournin g-grief;becausethese areasrelate to self-ideals,their memories,
once formed, are slow to change. Thus the peculiar robustnessof sexual humor may mean
only that the censors of human sexuality are among the "slow learners" of the mind, like
retarded children. In fact, we could argue that they literally ore retardedchildren-that is, they
are among the frozen remnantsof our earlier selves.
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CHAPTER
2E

THE MIND AND
THEI^IORLD
FLUX
Eacheventis quite unique.
Nothing everhappenstwice.
What occurswiII not recur.
Therecan be no secondtime.
Evengedrteethwill havechanges
by the time they meshagain.
Though they seemto stay the same,
hard things slowlywedrdwdy.
As for softerthings,they move,
varyingin shapeand place
and in memoryand hope
twenty-seventhousanddays.
Still I keepa single ndme
Iabelinga twinkling sea
thoughit is ten billion wdves
that areconstitutingme.
-THEoDoRs

MELNECHUK

28.I

THE MYTH OF MENTAT ENERGY

Why do angry people act as though some measureof aggressionmust be spent and, when no
prop.i obieciliei itr r.""h, strike out and damage harmlessthings? It almost seemsas though
bui feelings can accumulate like fluids bottled up inside. In earlier times, some scientists
identified th"r. quantities with substanceslike bile and blood. No one believes those theories
now-yet still we often speak of having mental energy and momentum or of succumbing to
'lmental quantities" really exist within the mind? If so, how are they
depletion or inertia. Do
-"d" and stored, brought forth and then spent?And what are their relations to the quantities
and magnitudes *. ,"rd about in technical books?The answer is that words like "energy" and
"force" ire not used with much precision in everydaypsychology.They still have the connotations that they carried severalcenturies ago, when they referred to commonsenseideas about
vitality. Then, "energy" referred to vigor of action and expression,and "force" referred to the
binding strength of a commitment or to the fighting strength of an army.
Modirn scientistsuse a concept of energy that, though narrower and more precise, not only
explains more perfectly why engines stop when they run out of fuel, but also applies to our
bodies as well: each of the cells of which we're made, including those inside the brain, requires
some chemical energy in the form of food and oxygen. Accordingly, the body as a whole can
do only a limited amount of physical work before it needs another meal. Now many people
naively assumethat our higherJevel mental processeshave similar requirements and that they
need some second form of fuel-a mythical form of mental energy-to keep from becoming
bored or mentally exhausted. And yet that simply isn't true! If each of Builder's agents has
physical energy enough to do its work, then Builder-as an agency-needs nothing more to do
its-work. Buitder. after all, is but a name for a certain assemblyof agents. It can't require
anything its separateagentsdo not need.
Machines and brains require ordinary energyto do their iobs-ond need no other,
mental forms of energy. Causality is quite enough to keep them working toward
their goals.
But if our higher-level processesrequire no extra quantitieslike fuels or energies,what makes
it seem to us as though they do? Why do so many people talk about their "levels of mental or
emotional energy"?Why do tedious and boring occupations make us feel "run down"? We all
experienceso many such phenomena that we cannot help thinking our minds depend on many
kinds of "mental quantities"-yet scientists apparently have shown that no such quantities
exist. How can we explain this? It is not enough to say, simply, that these phenomena are
illusions;we must understandwhy the illusionsappearand, if possible,determine what functions they serve. The next few sectionsshow how various illusions of mental force and energy
evolve as convenient ways for mental agenciesto regulate their transactions, much as many
human communities have discoveredhow to use money.
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28.2 MAGNITUDEAND MARKETPI.ACE
How can a hurt be canceledby a kiss?How can an insult "add" to injury? Why do we so often
speak as though our wishes and desireswere like forces, which increase one another's effects
when they're aligned but cancel out when they're opposed?I'll argue that this is because,
at
every moment of our lives, we're forced to choose between alternatives we can't compare.
Suppose, for example, that you must choose between two homes: one of them offers a mountain view; the other is closer to where you work. It really is a strange idea that two such
unrelated things as nearnessto work and beautiful scenery could be Jo-p"r.d at all. But a
person could instead assessthat pleasant,restful view as worth a certain amount of travel
time.
Instead of comparing the items themselves,you could simply compare how much time they
seemto be worth.
We turn to using quantities when we can't comparethe qualitiesof things.
This waY, for better or for worse, we often assignsome magnitude or price to each alternative.
That tactic helps to simplify our lives so much that virtually every social community works out
its own communal measure-schemes-let's call them currencies-that let its p"opi" work and
trade in harmoly, even though each individual has somewhat different perional goals. The
establishmentof a currency can foster both competition and cooperation by providing us with
peaceful ways to divide and apportion the things we have to share.
But who can set prices on things like time or measurethe values of comfort and love? What
makes our mental marketplaceswork so well when emotional statesseem so hard to compare?
One reason is that no matter how different those mental conditions seem, they must ail lompete for certain limited resources-such as space, time, and energy-and thlse, to a rather
large extent, are virtually interchangeable.Foi example,you'd
with essentiallythe same
""d "p it takes
result whether you measure things in terms of food or time-because
time to find food,
and each amount of food helps you survive for some amount of time. Thus the value we place
on each commodity constrains, to some extent, the values we'll assignto many other kinds of
goods.Becausethere are so many such constraints,once a community setsup a currency, that
currency takes on a life of its own, and soon we start to treat our "wealth" ai though it were a
genuine commodity, a real substancethat we can use, save,lend, or waste.
In a similar way, a group of agenciesinside the brain could exploit some "amount" to keep
account of their transactions with one another. Indeed agenciesneed such techn-iqueseven
more than people do, because they are less able to appreciateeach other's concerns. But if
agents had to "p^y their way," what might they use for currency? One family of agents might
evolve ways to exploit their common accessto some chemical that is available in limiled
quantities; another family of agentsmight contrive to use a quantity that doesn't actually exist
at all, but whose amount is simply "computed." I suspectthat what we call the pleasureof
successmay be, in effect, the currency of some such scheme. To the extent that successis
interchangeablewith time or food or energy, it's useful to treat pleasureas equivalent to wealth.
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28.3 QT'ANTITYAND QUAIJTY
We've scarcely mentioned at all inside this book the kinds of quantities that could be "mea5s1sd"-though surely brain cells use them all the time. For example, it seemsquite likely that
many of our agentsemploy quantitative schemesfor summarizing evidenceor establishingthe
strengths of connections. But I have said little about such matters becauseI suspectthat such
matters play diminished roles, the more we move toward higher-level operations of the mind.
This is becausewhenever we're forced to compare magnitudes,we have to pay a heavy price: it
tends to terminate what we call "thinking. "
Wheneverwe turn to measurements,we forfeit some usesof intellect. Currencies
and magnitudes help us make comparisonsonly by concealing the differences
dmong what they purport to represent.
By their nature, quantitative descriptions are so one-dimensional and featurelessthat they
cannot help but conceal the structures that give rise to them. This is inescapable,since any act
that makes two different things comparable must do it by deflecting our attention from their
differences. Numbers themselvesare the greatestmasters of disguisebecause they perfectly
conceal all traces of their origins. Add five and eight to make thirteen, and tell that answer to a
friend: thirteen will be all your friend can know, since no amount of ingenious thought can
ever show that it came from adding five and eightt It's much the same inside the head: quantitative fudgments help us make decisionsonly by keeping us from thinking too much about the
actual evidence.
No matter that such judgments have faults; you often have no choice but to choose. This
happens when you can't stay where you are and must turn either right or left. Somewhere in
some agencies,alternativesmust be compared-and sometimesone can find no way except by
using currencies.Then, variousagentsin your brain may turn to whateverquantities-chemical, electrical, or whatever-that happen to be available. Atty substance or quantity whose
availability is limited can be made to serveas a currency. But when we make our theories about
how such systemswork, we simply must remember not to make the easymistakeof confusing
those quantities with their adoptedfunctions and thus, for example,believing that certain drugs
are inherently "stimulating" or "depressing," or that certain foodstuffs are inherently more
"natural ," o, more "healthy." Most of the properties of a currency are not inherent-but
merely conventional.
In any case, we should never assume that the quality or character of a thought process
depends directly on the nature of the circumstances that evoke it. There is no quality of
"sweetness"inherent in sugar itself, which is a mere chemical. Its quality of sweetnessis, in
effect, a currency involved with certain agenciesthat are connected to sensorsthat detect the
presenceof sugar. Those agenciesevolved that way becausewhenever we have hunger goals,
it pays to recognize the tasteof sugar as a "sign of success"-5is1plybecausesugar itself supplies
energy, is easyto detect, and usually indicatesthe presenceof other edible sourcesof nutrition.
Similarly, inside our brains, many agencieshave come to influence one another by controlling
the amounts of various chemicals in much the way that many kinds of human transactions
have come to use substanceslike candy, coins,or bagsof salt-or banknotesbackedby promises.
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28.4 MIND OVERMATTER
It seems completely natural to us that we should feel pain when we're injured or hunger
when we're deprived of food. Such feelings seem to us to be inherent in those predicam.rrtr.
Then why doesn't a car feel pain when its tire is punctured or feel hungry when its fuel runs
low? The answer is that pain and hunger are nof inherent in being iniured or starved,: such
feelings must be "engineered."These physical circumstancesdo not Jirectly produce the states
of mind they arouse; on the contrary, this depends upon intricate networks of agenciesand
nerve-bundles that took millions of years to evolve. We have no conscious senr" tf that machinery. When your skin is touched, it seemsas though it were your sftin that feels-and not
your brain-because you're unaware of everything that happensin between.
In order for hunger to keep us fed, it must engagesome agency that gives priority to foodacquiring goals.But unlesssuch signalscame before our fuel reserveswere entiiely gone, they'd
arrive too late to have any use. This is why feeling hungry or tired is not the same as being
genuinely starved or exhausted. To serve as useful "warning signs," feelings like pain and
hunger must be engineerednot simply to indicatedangerouscondiiions,but ti anticifate them
and warn us beforetoo much damageis done.
But what about the feelings of depressionand discouragementwe get when stuck at boring
iobs or with problems we cannot solve?Such feelingsresemblethose that accompany physical
fatigue, but they do not signify genuine depletionsbecausethey often easilyt.rporrd to changes
of context, interest, and schedule. Nevertheless,the similarity would be no accident, for proUably those feelings arise becauseour higherlevel brain centers have evolved connections that
exploit our ancient fuel-exhaustionwarning systems.After all, the unproductive use of time is
virtually equivalent to wasting hard-earnedenergy!
Now what about those incidents in which some person seemsto go beyond what we supposed
were the normal bounds of endurance, strength, or tolerance of pain? We like to believe this
demonstratesthat the force of will can overrule the physical laws that govern the world. But a
person's ability to persist in circumstanceswe hadn't thought were tolerable need not indicate
anything supernatural.Since our feelingsof pain, depression,exhaustion,and discouragement
are themselvesmere products of our minds' activities-and ones that are engineered tt warn
us beforewe reach our ultimate limits-we need no extraordinary power of mind over matter
to overcome them. It is merely a matter of finding ways to rearrangeour priorities.
In any case,what hurts-and even what is "felt" at all-may, in the end, be more dependent
upon culture than biology. Ask anyone who runs a marathon, or askyour favoriteAmazon.
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28.5 THE MIND AND THE ITVORLD
We spend our lives in severalrealms. The first is the ordinary physical world of "objects" that
exist in spaceand time. Objects obey simple laws. When any object movesor changes,we can
usually account for it in terms of other objects pushing it, or else of gravity or wind. We also
live in a socialrealm of persons, families, and companies;those entities appear to be ruled by
quite different kinds of causesand laws. Whenever a person moves or changes,we look for
signs of intentions, ambitions, infatuations, promises, threats, and the like-none of which
could affect a brick. We also live in a psychologicalrealm-inhabited by entities we call by
nameslike "meanings," "ideas,"and "memories."These, too, appearto obey different rules.
The causesin the physical realm seem terribly different from those that work in the social
and psychologicalrealms-so different that they seemto belong to different worlds.

Physlcal Realm

Mental Realm

In some respectsour bodies act exactly like ordinary objects: they have shapeswe can see
and touch, and they have locations that change when we're dropped or pushed. Yet in other
ways, our bodies act quite differently from other things, and this aPpearsto be because of
minds. But what on earth are minds? For agespeople have wondered about the relationship
betweenthe mind and body; somephilosophersbecameso desperateas to suggestthat only the
mental world is real and the real world is merely an illusion. (That idea just makes the problem
worse, becauseit can't even explain why there seemsto be a physical world.) Most thinkers
have ended up with imagesthat portray two different kinds of worlds, one of matter and one of
mind, somehow connected by mysteriousthreads of spiritual causality,somewhat like the films
and tendrils formed when sticky stuff is pulled apart. Certain modern physicists have even
speculated that these connections are somehow involved with the "uncertainty principle" in
physics,perhapsbecausethat problem also confounds their usual conceptionsof causality. I
i"" no merit in such ideasbecauseas far as I'm concerned,the so-calledproblem of body and
mind does not hold any mystery:
Minds are simply what brains do.
Whenever we speakabout a mind, we're speakingof the processesthat carry our brains from
state to state. And this is what makes minds appear to us so separate from their physical
embodiments:it is becauseconcernsabout minds are reallyconcernswith relationshipsbetween
states-and this has virtually nothing to do with the natures of the statesthemselves.This is
why we can understand how a society of agents like Builder will work without knowing the
physical constitution of its agents:what happens dependsonly on how each agent changes its
state in responseto its previous state and those of the other agents that connect to it. Other
than that, it does not matter in the leastwhat are the individual agents'colors,sizes,shapes,or
any other properties that we could sense. So naturally minds seem detached from physical
existence.It doesn't matter what agentsare;it only matters what they do-and what they are
connectedto.
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28.6 MINDS AND MACHINES
Why does a mind seem so unlike any other kind of thing? First, as we iust said, minds dren't
things-at least they share none of the usual propertiesof things, like colors, sizes,shapes,or
weights.Minds lie beyond the reach of the sensesof sound, touch, sight, smell, and tasie. yet
though minds aren't things at all, they certainly have vital links to the things we call brains.
What is the nature of those bonds?Are minds peculiar entities, possessedalone by brains like
ours? Or could those qualities of minds be shared, to various degrees,by everyihingZ Now,
when we said, "Minds are simply what brains do," that should have made us ask as *el'i, "Daes
every other kind of processalso have a conespondingkind of mind?" This could lead to an
argument. One side might insist that this is merely a matter of degree,becausepeople have
well-developedminds while bricks or stoneshave almost none. Anoiher side mighi tri to draw
a sharper boundary, arguing that only people can have minds-and, maybe, certain animals.
Which side is right? This isn't a matter of wrong or right, sincethe issueis-not about a fact, but
only about when it's wise to use a certain word. Those who wish to reservethe label "mindi'for
only certain processesare obliged to specify which processesdeservethat name. Those who
claim that every kind of processhas a corresponding type of mind are obliged to classify all
minds and processes.The trouble with this is that we don't yet have adequati ways to classify
processes.
Why are Processes
so hard to classify?In earlier times, we could usually ludge machinesand
processesby how they transformed raw materialsinto finished products. But ii makes no sense
to speak of brains as though they manufacture thoughts the way factories make cars. The
difference is that brains :use processes
that change tiemselves-and this means we cannot
separatesuch processesfrom the productsthey produce. In particular, brains make memories,
which change the ways we'll subsequentlythink The principal activities of brains (ne making
changesin themselves.Becausethe whole idea of self-modifyingprocesse,i, ,r"* to our experience, we cannot yet trust our commonsensejudgmentsabout iuch matters.
As for brain science, no one ever before tried to study machines with billions of working
parts. That would be difficult enough, even if we knew exactly how every part worked,
and our
present-day technology does not yet allow us to study the biain cells oi irigtr"r animals
while
they're actually working and learning. This is partly becausethose cells
small and
"r.."*tr"mely
sensitiveto injury, and partly becausethey are so crowded together that
we have ntt yet b".,
able to map out their interconnections.
These problems will all be solvedonce we have better instruments and better theories. In
the
meantime, the hardest problems we have to face do not come from philosophical questions
about whether brains are machinesor not. There is not the slightestreasonto doubt that brains
are anything other than machines with enormous numbers of parts that work in perfect accord
--.r.ly
with physical laws. As far as anyone can tell, our minds
complex processes.The
"r.
serious problems come from our having had so little experience
wiih ,rr""hirr.i of such complexity that we are not yet prepared to think effectivelyabout them.
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IDENTITIES
28.7 INDTVIDUAT
SupposeI had once borrowed your boat and, secretly,replacedeach board with a similar but
different one. Then, later, when I brought it back, did I return your boat to you? What kind of
question is that? It's really not about boats at all, but about what people mean by "same." For
"same" is never absolutebut alwaysa matter of degree.If I had merely changed one plank,
we'd all agreethat it's still yourboat-but after allits partsare changed,we're not so sure of its
identity. In any case,we do not doubt that the second boat will behave in much the same way
-to the extent that all those substitutedboards are suitably equivalent.
What has this to do with brains?Well, now supposethat we could replaceeach of your brain
cells with a specially designed computer chip that performs the same functions, and then
supposethat we interconnect thesedevicesiust as your brain cells are connected. If we put it
in the same environment, this new machine would reproduce the same processesas those
within your brain. Would that new machinebe the sdmeas you?Again, the real question is not
what we mean by "you," but what we mean by "same." There isn't any reason to doubt that
the substitute machine would think and feel the same kinds of thoughts and feelings that you
and memories.Indeed, it would surelybe disposed
do-since it embodiesall the sameprocesses
to declare, with all your own intensity, that it ls you. Would that machine be right or wrong?
As far as I can see,this, too, is merely a matter of words. A mind is a way in which each state
gives rise to the state that follows it. If that new machine had a suitable body and were placed
in a similar environment, its sequenceof thoughts would be essentiallythe same as yourssince its mental stateswould be equivalentto yours.

Modifying or replacingthe physicalpartsof a brain will not affectthe mind it
embodies,
unlessthisaltersthe successlons
of statesin that brain.
You might object to this idea about duplicatingminds on the groundsthat it would never be
practical to duplicate enough details.You could argue the same about that borrowed boat: no
mattpr how carefully a carpenter were to copy every board, there would always remain some
differences. This plank would be a little too stiff, that one would be a little too weak, and no
two of them would bend in exactlythe same way.The copiedboat would never be preciselythe
same-even though you might need a microscopeto seethe differences.For similar reasons,
it would be impractical to duplicate, with absolute fidelity, all the interactions in a brain. For
example, our brain cells are all immersed in a liquid that conducts electricity, which means
that every cell has at least a small effect on every other cell. If we tried to imitate your brain
with a network of computer chips, many of those tiny interactions would be left out.
Can you then boast that your duplicated brain-machinewould not have the same mind as
yours becauseits computer chips don't work exactly like the brain cells they purport to replace?
No; you'd get more than you bargainedfor if you argued that the new machine was not the
sameas you, merely becauseof microscopicdifferences.Considerthat as you age,you're never
the same as a moment ago. If such small differencesmatter that much, this would prove that
you yourself are not the sameas you.
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28.8 OVERI.APPING
MINDS
Consider the popular idea that a personis capableof two kinds of thinking at once-a "right
brain" kind and a "left brain" kind-as though there were two different individuals inside each
human brain. This raisessome odd questions,since there are many other ways to draw imaginary boundariesthrough brains.

LE F T
BRAIN

R IG H T
BRAIN

REAR
BRAIN

If you agreethat each person has both a left-brain mind and right-brain mind, then you must
also agree that each person also has a front-brain mind and a back-brainmind! Can a single
large mind contain so many smallerones,with overlappingboundaries?It makessenseto think
of part of a structure as being a "thing" in its own right only when the relationshipsamong parts
of that structure have some significant type of coherency. Before you'd say that a certain
arbitrary sectionof brain containsa mind, you'd want to have someevidencethat what happens
inside that boundary is somethingyou would considerto be a mind.
The lessanother entity resemblesyou, the lessit meansfor you to say that it, like you, must
have a mind. Do our very smallestagencieshave minds?No, becauseit would make no more
senseto say this than to say that two treesform a forest or that two bricks form a wall. But there
are indeed some agenciesinside our brains that do have humanlike abilitiesto solve,by themselves,some typesof problemsthat we regardas hard. For example,your agenciesfor locomotion, vision, and languagemay contain within their boundariessome processesthat are quite
as intricate as those "you" use for your own consciousthought. Possibly,some of those processesare actually more "conscious"than you are yourself,in the sensethat they maintain and
use even more complete records of their own internal activities. Yet what happens in those
agenciesis so sealedoff that you have no direct experienceof how "yo.r" distinguish a cat from
a dog, retrace "your" last few steps,or listen and talk without knowing how "yo,r" do it.
All this suggeststhat it can make senseto think there exists,inside your brain, a society of
different minds. Like members of a family, the different minds can work together to help each
other, each still having its own mental experiencesthat the others never know about. Several
such agenciescould have many agentsin common, yet still have no more senseof each other's
interior activitiesthan do peoplewhoseapartmentsshareoppositesidesof the samewalls. Like
tenants in a rooming house, the processesthat shareyour brain need not share one another's
mental lives.
If each of us contains severalsuch mini-minds, could any specialexercisehelp put them all
"in closer touch"? Certainly there are ways to become selectivelyaware of processesthat are
usually not consciousat all. But becoming aware of everythingthat happensin brains would
leave no room for thought. And the reports of those who claim to have developed such skills
seem singularly uninformative. If anything, they demonstratethat it's even harder than we
think to penetratethose unresistingbarriers.
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THEREATMSOF
THOUGHT
"Elsewhere"is anotherview-possibly from philosophyds well, sincethe viewsof man are
or other"elsewheres"
views
multiple. Each view has its own questions.Separate
past
speakmostly
eachother.Occasionally,of course,they
speakto the sdmeissueand then comparisonis possible,but
not often and not on demand.
-ALLEN

Newer-r-

29.I

THE REATMSOF THOUGHT

Our view of the body and the mind as separateentities is only one example of our many ways
to view the world as divided into different realms. Imagine that a committee were commissioned
to write down everything about the universe in a perfectly organizedbook.
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Thissuggestshowpeoplethinkabaut
theworld. The"pages"representour
physical,personal,andpsychological
conceptions,whilethe lines on each
pagecorrespondto the levelsof detail
in eachrealm.
thatare distinguished

Why do the gaps between the lines seem smaller than those that separatethe pages?It is
because we better understand what happens in between. We understand how walls relate to
bricks becausethey representclosely related "levels of organization." Similarly, we understand
the relation between houses and walls. But it would be hard to cross the gap between houses
and bricks without having enough intermediate concepts such as that of a wall. It simply isn't
practical to think of the place where someone lives as a network of relationships among a
million boards and bricks.
It's much the same in other realms; we need to be able to describethings at many levels of
detail. We all belong to families or companies, and sometimeswe can think of each group as
"nothing but" a network of agreementsand relationships.But when we need a larger view, as
when thinking about the politics of an entire country, we cannot think effectively without
regarding entire families or companies as though they were single objects in a different realm.
The same applies to how we think about our minds. Even if you knew all the details of each
little agent in your brain, your higher-levelprocesses
would still need coarsersummaries.
Why is it easier to understand how walls relate to bricks, or families to individuals, than to
understand how thoughts relate to things? It's not because there's any single mystery. It is
becausethe level gap between walls and bricks is really much smaller than that between minds
and brain cells. Suppose we actually had that wonderful encyclopedia of "all possibleknowledge," arranged according to the nearnessof topics. There we'd find the essayson walls quite
close to those about bricks. But the sectionsthat cover the nature of thouehts would lie volumes
away from the ones on the nature of things.
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29.2 SE\IERALTHOUGHTSAT ONCE
To see that we can think in several mental realms at once, consider the role of the word
"give" in this simple sentence:
Mary giveslack the kite.
We can see at least three distinct meanings here. First, we could represent the idea of the
kite's motion through physical spaceby using a Trans-framewho se Traiectory begins at Mary's
hand and ends at )ack's.
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But quite beyondthat realm of space,we alsofind a differentsignificancein what Mary did
-in anotherrealm that we'll call "estates."This involvesa differentsenseof "give," in which
the objectneednot actuallymoveat all! Instead,what happensis the transferof its ownership.
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Each of us has an "s5[a[s"-the collection of possessionswe control. And this "realm of
estate" is more important than it might seem, becauseit lies between the realms of objects and
ideas. In order to carry out our plans, it is not enough only to know what things or ideas are
required and how to adapt them to our purposes.We must also be able to take possessionof
those obiects or ideas, either by right or by might.
playsessentialrolesin all our plans, becausewe cdn't usedny materials,
Possession
tools,or ideasuntil we gain control of them.
We can also interpret Mary's act within a social realm, in which we understand that giving
gifts involves yet other kinds of relationships.No sooner do you hear of Mary's gift than certain
parts of your mind become concerned with why she was so generousand how this involved her
affections and obligations.
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How can so many different thoughts proceed at the same time, without interfering with one
another? I suspectthat it is for the same reason that we have no trouble imagining an apple as
both round and red at the same time: in that case,the processesfor color and shapeuse agents
that do not compete. Similarly, the different processesinvolved with ideas like "give" may
operate in agenciesso different that they rarely need to compete for the same resources.
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29.3 PARANOMES
What enablesus to comprehend "Ma ry giveslack the kite" in so many ways at once?Differelnt
meanings don't conflict when they apply to separaterealms-but that can't be quite what's
happening here, since the physical,social,and mental realmsare closelylinked in many ways.
So now I'll argue iust the opposite,that thesemeaningsare so similar they don't conflict! Here
is my hypothesisabout what holds together all these aspectsof our thoughts:
Many of our higher level conceptual-framesare really parallel drrdysof analogous
frames,eachactiye in a different realm.
Consider all the different roles played by the Actorpronome of our sentence.In the physical
realm of "give and take,'; that
1ealm, the Orlgin of give rs Mary's hand. In the possessional
Origin is in Mary's estate-since Mary can only give ]ack what she owns. Similarly, in the
physical realm, it is the kite itself that moves from Mary's hand to
|ack's; however, in the realm
of estates,the kite'sownershipis what "changeshands."
PHYSICAL
POSSESSIONAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL
superisonomes
for controlling
level-bands
superpolynemes
for activa.ting
memortes

superpronomes
for controlling
frame-terminals

This suggeststhat certain pronomes can operatein severaldifferent realms at once. Let's call
them "paranomes"to emphasizetheir parallel activities.When the language-agencyactivates
some polynemes and paranomes,these agentsrun crosswisethrough the agenciesof various
realms to arouse severalprocessesand frames at the same time; these
to different
"ott"ipond
interpretations,in different realms,of the samephraseor sentence.Then,
becauseeach maior
agency contains its own memory-control system,the agencieswithin each realm can simultaneously apply their own methods for dealing with the corresponding aspect of the common
topic of concern. In this way, a single language-phrasecan at the same time evoke different
processesinvolved with social dispositions,spatial images,poetical fancies, musical themes,
mathematical structures-or any other assortmentof types of thought that don't interfere too
much with one another.
This is not to say that all these different modes of thought will proceed independently of one
another. Whenever any processgains momentary control over a paranome, many otirer processescan be affected. For example, one agency'smemory-control processmight thus cause
the agencies in several other realms simultaneously to "blink" on and off their Origin and
Destination paranomes.This would force the agenciesactive in each of those realms to focus
upon whichever types of differences they then discern; then, in between such episodes,each
agencycan apply its own way of thinking to the correspondingtopic, difference, or relationship.
By using these cross-connectingpolynemes and paranomes,the activity in each realm can
proceed sometimes independently, yet at other times influence and be affected by what h"ppens in the other realms.
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29.4 CROSS.REAIMCORRESPONDENCES
We often describethe things we like as "elevotedi"'lofty," or "hedvenly." Why do we see
such things in terms of altitude in space?We often speak of time itself in spatial terms, as
though thi future were "ahead" of us while the past remains behind. We think of problems as
"obstlacles"to go around and turn to using diagramsto representthings that don't have shapes
at all. What enablesus to turn so many skills to so many other purposes?These tendencies
reflect the systematic "cross-realm correspondences"embodied in our families of polynemes
and paranomes.
At each instant, seyeral realms may be engagedin active processing.Each has
but must competefor control of the ascendingnemes that lead
seporateprocesses
into the language-dgency.Which polyneme will ploy the role of Origin in the next
sentence-frame?WiIl it be Mary's physical drm or hand, or Mory's social role as
can focus on only
party guest?It sometimesseemsas though the language-dgency
one realm at a time.
This could be one reason why languagescientistsfind it hard to classifythe roles words play
assignsome polynemesand isonomes
in sentence-frames.No sooner does a language-agency
proceed
how
they're used inside each different
to alter
to a phrase than various mind divisions
realm. Every shift of control from one realm to another affectswhich particular nemes will be
This causesmoment-to-momentchangesin the apparnext to influence the language-agency.
ent meaning of a phrase.
At one moment, control over langudgemay residein the realm of thought that is
working most successfully;at the next moment, it may be the one experiencingthe
will be
most difficulty. Each shift in attention affectshow the variousexpressions
stage.
center
interpreted,and this in turn can affect which realm will next take
For example, the sentence "Mary gives lack the kite" might start by arousing a listener's
concern with Mary's social role as party guest. That would cause the pronomes of a socialrealm
frame to representMary's obligationto bring a present.But then the listener'spossession
might become concerned with Mary's ownership of that gift or with how she got control of it.
This shift from social to possessionalconcern could then affect the processingof future sentences. For example, it will influence whether a phrase like "fack's kite" is interpreted to refer
to the kite that Jack happens to be holding or to a different kite that fack happens to own.
Every mental realm accumulatesits own abilitiesbut alsodiscovers,from time to time, how
to exploit the skills of other realms. Thus the mind as a whole can learn to exploit the frames
developed in the realm of space both for representingevents in time and for thinking about
social relationships. Perhaps our chaining skills are the best example of this; no matter which
realm or realms they originate in, we eventuallylearn to apply them to any collection of entities,
events, or ideas (in any realm whatever) that we can arrange into sequences.Then chains
assumetheir myriad forms, such as spatialorder, psychologicalcausality,or socialdominance.
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29.5 THE PROBTEMOF UNITY
What makesour minds form many separatemental realms, insteadof attempting, as scientists
do, to see all aspectsof the world in a unified way?Because,at least in everyd"y lif", the latter
simply isn't practical. Consider how different the rules are within the physical and social realms.
If you want your furniture inside a different room, you normally would push it there. But when
you want to move your party guests, it would be rude to push them there. Contrast the
principles of physics and geometry with those we use in the social realm. In the physical realm,
the rules seem very orderly:
-- A stationdry obiect stayswhereit is unlessanotherobiect pushes it.
--- A moving obiect continues in its courseuntil someexternal
forcemakesit stop.
---- AII unsupportedobiectsstart to faII.
----- No two things cdn occupy the samelocation.
----- Etc.
These principles seem clear to us-but infants cannot appreciatethem until they've built up
ways to representingredientslike "thing," "shape," "place," "move," and "near." It takeseach
child many yearsto developtheseabilities.
Our comprehensionsof social acts are basedon different principles. When an ordinary obfect
moves around, we usually see an obvious cause;most likely, another object pushed it. But
when we see a person move, we rarely see the cause at all-because it's buried in a brain. In
predicting how a person will react to an expressionor gesture, we have little use for physical
properties like color, shape,or place. Instead, we employ almost entirely different conceptions.
To guess the outcome of a social interaction, we have to be able to represent each person's
mental state-and to do that, we must develop conceptsabout traits, dispositions,motives, and
plans. The concepts that serve so well for physical objects are of little help within the social
realm-and vice yersa.
When normal children start to talk, among the early aspectsof their speech are words that
distinguish animate things. Frequently, a child will use a single expression for all kinds of
animals, and for everything else that can move by itself-for example, an automobile. According to our view of things, this surely is no accident.
To adults, the laws that govern the physical world seem simpler and more orderly than those
that apply to human events. Does this mean that for infants, too, it should be easier first to
master the physical world and later to proceed toward social and psychologicalunderstanding?
No. Paradoxically,the social realm is initially the easier!Imagine that an infant wants a certain
toy and that there's a sympathetic person near. The easiestthing is to make d requesf-that is,
a gesture, smile, or cry-and this will probably achieve the goal. It would be far more difficult
for the infant to coordinate all the complicated machinery for planning and executing the
trajectory for propelling the object from where it is to where the infant wishes it to be. From
the point of view of a physically helplessinfant, the social realm is by far the simpler one.
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29.6 AUTISTICCHITDREN
Isn't it curious that infants find social goals easierto accomplish than physical goals, while
adults find the social goals more difficult? One way to explain this is to say that the presenceof
hetpful peoplesimplifies the infant's socialworld-since becauseof them, simpler actions solve
h"td"t problems. Another explanation might be that the infant's social world is iust as complithrt of the adult, extept the presenceof helpful people makes the infant's mind more
cated
"i
powerful-by making the agenciesinside those other people'sbrains available for exploitation
ty the agencies in lhe infant's brain. Both explanations are the same, except for drawing
different boundaries.
How do children start on the path toward distinguishingbetween psychologicaland physical
relationships?In the appendix ltll suggestthat our infant brains are genetically equipped with
machineryfor making it ."ry to learn social signals.But what if that machinery should someby neglect or accident-the realm-divisionsnever form? Then
how fail, io that by
"h"tt".-or
would fuse together into one-and the child would face
thoughts
of
kinds
different
all those
principles
that work in all domains. A child that tried to see
formulating
of
the impossible task
find no simple rules at all that work acrossso
would
realms
the world without dividing it into
large a range.
fnir is why each child must learn different rules for the physical and psychologicalrealms.
But this means that the child must face not merely two formidable problems, but three. In
addition to developing two different sets of concepts, the child must also develop agenciesto
by keeping them apart in different agencies,as we saw when we talked
m(tn(tgethose
"on""ptr
principle.
Papert's
about
This could explain some aspectsof the disordersof the children psychiatristscall "autistic."
These unhappy individuals do not establish effective communication with other people, although they-may acquire some competence at dealing with physical things. No one knows the
of those disorders. Some might begin when certain mental realms do not develop
"r,:r.r
normally. Other kinds of problems could emergeafter those divisionsform, if their separateness
were compromised by some too intense attempt to unify them. To be sure, that is what scientists do, but unlike those whom we regard as mentally ill, scientistsalso manage to maintain
their ordinary views. Once a child is deprived of the normal ways to divide those lsslrn5-ne
matter what the cause of this-that haplessmind is doomed to fail.
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29.7 LIKENESSES
AND ANATOGIES
Youarea full-spread,fair-setvine,

#i;:;,i::,0,!::l:;',:,,'",::,:Til:'
-Rossnr

HERRTcK

We always try to use old memories to recollect how we solved problems in the past. But
nothing's ever twice the same, so recollectionsrarely match. Then we must force our memories
to fit-so we can see those different things as similar. To do this, we can either modify a
memory or change how we representthe present scene. For example, supposeyou need a
hammer but can only find a stone. One way to turn that stone to you, p,rrpbres would be to
make it fit your memory of a hammer's appearance-for example, by making your description
of the stone include an imaginary boundary that divides it into two parts, to serve as handle
and as head. Another way would be to make your hammer frame accept the entire stone as a
hammer without a handle. Either scheme will make the memory match the description, but
both will lead to conflicts in other agencies.
How hard it will be to make such a match dependsboth on which agents are now active in
your mind and on the levels of their priorities-in short, upon the context already established.
It will be easyfor you to seetwo things as similar when you only need to chang. ,"lrtiu.ly weak
attachments at the conceptual fringes of familiar things. But frequently the eaie of comprehension will also depend upon how readily you can switch from one mental realm to another.
Consider what mrrst happen in our minds when poets speakabout their loves in romantic,
floral terms. We all have learned a certain common way to representa woman's beauty in terms
of flowers that are prone, alas, to fade. For centuries this formula has been establishedin our
language and literature; however, at first it must have seemed bizarre. We cannot possibly
match our descriptionsof women and flowers if we insist on interpreting such phrasesand
poems "literally"-that-is to say, "illiterately"-srlirely within the physical realm of the appearance, composition, and behaviorof a typical flower.
To be sure, the colors, symmetries,and smellsof flowerscan certainly arouse the sorts of
stateswe associatewith things we've come to seeas beautiful. But the more essentialtrick is in
knowing how to turn entirely awayfrom the physical realm and dwell instead upon the images
and fantasiesthat flowers evoke in other spheres-such as the senseof a thing so sweet and
innocent, so helplessand delicate, that it invites affection, nurture, and protection. Features
like these must be made to fit the listener's private love ideal-only then can the metaphor
match.
This, Herrick's bitter verse defeats. By holding us so tightly to the usual frames for human
shapes,he steersus into fantasiesof vegetableswith hands and feet.
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29.8 UTETAPHORS
Listen closelyto anything anyone says,and soon you'll hear analogies.We speakof time in
terms of space,as likea fluid that's running out;we talk of our friends in physicalterms, as in
,,Maryoni
with curious ways of
Tohn(fie very close."All of our languageis riddled and stitched
portraying things as though they belonged to alien realms.
We sometimes call theie "metaphors," our ways to transport thoughts between the Various
mental realms. Some metaphor, ,L"- utterly pedestrian,as when we speakof "taking steps"to
cause or prevent some happening. Other metaphors seem more miraculous, when unexpected
images lead to astonishing i"sights-as when a scientist solvesa problem by conceiving of a
fluiJas made of tubes or of awave as an arrayof overlapping,expandingspheres.When such
conceptions play important roles in our most productive forms of thought, we find it natural to
ask, "Wh at ii a metiphor?" But we rarely notice how frequently we use the same techniques in
ordinary thought.
Whai, then, is a metaphor? It might be easy to agree on functional definitions like "A
metaphoris th.atwhich allowsus to replaceone kind of thought with another."But when we ask
for a structural definition of "metaphor," we find no unity, onlv an endlessvariety of processes
and strategies.Some are simple, as when we make,ananalogyby stripping away so many details
that two different objects seem the same. But other forms of metaphor are as complex as can
be. In the end there is little to gain by cloaking them all under the same name "metaphor,"
becausethere isn't any boundary between metaphorical thought and ordinary thought' No two
things or mental states ever are identical, so every psychologicalprocessmust employ one
means or another to induce the illusion of sameness.Every thought is to some degree a
metaphor.
Once scientistslike Volta and Ampere discoveredhow to representelectricity in terms of the
pressuresand flows of fluids, they could transport much of what they already knew about fluids
io the domain of electricity. Good metaphors are useful because they transport uniframes,
can enableus to transintact, from one world into another. Such cross-realmcorrespondences
to them some already
apply
we
can
which
in
realms,
other
problems
into
port entire families of
most reformulafind
since
to
hard
are
well-developedskills. However, such correspondences
in the other
accumulations
disorderly
tions merely transform the uniframes of one realm into
realm.
From where do we obtain our most productive, systematic,cross-realmcorrespondences?
Some must be virtually born into our brains through the wiring of our paranomes;other
metaphors we discover by ourselvesas individuals; but most of them are learned from other
of our cultural communities. Finally, from time to time, someonediscoversa new
*.*b"rs
reformulation that is both so fruitful and so easyto explain that it becomespart of the general
culture. Naturally, we'd like to know how the greatestmetaphorical discoverieswere made. But
becausethis is buried in the past,the best and rarestof those eventsma.vnever be explainedat
all. Our greatestideas,like our evolutionaqigenes,need form only once, by accident,and then
can spreadfrom brain to brain.
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CHAPTER
30

MENTAL
MODELS
The world haskept sentimentalitiessimply because
they arethe
most practicalthings in the world. They alone makemen do
things. The world doesnot encourdge
a perfectlyrational lover,
simply becausea perfectlyrational loverwould neverget
married.The world doesnot encourage
a perfectlyratiinal
army, because
a perfectlyrationalarmy would run ctw(ty.
-GrLBEnr

K. CHESTERToN

30.I

KNOTVING

What does "knowing" really mean? SupposeMary (or some other creature or machine) can
answer certain questions about the world-without the need to do any actual experiments.
Then we'd agree that Mary knowsthose things about the world. But what would it mean, to
you or to me, to hear lack say that "Mary knows geometry"?For all we know, Mary might
|elieve that circles are square, and it happens that fack agrees!|ack's statement tells us more
about Iack than about Mary.
When lack says,"Mdry knows geometry," this indicates to us that lack would
probably be satisfied by Mary's dnswersto the questionsabout geometry that he
would be disPosedto ask.
The meaning of "Mary knowsgeometry"dependson who is sayingit. After all, no one knows
everything about geometry; that statement would not mean the same to us as to a mathematician, *hose conclpts of geometry are different from those of ordinary persons. In the same
way, the meanings of *any other terms depend upon the-speaker'srole. Even an apparently
unambiguous statementlike "This is a painting of d horse"sharesthis character:you can be
sure of little more than that it displaysa representationthat in someone'sview resemblesa horse
in some respects.
Then ,"hy, when we talk about knowledge, don't we have to say who all those speakersand
observersaie? Becausewe make assumptionsby default. When a strangersaysthat Mary knows
geometry, w€ simply assumethat the speakerwould expectany typical personwho knows Mary
[o ,gr". iitat she inows geometry. Assumptionslike that allow us to communicate; unless there
is some reasonto think otherwise,we (tssumethat all the things involved are"typical." It does
not bother us that a professionalmathematician might not agreethat Mary knows geometrybecausea mathematician doesn't fit our stereotypeof a "typical person'"
you might maintain that none of this appliesto you, since you know what you know about
geometry. But there's still an observeron th. scene,only now it is hiding inside your mindmakes
iam.ly, the portion of "yor" that claims you know geometry. But the part of you that
your
those
geometry
for
do
ally
parts
actu
that
this claim has little in common with the other
your
,of
knowlabout
agenciesare probably incapable speechand probably devoid of thoughts
edge and beliefs.
provisional or
fraturally, we'd all prefer to think of knowledge as morg positive_and less
about
relative. But little gooi has ever come from trying to link what we believe to our ideals
there's
is
that
dispute
beyond
thing
only
the
certainty,-bu[
yearn
for
absolute truths. W! always
know; the
,i*"vr room for doubt. And doubt is not an enemy that setsconstraintson what we
antidote'
doubt's
real danger to mental growth is perfect faith,
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30.2 KNOWINGAND BETJEVING
{9 9ft9n speakasthoughwe classifyour thoughtsinto differenttypescalled facts,opinions,
andbeliefs.
"The red obiect is on the table."
"l think the red block is on the table."
"l believethat the red block is on the table."
How do these statements differ from one another? Some philosophers
have argued that
"knowing" must mean "tnte and
iustified betief." However, no one has ever found a test to
p-rovewhat's lustified or true. For example,
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To comprehend what knowing is, we have to guard ourselves
againstthat single-agentfallacy
of thinking that the "r" in "/ beliive" is actually a single,stablethirig.
The truih is that a person,s
mind holds different views in different realms. Th"us, one part
of an astronomer's mind can
apply the common view of sunrise to down-to-earth affairsl
regarding the sun as like a lamp
that wakesus up and lights our way. But at the sametime,
that sameastronomercan apply the
modern physical view to technical problems in astronomy.
We each use many different views,
and which we choose to use depends, from one moment
to the next, upon the changing
balance of power among ort ng"nii.r.
Then if what we "believe" is so conditional, what makes
us feel that our beliefs are much
more definite than that? It is becausewheneverwe commit
ourselvesto speakor act, we thereby
have to force ourselvesinto clear-cut, action-oriented
statesof mind in which ,most of our
questions are suppressed'As far as everydaylife
is concerned, decisivenessis indispensable;
otherwisewe'd have to act so cautioustyihai nothing *o,rld
get done. And here lies much of
what we expresswith words like "guess," "belieue,; and "know."
In the course of making
practical decisions(and thereby turning off most
agencies),we use such words to summ arize
our various varietiesof certainty.
The notion that only certain of a person'sbeliefsare "genuine"
plays vital roles in all our
moral and legal schemes.Wheneverwe censureor applarriwhat
ao, we,re taught
to be more concerned with what those other p.opi" "genuinely"
"th;r;;ofi.
expected or intended to
happen than with what actuallvhappened. This dbctiine
tinderlies ho* we distinguish thoughtlessnessand forgetfulnessfrom lies, dec.it, and treacherv.
I do not mean that such distinctions
are not important, only that they do not
iustify the simplistic_assumptionthat, among all the
mind's activities,certain specialkinds of thorrghtsare essentially
-or'" 'I.rruirr",, than others.
All such distinctions seem less absolute when every deeper
probe into beliefs reveals more
ambiguities.
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30.3 MENTATMODETS
Does a book know what is written inside it? Clearly, no. Does a book contain knowledge?
Clearly, yes. But how could anything contain knowledge, yet not know it? We've seen how
knowledgeamounts to saying that some observer
saying that a person or machine possesses
cotuldemploy that personor machine to answercertain kindsof questions.Here is another view
of what it means to know.
"lack knowsabout A" medns that there is a "model" M of A inside lack's head.
But what does it mean to say that one thing is a model of another and how could one have a
model in one's head?Again, we have to specify some standardor authority. Let's make fack be
the judge of that:
lack considersM to be a good model of A to the extent that he finds M useful for
answeringquestionsabout A.
For example, supposethat A is a real automobile, and M is the kind of obiect we call a "toy"
or "model" car. Ttren fack will be able to use M to answercertain questionsabout A. However,
we would think it strangeto say that M is fack's "knowledge" about A-because we reservethe
word "knowledge" for something inside a head, and fack can't keep a toy inside his head. But
we never said that a model -nr[ be an ordinary physical object. Our definition allows a model
to be anything that helps a person answer questions.Accordingly, a person could possessa
"mental model," too-in thelorm of some machinery or subsocietyof agentsinside the brain.
This provides us with a simple explanation of what we mean by knowledge:lack's knowledge
or agencieslack's other agenciescdn use
aboui A is simpty whicheveimentol models, processes,
to answer questionsabout A. Thus, a person'smental model of a car need not itself resemble
an actual car in any obvious way. It need not itself be heavy, fast, or consume gasolineto be
able to answer q,r"riiorrs about a car like "How heovyis it?" or "How fast can it go?"
Our mental models also work in social realms to answerquestionslike "Who owns that car?"
or "Who permitted you to park it there?"However, to understandquestionslike these,we have
people,
to ask what people mean by "who"-snd the answer is that we make mental models of
has
possessions,
Mary
and
motives,
dispositions,
too. In ordei foi Mary to "know" about fack's
that
questions-and
kinds
of
those
to build inside her head some structure to help answer
structure will constitute her mental model of fack. |ust think of all the different things our
person-modelsdo for us! If Mary knows /ack well enough, she'll be able to reply not only to
he like me?"
physicalquestionslike "How tall is lack?" but alsoto socialinquiries such as_"Does
and euenio psychologicalquerieslike "Wh at are lack'sideols?"Quite possibly,Mary's model of
questionsthan fack himself could
Jack will be aUie to piod.t"e more accurate answersto such
in certain respects,than their
better,
are
often
friends
their
of
prod,r"e. People'smental models
mental models of themselves.
We all make models of ourselvesand use them to predict which sorts of things we'll later be
disposed to do. Naturally, our models of ourselveswill often provide us with wrong answers
becausethey are not fauitlessways to seeourselves,but merely self-madeansweringmachines.
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30.4 WORTDMODETS
Now let's look at Mary's model of the world. (By "world" I mean the universe, not
iust the
planetEarth.) This is simplyall the structuresin Mary'sheadthat Mary's agencies
can use to
answerquestionsaboutthingsin the world.

Mary's brain

Mary's model of the world

But what if we were to ask Mary a question not about any particular object,
but one like
"What sort of thing is the world itself?" That would put Mary in
a curious predicament. She
cannot answer this by using her world model, becauseeach part of that model
is desigrr.J only
to answer ques.tionsabout particular things. The trouble is ihat the world itself
is nol a farticular thing inside the world.
One way to deal with this (and a method that, surely, many children use)
is adding to the
model of the world an additional "obiec1"-that ,"pr.i".,ts the world itself.
Then, since any
obiect must have properties,the child might then ,rrign to this the features,
say,of an extremely
large ball. Naturally this will lead to trouble should [h"t
persist in arking ordinary questions about this extra.ordinaryobiect-such as "What keeps
"hild
thi universe ii place?" or,,What,s
outside the univsTss?"-fsr these then lead to strangeand inconsistent
images.Eventually we
learn some ways to deal with this-for example, byiearrring which questions
to suppress.But
as in the caseof a perfect point, we may alwaysfeei uncomflrtable
with the thought of a thing
tha_tis unimaginablylarge in size, but has no ,hrp" at all.
When you get right down to it, you can never ieally describe any
worldty thing, either-that
is, in any absolute sense.Whatever you purport to iay about a
tiring, you're only expressing
your own beliefs. Yet even that gloomy thought r,rgg"rt,
insight. E;;r if our models of the
"and
world cannot yield good answers about the worlJir r whole,
"n
.u"r, iho,rgr, their other
answersare frequently
they
can
tell
us
something
about
ourselves.
We can regard what
Ylong,
we learn about our models of the world as constituting iu, models
of our modelsof the world..

's

Mary's brain

model of hersetf

Mary's model of the world
Mary's model of her
model of the world
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30.5 KNOWINGOURSELVES
Now let's ask Mary to describe herself-to tell us everything she can about her shape and
weight and size and strength, her dispositionsand her traits, her accomplishmentsand ambiand so on. What might be the generalcharacterof what we'd
tions, wishes,fears,possessions,
hear?At first it would be hard to assembleany coherent senseof all thosedetails.But gradually
we'd notice that various groups of items were closely related, while others were rarely mentioned in connection with one another. Little by little, we would discern structure and organization in what Mary had said, and finally we'd start to seethe outlines of at least two different
mental realms.

Physlcal Realm

Mental Realm

Now, what would happen if we askedMary to speaknot about specificthings, but about the
general subject of "What kind of entity am l?" Since she has no direct way to examine her
entire self, she can only summarize what she can discover about her mental model of herself.
In doing so, she'll probably find that almost everything she knows appearsto lie in two domains,
with relatively little in between. This means that Mary's model of her model of herselfwill have
crn oyerdtl dumbbell shape, one side of which representsher physical self, the other side of
which representsher psychologicalself.
Do people go on to make modelsof their modelsof their modelsof themselves?If we kept on
doing things like that, we'd get trapped in an infinite regress.What savesus is that we get
confused and lose track of the distinctions between each model and the next-just as our
language-agencieslose track when they hear about "the rat that the cat that the dog worried
kitted." Th" samething must happenwheneverwe askourselvesquestionslike "Did lohn know
that I knew thot he knew that I knew that he knew that?" And the samething happenswhenever
we try to probe into our own motivations by continually repeating, "What was my motive for
wanting that?" Eventually, we simply stop and say,"BecduEelsimply wanted fo." The same
when we find things hard to decide: we can simply say, "f iust decide," and this can help us
interrupt what otherwise might be an endlesschain of reasoning.
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30.6 FREEDOMOF WII.I
We each believe that we possessan Ego, Self, or Final Center of Control, from which we
choose what we shall do at every fork in the road of time. To be sure, we sometimeshave the
senseof being draggedalong despiteourselves,by internal processeswhich, though they come
from within our minds, neverthelessseemto work againstour wishes.But on the whole we still
feel that we can choose what we shall do. Whence comes this sense of being in control?
According to the modern scientific view, there is simply no room at all for "freedom of the
human will. " Everything that happens in our universe is either completely determined by
what's already happenedin the past or elsedepends,in part, on random chance. Everything,
including that which happensin our brains,dependson theseand only on these:
A set of fixed, deterministiclaws.

A purely random set of accidents.

There is no room on either sidefor any third alternative.Whateveractionswe may "choose,"
they cannot make the slightestchange in what might otherwisehave been-becduse thoserigid,
natural laws already causedthe statesof mind that causedus to decide that way. And if that
choice was in part made by chance-it still leavesnothing for us to decide.
Every action we perform stems from a host of processesinside our minds. We sometimes
understanda few of them, but most lie far beyond our ken. But none of us enjoysthe thought
that what we do depends on processeswe do not know; we prefer to attribute our choices to
volition, will, or self-control.We like to give names to what we do not know, and instead of
wondering how we work, we simply talk of being "free." Perhapsit would be more honest to
say, "My decisionwas determinedby internal forcesI do not understand."But no one likes to
feel controlled by something else.
Why don't we like to feel compelled?Becausewe're largely made of systemsdesignedto learn
to achieve their goals.But in order to achieveany long-rangegoals,effective difference-engines
must also learn to resistwhatever other processesattempt to make them changethose goals. In
childhood, everyone learns to recognize,dislike, and resist various forms of aggressionand
compulsion. Naturally we're horrified to hear about agentsthat hide in our minds and influence
what we decide.
In any case, both alternatives are unacceptable to self-respectingminds. No one wants to
submit to laws that come to us like the whims of tyrants who are too remote for any possible
appeal. And it's equally tormenting to feel that we're a toy to mindless chance, caprice, or
probability-for though these leave our fate unfixed, we'd still not play the slightest part in
choosing what shall come to be. So, though it's futile to resist, we continue to regard both
Cause and Chance as intrusions on our freedom of choice. There remains only one thing to
do: we add another region to our model of our mind. We imagine a third alternative,one easier
to tolerate; we imagine a thing called "freedom of will," which lies beyond both kinds of
constraint.
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30.7 THE MYTH OF THE THIRDAITERNATTVE
To saveour belief in the freedom of will from the fateful graspsof Cause and Chance, people
simply postulate an empty, third alternative. We imagine that somewhere in each person's
mind, there lies a Spirit, Will, or Soul, so well concealedthat it can elude the reach of any law
-or lawlessaccident.

I've drawn the box for Will so smallbecausewe're alwaystaking things out of it-and scarcely
ever putting things in! This is becausewheneverwe find some scrapof order in the world, we
have to attribute it to Cause-and whenever things seem to obey no laws at all, rn'eattribute
that to Chance. This means that the dominion controlled by Will can only hold what, up to
now, we don't yet understand.In ancient times, that realm was huge, when every planet had
its god, and every storm or animal did manifestsome spirit'swish. But now for many centuries.,
we've had to watch that empire shrink.
Does this mean that we must embracethe modern scientificview and put asidethe ancient
myth of voluntary choice?No. We can't do that: too much of what we think and do revolves
around those old beliefs.Considerhow our sociallivesdependupon the notion of responsibility
and how little that idea would mean without our belief that personal actions are voluntary.
Without that belief, no praiseor shamecould accrueto actionsthat were causedby Cause, nor
could we assignany credit or blame to deedsthat came about by Chance. What could rve make
our children learn if neither they nor we perceivedsome fault or virtue anywhere?We also use
the idea of freedom of will to justify our judgments about good and evil. A person can entertain
a selfishimpulse, yet turn it asidebecauseit seemswrong, and that must happen when some
self-idealhas intervened to overrule another goal. We can feel virtuous when we think that we
ourselveshave chosen to resistan evil temptation. But if we suspectedthat such choices were
not made freely, but by the interference of some hidden agency,we might very well resent that
interference. Then we might become impelled to try to wreck the precious value-schemesthat
underlie our personalitiesor become depressedabout the futility of a predestinationtempered
only by uncertainty. Such thoughts must be suppressed.
No matter that the physical world provides no room for freedom of will: that concept is
essentialto our rnodelsof the mental realm. Too much of our psychologyis basedon it for us
to ever give it up. We're virtually forced to maintain that belief, even though we know it's false
-except, of course, when we're inspired to find the flawsin all our beliefs,whatever may be
the consequenceto cheerfulnessand mental peace.
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30.8 INTETIJGENCEAND RESOURCEFT'LNESS
How could anything as complex as a human mind work so well for so many years?We all
appreciate those splendid feats of writing plays and symphonies.But we rarely recognize how
wonderful it is that a person can traverse an entire lifetime without making a single really
serious mistake-like putting a fork in one's eye or using a window instead of a door- How do
we do such amazing feats as to imagine things we've never seenbefore, to overcome obstacles,
to repair things that are broken, to speakto one another, to have new ideas?What magical trick
makes us intelligent? The trick is that there is no trick. The power of intelligence stems from
our vast diversity, not from any single,perfect principle. Our specieshas evolvedmany effective
although imperfect methods, and each of us individually develops more on our own. Eventually, very few of our actions and decisionscome to depend on any single mechanism. Instead,
they emerge from conflicts and negotiationsamong societiesof processesthat constantly challenge one another. In this book we've seenmany such dimensionsof diversity:
The accumulation of myriad subagents.
We learn mdny different ways to achieveeachkind of goal.
The many realms of ordinary thought.
When one viewpoint fails to solvea problem,we cdn adopt other perspectives.
The endowment of several "instinctive" protominds.
We embodydifferent kinds of organizationsfor achieving mdny kinds of goals.
The hierarchies of administration grown in accord with Papert's principle.
When simple methodsfail, we can build new leyelsof organization.
The evolutionary vestiges of animals that still remain inside our brains.
We use machineryevolvedfrom fish, amphibia, reptiles,and earliermammals.
The sequence of stages of the growing child's personality.
We accumulate different personalitiesthat we cdn affly to different situations.
The complex, ever-growing heritage of language and culture.
We can use methodsand ideasdevelopedby millions of our ancestors.
The subordination of thought processesto censorsand suppressors.
We do not needperfectmethods,since we cdn remembe,hoi imperfect methods

fail.
Each of these dimensions gives you toughnessand versatility. They offer alternative ways to
proceed when any systemfails. If part of your society of mind proposesto do what other parts
find unacceptable,your agenciescan usually find another way. Sometimesyou merely n..d to
turn to another branch of the same accumulation. When that fails, you can ascendto a higher
level and engage alarger change in strategy.Then, even if an entire agency should fail,
four
brain retains earlier versionsof it. This means that every facet of your personalitymay have the
option to "regress"to an earlier stage,which already has proved itself competent to deal with
the usual problems of life. Finally, when even that won't work, you can usually switch to an
entirely different family of agencies.Whenever anything goes wrong, there are always other
realms of thought.
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I

HEREDITYAND ENVIRONMENT

Sometimes we ask why people are so similar. At other times, we wonder why they differ so
much from one to the next. Often we try to classifyour differencesinto those with which we're
born and those we later learn-and then we find ourselvesarguing about which virtues are
inherited, and which we acquire from experience.Most arguments about "nature vs. nurture"
are basedon two mistakes.One is to talk about intelligence as though a person'squality of mind
were like a quantity one could pour into a cup. The other mistake is to assumethat there is a
clear distinction between what we learn and how we learn-as though experiencehad no effect
on how we learn.
Chance plays a major role in human differences,becauseeach of us startsout by drawing
lots from among our parents' genes. A gene is a unit of heredity-a specific chemical whose
structure affects some aspectsof the construction of the body and the brain. We inherit each
of our genes from one parent or the other, more or lessby chance, so as to receive about half
of each parent's genes. Within the population as a whole, each particular kind of gene has
variants that work in somewhat different ways, and there are so many possiblecombinations of
these alternative genes that every child is born unique-except in the case of identical twins,
who carry identical copies of genes. One thing that makes people both so different and so
similar is this: we dre similar becausethosealternativegenesdre usudlly quite similar-and we
are different becausethosegenesare not identical.
Every cell of the body contains identical copiesof all of that person'sgenes.But not all genes
are active at the sametime-and this is why the cells in our different organsdo different things.
When a particular gene is "turned on" inside a cell, that cell manufacturescopiesof a particular
chemical (called a protein), whose structure is determined by the structure of that gene. Proteins are used in many ways. Some of them are assembledinto permanent structures, some are
involved in manufacturing other chemicals, and certain proteins move around in the cell, to
serveas messagesthat alter other processes.Since certain combinationsof thesemessagescan
turn other geneson and off, the gene-constructedchemicalsin cells can act like small societies
of agencies.
Every cell has windows in its walls and specialgenesthat control which chemicals can enter
or leave through those windows. Then, certain of thosechemicals can act as messagesthat
change the statesof specificgenesin other cells.Thus groupsof cells can also be societies.The
effects of most of those messagesbetween cells are temporary and reversible,but some of them
can permanently change the character of other cells by altering the types of messagesthey can
transmit and receive. In effect, this converts them into other "types" of cells. When new types
of cells are produced this way, certain of them remain in place, but other types proceed to

move and reproduce-to form new layers, strands, or clumps. Inside the brain, certain types
of cells emit specificchemicalsthat drift out like scents;this causescertain other types of mobile
cells that are sensitive to those particular chemicals to sniff out those scents and track them
back to their sources-leaving tubelike trails behind. These traces of the travels of those migratory cells then form the nerve-bundles that interconnect various pairs of far-apart brainagencies. With all this activity, the embryonic brain resemblesa complex animal ecologywhich even includes predatorsprogrammed to find and kill the many cells that happen to reach
"wrong" destinations.
All human brains are similar in size and shapebut differ in many smaller respectsbecauseof
different alternative genes. Why does the human population support so many variant genes?
One reason is that genesare sometimesaltered by accidents.When this happensto a gene that
lies within a reproductive cell-that is, inside an ovum or a sperm-the change will be inherited. We call this a "mutation." Most often, a mutant genewill simply fail to manufacture some
vital chemical, and this will so badly impair the offspring that natural selection will quickly
remove the mutated gene from the population. But occasionally a mutant gene will endow
those offspring with some substantial advantage.Then natural selection will spread copies of
that gene so widely among the population that its predecessorgene becomes extinct. Finally,
a variant gene may provide an advantageonly in certain circumstances;this type of mutation may spread only to a certain proportion of the population, and both the new and the
old variants will continue to coexist indefinitely. The richness of this reservoir of alternative
genes can determine how quickly a population adapts to changes in ecological conditionsand thus determines whether the entire speciescan escapeextinction over longer periods of
time.
Now let's return to what genesdo. Not all genesturn on at once; some start early and some
start late. In general, the sooner a gene starts working, the greater its effect on what comes
afterward. Accordingly, it is the early-starting genes that most affect the basic, large-scale
architectureof our bodiesand our brains.A mutation in an early-workinggene is likely to cause
such a drastic alteration of an animal's basic architecture that the embryo will not survive to be
born, grow up, and reproduce successfully.Accordingly, most mutations of early-workinggenes
are swiftly weeded out of the population by natural selection.Mutations in later-startinggenes
tend to cause lessdrastic differences, hence are not so swiftly weeded out and can accumulate
in the population-for example, as variations in the genesthat affect the sizesof connections
between various brain-agencies.Every different combination of such variant genesproduces a
person with a somewhat different brain.
The early-starting genes thus frame the large-scaleoutlines of the brain-and their uniformity explainswhy people are so similar on the broadestscale.These must be the genesresponsible for what we call "human n2fsps"-that is, the predispositions
every normal personshares.
Generally, the uniformity of early-startinggenesis what makesall the members of each animal
speciesseem so similar; indeed, it is partly why the earth is populated with distinct, recognizable
specieslike lions, turtles, and people, rather than with an indistinct continuum of all conceivable animals. No human mother ever bears a cat, since that would require too many different
early-startinggenes.

2

THE GENESISOF MENTAT REATMS

All normal children come to recognizethe same sortsof physical objects. Is that becausethe
concept of an object is innate in the human mind? Each of us becomesattached to certain
other individuals. Does this mean that the concept of person, and the notion of love, are part
of our inheritance?Every human child forms "realms of thought" that representthe physical,
possessional,and psychological. But how could genes build concepts into minds when genes
themselvesare merely linked-togetherchemicals?
The problem is that thoughts proceed on levelsso far removed from those of chemicals. This
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makes it hard for genes, which are merely chemicals, to represent such things as objects,
persons, or ideas-at least in anything like the way that strings of words expressour thoughts.
Then how do genes encode ideas?The answer lies in the concept of "predestined learning"
discussedin section 11.7.Although groups of genescannot directly encode specificideas,they
can determine the architecture of agenciesthat are destined to learn particular kinds of processes.To illustrate this principle, we'll outline the architecture of an agency destined to learn
to recognize a human individual.
When we first introduced the concept of a recognizer,we suggesteda simple way to represent
a physical object in terms of properties like color, texture, size, and shape-by combining
evidence from severalagencies,each containing sensorsespeciallydesignedto react to certain
particular properties. Now we'll take another step, by dividing each of those agenciesinto two
sections that are similar in architecture, and which both receive sensoryinputs from the eyes,
ears, skin, and nose. The first systemis destined,as before, to learn to representphysical objects
in terms of simple properties.However, becausethe secondsystem'sinputs come from different
types of agents, it is destined to learn to represent"social objects"-that is, people.

Our second "social object" agency takes all of its inputs from sensorsthat detect stimuli
which usually signify the presence of a person-namely, human odors, voices, and faces.
Becauseof this-and even though the genesthat assemblethis systemknow nothing of people
-this systemhas no alternativebut to learn to representrelationsamong the featuresof human
individuals. Accordingly, this agencyis destinedto learn to recognizepeople!
The large-scaleoutline of this agencyposesno engineeringmystery-but we have to ask how
genes could produce the sensorydetectorsthat the systemneeds to do its iob. There is ample
evidence that the recognition of both voicesand facesdoesindeed take place in specialsections
of the brain-since certain injuries of the brain leave their victims unable to distinguish voice
sounds yet still able to recognize many other kinds of sounds,while other brain iniuries destroy
the ability to reco gnize facesbut leave other visual functions intact. No one yet knows iust how
these recognition-systemswork, but let's consider each in turn.
lt is easy to build recognizersfor particular odors becausean
oDoR RECOGNTTIoN:
presence
of a certain combinationof chemicalsin the air, and a
merely
the
odor is
gene
make
a
cell
sensitiveto a particularchemicaLSo, to build agents
can
specific
particular
obiectsor people requireslittle more than
for recognizing the odorsof
connecting d variety of evidence-weighingagents fo a variety of specific chemical
detectors.
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voICE RECOGNITIoN:
To distinguish the soundsof a human voice requires more
machinerybecausevocal expressions
drecomplicatedsequences
of events. Machines
haye beenbuilt that can make such distinctions.
FACERECOGNITION:
No one has yet been able to build vision machines that approachour human ability to distinguishfaces
from other obiects-or eyen to disti'nguish dogsfrom cats. This remainsa problem for research.
In their first few days, human infants learn to distinguish people by their odors; then, over
the next few weeks, they learn to recognize individuati bv sound of voice; only after several
months do they start to reliably distinguish the sights of iaces. Most likely we learn
to make
each of thesedistinctionsby severaldifferent methods,and it is probablynoaccident that
these
abilities develop in a sequencethat correspondsto their increasingcomplexity.

3

GESTURESAND TR..A.JECTORIES

To recognize a voice or face seemshard enough; how does a child learn to recognize
another
person'smental state-of being angry or affectionate, for example. One
way is Ul,aistinguishing traiectories-fust as we learn to interpret certain typesof changesas representing
the -6tior*
of obiects in the physical realm, we learn to classifyoth"r types Jf .nrngls as signifying
mental
events;these are what we call "gestures"and "expressions.'"-For
exampTe,to identify icertain
sound to be a particular language-word,some agenciesinsideyour brain must recognize
that a
certain sequenceof phonetic featureshas occurred. At the sametime, other
interpret
sequencesof vocal soundsas having significancein other realms.In particular,
"g..r"i.,
certain typesof
vocal sounds are recognized as signifying specific emotional qualiiies.
For example, people
almost universally agree on which expreisions seem most angry or imperative.
In general,
abruptly changing sounds evoke alarm-perhaps by inducing the sort of
narro*ing of interest
that comeswith pain; in any case,suddenchangesin volume and pitch
demand that we attend
to them. In contrast, we react to "gentle" soun?s in ways that people
label "positive," ,s with
affection, love, or reverence; the smoother time-traiecioriesdo somehow
serve to ,.calm us
down," thus frequently inducing us to set asideour other interests.It's quite
the samefo, ,ight
and touch; hostile persons tend to iab and shout, while friendly people
speak and wave with
gesturesand trajectories that we perceive as signifiring gentleness
and tenderness.Indeed, as
shown in Manfred Clynes's book, Sentics,OoJUteary",T.{"* york, Ig7g, people
show similar
emotional responsesto certain types of time-trajectoriesregardlessof
the sensorydomain. We
consistently identify certain sudden,-ierkytypgs of action pftt.rn, as
indicating anger-regardless of whether these are presented'asvisual motions,
of voice sounds, or as
pushing, shoving tactile stimuli. In the same way, we",consistently
"r,u.lopes
identify certain other,
smoother action patterns to indicate affection. Clynes concludes
that at least half a dozen
distinct types of traiectoriesare universallyassocia[edwith particular
emotional states.What
sort of brain-machinerycould causeus to react in such simiiar ways
to such different kinds of
stimuli? I proposea three-parthypothesis.First, each of our sensory-agencies
is equippedwith
specialagentsthat detect certain typesof time-trajectories.Second,
the outputs of aU it . ,g".rt,
that detect similar "trajectory typei" in different agenciesare connected,
through special connection bundle-s,to converge upon agents in some central "gesture-rec:,ogniti;g"
;g*"v. e'inally, genetically established nerve-bundles run from each gesture-recognizing
agent to a
particular infantile "proto-specialist"of the sort describedin sectio
n 16.3.
According to this hypothesis,-each sensory-agencycontains agents
that are specialized to
react to various types of temporal trajectories.For example,one ki;d might
react orrty to stimuli
that increase slowly and then decreasequickly; another kind might relct
only to signals that
increase quickly and decay slowly. Inside the brain, although th; agencies
foi f,.ari-rg, sight,
and touch lie far apart, the signalsfrom agents that detect"similar irajectories
converge on a
3t2
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(Humans detect some

(No odor trajectories
detected by humans?)
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common agency composed of evidence-weighingagents. Notice that the architecture of this
systemis so similar to that of our "person-recognizing"agencythat the two systemscould form
parallel layers;however, the destiny of each central "traiectory-type" agent is to learn to recognize, not a particular person, but a particular type of gestureor expression.For example, one
such agent might learn to react in similar ways to a snarl, grimace, or shaken fist-and thus
become an "anger-recognizing" agent whose function is "abstract" in the sense of being detached from any particular classof sensations.
To be sure, recognizing anger is not the same as comprehending or sympathizing with anger
-nor does merely learning to make such a recognition, by itself, teach us to identify an "angertype" trajectory of another person with our own personalexperienceof being angry. But if our
genes equip us with connections from particular central trajectory-type agents to specific
"proto-specialist"agencies,then each particular trajectory-typerecognition would tend to activate a specific kind of emotional reaction.
Some of these connections could endow us with certain "empathigs"-f61 example, to feel
elated upon recognizing another person's joyous gestures.Other connections could make us
become defensive at signs of aggression-or even aggressiveat signs of weaknessand withdrawal. There are innumerable examples, in animal behavior, of particular types of gestures
evoking "instinctive" types of reactions,as when a sudden motion toward a bird provokesa feat'
reaction flight. Surely our human genes provide us with a great deal of instinctive wiring.
However, far more than any other kind of animal, we also have machinery that can bridge new
agenciesacross the older ones, so that we can learn to bury ancient instincts under modern
socialdisciplines.
We've seen how a gene-built agency could predisposeus to use traiectory types to represent
emotional and other sorts of statesof mind. Once this is done, higher-level agenciescould use
the signals from trajectory-type agents to learn to recognize and represent more complex
could be assembledinto modelswe
successionsof mental states.In time, those representations
could use for predicting and controlling our own mental processes.This illustrates how architectures framed by genescould serveour minds as stepping-stonestoward learning how to think
about ourselves.
As soon as you enter a certain room, you may experiencethe feeling that you can directly
senseits history. Many people attribute such perceptions to imaginary influences with names
like "intuitions," "spirits," "atmospheres,"and "vibrations."Yet very likely all such perceptions
come from inside the mind of those observers,as various mental agenciesaccomplish clever
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synthesesfrom clues derived from featuresand traiectories.In my view, believing in vibrations
and ghosts diminishes our capabilitiesfor mental growth by diveiting attention fiom the mind
and attributing those abilities to imaginary entities outside ourselves.-

4

BRAIN CONNECTIONS

What possible sort of brain-machine could support a billion-agent society of mind? The
human brain contains so many agenciesand connections that it iesembles a great nation of
cities and towns, linked by vast networks of roadsand highways.We are born with brain centers
that are specialized for every sense and muscle group, for moving every eye and limb; for
distinguishingthe sounds of words, the featuresof faces,and all sorts of touches, tastesand
smells. We're born with protospecialistsinvolved with hunger, laughter, fear and anger, sleep,
and sexual activity-and surely many other functionr ro ott. hastiscovered yet-e"ach based
upon a somewhat different architecture and mode of operation. Thousands of different genes
must be involved in laying out these agenciesand the nerve-bundlesbetween them-and lhose
brain-growth genes must generateat least three kinds of processes.Those genetic systemsfirst
must form the clumps and layers of brain cells that eventually become g.o,tpr of agents;they
must dictate the inner workings of those agencies;and, finally, thev -,tit determine the sizes
and destinations of the nerve-bundlesthat interconnect those agencies-in order to constrain
"who talks to whom" within each mind-society.
Now every population will include some variantsamong the genesthat shapethose highways
in the brain, and this must influence their bearers'potential stylesof thougirt. e p"rro"n born
with u_nusuallysparseconnections between the agenciesfor sight and spe"echmight develop
powerful machinery in both those realms but find it hard to make direct fonnections between
them' On the surface, that might seem to constitute a disability. However, it might also lead to
an advantage-if it servedto force one's higher-level agenciesto seekout indir.it
that lead to more articulate ways to representreality. Similarly, one might suppose"onrrections
there would
be advantagesin having an uncommonly large capacity for sirort-terrn-me*-ory.Yet for all we
know, our evolution has disfavored that becauseit tends to lead to less effective use of hardlearned long-term memories. Other differencesin how we think could stem from variations
in
connection paths. An individual whose K-lines had more branches than usual might become
inclined to assemblelarger-than-usualaccumulations in caseswhere a person whoie memoryagents had fewer branches might be more disposedtoward building u1ifr"-.s. But the
same
genetic dispositioncan lead to different stylesof thought: one p".ronl"ho is genetically
disposed
toward making uniframes might succumb to the chronic use of superficiai stereotypes,while
artother person similarly endowed might compensateby building -or" deeplv 6y.r.i agencies
that lead to more profound ideas. Although each particular variation will disposeeach i.,aiuiaual toward certain traits of personality, the final effect of any gene depends upon how
it
interacts with the structures built by other genes-and upon countless other accidents.
This
makes it almost meaninglessto ask which particular geneslead to "good" forms of thought.
It
is better to think of a developing brain as a forest within which -rn"y different creaturesgrow,
in conflict and in harmony.
Let's return to the architecture of machines that could hold societiesof mind. How complicated this must be dependsin part upon how many agentsmust be active at each moment. W"
can clarify the problem by considering two extre-.r. If only a few agentsneed to work at any
time, then even an ordinary, serial, one-step-at-a-timecomputer could support billions of such
agents-because each agent could be representedby a separatecomputer program. Then the
computer itself could be quite simple, provided it has accessto enough memory to hold all
those little programs. On the other hand, no such arrangement would suffice to simulate
societiesof mind in which each of billions of agentsconstantly interact with all the others, all
at once, becausethat would need more wires than any animal could carry in its head. I suspect
that the human brain works somewherein between;we do indeed have billions of nerve cells
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working at the same time, but relatively few of them have any need to communicate with more
than a small proportion of the rest;this is simply becausemost agentsare too specializedto deal
with many types of messages.Accordingly, we'll proposean architecture that lies between those
serial and parallel extremes-namely, a compromise in which a typical agent has comparatively
few direct connections to other agentsbut can still influence a great many other agentsthrough
severalindirect steps.For example, we can imagine a society in which each of a billion agents
is connected to thirty other agents, selectedat random. Then most pairs of agents should be
able to communicate through merely half a dozen intermediates!This is becausea typical agent
can reach thirty others in one step, a thousand others in two steps,and a million others in only
four steps.Thus a typical agent could reach any of the other billion agentsin only six or seven
steps!
However, randomly selected connections would not be very useful, because very few randomly selectedpairs of agentswould have any messagesthat might be useful to one another.
When we actually examine the human brain, we find that connections between cells are not
made either uniformly or randomly. Instead, within any typical small region, we see a great
many direct connections between nearby cells but only a relatively small number of bundles of
connections to other regions of cells that lie farther away. Here is an idealized representation
of this arrangement:
64 WTRES

Here,8agentsmakea liftle
atbe, and I suchcubesmake
a 64-agentsupercube.

lf wejoin 8 of thesesupercubes,
we'llhave512 agents.Andif we
pattern
repeatthiscube-on-cube
ten times,theresultingsupercube
willcontaina billionagents!

Butif we linkeachagentto 30
othersinsteadof only6, theneach
aaentcouldcommunicatewitha
bittionothersin only6 sfeps.

An embryonic brain might assemblesuch a structure by repeatinga sequenceof cell divisions
and migrations perhaps half a dozen times. If only that were done, the resulting structure
would be uselesslyrepetitive. However, in a real brain's growth, this underlying building plan is
modified at every step by many other processes,and this produces many agencies that are
similar in general form but different in specificdetails. Some of these gene-controlledinterventions modify the properties of specific layers and clumps of cells, and this determines the
internal workings of particular agencies.Other interventions affect the sizes and destinations
of the nerve-bundles that interconnect particular pairs of agencies. Such highway-routing
processescould be used, for example, to lead the nerves that emerge from the trajectory-type
sensors in different agencies to the same central destination. This would be quite easy to
arrange becausethe trajectory agentsof similar typeswould tend to have similar genetic origins
-and that would predisposethem to be able to "smell" the samevarietiesof embryonic message
chemicals and thus grow toward the samedestination.
The same genetic argument can be applied to other aspectsof a child's development-for
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examPle,to why all childrenseemto grow suchsimilarSocieties-of-More.
When we discussed
fean Piaget'sexperiments,we lelt it asa mysteryhow childrenform the agencies
called History
andAppeardnce.
What leadsall thosedifferentmindsto similarconceptionsof comparisons?
In
section10.7we hinted that this might happenbecausesimilaragentslikeTatI ^ndThinoriginate in relatedsectionsof the brain. Considerthat despitethe Tactthat we do not know the
brain-machineryfor agentslike TaII andThin, we can be virtually sure that they are similar
internally,becausethey both respondto the samesortsof spatialdiffetences.Therefore,they
almostsurelyhave a common evolutionaryorigin and are constructedby the sameor similar
genes.Consequently,the embryonicbrain cellsthat form theseagentswiil tend to havesimilar
"sensesof smell" and are thereforelikely to sendout nervesthaiconvergeupon the same(or
similar)agencies.From this point of view, the formationof a Spatial
on which such
"t"n"y
propertiesconvergeneed not be an unlikelychanceevent,but could be
virtually predestined
by inheritance.
to growby insertingnewlayersof agentsinto older,
- Papert'sprinciplerequiresmanyagencies
alreadyworking systems.But this posesa problembecaur., orr". brain cellsreach maturity,
they no longer have much mobility. Consequently,addingnew layersto old agenciesmust
involveusingbrain cellsin other locations.As far aswe know, the only way this cluld be done
is by using connectionsalreadyavailablein the neighborhoodof the orijinal agency.Here's
one way embryoniccellscould provideframeworksfor future multilayeredmind-iocieiies'

Agentsthat lle clos to one anotherform
clumpswlth many dlrect ennectlons. Lonoer
connectlonebetvyeen
nearby clumpsform
the foundatlonfor hlgher-levelas6ncles. Thts
Ip repeatedon severallncreaslnlly
larger scales.
A.y agency that is potentially capable of expanding to assimilate a lifetime of experience
would need more space than any clump or layer of cells could provide in any
neighborhood. This must be why the cerebral cortex-the newest rnd htg.st portion"o*p""t
of fhe brairievolved its convoluted form.

D 6
6€
€ 06
\

As our ancestors evolved, certain genes
appeared, to cause certain agenciis to
2ylg" and told-..and bulge-apd lold. again.
Thesebecame the parts of the brain we
call "convolutlons" becauseof thelr
appearance. They form early ln life and
mav constrain how larqe each division
of ihe mind Is likely to-grow.

If the connections in the cortex of the brain develop this way, through sequencesof cell
migrations, it could provide each local neighborhood with potential accessto several other
areas, through fanlike bundles and arrays of nerves. I have the impression the human cortex
becomes thus folded upon itself perhaps five or six times, so that agentsin each neighborhood
have potential accessto severalother levels of convolution. This makes it possiblefor a typical
agent to become connected to millions of other agentsthrough only a few indirect connections.
Presumably, only a small minority of cells ever actually acquire many such connections for
their own exclusive use; however, such an arrangement makes any particular group of cells
potentially capable of acquiring more significance-for example, by gaining control of a substantial bundle of connections that comes to represent some useful microneme. In its evolutionary course of making available so many potential connections, the human brain has
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actually gone so far that the major portion of its substanceis no longer in its agenciesbut
constitutes the enormous bundles of nerve fibers that potentially connect those agencies.The
brain of Homo sapiensis mainly composedof cabling.

5

SURVWAT INSTINCT

Many people seem to think that living things are born endowed with built-in instincts to
survive. And certainly all animals do many things to stay alive. They build defensesagainst
threats; they reproduce at any cost; they shy away from extremes of cold or heat, and from
unfamiliarity. Now it usually is sensible, when one seessimilarities, to seek some common
cause for them. But I'll argue that it's usually wrong to seeka common force. There are many
different reasonswhy animals do many things that help keep them alive-and, as we'll see,
there is even a reason why there are so many different reasons.But to attribute this to any
single, central force or to some basic, underlying survival instinct is as foolish as believing in
specialpowers that attract corpsesto cemeteriesor broken cars to scrapyards.
No animal requires any central reason to survive, nor does the process of evolution itself
require any reason to produce all those survival aids. On the contrary, evolution's versatility
stems from its very lack of any fixed direction or constraint that might restrict its possibilities.
To understandwhy animals surviye,one must seeevolution as a sieve-that only
passesthrough its mesh thoseanimals who leavemore offspring than the rest.
Many people also think that evolution favors life-although it is a painful fact that most
mutated animals must die before they reproduce. But hindsight makes us tend to count only
the survivors we see, while overlooking all the misfits that have disappeared;it is the same
mistake that one might make from looking only at the sky-to then conclude that all the
animals were birds. The animals we seetoday are preciselythose whose ancestorsaccumulated
a great many survival aids-and that is why so much of their behavior seemsdirected toward
promoting their welfare-if only in the surroundings in which their ancestorsevolved. It is an
illusion that all those accumulated mechanismshave anything in common; actually, that seeming uniformity has no coherence of its own: it is nothing but the shadow of that evolutionary
sieve. The myth of an underlying survival instinct explains nothing that cannot better be
explained without it, and blinds us to the fact that each of those survival aids may exploit an
entirely different mechanism.
I certainly don't mean to deny that people learn to love life and to fear death. But this is no
simple matter of obeying some elemental instinct. It involvesthe development over many years
of elaborate societies of concepts. Nor do I mean to say that people are born without any
instincts at all and must learn everything from experience.On the contrary, we start with many
built-in fragments of machinery, and these predestine us to learn to shy away from diverse
forms of pain, discomfort, insecurity, and other forms of bodily and mental harm. But compared to those instinctive fears, the state of nonexistencewe call death is a far more strange
and difficult idea, of which no infant can conceive.

6

EVOTUTION AND INTENT

Could animals have evolved as they did, if "nature" had no senseof goal?A century ago, the
world of biologists split in two: on one side stood the "evolutionists," who held that animals
evolve through nothing more than accidents of chance. Their antagonists were called the
"teleologists";they disbelievedthat such excellent animals could evolvewithout any purposeful
guidance. The evolutionists turned out to be right, for now we can watch small animals and
plants evolve before our very eyes and, at a correspondinglyslower pace, see similar developAPPENDIX
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ments in creatures that have longer lives. In fact, we can actually observehow random
accidents
u v r r L u to
genes
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survival
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ofI pparticular
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various
aflOUS e
envi
nvlfonmgnfgwithout the faintest reason to s-uspectthat any goals must be involved. So why do
so many
people feel that evolution must have purposes?I iuspect that this belief is based
on combining
a sound insight about problem solving with an unsound image of how evolution works.
l.-or
example' common sense tells us that a person might never hit upon a design for a flyirrg
machine entirely by trial and error, without having
goals o, prrposes. This leads one to
"ry constraint.
suppose that nature, too, must be subject to that same
The error comes from
thinking of "nature" as being concerned with such problems as finding a way to make animals
fly.
The trouble is that this confuses useswith purposes.For example, supposeone asked how
birds evolved, while thoughtlesslyassuming that feathersand wingi evolved exclusivelyfor use
in flight- One would be confronted with a formidable problem, since any organ as complex as a
wing would require too many different genesto ever appearby random chaice.
So long as one's mind is fixed on flight, one might f..t thrt the only solution is to find some
flight advantagein each and every earlier stagethat merely produced a protofeather or protowing too small and weak for actual flight. This is why ro -itry antievolltionists demani that
evolutionary advocatesmust fill in every imagined "gap" along a direct path toward a specified
goal. However, once we abandon that fixed idea, it is easie, to ,." how various intermediate
developmentscould have provided those animals with advantagesquite unrelated to flying. For
example, the early ancestorsof birds could have accumulated genes to manufacturl virious
sorts of feathered appendagesthat helped to wrap those protobirds in body cloaks that kept
them warm. This sort of fortuitous "preparation" unrelated to any goal of flight would have
made it much more likely that other accidents, perhaps milliot r-of years lat"er,might have
brought a few such elements together to lend some glnuine aerial advantage to an animal
already prone to making leaps.
Incidentally, I do not mean to say that evolutionary processesmust by their nature be devoid
of purposes. We can actually conceive of how machinery could exist inside an animal, to
purposefully direct some aspectsof its evolution in much the way a farmer can promote the
evolution of chickens that bear more meat or sheep that grow more wool. Indeei, the reproductive machinery inside our cells has alreadyevolvedso as to produce variations ttrat
-or"
"r.
likely to be useful than would otherwise occur by purely random chance; this idea is explained
in a brilliant essayby Douglas Lenat, entitled "The role of Heuristics in learning by Disc'overy,"
in Machine Learning: An Artificial lntelligence Approach, edited by R. Z. Michalski,
l'l
Carbonell, and T. M. Mitchell; Tioga PublishingCo., Palo Alto, Calif., 1983.It is even conceivable that our genetic systemsmight even contain some forms of difference-engine-like
machinery that, over very long periods of time, generatevariations in a somewhat puiposeful
manner. To be sure, this is mere speculation, since no such system has yet- been discovered.
In any case, one aftermath of the controversy with teleologistswas that many scientistsin
other realms became so afraid of making similar mistakesthat the very concept of purpose
became taboo throughout science. Even today, most scientistsregard it as an abomination to
use "anthropomorphic" or "intentional" languagein connection with anything but personsor
higher animals. This burdened the scienceof psychologywith a double-barreledhandicap. On
one side, it made psychologistsregard many of their most important problems as outside the
scope of scientific explanation. On the other side, it deprived them of many useful technical
ideas-because such concept-wordsas "want," "expect," and "recognize" a1eamong the most
effective ever found for describing what happensin human minds. It was not until the "cybernetic revolution" of the 1940sthat scientistsfinally realizedthere is nothing inherently unscientific about the concept of goal itself and that attributing goalsto evolution was bad not because
it was impossible, but simply because it was wrong. Human minds do indeed use goalmachinety, and there is nothing wrong with recognizing this and bringing technical theories
about intentions and goalsinto psychology.
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7 INSI'I.ATION AND INTERACTION
The hardestthing to understandis why wecdn understand
anythingat aII.
-AIBERT EtNsrnrn
What hope is there for any human mind to understand a human brain? No one could ever
memoriz. fh" whole of all its small details. Our only hope is in formulating their principles. It
wouldn't be much use, in any case,to know how each separatepart works and how it interacts
with the rest-because that simply isn't practical. Even if you knew all those details, if someone
asked you to describe-in general terms-how brains work and how they change, you would
have no way to reply.
We usually like to think in positive terms about how various parts of systemsinteract. But to
do that, we must first have good ideas about which aspectsof a systemdo not interact-since
otherwise there would be too many possibilitiesto consider. In other words, we have to understand insulations before we can comprehend interactions. To put this in a stronger form: No
complicated societywould actually work if it really dependedon interactions dmong most of its
parts.This is becauseany such systemwould be disabledby virtually any distortion, iniury, or
environmental fluctuation. Nor could any such societyevolve in the first place.
The scienceof biology was itself shapedby the discoveryof insulations.Plants and animals
were scarcely understood at all until it was found that they were made of separatecells. Then
little more was learned so long as scientists thought of cells as bags of fluid within which
countless chemicals could freely interact. Today we know that cells are more like factories,
containing systems that are kept apart by sturdy walls, with doors that open only to those
substancesthat bear the proper keys. Furthermore, even within these compartments, most
pairs of chemicals cannot interact except by permission of particular genes. Without those
insulations,so many chemicalswould interact that all our cells would die.
For the purposesof this book, I have emphasizedhighly insulated systems-that is, mechanisms in which different functions are embodied in different agents. However, it is important
to put this in perspective. For example, in chapter 19, we drew a sharp distinction between
memorizers and recognizers;this made it easyto explain those ideas.However, in section 20.9
we mentioned very briefly the idea of a "distributed memory," it which both those functions
are combined in the same network of agents.Now I do not want the reader to take the brevity
of that discussionto suggestthe subjectis not important. On the contrary,I suspectthat most
of the human brain is actually composedof distributed learning-systemsand that it is extremely
important for us to understand how they can work. It is possibleto combine even more functions; for example, |ohn Hopfield has demonstrateda single distributed network that not only
combines memory and recognition, but also "correctly yields an entire memory from any
subpart of sufficient size"-in other words, an agencythat "closesthe ring," much as described
in section 19.10. See Hopfield's article in the Proceedingsof the National Academy of Science,
79, p. 2554, 1982, or the book Parallel Distributed Processingby D. E,. Rumelhart and f . L.
Mclelland, M.I.T. Press,1986.
The advantagesof distributed systemsare not alternatives to the advantagesof insulated
systems;the two are complementary. To say that the brain may be composedof distributed
systemsis not the same as saying that it is a distributed system-that is, a single network in
which all functions are uniformly distributed. I do not believeany brain of that sort could work,
becausethe interactions would be uncontrollable. To be sure, we have to explain how different
ideascan become connected to one another-but we must also explain what keepsour separate
memories intact. For example, we have praisedthe power of metaphors that allow us to combine ideas from different realms-but all that power would be lost if all our metaphors got
mixed! Similarly, the architecture of a mind-society must encouragethe formation and maintenance of distinct levels of management by preventing the formation of connections between
agencieswhose messageshave no mutual significance.Some theorists have assumedthat disAPPENDIX
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tributedsystemsare inherentlyboth robustand versatile,but actuallythose
attributesarelikely
to conflict' Systemswith too many interactionsof differenttypeswill tend
to be fragile,*frif"
systemswith too many interactionsof similar typeswill be ioo ,edundant
to adaptto novel
situationsand requirements.Finally, distributediystemstend to lack .*pii"it,
articulatedrepresentations,and this makesit difficult for any such agencyto discov"i
ho.,' any other such
agencyworks. Thus, if distributedmemory-systems
are widely usedwithin our brains, as I
suspecttheyare,that couldbe yet anotherreasonfor the shallowness
of humanconsciousness.
8

EVOLUTION OF HUMAN THOUGHT

What are the origins of human thought? Today, we're almost sure that our
closest living
relatives branched out according-to the dirgt"- below. It shows that none
of the speciesthat
still exist are directly descended from any of the others, but that they
all share common
ancestors,now long extinct.
COMMON ANCESTOR

ORANGUTAN

CHIMPANZEE ANTI-EVOLUTIONIST

GOR]LLA

How different are we human beings from all the other animals?We reco gnize
how similar
those various brains and bodies are. But in view of our exceptionalabilities
to speakand think,
we certainly seem to-be unique..Could chimpanzeesor goriilasever learn
to speakthe way we
-can
do? Experience has shown that these tonderful animals
indeed learn to make connections
among hundreds of different words and ideas, enabling them to produce
speechlikestrings of
symbol-signsfor expressin
g Trans-actionssuch as "Pu{ the candy into the'bo*." Uo*.u.rl afr.
same experiments appear to show that these animals find it much more difficult
to conslruct
language-stringsin which the terminals of certain frames are filled with other
filled-in frames.
In other words, no one has succeededin teachingtheseanimalsto use e*piessions
that involve
'box."
interruption clauses,such as "P-ut the candy thal is in the pait into the
To be ,ur., or'
inability to teach such things does not prove that these animals are inherently
incapable of
them. Still, no one can doubt that *" hru" capabilitiesour ancestorsdid not possess.
What
sorts of brain developments could have given rise to our new and mighty forms
of thoughp
Here are some possiblecandidates:
The capacity to attach new K-lines to old ones enabled us to build hierarchical
memory-trees.
The availability of more versatile temporary memories enabled.us to pursue
subgoalsand to tolerate more complicated kinds of interruptions.
The evolution of paransrnss-fhat is, of isonomesthat bridge (tcrossmultiple
realms-enabled us to examine the sameproblemfrom seyeraliiewpoints.
The emergenceof additional layersof agents allowed each child to grow through
more stagesof development.
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But
None of those advancesby itself would seem to pose any specialevolutionary difficulty.
diverged
ancestors
Our
rapidly?
so
what could have caused so many changesto have appeared
from their relatives, the gorillas and the chimpanzees,only a few million years ago, and-our
human brains have gro*il substantiallyin only the last few hundred thousand years. Little is
known of what happlned in that interval becausewe have found very few fossil remains of our
be partly becausetheir population was never very large but could also be
ancestors.(This
"o"ta
because they had beco-. too smart to permit themselvesto be fossilized.)The evolutionary
interval was so brief that most of our genes and brain structures remain nearly the same-as
those of the chimpanzees. Was it meiely an increase in the brain's size and capacity that
produced our new abilities?Consider that, by itself, an increasein the size of the brain might
fr,lv cause the disadvantageof mental confusion and the inconvenience of a heavier head.
However, if we first evolved significant advancesin the ability to manage orr memories' we
could then take advantageof more memory. Similarly, inserting new layers of agents into old
agenciesrnight only leal to bad results-unless this were preceded by mechanisms for using
sich layers as "middle-level managers"without disrupting older functions. In other words, our
evolution must have worked the other way: first came enhancementsin abilities that made it
feasible for us to manage larger agencies.Then, once we had the capability for using more
machinerv, natural selection could favor those who grew more massivebrains.
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POSTSCRIPT
AND ACKNOWIf; DGMENT

Neverspeakmoreclearlythan you think.
-lsREMy

BsRNSTETN

This book assumesthat any brain, machine, or other thing that has a mind must be composed of smaller things that cannot think at all. The structuie of the book itself reflects this
view: each page exploresa theory or idea that exploitswhat other pagesdo. Some readersmight
prefer a more usual form of story plot. I tried to do that sevetal times, but it never seemed
to
work; each way I tried to line things up left too many thoughts that would not fit. A mind is too
complex to fit the mold of narratives that start out here and end up there; a human intellect
depends upon the connections in a tangled web-which simply *o,rldn't work at all if it were
neatly straightenedout.
Many psychologistsdream of describing minds so economically that psychology would become as simple and preciseas physics.But one must not confuse reality with dreams. It was
not the ambitions of the physiciststhat made it possibleto describe so much of the world in
terms of so few and simple principles; that was becauseof the nature of our universe. But the
operations of our minds do not depend on similarly few and simple laws, becauseour brains
have accumulated many different mechanisms over aeons of evoiution. This means that psychology can never be as simple as physics,and any simple theory of mind would be bouni to
miss most of the "big picture." The scienceof psychologywill be handicappeduntil we develop
an overview with room for a great many smaller theories.
To assemblethe overview suggestedin this book, I had to make literally hundreds of assumptions. Some scientistsmight obiect to this on the ground that successfulscienceslike physics
and chemistry have found it more productive to developtheories that make the fewest rrg-ptions, eliminating everythingthat doesnot seemabsolutelyessential.But until we have a more
coherent framework for psychology, it will remain too early for the task of weeding out unproved hypothesesor for trying to show that one theory is better than another-since none of
our present-day theories seem likely to survive very long in any case. Before we can have an
image of the forest of psychology,we'll have to imagine more of its trees and restrain ourselves
lrom simplifying them to death. Instead, we have to make ourselvescomplicated enough to
deal with what is actually there.
It is scarcelya century since people startedto think effectivelyabout the natures of the brainmachines that manufacture thoughts. Before that, those who tried to speculateabout this were
handicapped on one side by their failure to do experiments,particularly with young children,
and on the other side by their lack of conceptsfor describingcomplicated machinery. Now, for
the first time, mankind has accumulated enough conceptual tools to begin comprehending

deal with machines that
machines with thousands of parts. However, we are only beginning to
that we'll need to
have millions of parts and we have barely started to acquire the concepts
of problems always
understand the biilion-part machines that constitute our brains. New kinds
arise when one encounters systemsbuilt on larger, lessfamiliar scales.
rp".nlations, it would have been too tedious to
Since most of the statementsin this book
"r.
taking out all words like "possibly"
opposite-by
the
mention this on every page. Instead, I did
this book should be read less
Accordingly,
and deleting every ,"f.r"rrce to scientific evidence.
the imagination. Each idea
for
story
as a text of scientffic scholarshipand more as an adventure
implemelt to keep
another
as
should be seen not as a firm hypothesis about the mind, but
in which that can
inside one's toolbox for makitrg ih.oties of the mind. Indeed, there is a sense
person's mind
be the only realistic way to [ni"t about psychology-since every particular
machines?Of
develops as a h,rg. -r"hirre that grows in a somewhat different way. Are minds
though most
And
machines?
of
kind
what
asked,
that, I ve raised io doubt at all but haue only
make them
will
book
this
I
hope
as
machines,
people still consider it degrading to be regarded
marvelous
such
with
machines
be
is
to
lntertain, instead, the tlioughiof how wonderful it
powers.
Scientistslike to credit those who first discoveredeach idea. But the central concept of this
book, that the mind is a society of many smaller mechanisms,involved so many years of work
to bring it to its present form that I can mention only a few of the people who had the most
influence on it. In this researchI sharedthe greatestprivilege a human mind can have: to work
on new ideas together with the foremost intellects of one's time. As a student at Harvard, I
immersed mysef in mathematics and psychology and attached myself to two great young
scientists,th; mathematician Andrew Gleason and the psychologistGeorq. A- Miller. This was
the era of the scientific movement that was later called cybernetics, and I was especially entranced with the works of Nicholas Rashevskyand of Warren McCulloch, who were making
the first theories of how assembliesof simple cell-machinescould do such things as recognize
objects and remember what they'd seen. By the time I started graduate school in mathematics
at princeton in 1950, I had a clear enough idea about how to make a multi-agent learning
machine. George Miller obtained funds for building it; this was the Snarc machine of chapter
7. Constructed *itt the help of a fellow student, Dean Edmonds, it managedto learn in certain
ways, but its limitations convinced me that a more versatile"thinking machine" would have to
exploit many other princiPles.
My teachl.s in the golden ageof mathematics at Princeton were not particularly interested
in psychology, but the ways of thought are more important than the subiect matter, and I
leained newmental strategiesfrom Albert Tucker, Ralph Fox, Solomon Lefshetz, John Tukey,
Salomon Bochner, and John von Neumann. I learned even more from my own generation of
students at Princeton: particularly from fohn Nash, Lloyd Shapley, Martin Shubik, and fohn
McCarthy. In Lgr4I returned to Harvard as a funior Fellow of the Harvard Society of Fellows,
with no obligation but to pursue whatever goal seemedmost important. There seemedno way
the apparent limitations of lowlevel, distributed-connectionlearning machines,
to get
"ro1rrrd
,o I trrtned toward i new theory being pioneered by Ray Solomonoff, about generalizing from
experience. I attached myself to Warren McCulloch and Oliver Selfridge,with whom I worked
most closely of all until becoming a professorof mathematics at MIT. It was from them that I
derived my image of how to make a laboratory work.
In 1959, Iohn McCarthy came to MIT from Dartmouth, and we started the MIT Artificial
Intelligence Project. We agreedthat the most critical problem was of how minds do commonsenseieasoning. McCarthy was more concerned with establishinglogical and mathematical
foundations for reasoning, while I was more involved with theories of how we actually reason
using pattern recognition and analogy. This combination of theoretical and practical research
attracted students of great ability, and our laboratory had an atmospherethat combined mathematical power with engineering adventure;this led not only to new theories of computation,
but also to developing some of the very first automatic robots. In 1963,McCarthy left to start a
new AI laboratorv at Stanford, and now there were three principal centers of research in
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Artificial Intelligence, including the one that Allen
Newell and Herbert Simon had started
earlier at Carnegie-Mellon U-niversity.A fourth center
soon emerged at Stanford Research
Laboratory, and we all worked closely together.
The money to support the people-anJequipment for this
work came mainly from an office
of the Advanced ResearchProie"tt Ag"n"y
with informatio; pr*essing technology.
"orr".rned
This office was directed,in.ffg"!, by the scientists
themselves,initially by Dr. I.C.R. Licklider,
who had been my teacher and friend when I was a student
at Harvard.'Licklider had already
organized a research center at the Bolt, Beranek, and Newman
company in Cambridge, Massachusetts,and McCarthy and I and severalof our studentshad
workld iosely with that group
for severalyears.Later, when Licklider returned to become a professor
at MIT, the Information
ProcessingTechnology Office was taken over successivelyby
Lawrence G. Roberts and Ivan
S-utherland(who had been students of ours at MIT) ,r,d then
by Robert Taylor and Robert
Kahn-all of whom made important intellectual contributions.
The actual details of all these
research contracts were managed in the Ofhce of Naval Research
by Marvin Denicoff, whose
vision of the future had a substantial influence on the entire
neid. My own research was
supported by the ONR over an even longer period, since it had pr.uiourty
nrrrr,.ed my graduate
studies in topology at Princeton, and, r,tbr.q,rently, Denicoif's
successor,
) Alan Meyrowitz,
supported -y researchduring the completion br tni, book.
ferome Wiesner and Philip Morse orMtT obtained the resourcesfor our first laboratory.
our
development at MIT was encouragedby William Ted Martin, Norman
Levinson, Witold Hurewicz, Norbert Weiner, Claude Shannon, Peter Elias, and Robert
Fano. I was given the
privilege of sharing with Shannon the endowed chair of Donner
Professorof Science at MIT
and enioyed the support of many oj!.1 people and organizationsover the years:
|ohn Williams,
Daul Armer, and
Merril Flood enabled -. lo work wiih Newell, Shaw,
Si-on at the Rand
Corporation; O-li1erSelfridge and Gerald Dinneen encouragedresearch
"r,d
at MIT's Lincoln Laboratory; Michel Gouilloud supported my work from the Schlumberge, Corporation;
Edward
David provided support from Exxon; and Alan Kay supported -Jry of
our students with
funding from (successively)the Xerox, Atari, and Apple^corporations.For
several years, the
Thinking Machines Corporation has supported bottr ihir r.riarch and the
development of a
new type of computer called the Connection Machine-designed
e -- - by -y student Danny Hillis
for embodying societiesof mind.
Most of all, I want to acknowledgethe contributions to this book of Seymour papert,
who
came to MIT in 1963after five yearsof studying child developmentwith
piaget
in
Ge'eua.
fean
Papert and I worked so well together that foi a decade r" ,,.rp"rvisedthe labo"ratoryjointly,
each able at any time to leave the other to decide what should be done. Togethe, *"
evolved
new mathematical techniques, designedlaboratory experiments,built computer hardware
and
software, and supervisedthe same students. Such a partnership could not have worked
so well
had wb not both developed in similar intellectual directions before we met; we
were both
involved with the same areasof mathematics,with similar concerns about machinery,
and with
similar attitudes about psychology. One of our projects was to build a machine that could
see
well enough to- use mechanical hands for solving real-world problems; this was the
origin of
Builder and the insights that emerged from it. Inlrying to -rL. that robot see, we founl
that
no single method ever worked well by itself. For example, the robot could rarely discern
an
obiect's shape by using vision alone; it also had to exploif otirer typesof knowledge about which
kinds of obiects were likely to be seen. This experilnce impressedon us the iJea that
only a
society of different kinds of processescould possiblysuffice. Papert and I worked together not
only on robotic machines, but in many other areas;for example, *e spent severalyJ"r, developing a new mathematical theory for the then mysteriousPerceptrontyp" of learning machine.
In the middle 1970sPapert and I tried together to write a bobk abo.ri societiesof mind but
abandoned the attempt when it became clear that the ideas were not mature enough. The
results of that collaboration shapedmany earlier sectionsof this book.
Eventually Papert and I both turned away from large-scalescientific enterprisestoward somewhat different individual goals, and we imposed the directorship of our laboratory upon one of
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first worked out the idea of
our most original and productive students, Patrick Winston-who
about mental development
*"kirrg unifr"ames.papert went on to deueiopa host of new theories
many other concepts that
to
and
and education; these i.d to the computer language LoGo
decade. I focused my
next
the
started to enter the mainstream of educational thought over
how a child might learn to
concern on searching for better theories about the little world of
to fit together in m-vmind
build with blocks. Th"e parts of the puzzle that form this book began
the concept of frame-array, and this eventually led to the theories
in the mid-1970r,
"ror.rrrd
the book's final stages,
about communicationlines, K-lines, and level-bands,and then, during
correspondences'
cross-realm
and
to the ideas about pronomes, polynemes'
each version
As for the manuscript itseif, Bradley Marx read through every draft, comparing
good
protecting
especially
and
with earlier ones, helping to maintain clarity, stylisticcoherency,
was
manuscript
early
the
ideas from destructive revisionary impulses. This was hard because
seemed
this
English;
more than twice its present lengtir. noUi" Lakoff suggestedneutering the
an early draft; I
reviewed
Sturgeon
Theodore
quite
natural.
became
at first impossiblebut soon
Beckman made
wish he had lived to see it now. Kenneth Haase, Betty Dexter, and Tom
Danny Hillis,
by
reviewed
were
drafts
Successive
innumerable suggestionsand corrections.
Philip
Lieber,
Gouilloud,
Michel
fustin
Steve Bagley, Marvin Denicoff, Charlotte Minsky,
contribFeynman
Richard
Vogel.
Sona
Agr", oaiia'wallace, Ben Kuipers, Peter de fong, and
Yarmush helped to
uted a variety of insights about memory and pirallel processing.David
the gradient
establish
the book into sections, to smooth out the transitions, and to
iigiir"
more technical.
wherein the words begin with commonsensemeanings and gradually become
psychology. D_ouglas
Bob Whittinghill -ade many suggestionsabout languageas well as about
changes.Michael
substantial
several
make
to
me
forcing
tl-.ory,
Hofstadter evaluatedthe entire
chapters.
early
the
refine
me
to
helped
and
Crichton made many technical suggestions
to our work.
contributions
engineering
RussellNoftsker and Tom Callahan made substantial
Danny
Blum,
Manuel
Austin,
Howard
Hosts of ideas came from students at MIT, notably
William
Goldstein,
ka
Fahlman
,
Bobrow, Eugene Charniak, Henry Ernst, Tom Evans, Scott
Henneman, Carl HewWilliam
Haase,
Kenneth
Guzman,
Adolfo
Greenblatt,
Gosper,'Ricf,ard
Raphael,
iit, O"""y Hillis, |ack Holloway, Tom Knight, William N{artin, foel Moses, Bertram
Winograd,
Terry
Waltz,
David
Sutherland,
Ivan
Sussman,
Larry Roberts, fames Slagle, leny
patrick Winston, and -any others. Countless other thoughts came from working at various
times with Maryann Amacher, Gregory Benford, Terry Beyer, Woodrow _Bledsoe,Mortimer
Horn,
Casson, Edward Feigenbaum, Edward Fredkin, Arnold Griffith, Louis Hodes, Berthold
Lenat,
Douglas
Leiber,
Lawlor,
fustin
Joel Isaacson, RussEll Kirsch, David Kirsh, Robert
Hans Moravec, Stewart Nelson, Nils NillsMarx,
Curtis
MacDonald,
David
Lettvin,
i.ro*.
son, Dor,ald Norman, Walter Pitts, ferry Pournelle,CharlesRosen,Carl Sagan,Roger Schank,
Robert Sheckley, Stephen Smoliar, Cynthia Solomon, Ray Solomonoff, Luc Steels, Warren
Teitelman, and Crarillla Tonfoni. I wish I could acknowledgethe inspirationsof all the friends
of earlier years, particularly W. RossAshby, Thomas Etter, Ned Feder, Heinz von Foerster,
Donald Hebb, ioi" Hollander, Arnold Honig, Gordon Pask,Roland Silver, fan Syriala, Carroll
Williams, B.rii"* Wolfe, David Yarmush-and of all the teachersof my youth, particularly
deDudley Fitts, Ruth Gordon, Alexander |oseph, Edward Lepowsky, anq Herbert Zim. My
Arthur
of
friendship
the
velopment was also strongly influenced first by the writing and later by
C. ilarke, Robert Heinlein, Frederick Pohl, and most of all by IsaacAsimov.
Of course, the deepest influence on my style of thought came from my parents, Henry
and
Minsky and Fannie Reiser. My wife, Gloria Rudisch, our children Margaret, Henry,
my
and
fit),
them
make
to
text
the
changed
sometimes
fuliana (who drew the illustrations and
for
lines,
these
lives
between
also
sister Ruth all helped to shape this book. My sisterCharlotte
meanthe
became
dreams
her
and
even in our childhood, she was a powerful artist and critic,
ings of my ordinarY words.
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BecauseI thought this theory of the mind might interest not
only specialistsbut everyone
who thinks, I favored ordinary words over the tech'nicallanguage psychology.
of
This was rarely
any sacrificebecau,seso many psychologicalterms already"stoodfor
obsoleteideas. But since I
also wished to speakto specialish, I trieJ to hide more technical ideas
between the lines, if,op.
this second level does not show. However there still were certain points
at which no ordinary
words seemedsatisfactory,and I had to invent new terms or assignnew meanings
to old ones.

Accumulation (12.6)A type of learningbasedon col_
lecting examplesof an idea without attemptingto
describewhat they have in common. Contrastwith
Uniframe.
Agency (1.6) Any assemblyof parts consideredin
terms of what it can accomplishas a unit, without
regardto what each of its partsdoesby itself.
Agent (1.4)Any part or processof the mind that bv
itself is simple enough to understand-even
though the interactions among groups of such
agents may produce phenomena that are much
harderto understand.
Artificial Intelligence (7.4) The field of researchconcernedwith making machinesdo things that peo_
ple consider to require intelligence.There ii no
clear boundary betweenpsychologyand Artificial
Intelligencebecausethe brain itself is a kind of
machine. For an introduction to this field, I recommend Patrick Winston's textbookArtificial lntelligence, Addison-Wesley, 1984. For more
connectionswith psychology,see Roger Schank
and Kenneth Colby (eds.), Computer Models of
Thought and Langudge,Freeman, 1973.Some influentialearly ideasabout brainsand machinescan
be seen in Warren McCulloch's Embodimentsof
Mind, MIT Press,Cambridge, Mass., 1966. See
lntelligence.
Attachment Learnine Q7.2) The specific theory,
proposedin this book, that the presenceof someone to whom we are emotionally attachedhas a
specialeffect on how we learn, especiallyin infancy. Attachment learning tends to cause us to

modify our goals-rather than merelyimproveour
methodsfor achievingthe goalswe alreadyhave.
B-Brain (6.4)AnV part of the brain connectednot to
the outsideworld, but only to another part of the
samebrain. Like a manager,a B-brain can super_
vise an A-brain without understandingeithe, ho*
the A-brain worksor the problemswith which the
A-brain is involved-for example,by recognizing
patternsof activitythat indicatethe A-brain is con_
fused, wasting time in repetitive activity, or focusedon an unproductivelevelof detail.
Block-Arch (12.1)A scenarioadaptedfrom patrick
Winston's doctoral thesis, "Learning Structural
Descriptionsby Examples,"in The psychologyof
ComputerVision, P. H. Winston (ed.),Mcdra*_
Hill, 1975.The study of the world of children's
building-blocksmay at first seemchildishlvsimple,
but it hasbeenone of the most productiveareai of
research about Artificial Intelligence, child psy_
chology,and modern roboticsengineering.
Censor(27.2)An agentthat inhibitsor suppresses
the
operation of other agents. Censorlike agents are
involved with how we learn from our mistakes.
This ideaplayeda prominent role in Freud,stheo_
ries but has been virtually ignoredby modern experimental psychologists-presumablybecauseit
is hard to study what people do not think. See
Freud's 1905book lokesand Their Relation to the
Unconscious.
I suspectcensorlikeagentsmay con_
stitutethe largerpart of human memory. The dis_
cussionof censorsand jokesin chapter27 is based
on my essay"fokesand Their Relationto the Coe_

all the others-so that only one of them can renitive Unconscious,"publishedin Cognitive Conmain activeat a time'
and
straintson Communication, Representations
Cross-RealmCorrespondence(29.4)A structurethat
L. Vaina and I K.K. Hintikka (eds'),
Processes,"
has useful applicationsin two or more different
Reidel, 1981.SeeSuPPressors'
sometimes
mental realms.Such correspondences
disguised
Challenger,Professor(.il A rival of mine,
from one
skill
and
knowledge
to
transfer
us
enable
Conan
in
Arthur
as the treacherousarchaeologist
accumuto
needing
domain to another-without
Doyle'snovelThe LostWorld,who resemblesSheris the
This
realm.
other
in
that
experience
late
lock Holmes's nemesis, the mathematician Moand
analogies
of
kinds
important
certain
of
basis
riarty, exceptfor being somewhatmore honorable'
metaphors.
an
Closing the Ring (19.10)A techniqueby which
Creativitv (7.10)The myth that the production of
agencycan recall many detailsof a memory from
novel ideas,artisticor otherwise,comesfrom some
being givenonly a few "cues."
distinctiveform of thought. I recommendthe disCommon Sense (1.5) The mental skills that most
cussionof this subjectin the chapter "Variations
people share. Commonsensethinking is actually
on a Theme as the Crux of Creativity,"in Douglas
more complex than many of the intellectual acHofstadter'sMetamagical Themas, Basic Books,
complishmentsthat attract more attention and re1985.
,p".i, becausethe mental skillswe call "expertise"
Assumption (8.5, 12'12) The kind of asDefault
often engagelarge amounts of knowledgebut ususumptionwe make when we lack reasonsto think
In
ally employ only a few typesof representations'
otherwise.For example,we assume"by default"
contrast, common senseinvolvesmany different
that an unfamiliar individualwho belongsto a faand thus requiresa larger
kinds of representations
miliar classwill think and act like a "typical" memrangeof different skills.
ber of that class.Default assumptionsare more
Computer Science(6.S)A sciencestill in its infancy'
they constituteour most
than mere conveniences;
While other sciencesstudy how particulartypesof
Although
productivewav to make generalizations.
obiects interact, computer sciencestudieshow insuch assumptionsare frequentlywrong, they usuteractionswork in general-that is, how societies
allv do little harm becausethey are automatically
of partscan accomplishwhat thosepartscannotdo
displacedwhen more specificinformationbecomes
separately.Although computer sciencebeganwith
available.However,they can do incalculableharm
the studyof serialcomputers-that is, of machines
when they are held too rigidlY.
that could do only one thing at a time-it has
Demon (27.L)An agentthat constantlywatchesfor a
grown to the point of studying the sorts of intercertain condition and interveneswhen it occurs.
connectednetworksof processesthat must go on
Our discussionof demonsis partly basedon Euinside societiesof mind. (For an introduction to
gene Charniak'sdoctoralthesis,"Toward a Model
machines,seemy book
MIT, 1972'
the theory of single-process
of Children'sStoryComprehension,"
Computation: Finite and Infinite Machines,PrenDifference-Engine (7.8) An agency whose actions
tice-Hall, 1967.)
tend to make the presentstate of affairs more like
Consciousness(6.l) In this book, the word is used
some goal or "desired state" whose description is
mainly for the myth that human minds are "selfrepresentedin that agency.This idea was develhappens
what
perceiving
of
sense
in
the
aware"
oped by Allen Newell, C. J. Shaw,and Herbert A.
Simon into an important theory about human
inside themselves.I maintain that human conproblem solving.SeeG. Ernst and Allen Newell,
can neverrepresentwhat is occurringat
sciousness
GPS, A Case Study in Generality and Problem
the presentmoment, but only a little of the recent
Solving,AcademicPress,1969.
past-partly becauseeach agencyhas a limited caand
recently
Direction-Neme (24.6)An agent associatedwith a
pacity to represent what happened
comto
particular direction or region in space.I suspect
agencies
for
time
it
takes
partly because
are usedinsideour
is pethat bundlesof direction-nemes
municate with one another. Consciousness
brains for representingnot only spatial locations
culiarly hard to describebecauseeach attempt to
and directions, but also for representingmanli
examinetemporarymemoriesdistortsthe very recnonspatial concepts. Direction-nemes resemble
conof
ords it is trying to inspect.The description
isonomesin spatialrealmsbut more resemblepolymy
from
adapted
was
6.1
in
section
sciousness
and
nemesin other realms.Seelnteraction-Square
epilogue to Vernor Vinge's novel True Names,
Frame-Array.
BlueiayBooks,New York, 1984.
Distributed Memory (20.9) A representationin
Context (20.2)The effect upon one's state of mind
which each fragmentof information is stored,not
of all the influencespresentat the time. At each
by making a single, substantialchange in one
agency
which
each
within
context
the
moment,
agent,but by makingsmallchangesin many differworks is determinedby the activity of the nemes
ent agents.Many theoristshavebeenled to believe
that reach that agency.SeeI'Jeme.
that the construction of distributed memory(16.4)
in
which
An arrangement
Cross-Exclusion
systemsmust involve "nondigital" devicessuch as
inhibit
to
as
so
each of severalagentsis connected
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hokrgrams;that this is not so was shown by p.
For example,i-norder to pleaseanotherindividual,
/.
Willshaw,O. P. Buneman, and H. C. Longuei_
a child might developmore generalgoalsof acquir_
Higgins in "lrJon-HolographicAssociativeMem_
ing knowledge,power, or wealthlvet the very
ory," Nature,222, 1969.SeeMemorizers.
same subgoalsmight serveequally well an initial
Duplication Problem (23.2)The questionof how a
wish to injure that other individual. The term
mind could comparetwo simila, idrm without pos_
"functional autonomy" derives from Gordon
All_
sessingtwo identicalagenciesfor representingboth
port, who wasone of my professorsat Harvard.
of them at the sametime. This protle- *as"r,eue, Functional
Definition (12.4)Specifyingsomethins
recognizedin older theoriesof psychology,and I
in terms of how it might be used, ,r[h., than ii
suspectit will be the downfall of most i holistic"
termsof its partsand their relationships.See structheoriesof higher-levelthought. See Time Blink_
tural Definition.
tng.
Generate and Test (7.3) Solving a problem by trial
Emotion (16.1)A term used for too many differe't
and error-that is, by proposing solutions reck_
purposes.There is a popular view that emotions
lessly,then rejectingthosethat do not work.
are inherently more complexand harderto under_
Genius (7.l0) An individualof prodigiousmental ac_
stand than other aspectsof human thoueht. I
complishment.Although even the most outstand_
maintain that infantile emotionsare comparatiuely
ing human prodigiesrarely developeven twice as
simple in character and that the complexity of
quickly as their peers,many peoplefeel that their
adr-rltemotions results from accumulating net_
existencedemandsa specialexplanation.I suspect
rvorks of mutual exploitations.In adults, these
that the answeris to be found not in the superficial
networkseventuallvbecomeindescribablvcompli_
skillssuch peoplelearn, but in the early accidents
cated, but no more so than the networksof our
that leadthem into learningbetterwdls to learn.
adult "intellectual" structures. Bevond a certain
Gestalt (2.3) The unexpectedemergence,from a
point, to distinguishbetween the emotional and
complex system,of a phenomenon that had not
intellectualstructuresof an adult is merely to de_
seemedinherent in that svstem'sseparateparts.
scribethe sarnestructuresfrom different points of
Such "ernergent"or "collective"phenomen, ,ho*
view. SeeProfo-specialist.
that "a whole is more than the sum of its parts."
Exploitation (4.5)The act of one agencvmakinguse
However,further researchusuallyshowsthai such
of tlie activity of another agency,without und.r_
phenomenacan be explainedcompletely,once we
standing how it works. Exploitation is the most
also take into account the interactions among
usual relationshipamong agenciesbecauseit is so
those parts-as well as the peculiaritiesand defil
difficult for them to understandone another.
cienciesin the observer'sown perceptionsand ex_
Exception Principle (12.9)The concept that it may
pectations.There do not seemto be any important
not pay to change a well-established
skill in order
principlescommon to the phenomenathat have
to accommodate an exception. The more one
been considered,from time to time, to be ,,emer_
builds upon a certain foundation, the greaterthe
gent"-beyond the contemporaryinability to un_
disruptionupon changingit. A system'sgrowth will
derstand them. Thus, "holistic" views tend to
tend to cease,past the point at which the damaee
becomescientifichandicapswhen they undermine
causedby any change outweighsthe immediaie
our determinationto extendthe boundariesof our
gain. SeelnvestmentPrinciple.
comprehension.Seelnteraction.
Frame (24.2)A representationbasedon a set of ter_
Goal (7.8)The representationin a difference-engine
minals to which other structurescan be attached.
of an imaginedfinal stateof affairs.This definition
Norrnallv, each terminal is connectedto a default
of goal may at first seemtoo impersonalbecauseit
assumption,which is easilydisplacedby more spe_
doesnot explaineither the elationthat comeswith
cific information. Other ideas about frames that
achievinga human goal or the frustrationthat ac_
are not discussedwithin this book were published
companiesfailure. However,we should not expect
in mv chapter "A Framework for Representing
to explain such complicatedphenomenaof adult
Knowledge,"in Psychology
of ComputerVision,p.
psychologydirectlv in terms of simple principles,
H. Winston(ed.),McGraw-Hill, 1975.Seepicturesince they also depend on many other aspectsof
Frdnte,Trans-frame.
our mental architecture. Basing our concept of
Franre-Arruy(25.2)A famill,of framesthat sharethe
goalon the difference-engine
ideahelpsus to avoid
same terminals, Information attachedto any ter_
the single-agentfallacy by permitting us to speak
minal of a frame-array automatically becomes
about a goalwithout needingto refer to the person
availableto all the framesof that array.This rnakes
who entertainsthat goal;a person'smany agencies
it easvto changeperspective,not only in regardto
may each have different goals-without that per_
a physicalviewpoint, but in other mental realms
son being "aware"of them.
as well. Frame-arravsare often controlledby bunGrammar-Tactic(22.10)An operationinvolvedwith
dlesof direction-nemes.
speechthat correspondsto a step in a processof
Functional Autonomy (17,4)The idea that specific
constructinga mental representation.Grammar_
goals can lead to subgoalsof broader character.
tactics are not the sante as "grammar rules," al_
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ment or exhilarationat the moment of completing
though these have a close relation. The difference
a complexand prolongedbut nonconsciousanalysuband
superficial
is that grammar rules are both
sis of a problem. The mvth of intuition wrongly
iective-in the sensethat they purport to describe
attributesthe solution to what happenedin that
regularitiesin one person'sbehaviorasobservedby
final moment. As for being able directly to appreobiec,orn"ott" else-while grammar-tacticsare
hend what is true, we simplyforgethow frequently
the
be
to
defined
are
they
tive in the sensethat
our "intuitions" turn out wrong'
that actuallyproducespeech'
underlyingprocesses
Investment Principle (Ia.6) The tendency of any
Although it may be more difficult to discoveriust
well-developedskill to retard the growth of similar
on
do, it is betterto speculate
what thoseprocesses
skillsbecausethe latter work lesswell in their early
to
merely
than
used
produced
and
how languageis
forms-and hence are used so infrequently that
forms.
external
its
observed,
describe
they never reach maturity. Becauseof this, we
Holism (2.3)SeeGestalt.
psytend to investmost of our time and effort on elabperson.
In
Homunculus (5.2) Literally, a tiny
orating a comparativelyfew techniques, rather
idea
paradoxical
and
chology, the unproductive
than on accumulatingmany different ones. This
that a person'sbehaviordependsupon the behavcan lead, at the sametime, both to the formation
ior of another personlikeentity located deeperinof a coherentand effectivepersonalstyle and to a
sidethat person.
decline in flexibility that mav be wrongly attributed
representing
(14'9)
of
idea
The
Interaction-Square
to aging.SeeExceptionPrinciple'
linking
by
processes
two
between
interaction
the
Isonome(22.L)A signalor pathwayin the brain that
We can use
pairs of examplesto direction-nemes.
has similareffectson severaldifferentagencies.
this sametechnique not only for representingspa(8.1)The theory that certain kinds of memoK-Line
and
temporal,
for
causal,
tial relationships,but
basedon turning on sets of agentsthat
are
ries
the
makes
This
interactions.
of
kinds
other
many
reactivate one's previous partial mental states.
interaction-squareidea a powerful schemefor repThis idea was first describedin my essay"K-lines:
resentingcross-realmconespondences.
A Theory of Memory," Cognitive Science,4 (2),
part
a
system
of
(2.1)
of
one
The effect
Interaction
April 1980.
upon anotherpart. It is remarkablethat in the hisLearning (7.5)An omnibusword for all the processes
tory of sciencevirtually all phenomenahave eventhat leadto long-termchangesin our minds.
tually been explained in terms of interactions
(S.5)The idea that a typical mental proLevel-Band
example,
For
a
time'
at
betweenparts taken two
cesstendsto operate,at eachmoment, only within
Newton's law of gravity, which describesthe mua certain rangeor portion of the structureof each
tual attraction of two particles,enablesus to preagency. This makes it possiblefor one process
and
dict the motions of all the planets, stars,
to work on small detailswithout disrupting other
or
three
to
consider
need
any
galaxies-without
processesthat are concerned with large-scale
more obiects at a time! One could conceiveof a
plans.
universein which wheneverthree starsformed an
Logical Thinking (18.1)The popular but unsound
equilateraltriangle, one of them would instantly
theory that much of human reasoningproceedsin
disappear-but virtually no three-part interactions
accord with clear-cutrules that lead to foolproof
physical
world.
in
the
observed
been
have ever
conclusions.In my view,we employlogicalreasonInterruption (15.9)A term usedin this book to refer
ing only in specialforms of adult thought, which
to any process that can be suspendedwhile the
job-yet
are used mainly to summarizewhat has already
later
agencyinvolved can do some other
beendiscovered.Most of our ordinarymental work
return to where it left off. The ability to do this
-that is, our commonsensereasoning-is based
requiressome sort of temporarymemory. SeeRemore on "thinking bv analogy"-that is, applying
cursionPrinciPle.
to our presentcircumstancesour representations
to
express
(7.1)
A term frequently used
Intelligence
is
reof seeminglysimilarpreviousexperiences.
or
element
entity
some
single
that
myth
the
Memorizer (19.5)An agentthat can resetan agency
sponsiblefor the quality of a person'sability to reainto some previouslyuseful state. See Recognizer
son. I prefer to think of this word as rePresenting
andDistributedMemory.
power
phenomenon,
but
simor
not any particular
Memory (15.3)An omnibus term for a great many
ply all the mental skills that, at any particular mostructures and processesthat have ill-defined
ment, we admirebut don't yet understand.
boundariesin both everydayand technical psyIntrospection (6.5)The myth that our minds possess
chology;these include what we call "re-memberthe ability directly to perceive or apprehend their
iag," "re-collecting," "re-minding," and "reown operations.
cognizing." This book suggeststhat what these
Intuition (12.10)The myth that the mind possesses
sharein common is their involvementwith how we
some immediate (and hence inexplicable)abilities
reproduceour former partial mental states.
to solve problems or perceivetruths. This belief is
Mental State (8.4) The condition of activity of a
basedon naive viewsof how we get ideas.For exgroup of agentsat a certain moment. In this book
of
excitemoment
ample, we often experience a
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we have assumedthat everyagent,at any moment,
is either completelyarousedor completelyquies_
cent; in other words, we ignore the possibilityof
different degreesof arousal. This kind of ,,two_
state" or "digital" assumptionis characteristicof
computer scienceand, at first, may seemtoo sim_
plistic.However,experiencehasshownthat the so_
called analog theoriesthat are allegedto be more
realisticquickly becomeso complicatedthat, in the
end, the simpler two-statemodelsactually lead to
deeperunderstandings-at least about basicprin_
ciples.SeePartial Mental State.
Metaphor (29.8)The myth that there is a clear dis_
tinction between representationsthat are ,,realistic" and those that are merely suggestive.In their
book MetaphorsWe Live By, Universityof Chicago
Press, 1980, Mark fohnson and George Unoff
demonstratethat metaphor is no mere specialde_
vice of literary expressionbut permeatesvirtually
everyaspectof human thought.
Micromemory (15.8)The smallestcomponentsof
our short-termmemory-systems.
Microneme (20.5)A neme involved with agentsat a
relativelylow level. SeeNeme.
Model (30.3)Any structurethat a personcan use to
sirnulateor anticipate the behavior of somethine
else.
Neme (25.6) An agent whose output representsa
fragrnentof an ideaor stateof mind. The .,context,'
within which a typical agentworksis largelvdetermined by the activit-vof the nemes that reach it.
I called nemes "C-lines" in "Plain Talk About
NeurodevelopmentalEpistemology,"in proceedings af the Fifth lnternational loint Conference
on
Artifrcial Intelligence, Cambridge, Mass., 1977;
the descriptionin section20.5 is also basedon the
idea of "microfeature" developed by David L.
Waltz and Jordan Pollack in "Massivelyparallel
Parsing,"CognitiveScience,9(l)
Nome (25.6) An agent whose outputs affect an
agencyin some predeterminedmanner, such as a
pronome,isonome,or paranome;an agent whose
effect dependsmore on genetic architecturethan
on learningfrom experience.The suffix-nome was
chosento suggestan atom-like,unchangingqualitv.
NoncompromisePrinciple (3.2)The idea that when
tlvo agenciesconflict it may be better to ignore
them both and yield control to yet another, independentagency.
Papert's Principle (10.4)The hypothesisthat many
stepsin mental growth are basedlesson the acquisition of new skillsthan on building new administrative systemsfor managing already established
abilities.
Paranome(29.3)An agent that operateson agencies
of severaldifferent mental realms at once. with
similar effectson all of them.
GTOSSARY AND

Partial Mental state (s.4) A descriptionof the state
of activity of some particular group of mental
agents.This technical but simple idea makes it
easyto understandhow one can entertainand com_
bine severalideas at the same time. SeeMental
State.
Perceptron(19.7)A type of recognitionmachinethat
learns to weigh evidence.Invented by Frank Ro_
senblattin the late 1950s,perceptronsuse singu_
larly simple proceduresfor learning which weigllts
to assignto various fragmentsof eviden... S.u_
mour Papert and I analyzedthis type of machine
in the book Perceptrons,MIT press, 1969, and
showedthat the simplestkindsof perceptronscan_
not do very much by themselves.However, they
can do much more when arrangedinto societiesso
that someof them can then learn to recognize re_
lationsamong the patternsrecognizedbylhe oth_
ers. It seemsquite likely that some typesof brain
cellsusesimilarprinciples.
Picture-Frames(24.7)A type of frame whosetermi_
nals are controlled by direction-nemes.picture_
framesare particularlysuited to representingcer_
tain kindsof spatialinformation.
Polyneme(19.5)An agent that arousesdifferent ac_
tivities,at the sametime, in different agencies_as
a resultof learningfrom experience.Contrastwith
lsonome.
Pronome(21.l) A type of agentassociated
with a particular "role" or aspectof a representation-corresponding,for example,to the Actor,Traiectory,or
Causeof some action. Pronomeagentsfrequently
control the attachmentsof terminalsof framesto
other frames;to do this, a pronome must possess
sometemporarymemory.
Proto-specialist(16.3)One of the geneticallyconstructedsubsystems
responsiblefor someof an animal's"instinctive"behavior.Largeportionsof our
minds startout as almostseparateproto-specialists,
and we interpret their activity asmanifestingdifferent, primitiveemotions.Later, asagenciesbecome
more interconnectedand learn to exploit one another, these differencesgrow less distinct. This
conceptionis basedon the societyliketheory proposedby Niko TinbergeninThe Studyof lnstinct,
Oxford UniversityPress,1951.
Przzle Principle (7.3)The ideathat any problen can
be solvedby trial and error-provided one already
has someway to recognizea solution when one is
found. SeeGenerateand Test.
Realm, Mental (29.1)A division of the mind that
dealswith somedistinctvarietyof concernby using
distinctmechanismsand representations.
Recognizer(19.6)An agent that becomesactive in
responseto a particularpatternof input signals.
RecursionPrinciple (15.I l) The ideathat no society,
however large, can overcome every limitationunlessit has some way to reusethe same agents,
over and over again, for different purposes.See
lnterruption.
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Reformulation (13.l) Replacingone representation Simulus (16.8)An illusionthat a certainthing is present, causedby a processthat evokes,at higher levof something by another, different type of repreels
of the mind, a stateresemblingthe stateof mind
sentation.
that would be causedby that thing's actual presRepresentation(21.6)A structure that can be used
ence. (A new word.)
as a substitutefor somethingelse,for a certain purSociety(l.l) In this book, an organizationof partsof
pose, as one can use a map as a substitutefor an
a mind. I reservedthe term "community" for referand
Model.
actual city. See Functional Definition
(22.10)
ring to organizationsof people becauseI did not
My
conof
Speech
Theory
Re-duplication
want to suggestthat a human mind resemblesa
jecture about what happenswhen a speakerexhuman community in any particularway.
plains an idea to a listener. A difference-engineSocietyof More (10.2)The agentsusedby a mind to
like processtries to construct a secondcopy of the
makecomparisonsof quantities.
mind.
idea's representation inside the speakeis
of Development (16.2) An episode in the
that
Stage
of
the
course
in
used
operation
Each mental
growthof a mind. Chapter 17offersseveralreasons
duplication process activates a corresponding
why complicated systemstend to grow in seand these
grommdr-tacticin the language-agency,
qlrencesof episodes,
rather than through processes
lead to a streamof speech.This will resultin comof steadychange.
munication to the extent that suitably matched
Stateof Mind (8.4)SeeMental State.
"inversegrammar-tactics"construct,insidethe lisStructural Definition (12.4)Describingsomethingin
ter^r's mind, an equivalentrepresentation.
termsof the relationshipsamongits parts.Contrast
Script (13.5)A sequenceof actionsproducedso auwith Functional Definition.
tomatically that it can be performed without disSuppressor(27.2)A censorlikeagent that works bv
turbing the activitiesof many other agencies.The
disruptinga mentalstatethat hasalreadyoccurred.
action script in section 21.7 accomplishesthis by
are easierto construct than censors,
like
Puf
Suppressors
managers
higher-level
the
eliminating all
and require lessmemory, but are much lesseffiand Gef. A script-basedskill tends to be inflexible
cient.
becauseit lacks bureaucracy;one gains speedby
Time Blinking (23.3)Finding differencesbetween
removing higherJevelanchor points but losesactwo mental states bv activating them in rapid
cess to alternativeswhen things go wrong; scriptand noticingwhich agentschangetheir
succession
basedexpertsrun the risk of becominginarticulate.
states.I suspectit is bv using this method that our
The book by Roger Schank and Robert Abelson,
brainsavoid the duplicationproblemmentionedin
Scripts,Goals,Plansand Understanding,Erlbaum
section 23.2. Time blinking might be one of the
Associates
, 1977,speculatesabout the human use
synchronizedactivitiesof brain cellsthat givesrise
of scripts.
"Self,"
to "brainwaves."
the myth
Self (4.1)In this book, when written
(21.6)Literally, the path or route of an
part
that
emTraiectory'
that each of us containssomespecial
action or activity. However,we use this word not
bodiesthe essenceof the mind. When written as
"self," the word hasthe ordinarysenseof a person's
only for a path in space,but, by analogv,for other
realmsof thought. SeePronome.
individuality.SeeSingle-AgentFallacy.
Trans-Frame(21.3)A particulartype of frame that is
Sensor(11.1)An agentwhoseinputs are sensitiveto
centeredaround the trajectorybetweentwo situastimuli that come from the world outsidethe brain.
tions, one for "before" and the other for "after."
Single-AgentFallacy (4.1) The idea that a person's
The theoriesin this book about Trans-framesowe
thought, will, decisions,and actions originate in
much to RogerSchank.Seehis book, Conceptual
some singlecenter of control, insteadof emerging
i ng, N orth-Holl and, I 975.
I nformation Process
from the activityof complexsocietiesof processes.
Unconscious(17.10)A term often used,in commonSimulation (2.4) A situation in which one system
sensepsychology,to refer to areasof thought that
mimics the behavior of another. In principle, a
are activelybarred or censoredagainstintrospecmodern computer can be used to simulate any
tion. ln this book we take "conscious"to mean
other kind of machine. This is important for psyaspectsof our mental activity of which we are
chology,becausein the past, there was usuallyno
aware.But sincethere are very few such processes,
way for scientists to confirm their expectations
we must considervirtually everythingdone bv the
of a complicatedtheory or
about the consequences
mind to be unconscious.
mechanism.The theoriesin this book havenot yet
Uniframe (12.1)A descriptiondesignedto represent
been simulated,partly becausethey are not speciwhichever common aspectsof a group of things
fied clearly enough and partly becausethe older
computers lacked enough capacity and speedto
can be used to distinguish them from other
things.
simulate enough agents.Such machineshave reWill, Freedom of (30.6)The myth that human volicently become available;for an example,see W.
tion is basedupon somethird alternativeto either
Daniel Hillis's doctoral thesis, "The Connection
Machine,"MIT Press,Cambridge,Mass.,1985.
causalityor chance.
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ADDITIONATREFERENCES
Severalsectionsof this book wereadaptedfrom my earlierpublications.
The discussionof
mathematicsin section 18.8is hasedpartly on "Form and Cbntent in
Computer Science,,,
/' Assoc'ComputingMachinery,fanuaiy lci7Z,and partlyon my introductionto LogoWorks
by
Cynthia Solomon,MargaretMinsky,Brian Hatvey(eds.),Mcbraw-Hill, 19g5.
Section2.6 is
basedon-"Why PeopleThink ComputersCan't,"_i; et futagdzine,
Fall 1982.Someof chapter
30 wasadaPted{rommy essay"Matter, Mind and Models'iin my book Semantic
Information
Processing,
MIT Press,1968.Someof the ideasaboutdefinitionscamefrom my booi
Computation: Finite and Infinite Machines,Prentice-Hall,1967.The Hogarth quotations
are from
The Analysisof Beauty,1753.
The Lavoisierquotationis from Etemintsofjhe*istry,17g3.
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A-brain, 59,92, 229,326
Abelson,Robert,3Jl
91, 138,I97, 203,248
abstraction,
absurdity,277
accumulation,120,lZ4-31, 143,
184,194,228-29,299,308,
, 326
Ackley,DavidH., 319
Actor, 2l8,263, 268-69
Add,67,g7
addiction,68
adiective,233,241,2ffi-67
administration,
102,l16, 308
adolescence,242
adult, 50, 171,248seealso
psychology
adverb,266
aestheticjudgment:seestyle
affection,37, 164,I72, 176,280
agency,23,25, 252,326
agent,17,19,73,2r, 326
administrative,74, 60, 102
difference
,239-41
frame-,246
originof,314
recognition-,26
aggression,
53,l9l, 280,283,3M,
313
airport, 187
Allport, Gordon, 328
ambiguity,208-9,301-2
of thought,207,295
verbal,104,208,210-ll, 234,274,
295
visual,209,232,254
ambition,19, 42,4r, 177
amnesiaof infancy, 2l-22, 27, 39,
128,138,154,172
analogy,,7 , Ll6-I7, 238,279,299
AND-agent,201,214,246
Anger,43, 48, 163,170-72,176,
312-14
animal,71,75,97, lZ7, 164-65,176,
t82.320
anthropomorphism,
318

anticipation,62,286
anxiety,176,18l, 183
Appearance,
102-3,106,lJ4, 179t8 0 .2 44.316
apple,198-201,204-,
aptitude,80, 164,183
arch, I 19-24,126,133-34,179-41,
147-49, lBg, 209,240,726
argument,force of, 190-91,283
arithmetic:seenumber
ARPA, 324
array:seeftame-array
art, 27, 41, 52, I84, 247,258
Artificial Intelligence,19,74, IZ0,
204,222,244,Zr2, 323,326
Asimov,Isaac,24, 172,325
assault,182
association
of ideas,120,213
assumption:seedefaultassumption
astrology,247
attachmen
t, 44,62,94,164,17I, 17r176,lgl-97, 2gr, 3ll, 326
evolutionof, 182
intellecfual,I84
attentioni33, \El, z2l-24,.77-q,
z5g295 " -'
Auden,W. H., 50
autism,297
avalancheeffect,167,208,Zl4
awareness:
seeconsciousness
.&brain, 59,92, l5l, 179,Zl2, 229,
280,326
Bartlett,F. C., 243,253,259-60,
272
beauty,184,298
Beethoven,Ludwig van, 80
B e g i n ,8 7
behaviorism,
T5, 179
belief,244,301-2,307
Bellugi,Ursula,98
Berlin, lsaiah,244
bicycle,82
Bierce,Ambrose,55
biofeedback,66
INDEX

biology,20,I27,153,319
bird,91,127,230,248,277-78
birthday:seegift; party
blinking, time-, 240-41,294
Block-Arch,I19, 126,I47, lr7
blocks,worldof,20-26,29,)2-36,
72,74,80,87, l19-21,rZ4,r39,
183,209,255,269,325
boat,289
Bochner,Salomon,323
body-suppoft,133;seedlso
representation
Boltzmannmachine,2lr, 3I9
bonding:seeattachment
boredom,59,68, 104,283,286
boundary,65,86,133-34,I39,
183,247,252,
Zgg,Zg0,ZgZ,
298-99
Bowlby,fohn, 176
box, 28, I47-48, 228,240
brain, 57,6r, 66, l0Z, I 10,I 16,lr4,
180,194,242,254,298
architectureof, 26, 30, lll, 227,

3r0-t6,Jzr

cell:seenervecell
convolution,107,317
cortexof,3l6-L7,321
iniuryto, l16, 156,I94,288
robustness
of, 107,l16, 3ll
sizeof, 321
brainstorming,145
bridge,73, l2Z, l3I, l88, 2ZZ
Brown,Roger,98
Buddha,44-4r, 54,97, I34, 184
Builder,2l-26, 29,32-36,67,79,
87,90, 129,169,lgg, 217,220,
255,293,297,324
bundle:seenervecell
bureaucracy,
34,60, 102
C-brain,59
C-line,2r9,330
Campbell,fohn W., 185
car,23,56,ll9,190, 199,203,218,
252,277,303,717

Carbonell,
Jaime,318
cat, 160,209,290,3I0, 3lz
cause,48,61-62,66,lZ2, lZ9,134,
!12, 176,lg7, 196,224,272,
239,293,297,306_7
, 3]l3.331
cell:seenervecell
censor,_94,-96,
167,179,l8?.,ZZg,
27 5 _ 9 0 ,3 0 9 ,3 2 7
suppression
of,276
seealsosuppressor
chain,27, 48,77, 134,187-90,lg3.
. 2t2r224.228,230.24t, 295,302
chair, 52, 123,126,li}-jI, l$:
154,20I_j, 239,245
Challenger,Professo
r, 42-44,48,
16 7 ,1 7 0 ,3 2 7
change,232,255-57
character,45,53, lBZ,247
Charniak,Eugene,Z!g,Z74,727
chemical,19,26,28,44,lli, ZBi.
285,309_10
c h e s s2, 3 , 7 4 , 7 6 , 1 8 6
Chesterton,GilbertK., 300
child:seedevelopment;
infant
chimpanzee,720
choice:seewill, free
circularity,48, 50, 59,64, 68,75, 85,
192,20i,280,333;seealso
paradox
classification,
91, Il3, IZ7
clause,2]2-33,267,271
Clynes,Manfred, 162,3lz
cognitiveunconscious,
178
coherence:
seepersonality
color,22, I09, I13, 198-99,ZII
commonsense,20-22,29,S),72,
96, 127-29,lg7, lgg, 193,249.
z6t, 272.274.277_78, 327
communication,I97, 274,ZZl, 234,
263,290,290,301
amongagents,61,66,67, 168,
799 ,2 2 0 ,3 1 5 ,3 2 0
amongpeople,,1,64, 66-67,94.
ll2, l3l, 17l, 192,220,274.
235,242,270,290,zg4,297
communityof persons,25,33, 46,
51,66, 167,236,264,267,270,
272,275,277, 294,2gg,309,331
comparison,
94, 100-101,
103,105,
I 10,I I 5-16, lg4, 224,239_41.
279,294-9,
competition,42, 106,130,166,284,
297
comprehension:
seelanguage
compromise,
33,94,106
compulsion,
183,306
computer,19,29,30,63, 66,72-74,
246.279.289
parallel,20, 70, 124,16I, l7t, 190,
Ig4, ZI4-15,Zg4,3l5
s er ialI9
, 0 ,2 2 4 ,7 L
seealsomachine
concentration,59
concept,I05, l79,2II
conceptualization,
105,230-)l
concern,2I8, 220-ZI, 234,Z4I, 262
conditionedreflex,75, 120
Confined,100-103
conflict,amongagents,]2-j4,83,
95,1 0 6 ,l 1 6 , 1 6 3 ,1 9 1 ,2 1 0 ,2 4 5
334

confusion,_40,
58-59,69, I5l, 174,
209,229
coniunctionwords,271
connectedness.
202
Connectionmachine,?IS,i,24.3iI
connections,
84, 107,lli, 226
betweenagents,Zi>,84,Zlj
in brain,226,7lS,3l7
random,76,214-li,}l]>
weak,86,210
connector,2l 5
conscience,
280
consciousness,
19,29,43,51,56_5g.
60,69,l5l_r2, r54,159_61.
196_
lg7, 249,257,290,320,327
streamof, 51, l5l, ZS7
conservation
of quantity,99_101,
103_6,167,179
consis^tency,
65,193,208,Zl0, 277,
304
containment,28, 134,147-4B,ZZg,
240
context,32,76,122,207-lZ,ZZl,
223,2Zg,233,259,270,2gg.327
continuity,senseof, 54,ZS4-j7
cooperation,20, 33, 106,164,169.
284
copyi ng,l l 6, 138,289
correlation,I l2
counting:seenumber
cotsrage,3T
cowardice, j7

creativity, 63, 66,73, 80, l3j-34.
1 9 9 , 2 0 3 ,2 3 6 , 3 2 7
credit assignment,77
Crichton, Michael,256
Crick, Francis, 19
cross-exclusion,166-7I, Z0B.327
cross-realmcorrespondence,126,

l3I, l4?,147,2lg_lg,2gr,2gg,
327
cruelty,278,280
crying,l7l
culture,46,50,116,164,167,l8l,
236,267,270,
Zg9,30g
curiosity,120
currency,54, 126,131,283-84
cybernetics,
318,323
d'Alembert,fean Le Rond,79
Darwin,Charles.104
death4
, 1 , 4 ) , 1 2 7),1 7
de Beauvoir,Simone,225
debugging,58
deduction:seelogic
defaultassumption,86-87,218,
223,244-47,261_65,30t. 327
defense,37, 164,l9l
definition,39,79,97,ll3, IZ3, lg}lg3, lgg, 206,229,264.270
functional
,71, 130-31,2.99,3ZB
structural130-31,
,
331
seealsodescription
demon,245,274,327
dependency,
187,228,232
depression,
176,182,286
derision,279-80
description
, 23, I25, 127,I33, l3S,
143-45,155,l6l, 203,22g,234,
241,245,265
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functional,123,126,lig, I4Z
structural,llg, lZ3, 126,l?.g
seealsodefinition
Destination,218,ZZZ-27,226,Zil,
246
destructiveness,
36
determinism,306;seealsowill. free
develo^pm_e_nt,
22, 29,32, 46,5b,6g,
gg, r02, 106,l 13_14,164.176_
183,228,312,316;seeals;o
stagesof development
Dickinson,Emily,217
difference
, 58,78,119,l2l, 148,
222,232,239_41,295,Zg4,313
-agent,298
betweendifferences, Zi7 -38
Difference-Engine,
78,79,17S, Z3S2]6,240, 252,306,727
dimension,spatial,lll,ll4, lZ8r2g, 147,259
direction,spatial,23,28, 56, lI4,
147,209,240,249,2rl, 256
direction-neme,240,249-51, 256,
258,327
discornfort
, 96.97
discouragement,
286
discourse,
2)7, 263,272
disgust,278,281
disposition
, 177,184,314
distraction, 37,44, 52;seealso
interruption
distributedmemory,Ig4, Zl1>,226,
jlg,329
diversity,194,308
division,of mind, 85, 103,199
dog, 125,160,197,203,277-79
door,57.258
doubt,45,65,30I
drawings,children's,I 35-38
drugs,44,68,285
dumbbell,I 16-17,143.305
Duplication Problem,239-40,ZSg,
328

E at,32-33,36
Edmonds,Dean,323
education,75, 97, 106,193,229
eggs:seeconservationof quantity;
Piaget,fean
ego,278,3M
Einstein,Albert, 17,80, ll0,
319
Eliot, George,l7l
E l i ot,T. S ., 4I,60
eloquence,234
embryo,41,310,315
emergency,l7l
emotion, 44,62, 116-17,162-65,
17l-72, 277,Zg3-94,312_14,
328
and intellect,183-84
empathy,63,)13
endurance,286
energy,79,166,283-85
enioyment,95
escape:seecontainment
essence,
4I, l2I, 126,133,l?9,143,
lgg,236
estate:seeownership
ethics:seemorality

evidence,weighingof, 189,20I-3,
2r5, 285,3ll, 313
evolution,17-I8, 25,66,I29, 133,
160,308
natureof,71, 3I7-18
of genetics,146,318
of humanbeings,68,320-21
of humor, 281
of imagination,80, Il4,299
242
of language,
76,310,318
of species,
exception,22, 90,9I, 96, 106,lZ5,
r43, r45,ZrZ,278,248,277
penguin,whale,127
Exception Principle, 127,146,328
exhaustion,286
62, I44, 186,203,Z2l,
expectation,
234,238,244,247,256,2r8,
263, 265, 27 2 ,2 7 4
72,74,80,84, I37, 157,
expertise,
222, 276
explanation,23,26-27, 48,49,109,
122,lz9, l3l, 186,r89,224,
236.2?,8.259
exploitation,41-45,56,78,92, 163164,168-69,172,l74, l9r,2r5,
227,284,295,297,328
expression
, 44,234,240,272,296
facial,44,17I, 176,280,312
recognitionof,313
verbal: seelanguage
v oc al, 66, 312
seealsogesture
Extent,l00-l0l
face,61, 66,156,176,254
recognition
of, 3ll-13
seealsoexpression
fact.84,702
Fahlman,Scott,259
failure,learningfrom, 96, I75, I83,
191,279
faith: seedoubt
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